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Now, for about $2*, the Bourns® Model 87/88 semi- precision, single-turn potentiometer delivers ±. 2% zero-based linearity. Compare the accuracy to the $5
precision pot with -±- 1% independent linearity that you're buying now . . . especially the performance at the low end setting, where dial setting accuracy is most
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MODEL 87/88 — THE ALTERNATIVE
Don't compromise your application with lower performance controls or pay apremium for precision pots. Specify the alternative — Boums Model 87/88. Write or
call today for complete technical information.
$2 SEMI-PRECISION MODULAR POTS ... BEAUTIFUL!

±2,5%

Independent

Again, for about $2, the Model 87/88 offers 200-30V/0 greater panel setting
accuracy over industrial grade controls. They're perfect for applications requiring

S1.00

TRIMPOT PRODUCTS DIVISION, BOURNS, INC., 1200 Columbia Avenue, Riverside,
California 92507, Telephone ( 714) 781-5122 — TWX 910 332-1252.
•Production quantities, Domestic U.S.A. pr.ce,
Single cup unit only.
tPatent Pending

International Marketing Offices: European Headquarters— Switzerland 042/23 22 42 • Belgium 02/218 2005 • France
01/2039633 • Germany 0711/24 29 36 • Italy 02/32 56 88 • Netherlands 70/87 44 00 • united Kingdom 01/572 6531 •
Norway 2/71 18 72 • Sweden 7g4/20 110 • Japan 075/92' 9111 • Australia 02/55-0411 03/95-9566 • Israel 77 71 15/6/7

Circle 900 on reader service card

Introducing push-button
microprocessor system debugging.
HP's 1611A Logic State Analyzer... Dedicated to all 8080 or 6800 based systems.*
View program flow in mnemonics.
With CRT data and addresses selectable in either hexadecimal or octal
formats and external line.; in Is and O's.

DATA

Maintain testing control. LED indicators show status
at all times. You ran monitor system operation
at norma/ speed or stop the microprocessor and give
control to the 1611A for single or multiple keyed steps

EXIERNAL

co
soot

Enter data quickly and easily. The hexadecimal keyboard makes trigger and qualifier
data entry as easy as operating acalculator.
And the CRT display gives you aquick
visual check on your entries.

Choose your display.
Either mnemonic or
absolute ( op codes).
Roll the display to
view any 16- line slice
of the 64- byte memory.

• •
fflic

Pinpoint
virtually any
specific even.
Trigger on
address, data, or
external signals... or
on any combination of
the three. Yoi.: can also
qualify the trigger by
bracketing the address and
opting to trigger on the nth
occurrence of the trigger word.
TRIGGER ENABLE and DTSABLE
keys act as arm and disarm circuits
providing unparalleled pinpointing flexibility.

The 1611A should be on hand when
you start up your microprocessorbased system. Imagine the time
you'll save with push-button operation and an unparalleled view of your
system's operation; viewing things
dynamically that you never could
see before. And there's more . . .
self test; trigger outputs to drive
external equipment; error messages
to warn of improper operation or
setup; ard the choice of two initial
"µP personality modules" that
let you tailor the 1611A to either
8080 or 6800 based sistems.

Move the display
window. Delay up to
6.5,472 qualified clocks
or memory transactions from
the trigger word. Or, pre-tngger to
see up to 63 bytes leading up to the
trigger word ( negative time).

Obtain
program and
timing data.
Qualify the display with
TRACE TRIGGER and see only
those bytes that match your trigger
inputs . . all write instructions, for
example. Press COUNT TRIGGERS and
the 1611A displays the number of trigger
occurrences between the TRIGGER ENABLE
and TRIGGER DISABLE entries.
Push TIME INTERVAL and you get
a display of actual elapsed time
between selected points in your
program on your hardware.

Let HP's 1611A, priced at
$5,000", help you speed development,
production- line testing or service.
Ask your local HP field engineer
for all the details. Ask him about HP's
digital seminars too. He can tell
you when one will be held in your
area and how you can attend.
l'and more modules for other microprocessors to come
"Domestic U SA price only
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's—Low-cost Digital Voltmeters Sell For $ 1500
's—Digital Voltmeters Add Multiple Functions
—Low-cost Digital Multimeters Sell For $ 225 From HP

New component technologies greatly reduce
production costs and
at the same time improve performance—
bulky wire-wound
resistors used as aprecision attenuator are
replaced by tantalum
nitride deposited on
asapphire chip. 5
micron line widths and
laser trimming yield
resistance values to
10 megohms with
50 ppm ratio accuracy.

Reducing the large
number of interconnections and parts
needed for Hi° multi meters is this CMOS
Control chip. It includes counters, buffer
storage, code conversion for display, display
scanner, autorange
circuits, several ROM's,
most of the analog
switches and arangehold function.

History tells the story.
Today, digital multimeters from
Hewlett-Packard offer five functions for 15% of the price of
1950 single function DVM's.
And remember how much noise
they made? Not abad track record when you consider that
the 1950 dollar is worth two of
today's inflated version.
What's behind this remarkable
story? It's no secret—it's technology. The same technology
that gave us the digital watch,
pocket calculator, home TV
games, and for many of us our
own personal computer. At
Hewlett-Packard, we've always
developed the very latest in voltmeter technology allowing us
to offer this top quality at prices
so low. Look at just afew of the
advances responsible for today's
exciting low prices.
If you'd like to know more
about the new DVM's from HP—

Great time saving
mated testing of final
results from automatic unit. Even the power
insertion of compotransformer is wave

nents into printed circuit board along
with completely auto-

l

especially our prices, contact your

To assure you areliable product, each
multimeter developed
by HP is designed to
e survive abuses such
as: 230VAC into every
terminal pair on every

soldered along with
other components.

function and range
setting, current overloads into current
measuring terminals,
1000V dc into any
terminal pair, and
15KV static discharge.

local HP field office for more information. Or, use the Reader
Service Card to get complete literature on HP's new generation
of low-cost DVM's.

Lj

High-impact polycarbonate
case withstands 100 G's
shock. Cost savings is about
two- to-one over metal units.
Input terminals and cover
simply drop into place further reducing assombly time
and cost.

LED., solid-state readout consists
of monolithic chips that are magnified through use of two
lenses. The final display
is 30% larger giving
you amore readable
display.

HEWLETT h

PACKARD

1507 Page Mill Road, Palo Alto, California 94304
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For assistance cal' Washington ( 3011 948-8370. Chicago ( 312)
255-9800. Atlanta (4041955-1500. Los Angeles ( 213) 877-1282
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Cover: 4-k static RAM is fast and power- thrifty, 99

A typical access time of 150 nanoseconds
and a typical power dissipation of 80 milliwatts at 4 megahertz are the achievements
of a new static 4,096- bit static randomaccess memory, the latest landmark memory development. A clocked sense amplifier
and polysilicon load resistors help skirt the
usual power-speed compromises.
Cover illustration is by Art Director Fred
Sklenar.
The view from Dallas is optimistic, 67

This year's semiconductor sales, for all firms
worldwide, will rise to $ 6.625 billion, 18%
over those of 1976, predicts Texas Instruments. The prognosis from the Dallas firm,
known for its conservative estimates, is
slightly under the industry consensus in
Electronics year-opening survey.
Electron beams trace finer lines, 89

For large-scale- integrated circuits to advance in density and complexity, pattern
lines narrower than 1micrometer are necessary. Electron- beam lithography looks like it
will be the answer.
Conference to mull film technology, 114

Film technology and the often related
subject of production techniques will dominate the discussions at this year's Electronic
Components Conference. There will be 16
sessions at the affair, which opens May 16
in Arlington, Va.
And in the next issue . . .

What you should know about active filters
. . . packaged analog input/output
systems for microprocessors shrink to near
chip size.
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Publisher's letter
S emiconductor technology, porticolady in the integrated-circuit
area, is beginning abig move into an
entirely new phase. The next generation of highly complex electronic
functions will be accomplished more
by innovations and refinements in
production techniques than in novel
circuit approaches. In other words,
the new crop of exceedingly dense
chips— packing in far more circuit
elements than can large-scale integration— is on the horizon.
What has been slowing the trend
toward ultra-dense circuits is that
current technology is pushing up
against the limits of dimensions that
can be achieved by optical lithography. While there are still some ways
left to squeeze finer lines out of
optical approaches, a number of
researchers have been looking ahead
to more exotic techniques, and one of
the most promising of those is electron- beam lithography.
On page 89, you'll find adetailed
article on electron- beam technology
and where it stands. Authored by a
team from IBM, this extremely
significant article describes the widespread efforts now going on in
numerous companies and research
organizations. As might be expected,
electron- beam lithography is not
simply a substitution of a beam of
electrons for abeam of light. Resists
are different, etching methods must
be modified, and, the greatest
change of all, computer technology
must be harnessed if the benefits of
the high resolution and high speeds
inherent in the electron-beam approach are to be fully realized.
The keystone of tomorrow's electronics circuits is the high density
that approaches like electron-beam
lithography make possible. For a
May t2, 1977
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preview of what that world with its
circuit line widths of 0.1 micrometer
and less— lines only 0.008 micrometer wide have already been made
in the laboratory— turn to our 10page report.
y1A/hat happened to the great citizens' band boom? After the
break- neck sales pace of last year,
when makers and merchants alike
were pushing 23-channel sets off the
shelf to make way for the justapproved 40-channel sets, 1977 has
been abit of abust.
To be sure, alot of 40-channel sets
are being snapped up by consumers.
But the inventory overhang in 23channel sets is not the roughly 2
million that had been expected.
Instead, observers now feel that
some 3 million to 5 million 23channel sets will be sold this year,
mostly at or below cost. The reason
for the surprise: no one figured in the
parts that were waiting to be built
into sets. Thus, 40-channel prices
have sagged in response to the 23channel glut.
All in all, the CB market has
cooled off. Last year's estimated
sales of 10 million sets just about
doubled the number of sets in use —
22 million. The outlook now for this
year is not the 12 million more sets
that some forecast, but more like 8
million. For the complete story on
the somewhat tarnished glitter of 40channel CB, turn to page 70.
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25 KH z SWIT CH-hat/um
POWER SUPPLIES
11. 75% efficiency
P 90-130V a- c input
(brownout protection)
d- c input
±10% output adjustment
adjustable current limit
adjustable overvoltage
logic level on- off
1 millisecond recovery
Interior View
(cover removed)
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9V
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24V

SIZE
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PRICE- 1

RATINGS FOR

10.0 A

6.0 A

5.0 A

4.0 A

2.5 A

2Y16" X 5 1
/
8 " X.7 1
/
2

3.0

THE KEPCO RMK

26.0 A

15.0 A

12.0 A

10.2 A

7.5 A

3%2" x51
4 " x83'4"
/

4.75 lbs.

POWER SUPPLIES

259.00

30.0 A

17.2 A

14.6 A

12.3 A

8.0 A

41
/
1
6" x51
2 " X 831
/
4"

5.25 lbs.

299.00

lbs.

6179.001
1

other switching power supplies from KEPCO/TCIK
1151230V a- c input switching power supplies, Series RMX
offers the same outputs in the same package sizes as RMK.
Triple output switchers, Series RMT combines a 5V, 10A output
with your choice of: ± 12V @ ± 1A or ± 15V @ ± 1A or + 12V @ 1A,
— 5V @ 1A or + 15V @ 1A, — 5V @ 1A or + 12V @ 1A, — 9V @ 1A.
Ask your Kepco Rep to show you the clean layout, and cool operation of the KEPCO/TDK switching power
supplies. Compare performance, stability, noise, temperature rise . . . compare the Kepco 5- Year Warranty!
For complete specs,
write Dept. BTF- 14
Electronics/May 12, 1977
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Readers' comments
The chairman dissents

Start Getting Your
MoneySworth
Out of Power Modules
Now, you can really start getting .cour
moneysworth out of power modules with
Abbott's new LOW COST series.
Designed to give you 100,000 hours of
trouble-free operation ( that's 11% years),
these reliable units meet the needs of
OEM engineers. Their purchase price is
about $7 per year of service. The model
LC series feature:
• 47-420 Hz Input Frequency
• 0.1% Regulation
• +80°C. Ambient Operation
• Single and Dual Outputs
• 1Day Stock Delivery
These units provide more quality per
dollar compared to similar items on the
market. See table below for prices on
some of our LC models. Many other LC
models are listed in our cltalog.

If analyzing the many similar power
supplies on the market is confusing; if
you are concerned about the long-term
reliability of those units, then decide on
an Abbott power supply for your system.
Your hest buy in OEM power modules
is ABBOTT.
Abbott also manufactures 3,000 other
models of power supplies with output
voltages from 5 to 740 VDC and with
output currents from 2 milliamps to 20
amps. They are all listed with prices in
the new Abbott Catalog with various
inputs:
60 -1C1ze- to DC
400 A z ,- to DC
28 VDC to DC
28 VDC to 400 Azt
12-38 VDC to 60 Aj-

5V @
6 Amps

5V @
10 Amps

15V @
4 Amps

28V @
1 Amp

±-12V
-

10 Amps

@
1.2 Amps

±
- 15V @
4 Amps

LC576

LC5T10

LC12710

1C151.4

LC28T1

LLC12T1.2

LLC15T4

$62

873

$99

$73

$62

$87

$119.00

12V il

Please se pages 1054-1056 Volume 1 of your 1975-76 EEM ( ELECTRONIC ENGINEERS
MASTER Catalog) or pages 612-613 and 620 volJrne 2 of your 1975-76 GOLD BOOK
for complete h-formation on Abbott Modules.

Send for our new 60 page FREE catalog.

abbott
INDUSTRIAL
general offices

transistor
PR ODUCTS

5176 W. Jefferson Blvd./Los Angeles 90016
(213) 930-1040
Telex: 69-1398
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Circle 6 on reader service card

DIVISION
eastern office

To the Editor: The March 17 Washington commentary [ p. 50] refers to
"the misguided concept of onecarrier- per- region fostered by FCC
Chairman Richard Wiley." Quite
frankly, there is no factual basis for
this characterization of my position.
Indeed, in Docket 18262 Iwas a
strong and vocal advocate for rejecting the staff recommendation to
limit cellular system applications to
wireline carriers. For your information, I have consistently supported
agency actions that would maximize
full and fair competition in the
mobile radio market.
Ihope that this brief letter will
clarify my position concerning competition in the mobile radio field.
Richard E. Wiley
Federal Communications
Commission
Washington, D. C.
Watch those thetas
To the Editor: There is a rather
minor error in the Calculator note
"Program analyzes spectrum of oscilloscope wave forms" [ Feb. 3,
p. 119], which Ithink the readers of
your magazine will want to know
about.
The author gives the phase angle
0„ by 0„ = tan - '( — b„/a„), which is
correct when the corresponding term
of the Fourier series is, as he specifies, C„ cos([2 irnt/T] + 0„). However, the program actually calculates
0„ = tan -i(a„/b„), which is the
correct result if one takes the corresponding term in the F2urier series
to be C„ sin([2 rnt/T] + 0„).
Indeed, if we work the author's
example, we get a phase angle of
about 30°. This checks with his
example because the corresponding
term in it is sin(3t + 30°), which
equals cos(3t — 60°).
One thus has either to redefine en
as above or change the program to
compute 0„ as it was defined. This
can be done by transposing his
instructions 38 and 39 and then
inserting the instruction CHS between 38 and 39.
LeBaron O. Ferguson
University of California
Riverside, Calif.

1224 Anderson Ave./Port Lee, N.J. 07024
(201) 224-6900
Telex: 13-5332
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With higher speeds and density ...

Here are three
new COSMOS ideas,
good buddy.
A new 40-chanrel CB synthesizer and two other circuits
prove: RCA COS/MOS has really
got the hammer down on the rip
strip of hot new applications. In
these circuits and more to come,
you have improved speeds and
density to work with. Plus the
other COS/MOS advantages.
All adding up to better performance and significant cost and
space savings.

4x4Crosspoint
Switch: lower the
cost per crosspoint.

Circle 210

â

FIFO Register:
simplify microprocessor
interfacing.
On asingle chip you get 4
independent FIFO registers that
can be used in parallel. CD40105B
is 4bits 'by 16 bits long, ¡ sexpandElectronics/May 12. 1977
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Circle 212

1.

40- Channel CB:
cut costs of
ownership.
Our new synthesizer IC combines receiving and transmitting
oscillator functions on asingle
chip. Result: lowerCB manufacturing cost— and more. The
low power requirements and
environmental ruggedness of
COS/MOS help reduce powersupply and operating costs,
and make it anatural for use in
vehicles. Operating between
15-20 MHz with no pre- scaler,
TA10336 has atransmit- receive
shift, 6- bit channel code, and a
10 24 MHz reference.

00

The CD22100 is 16 switches
on asingle chip, replacing 16
relays ( at about 1/3 the cost) or
3standard ICs. This can mean
major space savings in in-house
telephone and data communications systems, for example.
And of course fewerconnections
means higher reliability. Coming soon: a4x4 x2crosspoint
switch.

INPUT
BUFFERS

OUTPUT
BUFFERS

DO
DI
02

4XIe
DATi
REGIS ER

02

D3

03
3- STATE OUTPUT

DATA IN
READY

2 ser' e

DATA. (AIT
READY

TROL LOGIC

SHIFT OUT
¡RASTER RESET

For more information on these
COS/MOS integrated circuits,
contact your local RCA Solid
State distributor.
Or write: RCA Solid State.
Box 3200, Somerville, NJ 08876;
Sunbury-on-Thames, Middlesex
TW16 7HW, England; Ste.-Annede- Bellevue, Quebec, Canada;
Fuj Bldg., Tokyo, Japan.
RCA COS/MOS experience
is working for you.

3.

X LISES

able, and features independent
asynchronous inputs/outputs
(outputs are 3-state). It really
shines in microprocessor applications requiring input/output
peripheral buffering.
Circle 211
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If it calls for power supplies,
amplifiers or bridges — call the
"Instrument Professionals"
whatever the task, they can help
you match your equipment needs
to your budget, insuring on- time
delivery to keep your project on
schedule!
Write or call for data on our other
specialties: Instrument Leasing •
Computer Peripherals • Equipment
Sales • Instrument Service.

Coll
Continentd
Rental/
Get our
FREE
Catalog

Div. Continental Leasing Co., Inc.
175 Middlesex Turnpike, Bedford,
MA 01730 ( 617) 275-0850

FOR IMMEDIATE RESPONSE CALL:
N.E. ( 617) 275-0850; L.I. ( 516) 752-1622;
NY. NJ ( 201) 654-6900;
Gtr. Phila. ( 609) 243-5100;
Wash.. D.C. area ( 301) 948-4310;
Mid West ( 312) 439-4700;
So. Central ( 214) 690-1706;
Costa Mesa. CA ( 714) 540-6566;
L.A., CA ( 213) 477-7521;
Santa Clara, CA ( 408) 735-8300.
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INTRODUCING

News update

A NEW
REVOLUTIONARY
MULTI— DIGIT

SOLID STATE READOUT
• Its first militarized minicomputer
has been successfully demonstrated
"ahead of schedule," says United
Technologies Corp.'s Norden division in Norwalk, Conn. Designated
the PDP-11/34, it is now ready for
the military market, with production
units slated for delivery in July.
The Norden computer is aversion
of the medium- performance PDP11/34 designed by Digital Equipment Corp. [
Electronics, Nov. 11,
1976, p. 14], which licensed Norden
to militarize, manufacture, and market its small but highly successful
commercial PDP-11 family. Built
from the ground up to meet severe
environmental requirements of airborne ( MIL- E-5400), shipborne
(M1L-E-16400) and land- based
(M1L-E-4158) specifications, the
PDP-11/34M is identical to its
commercial counterpart both functionally and bit for bit and therefore
meets the main goal of the enterprise— it can use DEC'S extensive
PDP-11 software library.
The PDP-11/34M is available in a
chassis using either a half air- transport rack with a 16,384- or 32,768word core- memory module or the
optimal full- rack chassis with up to
131,072 words. Typically, the militarized computers are twice the price
of the commercial versions.
"The development of both digital
units took less than six months from
turn-on to completion," says Harold
L. Ergott, Norden vice president for
computer products. Before their
recent demonstration, the PDPII / 34M central processing units
passed all qualification tests.
Norden's Computer Products
Center marketing group has received
over 1,800 inquiries about the computers. In fact, adivision spokesman
says it has made its first PDP11/34M sale but declined to give
details. Norden will announce its
second computer in the militarized
PDP-11 family about midyear as
well as "aproduct enhancement that
will increase the 34M's throughput,"
the spokesman notes. That is believed to be a cache memory, while
the new computer is probably amilitarized version of DEC's LS1-11
single- board microcomputer.

Non-fat iguing ELECTROLUMINESi -. •
Iight
Space saving thin prof ile
Wired for multiplexing
Low a. r. power consumption
Compatible with IC logic
ib ,coders and segment drivers
Rugged, pluggable laminated
plastic construction
SPECIAL TRIAL OFFER
ORDER FROM STOCK at

97c

per digit,

any of the fol lowing mult i-digit
readouts having 2 to 5 digits:
1/2" high with 9- segments
0.6" high with 7- segments
(minimum order--$ 10.)

TLP

T.L. ROBINSON CO.. INC.
P.O. BOX O. EAST AURORA. N.T. 14052
TEL. 17161 652-2111 TELEX: 91566
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Gas Sensing Semiconductor

IGARO
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SENSOR

quickly senses
even small
amount
\ of gas.

Applications
1. Natural Gas- Leak Alain,
2. Propane Gas- teak Alarm
3. Carbon Monoxide
Detector
4. Automatic Fan Control
S. Fire Mao» Del r', ting
I an,.1
.dr.11.e.i5 .
1111i

/ Ow
phi É•

Lornbusliblt gases
contained in smoke)
6. Al( ohol lJetet tor
Deter or tan drunker,
driver/
7. Air Pollution Monitor
hohlt,

derv, rl,

1111

,
1.•1 u, or, éro,,r two, o.,1

FIGARO ENGINEERING INC.
ed-lead Office: 3-7-3 Higashdovonaka, Tovonaka
Cdv. Osaka. 560. JAPAN TELEX 05286155
FIGARO J CABLE FIGARO TOYONAKA
TEL (061 849-2156
deNlorth America. 3303 Harbor Boulevard. Surte
D-8. Costa Mesa, Calitorrna 92626. U S.A
TELEX 678396 CABLE FIGARENGIN
COSTAMESA TEL 1714) 751-4103
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esigner sgum eto t e
hot numbers in LICs.
BiMOS Op Amps:
they mix technologies
to match
circuit needs.
erz,

Variable Op Amps:
as easy to use as
a transistor.

CA3140

'CA 3160
CA3130

Programmable power switch/amplifier.
Adds integral Darlington output to CA3080
circuit to provide 300 mA peak current.

CA 306

Variable op amp array: 3variable op
amps plus zener bias regulator to use as
current control or voitage reference source.
All on one chip.

Wideband op amp (40 MHz) tor both
large and small signals. High open- loop
gain, slew rate ( 25 V/i£ sec) and output
current phis fast settling time.

BiMOS combines the best of Bipolar and
MOS in versatile, easy- to- use, low-cost op
amps that are simple to manufacture in high
volume It's the op amp technology of today
—and tomorrow. Millions of BiMOS devices
have beer produced and sold. Most are
available off the shelf.
Cifcle 271

The metalization is gold, and the chip is
hermetically sealed with alayer of silicon
nitride. The result is corrosion-free, extended
life added to the economy of an advanced,
rugged plastic package. In short, Gold CHIP
(Chip Hermeticity In Plastic) gives you
better than standard plastic reliability at the
same price as plastic.
There are over 25 Gold CHIP types
including these popular numbers: CA301A,
CA307, CA311, CA324, CA339, CA555,
CA741, CA747, CA748, CA1458, CA3401,
CA3724, CA3725.
Circle 274

ARRAYS

RCA amplifier, diode and
transistor arrays help you
reduce parts cost, save space,
cut insertion costs and increase reliability. Choose from
24 different arrays that allow
you to create new circuit
designs and do the jobs you
want done.

Universal op amp, available with compensation (3160) or without ( 3130). Very low
priced, yet with features for general purpose,
FET input ( 1,500,000 M!!), wideband
(15 MHz), rnicropower and high current uses.

CA3100

*:4

CA3080

Programmable op amp: differential voltage input current output. Variable voltage
power, bandwidth, sbw rate, input and
output current. $0.59 @ 1K.

Most useful op amp since the 741.
MOS/FET input plus bipolar speed and
4-44 V supply voltage. Does most jobs
better than 741 or many premium op amps
—at far less cost.

Gold CHIP

Circle 272

Micro Power Op Amp.

CA307

Delivers up to 6.5 milliamps with standby
power as low as 0.7 microwatt. Programmable input terminal for tailoring response
and slew rate without sacrificing power.
Circle 273

RGAA.“ urcult
diagrams and tree
sample offer

Circle 275

For more information, contact your
local RCA Solid State distributor.
Or write: RCA Solid State. Box 3200,
Somerville, NJ 08876; Sunbury-on-Thames,
Middlesex TW16 7HVV, England;
Ste.-Anne-de- Bellevue, Quebec, Canada;
Fuji Bldg., Tokyo, Japan.

RCA Linear experience
is working for you.

RCA

The 2900 Family: Two years later.
1975. Advanced Micro Devices
introduces the world's best 4-bit
microprocessor slice, the Am2901,
along with afew support circuits.
1977. It's awhole new family.
Now there's an Am2901A just like
the Am2901, only better. Now
there are 18 support circuits, two
or three second sources and all
the software you'd ever want. The
2900 family has become the family
of the future. Here's why:
The first family.
The Am2900 family is the first
group of products designed specifically for microprogrammed
machines. Microprogramming is
rapidly becoming the most popular way to design medium- and
high-performance systems, to reduce development time, make
changes easily, and conveniently
add new features.
Less weight, less size.
With the Am2900 family, it's
not uncommon for entire boards
to be eliminated. You'll shrink
system size and weight, increase

overall reliability and reduce
manufacturing costs.
Time goes by, price goes down.
In July 1975, we told you we'd
reduce the cost of the Am2901 by
30% per year. We've done it twice.
Once in April 1976 and once in
March 1977. The Am2900 family
gets less and less expensive all
the time.
We're so popular, we're
the industry standard.
The Am2900 family is the most
widely used Bipolar LSI family in:
•Minicomputers: For emulators,
high-performance CPU's and
add-ons by eight out of the top
ten U.S. manufacturers.
•High-performance controllers:
For discs, tapes,•floppy discs
and universal controllers.
•Communications: For PBX
systems, central exchanges,
multiplexers and modems.
•Military: For radar processors,
display systems and the Navy's
new standard avionic computer,
the AN/AYK-14.

Advanced Micro Devices. Inc. • 901 Thompson Place, Sunnyvale. California 94086 • Telephone ( 408) 732-2400 •
Distributed nationally by Hamilton/Avnet. Cramer and Schweber Electronics and regionally by Arrow. Bell.
Century Electronics. Future Electronics and RAE Electronics.

The Family:
CPU Slice ( ALU and general
registers)

Am 2901A, 2902,
2903* 2904*

Microprogram Control Units

Am2909, 2910* 2911

Branch and Instruction Control
for Microprogram Sequencers

Am29803, 29811

LSI Bus Interface Devices

Am2905, 2906, 2907,
2915A, 2916A. 2917A

Priority Interrupt Control

Am2913, 2914

Main Program Control

Am2930* 2931* 2932*

New More Powerful MSI
functions

Am2918, 2919, 2920
2921, 2922

•A High Performance Microprogrammed Disc Controller
In development:
•Vertically Microprogrammed
State Machines
•An emulation of the Am9080A/
8224/8228 using the Am2900
family
And two terrific design aids:

*In Development

Plus:

AMDASM

AMDS

Schottky and low- power Schottky MSI, MOS static
and dynamic RAM's and all the devices you need to
build your high-performance microcomputer.

Our powerful, easy-to- use
microprogram assembler
offering software support
through the worldwide
INFONET time-sharing division of Computer Science
Corporation. ( It supports
user-defined mnemonics for
producing microinstructions
up to 128 bits wide, and includes formating and default
features as well as tape generation for PROM programmers. If you've got the other
guy's MDS system, ask for
AMDASM/80. It comes on a
floppy disk and runs under
their operating system.)

Beginning this fall, we'll
be offering hardware support with the Advanced
Microprogram Development
System. ( It's the first prototyping system especially
designed for microprogramming systems.) It'll help
speed up construction of
prototype systems and generation and de- bug of
microcode. Resident
AMDASM, of course!

We don't sell and run.

Advanced Micro Devices offers
learning aids to help speed up
designs and keep your engineers
up-to-date on the very latest
microprogramming techniques.
Learning aids and application
materials like these perennial
favorites:
•A 16-Bit Microprogrammed
Computer
•The Am2900K1 Learning and
Evaluation Kit
•The Microprogramming Handbook

The Am2900 family.

It's today's product family for
tomorrow's high-performance
machines. Am2900. Remember
that number. You're going to be
hearing it alot.

Advanced Micro Devices
Bipolar LSI. N-channel, silicon gate MOS. Low- power Schottky.
Multiple technologies. One product: excellence.
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Editorial

First steps on ending unfair trade practices
The United States electronics industry has
won acouple of important decisions recently
in its fight against unfair import practices
by foreign makers, but the war is far from
over. First, the International Trade Commission,
an arm of the U.S. Government established
by Congress afew years ago, ruled that
imports of television sets, mainly from Japan,
have hurt U.S. manufacturers. That decision
had been sought by four manufacturing
companies and 11 labor unions, which had
joined together into agroup called Compact.
The ITC remedy would be to slap hefty import
duties on both black-and-white and color sets.
Then, late last month, the U.S. Customs
Court, in an entirely separate action, upheld
the accusation brought by the Zenith Radio
Corp. that aspecial Japanese government
tax situation benefiting Japan's consumer
electronics exports was, in fact, abounty or
agrant. Thus, by United States law, such
imports would be subject to acountervailing
duty equal to the unpaid taxes. That duty
would amount to from 13% to 20% of the
products' value.
Finally, in an internal action that is not
subject to judicial review, the Treasury
Department has ordered that the entry bonds
posted by importers of television sets be more
than doubled, up from 9% to 20%. The bonds
were first ordered posted to meet possible
penalties following aTreasury Department
finding, in March 1971, that most Japanese
set makers were guilty of dumping their
wares in the U.S. market by selling them for
less than they were asking in their domestic
market. The increase in the bonds was imposed

12

after examination of the department's records
through 1974 showed that dumping, far from
going away, actually worsened.
These actions give long-awaited support
to wide-ranging complaints that the Japanese
consumer electronics companies have been
competing unfairly in the American market
for years. Now the ball has been thrown to
President Carter, who must decide what
proposals to veto, which to approve, and how
to balance domestic job needs with international
political realities.
Some of the remedies proposed— especially
some suggested by the International Trade
Commission— have drawbacks. At the very
least, critics say, the American consumer
will have to pay asignificantly higher price
if the duties and bond levies are passed along.
On the other hand, some observers say that
the television set inventory is now so huge
that prices will not rise for quite atime.
Later this month, the leading industrial
nations will gather in London for an economic
summit meeting. Should the U.S. decide to
raise an import-duty barrier against low-priced
imports, it risks antagonizing anumber of
nations, and the meeting could be ascorcher.
Yet, in all fairness to the domestic
manufacturers and their thousands of workers,
the goal of the U.S. Government now should
be to take whatever limited steps are needed
to restore fairness to the markets that have
been shown to be hurt by imports. The balance
between unrestricted trade and protectionism
has swung too far and has stayed there too
long. It's time that it was started back toward
equilibrium — toward afair and orderly market.
Electronics/May 12, 1977

Our REF-02's
aTWOFER.

At $ 1.95 ( 100's), our new 5 Volt reference circuit,
REF-02, is a good buy. But when you consider that
we've wired up an unused pin to give you— at no additional cost — a temperature transducer, it's a steal. And
it is very accurate, from super low ( - 150 °C) to super
high (+ 170 ° C)!
Let your imagination explore the idea for a minute. Let's
say your system design requires a voltage reference. What
could you do with a free temperature sensor? D monitor
cabinet temperature D thermal drift correction D prevent
thermal runaway.
The feedback signal for a temperature control loop is right here,
at the REF-02.
And if you've designed in a temperature sensor and could use a
good voltage reference ( ours is very reliable— referenced to the
bandgap energy of silicon) the REF-02 offers a way to simplify your
design. One part doing the work of several invariably translates into
savings. Twoferthe- price-of-one.
WANT CHIPS?
Send a PO. We're glad to sell REF-02 Chips. And you'll find them easy
to calibrate in your hybrid. HOW about knowing the ambient temperature inside your package!
For data sheet, App. Note, or name of your nearest PMI distributor,
write, phone or TWX us. Ask about the Twofer.

Precision Monolithics, Incorporated
1500 Space Park Drive, Santa Clara, CA 95050
(408) 246-9222. TWX: 910-338-0528
e Cable MONO.
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APPLICATIONS
MILITARY

People
National's Raphael intends
to fight Intel head on

by

Accuracy
Speed
Size
Repairability
Military
Temp. Range
—55 °C to + 125 °C

• 4 Bit/50 nSec; Low Cost
• Ideal for Radar Scan Converters
• Holds Absolute Accuracy Over
Temperatures
• Tracks a 10 MHz Analog Input

• 9 Bit/ 200 nSec.
• < 2Bit Drift Over Temperature
• Insensitive to Clock Frequency
For Further Information Call or Write
M.S. Kennedy Corp.
Pickard Drive, Syracuse, New York 13211

Howard A. Raphael, the new director of product marketing for microprocessors at National Semiconductor Corp., intends to compete head
on with the microprocessor leader,
Intel Corp.— and he says he has carte
blanche to do it.
"National is going to be a broadbased microprocessor supplier with a
more extensive line of peripheral
circuits than Intel," declares the 30year-old Raphael, whose last post
was manager of low- end microcomputers at Intel. By 1980, he sees his
Santa Clara, Calif., firm with a30%
to 35% share of what he predicts will
then be a $ 1billion microprocessor
market. "The microprocessor is the
darling of the semiconductor industry," he says, " and from what Isee
it's also the darling of National."
Total sales at National should top
last year's $ 325 million, and the firm
is already second in microprocessors
with 15% to 20% of industry sales.
N-channel expansion. Raphael will
concentrate on expanding National's
n-channel metal- oxide- semiconductor effort, using as a base its
successful second sourcing of microprocessors like Intel's 4004 and its
best-selling 8080. In addition, National produces important peripheral
circuits like Western Digital's synchronous- data- link controller and a
universal
synchronous
receiver/transmitter from Signetics.
But Raphael is out to go way
beyond these circuits. " We want to
establish industry precedents," says
the man who was responsible for
defining and marketing Intel's
MCS-4, - 40 and - 48 microcomputer
families. He looks forward to introducing 10 new products over the
next six months, all aimed squarely
at Intel's share of the market. He
will expand the 8080 series, although
he will not second- source the higherperformance 8085, which he regards
as " not ambitious enough for a
second- generation product." Instead,
National will develop its own new
microprocessors, he says, and he will
expand National's peripherals. He

also plans to update the 16- bit Pace
microprocessor, which indicates conversion to an n- channel design.
Farther along, he is looking at
specific market areas, including applications in instruments, process
control, and minicomputers.
Raphael, holder of a bachelor's
degree in electrical engineering from
Rochester Institute of Technology,
believes he has the resources to pull
National into a leadership position.
He plans to double his own marketing staff to 40 people by the end of
the year. He also is planning a few
marketing surprises affecting the
way "we interface with the sales
force."
As for Intel, " we're gaining on
them," he says. Eventually, " Intel
will be relegated to being just one
member of a large group of innovative microprocessor manufacturers."

Friedman of Analogic takes on
new markets for growth
Analogic Corp., insists its recently
elected president, Bernard Friedman, sells more digital panel instruments than anyone else in the world,
and he has no intention of changing
that. But Analogic is changing; for
some 30% of its backlog of well over
$10 million is in areas the firm was
not in two years ago, according to
the burly and voluble Friedman.
Panel instruments and data-conversion and - acquisition modules,
after all, are an original- equipment
manufacturer's business, " and we'll
never get away from the OEM business," he observes, " but we'd like to
get away from the kind of OEM business typical in the electronics industries, where everyone wants to get a
bigger market share by cutting
price." That aim has led Analogic
into agood bit of custom work that
could be richly rewarding.
Medical tomography. Some of the
custom effort has led to its being
selected by 8 of the 10 leading
manufacturers of medical tomography systems to supply the imageprocessing electronics, Friedman
points out. Those systems sell for
$250,000 or more, and the image-

Tel. 315-455-7077
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"We saved '42,000 by
cutting down redrawing
time the first year we
switched to reprographic
techniques:
Earl Lind, Graphics Supervisor
Solar, an International
Harvester Group, San Diego.
"Solar makes gas turbines. Big ones.
And they are shipped all over the world.
Generally, each customer orders aslightly
different version of the basic engine.
"Before we 'switched to reprographic
techniques, we would redraft the entire
drawing, even if the change was no more
than 10%. Now we make ablowback from
microfilm or create asame-size photo copy,
opaque unwanted detail, then redraft as
required. Or— if the changes are going to
be minor— we reproduce it on wash- off film
and let the drafter wet-erase what is not
wanted and then draw in the new details.
"We figure— even with the limited mechanized processor we had when we first went
to reprographics— that we saved $42,000 in
engineering drafting time the first year. And
that saving was in spite of the fact that we
had to start up anew facility and hire two
technicians to run it.
"Later we installed aKodak Supermatic
processor and relocated our drafting reproduction area next to our photo lab and copy
camera area. As aresult, we've found that
we're saving about 50% of the processing
time for the photo lab and the copy camera
facility. Everything we turn out— from publicity photos to engineering drawings— is
going through the Supermatic processor: .

Reprographics can help you, too.
Send for more details about Solar's use
of reprographic techniques, plus, acomplete
listing of Kodak products and other applications. Write: Eastman Kodak Company,
Graphics Markets Division, Dept. R0480 1
Rochester, N.Y. 14650.

VERSATILITY In
REPROGRAPHICS
Circle 15 on reader service card

New miniature
metallized capacitors
for professional and
consumer electronics

People

11%

Changing. Data acquisition for tomographic
scanners helps Friedman branch out.

WIMA MKS 2min
5 and 7.5 mm lead spacing. Up to 1.0 pF
Ultra miniature size, previously unattainable.

WIMA MKS 3
7.5 and 10 mm lead spacing. Up to 1.0 pF
Subminiature size and suitable for most
applications.
Long term reliability with high dielectric
and case insulation. Designed for easy
mounting and for double- sided printed
circuit boards.

WILHELM WESTERMANN
Spezialvertrieb elektronischer Bauelemente
P.O.-Box 2345 Augusta-Anlage 56
D-6800 Mannheim 1 • Fed. Rep. of Germany
Tel.: ( 621) 40 8012
16
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processing portions represent a
healthy fraction of that total
amount.
But Friedman, who helped get
Analogic started in 1969, maintains
that the company is not turning its
back on its traditional business—
those data modules, and especially
the digital panel instruments. Of the
latter, Friedman argues that "you
don't walk away from a business in
which you're the biggest, but the
electronics for the tomography
systems is alogical extension of what
we do. What we provide is really a
precision data- acquisition system."
Other products. Analogic also has
designed and is building the electronics portion of consumer scales,
an electronic pH meter for a major
U. S. supplier, and the electronics
for a European atomic- particle accelerator. Recently the company
won a substantial contract from
Intel Corp. to supply analog- todigital interface boards for singleboard computers and introduced a
$39 digital panel instrument [
Electronics, March 17, p. 40] that is
expected to set abrisk sales pace.
It would disappoint Friedman if
Analogic failed to top $ 15 million in
fiscal 1977 sales, and it would not
surprise him if the company were
able to hit as high as $ 20 million in
gross sales next year. A good bit of
the backlog is already in hand to
assure that kind of performance. In
contrast, it took three years for the
company to grow from $ 5.3 million
to $ 10.3 million in sales in 1976.
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ML-SSR UPDATE

Ready for military service:
Our new AC
power SSR.
o
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Commercial relays are no match for severe military or
aerospace environments. But there's no doubt about
our new 652 Series. Designed expressly for military and
aerospace applications, this new AC SSR is packaged
in arugged, hermetically sealed aluminum case with
the internal circuit assembly encapsulated to resist
shock and vibration. What's more, all circuit components
are military grade including the inverse parallel SCRs
that provide reliable output switching — up to 25 Amps —
over the frequency range of 45-440Hz.
Other features include logic compatible input drive

cdcuitry, optical isolation, and zero voltage turn-on to
reduce EMI.
To top it all off, our 652 Series is designed to meet
MIL- R-28750 and all categories of MIL-STD- 704A, with an
operating ambient temperature range of —55°C to + 110°C.
For complete specification data, contact your nearest
Teledyne Relays sales office listed in EEM, Gold Book
and Electronics Buyers' Guide. You'll find we have
the experience, products, and technical support to meet
all your SSR needs — including a quick reaction capability to design SSRs specifically for your application.

TELEDYNE'S MILITARY SSRs
A. P/N 683-1 DC SSR
DIP package, with output rated at
600mA/50VDC
3. P/N JM640-1 BI- polar SSR
Mil P/N M28750/5. TO-5 package, with
ni-ptplar (AC/DC) output rated at 60mA/40V
C. P/N JM643-1 DC SSR
Mil P/N M2875016. TO- 5 package, with
output rated at 300mA/40VDC
D. P/N JM643-2 DC SSR
Mil P/N M28750/7, TO- 5 package, with
output rated at 100mA/250VDC
E. 652 Series AC Power SSR
Output rated at 25A/250VRMS

ir TELEDYNE

RELAYS

3155 West El Segundo Boulevard, Hawthorne, California 90250
Telephone ( 213) 973-4545
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CHAMP mass-termination connectors
you can use anywhere with low power.
Affordable technology
fmmAMl

A complete connector terminated at one stroke—
that's mass-termination. Fast. Reliable. Low cost.
That's AMP.
CHAMP connectors handle unstripped solid and stranded
wire, multi-conductor cable, even woven and laminated
cable without costly wire preparation. They're especially
useful for cable-to-cable, cable-to-panel and cable-toprinted circuit board connector applications. And are
available in 14, 24, 36, 50 and 64 positions, with a
broad variety of mounting accessories.

With all this versatility, you'll find CHAMP connectors
at work in awide range of equipment such as
instrumentation, test equipment and business machines.
So come to AMP, the Company which believes
professional engineers deserve support. We will work
with you from the laboratory to your production line.
At AMP, our goal is to make sure you get the most
from our products—and from yours.
For more information on CHAMP mass-termination
connectors, just call Customer Service at ( 717) 564-0100.
Or write AMP Incorporated, Harrisburg, PA 17105.
AMP has a better way.

INCORPORATED

AMP and CHAMP are trademarks of AMP Incorporated.
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Meetings
Seventh International Symposium on
Multiple-Valued Logic, IEEE, University of North Carolina at Charlotte,
May 24 — 27.
Semicon/West 77, Semiconductor
Equipment and Materials Institute
(Mountain View, Calif.), San Mateo
Fairgrounds, San Mateo, Calif.,
May 24 — 26.
1977 Incremental Motion Control
Systems and Devices Symposium,
University of Illinois, Ramada Inn,
Champaign, Ill., May 24 — 27.
Microwave Power Symposium, International Microwave Power Institute
(Edmonton, Alta., Canada), Radisson Hotel, Minneapolis, May
24 — 27.
Power Industry Computer Applications Conference, IEEE, Royal York
Hotel, Toronto, Ont., Canada, May
24 — 27.
Electron, Ion, and Photo Beam Technology Conference, IEEE, Rickey's
Hyatt House Hotel, Palo Alto,
Calif., May 25 — 27.
Conference on Laser Engineering and
Applications, IEEE, Washington Hilton, Washington, D. C., June 1 — 3.
31st Annual Frequency Control Symposium, U.S. Army Electronics
Command ( Fort Monmouth, N. J.),
Howard Johnson's Regency Hotel,
Atlantic City, N. J., June 1 — 3.

Battery holders ., Handles with springloaded detents? Metric spacers? Standoffs? Mounting clips? Knobs with collet
locks? You'll find them all and alot more
besides in the Cambion collection. Whatever you pick it will say quality on your
equipment. Want our catalog, or samples
or asales engineer? Write: Cambridge
Thermionic Corporation, 445 Concord
Avenue, Cambridge, MA 02138. Phone:
617-491-5400. In California: 2733
Pacific Coast Hgwy., Torrance, CA
90505. Phone: 213-326-7822.
Standardize on

Camino's

The Guaranteed Electronic Components
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10th International Television Symposium and Technical Exhibition, Swiss
pur, Montreux Casino, Montreux,
Switzerland, June 3 — 10.
32nd International Aeronautics and
Space Show, Groupement des Industries Francaises Aeronautiques et
Spatiales ( Paris, France), Le Bourget, France, June 3 — 12.
11th Annual Consumer Electronics
Show, Electronic Industries Association, McCormick Place, Chicago,
June 5 — 8.

sumer Electronics, IEEE, Marriott
Hotel, Chicago, June 6 — 7.
Conference on Pattern Recognition
and Image Processing, IEEE, Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute, Troy,
N. Y., June 6 — 8.
National Association for Remotely
Piloted Vehicles Symposium, NARPV
(Dayton, Ohio), Hyatt Regency Hotel, Washington, D. C., June 6 — 8.
1977 Intermag — International Magnetics Conference, IEEE, Los Angeles
Hilton, Los Angeles, June 6 — 9.
mum '77— International Symposium
and Exhibition on Mini and Microcomputers ( P. O. Box 354, 8053
Zurich, Switzerland), Kongresshaus,
Zurich, June 7 — 9.
Conference on Technology of
Printed-Circuit Boards, Technology
Conferences Associates ( El Segundo, Calif.), Hacienda Hotel, El
Segundo, Calif., June 8 — 9.
International Conference on Communications, IEEE, O'Hare Inn, Chicago, June 12 — 15.
National Computer Conference, IEEE
et al., Dallas Convention Center,
Dallas, June 13 — 16.
1977 Power Electronics Specialists
Conference, IEEE, Rickey's Hyatt
House, Palo Alto, Calif., June
14 — 16.
Electric Measuring Instrument and
Automation Exhibition, Japan Electric Measuring Instruments Manufacturers' Association ( Tokyo), Osaka Merchandise Mart, Osaka, Japan, June 15 — 17.
1977 International IEEE/AP-S SympoUSNC/URSI Meeting and URSI
International Electromagnetic Symposium, IEEE and URSI, Stanford
University, Palo Alto, Calif., June
20 — 24.

sium,

14th Design Automation Conference,
and ACM, International Hotel,
New Orleans, June 20 — 22.
IEEE

Chicago Spring Conference on Con-
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Mostek is giving ,
six month's notice

1

8111e.

Mostek is giving notice and the
industry is taking it. Because what was just
recently a4K RAM company is now a broad
line MOS company.
We've taken the experience gained
through our 4K RAM technology and
developed an exciting array of memories and
microprocessors. Each with the same
dependable performance.
You're looking at six years worth of
new industry standards. But Mostek did it in
just six months.
>The 16K RAM— the smallest,
fastest, most reliable 16K in the industry.
>The Z80 family of microprocessors— the third- generation
microprocessor with increased
performance and reduced memory cost.
>The 3870 microcomputer— with full
capability on a single chip.
>The 34000 16K ROM— with the
fastest access time in the industry350 ns.
>The 4104 4K static RAM— the best
speed/power product in the industry.
-SOB 80—Z80 power with 16K
bytes of RAM. Available as OEM or
development board.

MK 3880

Not bad for six month's work. And the
next six will be just as impressive. Because if
Mostek is to be remembered for one thing, it
won't be a RAM, ROM, or PROM. It will be
for acommitment to the industry—to provide
innovations, advance technology, and set the
highest reliability standards.
So, if you still think Mostek's only
industry standard is the 4K RAM, forget it.
That was only the beginning. Or haven't
you noticed?

MOSTEK

1215 West Crosby Road,
Carrollton, Texas 75006 ( 214) 242-0444.
In Europe, contact:
MOSTEK GmbH West Germany,
Telephone: ( 0711) 701096;
MOSTEK ASIA HongKong, Telex
85148MKA H X

MI< 3883

MK 31881

1MK 3882

MK 4116
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It also means that you don't have to
relearn your software development
system each time you use adifferent
microprocessor chip. And that can
save valuable time.

A new
direction in
microprocessor
design aids.

The 8002 offers several other timesaving features to ease the task of
program creation: atext editor that
simplifies software entry and revisions,
an assembler with macro capability,
and dynamic trace for software
debugging.

Introducing asoftware development
system that supports avariety of microprocessors: first the 8080 and 6800,
then the Z-80*, with awide selection to
follow. Assembler software for two
microprocessors is provided from
those available at the time of purchase,
and software for each additional microprocessor may be purchased as an
option with aminimum of added
expense.

Since microprocessor- based program creation and prototype design
typically go hand in hand, the 8002 also
offers three progressive option levels
for program emulation and debugging,
prototype emulation and debugging,
and real-time prototype analysis.

This feature alone means that you
can change direction without having
to make amajor investment in anew
design aid. Choose acomponent on the
basis of its suitability for aparticular
project, then, if it seems desirable,
switch to another for the next project.

The 8002 Program Emulation and
Debugging System, which adds an
emulator processor and software for
aselected microprocessor, enables the
developmental software to be run,
tested, changed, traced, and debugged
on the desired microprocessor. The

*Available late summer 1977.

THE TEKTRONIX 8002
MICROPROCESSOR
LAB

number of different microprocessors,
its many convenience features for
software development, and its capaemulator microprocessor is identical
to the microprocessor in the designer's
prototype if the software is to be
executed on an 8080 in the prototype,
for example, an 8080 microprocessor
chip is used in the emulator processor.
The 8002 Interactive Prototype

bilities for software/hardware debugging, make it a unique design tool.
As a leading electronics instrument
company, Tektronix offers you afull
line of options and peripherals, from
the three 8002 option levels ... to

a Prototype Control Probe for a

PROM programming facilities for the
1702 or the 2704/2708 MOS PROMs
... to a line printer and choice of

selected microprocessor. With the

system terminals.

Emulation and Debugging System adds

probe inserted into the prototype,
developmental software and hardware may be tested, traced, and

Backed by years of experience,
Tektronix also offers you a

debugged together.

rare commodity in the field
of microprocessor devel-

The 8002 Real-Time Prototype

opment tools: local Field

Analyzer System adds real-time trace

Engineers and local service.
A nation-wide network of

and an 8-channel Analyzer Probe. At
this level bus transactions and events
external to the microprocessor may
both be monitored.
One final advantage: the Tektronix
name. Tektronix has always been
responsive to the instrumentation
needs of the design engineer .... and
the 8002 Microprocessor Lab is no
e)ception. Its ability to deal with a

Field Offices and Service
Centers is ready to help you
realize the full benefits of
the 8002.

The 8002...
with multiple
microprocessor
support.

For more information or a
demonstration of this new
software development tool,
write Tektronix, Inc.,
P.O. Box 500, Beaverton,
Oregon 97077.
Far avaifibility outside the U S.,
phrase contact the nearest
Tektronix Field Office, Distributa%
or Repre•:entative.

TeictronD°c
COMMITTED TO EXCELLENCE

For Technical Data circle 22 on reader service card
For Demonstration circle 23 on reader service card

Interested in network variety?
Select from aspectrum of 540 standards.
Allen-Bradley has the popular configurations you need. Pull-ups, Pull-downs. Line
Terminators. Networks to complement Core Memory Sense Amplifiers. TTL to
ECL Translators. 0-Pad Attenuators. All styles available from your Allen-Bradley
Electronic Distributor. Call for specs or check your EEM Catalog. If you
need specials, contact your local Allen-Bradley district office for fast
turn-around. Ask for Publication 5840. A- B is an experienced twinfilm manufacturer, i.e. precision thin film and thick film.

...room for more
resistors, higher
power ratings, larger
resistance values.

as a special feature.

for visual inspection.

for mechanical stability.

aids orientation and indicates
number of pins. Blue- 14 pin;
green- 16 pin.

Quality in the best tradition.
AB

\ningy

ALLEN-BRADLEY
Electronics Division
Milwaukee. Wisconsin 53204

EC149
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Electronics newsletter
TI unveils 16- bit
microcomputer
on a board . . .

. . . plus a powerful
development system

RCA leaves
Selecta Vision on
back burner

HP spreads use
of C-MOS on sapphire
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The first 16-bit microcomputer on a board to be offered by a semiconductor manufacturer is being introduced by Texas Instruments Inc. Called
the TM990/100M, it is aimed at manufacturers of industrial equipment.
The 71
/
2by- 11-inch board contains -Ws TMS9900 16-bit processor and
1,024 16-bit words of programmable read-only memory expandable to 64k, 4-k of static random-access memory expandable to 8-k, as well as mos
peripherals for programmable input/output. The capabilities of the board
place it between the SBC 80/10 and the 80/20 in Intel's 8080-based line
of one-board computers, but its 16-bit architecture and advanced interrupt
capabilities make it more suitable for real-time industrial jobs than the
others, according to Al Lofthus, TI'S program marketing manager for the
9900 line.
Priced at $450 in single quantities, the TI board is competitive with most
of the 8-bit boards on the market. Accessories to the TM990 will include a
calculator- like microterminal for entering hexadecimal code, a four-slot
chassis, and interfacing cables.

At the same time, TI is making amajor entry into another business with its
FS990 microcomputer development system. The floppy-disk-based system
is capable of emulation, logic analysis, and program implementation.
Designed for in-circuit emulation in 990-based systems, the FS990 is one
of the most powerful microcomputer development tools yet introduced by
a semiconductor manufacturer. It uses Fortran and interactive control
language ( called AMPL) for software development and has abasic price of
only $ 13,600. Options include aPROM programmer, trace data module kit,
and 810 printer.

Corp., which will market aversion of Hitachi's video tape recorder in
the U.S., has left its own SelectaVision VideoDisc program in limbo.
While RCA president Edgar H. Griffiths says the firm is continuing its
development work on the program, he states, " We have not made a
decision to go forward. On the other hand, we have not made adecision
that we will not go forward."
Griffiths lists several key requirements that have to be satisfied before
RCA can make ajudgment. First is the need to have adisk that can play
1hour per side. "Today, we have such adisk in two different forms in our
labs." Second, RCA wants to be certain that after introduction of the
system it can " reduce the price rather drastically, down into the area of
$400 or less." The third and perhaps most important aspect, he notes, is
that "we must have a ready access to software . . . the movies and the
programming which people would like to watch on adisk."
RCA

Hewlett-Packard is applying its complementary-mos-on-sapphire technology, not only to the microprocessor discussed at the International Solid
State Circuits Conference [
Electronics, Feb. 17, p. 82], but to acomplete
microcomputer chip set, including read-only and random-access memories. The process also will be used to make the first single-chip interface to
the IEEE-488 standard interface bus. The 8,000-transistor interface chip
replaces about 200 standard TTL chips that would be needed if all features
of IEEE-488 were used. The chip holds about 8,000 transistors.
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Electronics newsletter
Amendments readied
for IEEE ballot. .

. . . as presidential
election heats up

Higher- precision
resistors due from
Allen-Bradley

GI to unveil
new LSI chips
for consumer Items

NCR eyes bubbles
for peripherals,
CCD for processors
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A sure sign of members' continuing uneasiness about IEEE affairs, two
more new propositions to amend its constitution are in the works. The first
is intended to put teeth into the IEEE engineering employment guidelines
finally issued several years ago but never really driven home to company
management. This amendment would require hearings of complaints from
members regarding unfair employment practices and publication of the
hearing proceedings in the IEEE periodical, Spectrum.
The other amendment is aimed at election practices and would guarantee competition for the office of president. At each general election
voting members would have an opportunity to nominate a candidate for
president for the next election to run against whomever the board of
directors nominated. If no nominated candidate gathered athird of 1% of
the total eligible to vote, the present petition system would be used.

The IEEE leadership is also nervous. Now that the board of directors has
nominated Ivan A. Getting, president of Aerospace Corp., El Segundo,
Calif., to run for president in 1977, the action, putting forward an
unknown with no experience in institute matters, could backfire. The
reason: Irwin Feerst, awell-known candidate from two previous elections,
is off and running again and has a good shot at winning this year. The
result: look for apromotional blitz to put Getting into the limelight.

Allen-Bradley Co. is broadening its resistor business into higher- precision
applications. It plans to introduce its first metal-film resistors within the
next few months. The line, rated at 0.25 watt at 70°C and 0.1 w at 125°C,
will be available with tolerances as low as 0.05% and temperature coefficients down to 10 ppmtC. The Milwaukee firm will stock only 25-ppm
parts in the more popular resistor values.

General Instrument Corp.'s Microelectronics group is set to preview
several new large- scale- integrated circuits for entertainment systems, television games, and other consumer equipment. Among them: a new twochip digital tuning system for stereos consisting of an n-channel mos
tuner/control chip and an electrically alterable read-only memory with
100 14-bit words for maintaining station information when the set is off.
The preview will come around the time of the Consumer Electronics Show
in Chicago, although the firm does not exhibit there.
The Hicksville, N. Y., firm also will unveil a top-of- the- set converter
through which all the different channels can be pretuned into the TV, anew
Gimini programmable game set, aremote-control version of its tank battle
game, and two circuits that convert the black-and-white video outputs of
its ball and paddle games to asingle-color composite video signal.

Corp. is looking at bubble memories for computer systems. Says
William Buster, vice president for manufacturing in the Major Systems
division, " They're slow, but there's aplace for them in slow- speed terminais and cache memories, for example." While NCR plans to use bubble
devices in peripherals, says Buster, it sees charge-coupled devices as more
suited for processor products.
NCR
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START

PUSH
to initiate automatic
In-circuit testing of
all of your analog,
hybrid and digital boards.
Test all of your printed circuit boards and, in
many cases, completely eliminate costly
functional testing. Faultfinders FF101C and
FF303 in-circuit test systems give you the
flexibility you need with abroad range of
CPU/peripheral compatibility. And you can get
full time utilization of the system computer
with foreground/background programming to
execute automatic program generation, text
editing, data analysis or file maintenance even
while you're testing boards.

You'll be testing more boards, bigger boards
and more complex boards, so now is agood
time to start checking on what Faultfinder
in-circuit test systems can do to make the job
more cost-efficient. Call your Faultfinder
representative:
Latham, Tom Coleman, ( 518) 783-7786;
Irvine, Chuck HuIts, ( 714) 549-4901;
Chicago. Al Roraus, ( 312) 696-0335;
San Francisco, Bruce Douglas, ( 408) 432-9020;
Waltham, Thomas McLaughlin, ( 617) 890-4717
Europe, Marty Liebman, ( 49) 6196-44008;
England, Mike Cook, ( 44) 4204-3443.
Or start with the coupon.

M

FAULTFINDERS Inc.

15 AVIS DRIVE, LATHAM, NY 12110

O.K., Start.

R

Show me how Faultfinder in-circuit test systems can improve
our production testing of printed circuit boards.
NAME

TITLE

COMPANY
ADDRESS

ZIP

PHONE
t
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Common RF Transistor Failures
that shouldn't happen
Most RF circuits are plagued with
semiconductor failures that are
costly to you as an Original Equipment Manufacturer in terms of reworks, lost customers and lost profits.
These are failures that just shouldn't
happen. With TRW RF Semiconductors' technological advances, there's
no reason for you—or your circuits—
to suffer from these annoying failures any longer.
Eliminate Costly Mismatch Failures
TRW's RF Transistors are guaranteed to withstand all mismatch conditions ( any magnitude, any phase
angle). This guarantee eliminates
costly failures due to inadvertent
mismatches in your laboratory, on
your production line or in the field.
TRW's RF devices are 100% on-line
tested for VSWR to assure you diemount integrity and overall ruggedness.
Eliminate Ballast Resistor Failures
TRW's unique diffused ballast resistors eliminate peeling and microcracking—two of the primary causes

28

of failures associated with thin-film,
metal ballast resistors ( see Point 1
in illustration below). Since TRW's
ballast resistors are diffused directly
into the silicon die ( see Point la), resistance values from 251/ to 1009 are
achieved. The practical limit with
thin-film ballasting is only 8s2 to 109.
These higher ballast levels provide
near-perfect finger-to-finger and cellto-cell current sharing thereby eliminating deadly " hot- spotting" by
equalizing temperature distribution.
Eliminate Secondary
Breakdown Failures
TRW's exclusive avalanche protection mechanism eliminates the problem of secondary breakdown, a failure mode not handled by ballasting
alone. The voltage across the transistor junction is never allowed to reach
breakdown. The P- N diode of the
ballast resistor is diffused to avalanche several volts less than the
transistor junction. Under severe
mismatch conditions when voltages
in excess of breakdown occur, the
diode conducts the full avalanche cur-

rent, thus protecting the transistor
junction. True " full circle" VSWR
protection of your RF devices is
achieved.
Eliminate Metal Migration And
Crowding Failures
Another primary wear-out mechanism in RF transistors— metal migration — is prevented because of
TRW's exclusive etchless gold die
metallization process. The etchless
process ( see Point 2) prevents finger
scalloping, characteristic of all etching processes and eliminates resultant current crowding where metal
fingers are necked down ( see Point
2A). The gold metallization system
not only capitalizes on the vast improvement in electromigration properties of gold over aluminum, but
also assures you that the metal lifetime design criteria are retained in
the manufacturing process.
Eliminate Failures From
Intermetallic Formations
Intermetallic formations and resultant failures you find with other
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RF devices are prevented by TRW's
use of gold metallized die, gold wire
bonds and gold package metal. Gold
wire bonding does not work- harden
and is thousands of times more resistant to fatigue than is the more

brittle aluminum wire alternative.
TRW's gold thermal- compression
bonding technique provides you with
bond-to-pad mechanical integrity,
not possible with aluminum or ultrasonic bonding systems.

Performance And Reliability
Take advantage of TRW Semiconductors' performance and reliability
in your next circuit design. Check
our chart. We have RF devices for
every circuit requirement. More details are available in our Product
Selection Guide.

RF POWER TRANSISTORS & HYBRIDS- BUILT-IN RELIABILITY
1
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TRW RF Semiconductors
An Electronic Components Division of TRW Inc.
14520 Aviation Blvd.,Lawndale,California 90260
E1 Please send me your new RF Product Selection Guide.
E Please have an applications engineer contact me•

Aren't they worth checking out?

(PHONE)

Use this coupon, or call Warren eejliala
Gould at ( 213) 679-4561 for cornplete specs and samples of TRW RF
discretes and hybrids — milliwatts to
kilowatts, 1MHz to 4GHz. When it
comes to RF semiconductors, we're
L.
ready to help.

en=

NAME
POSITION
COMPANY NAME
ADDRESS
CITY

STATE

ZIP

E

TRWRF SEMICONDUCTORS
ANOTHER PRODUCT OF A COMPANY CALLED TRW
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Our PROM Programmer
travels light
Retire your wheelbarrow.
Our microprocessor-based
PROM Programmer is
fully portable. It weighs
less than 15 pounds
and comes in an
attache case
making it as easy to
use in field service
as it is on the
production line
or on an
engineer's
bench.
Using
our field
proven plug-in
PROM Personality
Modules, the stand-alone Series 90 PROM
Programmer programs, lists, duplicates and
verifies every major MOS and bipolar PROM.
Its master control unit costs only $ 1,800.

PROM Personality Modules cost from $360 to $450
and plug into either control unit.
Pro- Log routinely submits PROM Programmers and
PROM Personality Modules to PROM manufacturers
for evaluation and approval. Contact us for approval
status on the PROM Personality Module you want.
PROM Programmer options include TTY paper tape
reader, parallel I/O, RS232 and CMOS RAM buffer.
For a demonstration
of PROM
Programmers -to go,"
or for the latest
version of our 48page PROM User's
Guide, contact
Pro- Log Corporation,
2411 Garden Road,
Monterey, CA 93940.
Phone ( 408)
372-4593.

The single- button Series 92 Peripheral PROM
Programmer/Duplicator control unit,
including a TTY interface, is $ 995.

PRO- LOG
C 0 H

r H A 1 IU N

Microprocessors at your fingertips.
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TI introduces
microprocessor-based
citizens' band radios
Units at high end of product
spectrum are initial entry
into wide-ranging market
in " personal communications"
Texas Instruments announced it was
entering the citizens' band radio
market last week, and it did so in
typical Texas fashion with all guns
blazing. The Dallas firm introduced
a pair of new 40-channel combination a-rn and single-sideband radios
that are the first to be built
around microcomputers and a
charge- coupled- device filter. One
mobile and the other a base station,
the radios operate with little manual
adjustment and perform tasks, such
as "dialing" at the push of a button
numbers of other units stored in
memory, well outside the scope of
conventional Cs radios.
But the entry into CB is apparently
just the beginning for Ti, which has
become a formidable competitor in
the consumer areas of low- end
calculators and digital watches. Stewart Carrell, group vice president
for consumer products in Dallas, is
not just after CB radio, being well
aware of the present price-cutting
situation and seeming market plateau (see p. 70).
"We see arapidly growing personal-communications market which is
much more than CBS," says Carrell.
"It may be difficult to define this
market exactly, but it's easy to
visualize mobile and land communications and control systems that are
truly personal in the sense of portability and person-to-person cordless
communications."
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To get the word out, the company
showed its CB systems at Newcom
77, a conference held in Las Vegas
last week for distributors of industrial and consumer electronics. But
volume production is not expected
until later this year.
The new radios are the SM-172
mobile rig and the SM-173 base
station. Says Michael Cochran, who
managed their development and is
now manager of the new personal
communications department in Dallas, " We approached the problem
with afresh viewpoint since it was a
new field for us."
The radios are highly digital,
having one 4- bit, p- channel
TMS1100 microcomputer in the
transceiver and another in the handset. The handset and built-in microphone look like nothing so much as a
calculator, what with five light-emitting-diode readouts and push buttons
scanned by microprocessor.
Computerized SSB. Besides serving
to automate functions, the microcomputers helped Cochran make
single sideband as simple to generate
and receive as a- m. They aid in
"throwing away the clarifier" of SSB,
the time-consuming process for
hand- tuning the voice signal. The
key here is the several- hundred-stage
CCD filter: the microcomputer electronically controls the filter's bandpass and bandwidth to maintain an
automatic lock on frequency.
The radios, with triple-conversion
receivers, also: automatically scan
channels, automatically measure
standing wave ratio and shut down
the set if it is too high, and provide
automatic level and gain control.
Also new is anoise blanker, which
eliminates noise pulses by tempo-

Control unit. New 40- channel SSB/a-m CB
rado is first to allow selective calling of other
parties. Mobile rig's transceiver and 4- inch
speaker mount out of sight.

rarily shutting down the signal path
through the receiver, leaving the
signal itself relatively unaffected.
The radios have 12 watts of peak
envelope power of selectable upper
and lower sideband with variable
frequency offset, plus 4 w of a- m
output. The mobile unit will sell for
$325, the base unit for $ 375.
Distributors at the Newcom show
came away impressed. "The newest
thing I've seen and in a class by
itself," said Mel Munsell of Interstate Electric Co. of San Antonio.
Though Hy-Gain Electronics, Motorola, and others are said to be
working on microprocessor- based
designs, Tes were the only units at
the Newcom show actually to use
microcomputers. Ti's prices are
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relatively high, however, even for SSB
radios. Says Carrell: " We've not
tried to catch anybody's eye on price
alone. Nobody can match our per-

formance now, but we don't kid
ourselves on how fast the competition can move— we're steeled for the
Japanese thrust."
Li

Packaging & production

Philips develops mask projection system
with alignment accuracy to 0.1 micrometer

other. The X-axis slide holds the
silicon wafer on a vacuum chuck
while the Y-axis slide supports the
image- projection column and its
lenses and illumination equipment.
The slide movement deviates from a
straight line by no more than 0.03
micrometer.
Interferometer. A laser interferometer measures the relative positions of the two slides to within 0.03
pm and, together with a servo
system, automatically keeps them
aligned with ± 0.1-µm accuracy.
The Y slide also carries a turntable
with as many as four masks in a
vacuum clamp and moves them to be
projected onto the wafer.
As Wittekoek explains it, acoarse
alignment is first done manually.
Illuminated by light from the projection laser, markers on mask and

The Dutch have developed acontact- opment effort took place. The other
less mask- to-wafer projection system is producing trial memory circuits at
that aligns successive mask images a Philips semiconductor facility.
to a previously unattainable 0.1 Other systems will be installed at
micrometer. This positioning accura- subsidiaries abroad.
Basic to the system are a pair of
cy is an order of magnitude better
than that attainable with previous helium- neon lasers— one for projecprojection systems, says Steve Witte- tion, the other for position-sensing —
koek, manager of the Silicon Re- and hydraulic slides on granite bases
peater (SIRE) project at N. V. Philips that move perpendicularly to each
Gloeilampenfabrieken.
MERCURY LAMP
Step and repeat. The computercontrolled system projects integrated-circuit patterns onto asilicon
wafer in step-and- repeat fashion.
This contactless method offers twice
the yield, Wittekoek points out,
because it gets around the effects of
TV CAMERA
mask damage and the transfer of
mask defects to the wafer— problems encountered with the conventional contact printing that is the
4/ MASK
basis for today's semiconductor wafer processing. The masks also last
much longer. They are simple to
make and inspect, because each is
41211311:1i.
magnified five times unlike the
OCIEJ12111
same- size conventional masks.
LASER
For many of these reasons, semiconductor companies are either
imar
switching to projection lithography
or are experimenting with it. It costs
DETAIL OF WAFER
more than contact printing initially
but the savings in mask costs and
increased yields make up the difference with no fuss.
LASER
(Perkin-Elmer Corp.'s Electrorum -4-1
WAFER
Optical division in Norwalk, Conn.,
INTERFEROMETER
is the only supplier of projection
lithography equipment in the U. S.
It says it has delivered its $ 120,000plus Micralign system to 25 lc
YSLIDE WAY
XSLIDE WAY
manufacturers.)
So far, Philips has built two prototype SIRE systems. One is being used
experimentally at its Eindhoven lab- Projector. Computer-controlled Silicon Repeater projects five-times-magnified IC masks onto
oratories, where the four-year devel- silicon wafer. Laser interferometer helps position slides for accurate alignment.

incaocuni
amino
l
r
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wafer are projected on a television
screen and lined up for X, Y, and
rotational displacement using joy
sticks. Then, an automatic, computer-controlled mode rotates the mask
until it aligns parallel to the X axis
to within 0.1 urn over 1centimeter.
Next, the wafer is positioned in the
Y direction and rotated until it
aligns with the mask that is then
projected onto the wafer.
Laser techniques. Responsible for
the SIRE system's high positioning
accuracy are the laser- based, automatic alignment techniques, Wittekoek says. Two markers on the mask
and two on the wafer serve as
aligning criteria. The light from the
wafer marker is modulated electrooptically so that the image of the
marker oscillates at the modulation
frequency of 10 kilohertz.
The common image of the wafer

marker and the marker on the mask
is detected by a photodetector.
Phase-sensitive detection at 10 kHz
pinpoints a deviation of the wafer
marker of ± 0.1 gm from the aligned
position. This deviation is then
corrected by the hydraulic slides.
The computer, a Philips processcontrol machine, controls the steps
in the alignment and exposure
programs. A 1,000- watt mercury
lamp projects the image of the mask.
The projection lenses can image
2-gm details over a field 10 millimeters in diameter.
A chip is projected in about 1s.
This includes exposure time
ahalf second for a 1gm- thick resist
layer — and a half second for positioning the slides. The system is
being used with silicon wafers 2and
3 inches in diameter, but it could
accommodate 4- in, wafers as well. D

Communications

Israeli teleprinter switches easily
between two different alphabets
People adept at languages move
easily from one to another, regardless of the alphabet in which they are
written. Now there is a teletypewriter that can do the same thing,
just being introduced into the U. S.
by an Israeli manufacturer, Koor
Systems Ltd. of Petach Tichva.
The company's electronic teleprinter can send and receive messages in almost any combination of
two alphabets because it uses adotmatrix printer with aprogrammable
character set. The machine is not a
translator; it will only send or receive
in whichever of its two languages the
original text is written.
Local post office. Koor Systems,
the data communications equipment
subsidiary of Israel's $ 300-millionplus conglomerate, Koor Industries
Ltd., began developing its unit in
1972. "The local post office had
Two tongues. Koor Systems' teleprinter

been using two different teleprinters,
one in Hebrew and another in
English," says Noah Horowitz, general manager of Koor Systems,
speaking at his distributor in New
York, Solcoor Inc. "They thought it
would be good to combine them into
one unit. Then we decided to look at
other alphabets as well."
The idea was good, but the design
was far from simple, for other alphabets present problems that English,
and even Hebrew, do not. The
Arabic alphabet, for example, has no
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fixed character width. Letters are
tied together, often three or four at a
time. Older mechanical teletypewriters, printing Arabic as English
would be printed, unavoidably produced incorrectly spaced and hence,
poorly legible messages.
Variable line width. Koor Systems'
machine, which uses digital logic
contained on as many as 16 circuit
boards in its model BT- 3502, overcomes the spacing problem by using
a variable-width line format and
character sets stored in programmable read-only memory. Although
English letters can be written with a
5- by- 7-dot matrix, the characters on
the BT- 3502 are generated by
matrixes 7 dots high and 20 dots
wide, with no space between matrixes. Horizontal lines are printed
with a dot at every third location.
Since dot locations are only 0.005
inch apart, these dots appear to
touch. The high resolution is to facilitate the intricate curves of alphabets
such as Hebrew, Arabic, and the
Arabic-like Farsi spoken in Iran.
For English, characters are 5dots
wide (spanning 13 locations) with a
7- location space between each character. The resolution possible with
the 13-location width can be seen in
the accurate generation of diagonals:
not just the 45° diagonal as in the
letters Y and X, but the off-diagonals of the letter V.
Because the matrixes are adjacent, the bilingual teleprinter prints
continuous letters; the link- up of
characters presents no problem. The
only hitch is that the lines on the
standard 69-character- wide format
may no longer be of equal width.
Another feature is the bidirec-
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Laboratories Inc., Waltham, Mass.
Standard pulse- code- modulated
systems produced by GTE Lenkurt
Inc. of San Carlos, Calif., provide
the digital signals to the optical
communications link, which operates
at the 1.544- megabits- per- second
T-1 rate used by all telephone
companies. The optical-fiber cable
was developed by General Cable
Corp., Greenwich, Conn., using
Corning Glass Works fibers.
Although the 1- inch-diameter cable currently carries only 24 simultaneous telephone conversations on
two of its six fibers, the cable's
capacity is far greater. The company
is using so few voice channels
because it conveniently replaced a
24-channel copper-wire link. Two
optical fibers are held as spares, and
two others are used for tests.
Conventional pulling. GTE's prototype cable, which it pulled with
conventional cable- laying methods
through 58 manholes, contains an
extruded plastic core with a helical
groove cut out of each side and a
copper wire in the center to add
strength. Six graded- index optical
fibers are encapsulated in a flat
assembly placed in one of the
grooves. The other groove houses
three pairs of 22-gauge insulated
copper wire. The entire assembly is
as shown in detail in the drawing
below.
In the transmitter section, gal-

Fiber optics

GTE first to
carry public's calls

Linguist. Desk-top teleprinter, the model
BT- 3502, costs around $4,000,

relies on

PROMs to switch between alphabets.

tional printing to accommodate both
English ( left to right) and Hebrew or
Arabic ( right to left) text. Rather
than storing the message in memory
and printing in only one direction,
the logic is designed to print all
messages as they are sent over the
relatively slow Telex ( 5-bit Baudot
code) and TWX (
8- bit ASCII code)
lines. Extra commands are encoded
to instruct left- to- right or right-toleft printing and to identify the
language being transmitted. The
hard-wired logic of the BT- 3502 can
instantaneously switch between the
alphabets.
A pair of alphabets with fixedwidth characters fits in a 16,384-bit
PROM. But languages having the
variable letter link- up require up to
32,768 bits. More than two alphabets could be handled by the teleprinter by simply adding more
PROMS, Horowitz points out. The
limit of two is set by the number of
letters that fit legibly on a printer
key. Also, most potential users seem
to need only two, he says.
Evaluation. According to Horowitz, the Koor teleprinter is being
evaluated by major telecommunications common carriers, including
RCA Global Communications Inc.
and ITT World Communications Inc.
The price of about $4,000 to the end
user is comparable to that of the
heavy-duty unit with paper- tape
reader and punch made by Teletype
Inc., the industry leader in the U. S.
But Horowitz points out his bilingual machine— alphabets also in
elude Russian and Greek— replaces
two single-alphabet units.
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That final length of cable installed
by the phone company in Long
Beach, Calif. last month may look
like ordinary cable on the outside,
but it certainly looks different on the
inside. It is afiber-optic cable, and it
means the race to provide the first
telephone service to the public over
light waves has been won by General
Telephone and Electronics Co.
With the installation of that cable,
GTE'S General Telephone Co. of
California began a year-long field
trial of optical equipment carrying
actual phone calls over a 5.6- mile
stretch between a long-distance
switching center in Long Beach,
Calif., and a local exchange in
Artesia.
Other fiber-optic systems announced by common carriers are one
in Chicago to be turned on this
summer by American Telephone &
Telegraph [
Electronics, Feb. 3, p. 48]
and another north of London being
installed by Standard Telephone and
Cables for the British phone system
[Electronics, April 28, p. 67].
The system in the California trial
was designed and developed by GTE
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Cable view. Polyethylene-jacketed cable contains six graded- index optical fibers in flat
plastic tape. Attenuation of each fiber averages around 9decibels per kilometer.
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On the balance
aT900 -Series Oscilloscope
gives you the most performance
for your dollar
Low-cost oscilloscopes traditionally
offer acompromise in performance
in return for low price. Over-simplified
circuits reduce accuracy and require
frequent calibration. Cost cutting in the
selection of components limits reliability.
With many low-cost scopes, the specs
are there, but the performance isn't.
There are no compromises with
TEKTRONIX T900-Series Oscilloscopes.
No corners have been cut where accuracy
and reliability are concerned. And with six
models to choose from, you can match
the performance you require with your
budget. Bandwidths range from 10 to
35 MHz. Four 1900 Scopes feature dual
trace and one has single shot storage.
A rackmount model is also available.

The 35 MHz T935 with dual input
channels and delayed sweep is well
suited for the design, production and
service of computer peripherals,
point-of-sale terminals, machine
controls and communications
equipment.
The dual channel, 15 MHz 1922 is an
excellent choice for classes in basic
electricity and electronics. The large,
bright 8><10 cm display makes
classroom demonstrations more visible.
The easy-to-use control layout makes
learning signal measurement techniques
simple and straightforward.
When you buy a T900-Series
Oscilloscope, you also receive the full
support of the Tektronix worldwide
sales and service organization. T900
Accessories include awide selection of
probes, alow-cost camera, aversatile
stand for convenient scope positioning
and aviewing hood.

Performance, reliability and service.
That's why Tektronix is setting new
standards for low-cost oscilloscopes.
T921— DC to 15MHz; single trace, mono
time base
$ 695*
T922—DC to 15 MHz; dual trace, mono
time base
$ 850*
T932— DC to 35 MHz; dual trace, mono
time base
$1195*
T935— DC to 35 MHz; dual trace, with
delayed sweep
$ 1395*
T912—Storage Model, DC to 10 MHz;
dual trace, mono time base
$1300*
T922R Rackmount—DC to 15 MHz; dual
trace
$1175*
Voltage probes are included on all T900
Oscilloscopes except the T922R.
For complete specifications on the
1900 Oscilloscope Family, contact your
Tektronix Field Engineer. Or write
Tektronix, Inc. P.O. Box 500, Beaverton,
OR 97077. (503) 644-0161, Ext. T900.
In Europe, write Tektronix Limited,
P.O. Box 36, St. Peter Port, Guernsey.
Channel Islands.
•U S sales prices are F.0 B Beaverton. OR For price and
availability outside the U.S.. please contact the nearest
Tektronix Field Office. Distributor. or Representative

Téktroni°x
COMMITTED TO EXCELLENCE

_„For Technical Data circle 34 on reader service card
For Demorstration circle 35 on reader service card
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hum- aluminum- arsenide heterostructure light- emitting diodes
launch an average of 60 microwatts
into the fibers at awavelength of 815
nanometers; the receiver sensitivity
is 0.5 nanowatts of average optical
power for a 10 -8 bit error rate.
Optical repeaters in the system use
high- radiance LEDs and avalanche
photodiodes. The repeaters are powered from a central-office 180-volt
dc source and fed at aconstant 140
milliamperes over one of the copperwire pairs in the cable. At the
repeater, a dc- to-dc converter provides arange of voltages.
Laying the cable, workmen looped
the six fibers back on themselves to
form a total distance of 21.6 miles
connected through eight repeaters.
"Measurements at this length
proved that the fiber-optic circuits
are significantly quieter than the
copper- wire circuits, spanning 5.6
miles and using only five repeaters,
that they replaced," says Leo L.
Davenport, president of GTE Labs.
He expects GTE to use optical transmission systems on a permanent
basis in the early 1980s on the busy
trunk routes linking switching centers in metropolitan areas.
0

Employment

Exec demand up
at top levels
Judging by their heavy demand for
top managers, the electronics industries are the healthiest they have
been for at least seven years, says
one of the largest executive recruiting firms in the country, Korn/Ferry
International Inc. of Los Angeles.
"We believe the situation reflects the
creation of new positions to cover
new technologies and new markets,"
adds John E. Lohnes, managing
director of the firm's eastern region.
In the first three months of 1977,
electronics companies had the second largest numbers of vacancies to
fill among the 10 industries into
which the recruiter divides its
clients. Moreover, they represented
15% of Korn/Ferry's vacancy list,
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compared to 9% for the same period
in 1976, and the total number of
vacancies increased by almost 20%.
In first place were vacancies at
consumer products firms— at 19%
for both quarters— while financial
services ( banks and insurance firms)
dropped from first place at 22% last
year to third place at 13%.
Never higher. " Demand for top
managers in electronics has never
been higher in the seven and a half
years since we started making quarterly analyses by industry," declares
Lohnes. By top managers he means
the likes of general managers and
vice presidents of engineering, marketing, and sales.
Backing up his belief that new
technologies and markets are responsible, he points to semiconductor
companies setting up consumer electronics organizations and to nonelectronics companies moving into new
operations that require managers
with electronics know-how. Among
the latter, he singles out automotive
companies setting up or strengthening electronics divisions, as well as
petrochemical and controls firms.
A hot commodity is expertise in
distributed processing, adds Mark L.
Tomchin, a Korn/Ferry vice president. This goes for minicomputer
companies wanting to expand into
intelligent terminals and communications links, and others applying the
technology to their operations.
Barometer. From its years of
analyzing vacancy lists, Korn/Ferry
has also pieced together an economic
barometer of sorts for the electronics
industries, Tomchin says. "At the
top of abusiness cycle, demand is for
production managers to turn out
products. As adownturn occurs, the
need grows for financial people to
help minimize losses, maximize profits. At the bottom of the slope,
there's an increase in generalmanager activity as companies fire
the people held responsible for profit
and loss difficulties. At the upturn,
demand increases for marketing
managers." Right now, then, electronics seems to be bottoming out in
some areas but upturns seem to be
more prevalent.
What effect will these trends have

on jobs for engineers? Lohnes points
out that a gain in demand for top
managers for high-technology companies usually precedes an increase
in jobs to fill engineering departments. This fanout of demand is
already being felt and should continue to increase.
0

Computers

Commodore offers
household PET
Heavy price competition in the
personal-computer market may start
sooner than many expected, if Commodore Business Machines Inc. has
its way. In June, the calculator and
digital-watch maker plans to begin
producing a $ 495 cassette- programmable model called the Personal Electronic Transactor ( PET), model 2001, that contains an 8- bit microprocessor, 9- inch black- and- white
cathode-ray tube, 73- key keyboard,
and 4,096- bits of random-access
memory operating with a Basic
program language.
Not surprisingly, Christopher
Spencer, European marketing director, likens the firm's entry now to the
situation in 1970 when the company
marketed the first single-chip pocket
calculator to sell for less than $ 200.
"That changed the pocket calculator
from being an office machine for
specialists to one for general use," he
says. Likewise, PET moves personal
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Siemens 203 isn't the
world's most beautiful
semiconductor
memory tester... until
you use it.
Siemens 203 Semiconductor Memory Device
Test System doesn't need smoked plexiglass and
brushed aluminum to give some pretty spectacular
results in production testing, device characterization.
and incoming inspection. It is the fastest, most efficient test system available. And there's nothing more
beautiful than testing RAM's, ROM's, and shift registers
at alower cost/device without sacrificing test quality
for speed. And. with less downtime and easy service
and maintenance. the 203 looks prettier all the time.

Beneath the skin, the 203 is the most attractive
memory device tester you can buy. It offers total test
flexibility in all aspects of high-speed functional and
DC parametric testing. Its microprogrammable
processor generates address sequences and data
patterns at true 20 MHz test rates, enhancing its
beauty for use with future high-speed devices.
Multicycle timing is provided by 16 independently
programmable channels. And, the high- resolution
1NS clock permits meaningful time-related device
tests, ensuring accurate, repeatable test results.
Unlike some beauties that age quickly, the 203
easily tests 16. 32, or 65K RAM's.
The 203 Test System is unique in the semiconductor memory test field. It offers unmatched test
capability at the lowest overall cost... and that's simply
beautiful.
May we send you our brochure? Please write
or call: Siemens Corporation, Measurement Systems
Division, 3Computer Drive, Cherry Hill, N.J. 08034
(609) 424-2400

SIEMENS

The more you use it,
the prettier it gets.
Electronics/May 12, 1977
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computers out " from being a prerogative of the specialist world of the
computer people."
Besides foreseeing aready market
in schools, Spencer forecasts business applications, such as inventory
keeping and accounting, and home
uses for recipe libraries, dictionaries,
diaries, self-improvement exercises,
and games like bridge. Though not
an industry giant, the company
appears to be the first large consumer electronics company to take a
bead on the burgeoning market. By
combining features everyone wants
into one lower- price package, it
beats the small specialist companies
now dominating the market, the
established chipmakers who are
supplying microprocessor evaluation
kits [
Electronics, March 31, p. 89],
and the traditional minicomputer
manufacturers whose products cost
many times more— with the same
performance, Commodore claims.
mos chip. Really an intelligent,
interactive visual- display unit, PET is
based on the 8- bit 6502 metal-oxidesemiconductor microprocessor made
by mos Technology Inc., which
Commodore acquired last year.
The n-channel silicon- gate device
operates at 1 megahertz with a
typical instruction time of 4 microseconds, according to PET designer
Leonard Tramiel, son of the firm's
president. It needs 12 kilobits of
operating read-only memory, and its
4,096- bits of RAM can be expanded
up to 32 kilobits, Tramiel says.
Commodore ties the 44- pound unit
together with a Hewlett-Packard
interface bus so that plotters, recorders, and floppy-disk memories can be
hung on the unit, he says.
The video-display unit can show
40 columns by 25 lines from among
64 standard ASCII characters or 64
graphics- related characters. The display also features a winking cursor
with full motion control. The keyboard allows editing and screencontrol functions.
Though games can be programmed into PET, the unit can only
play games such as blackjack
because it cannot write fast enough,
Tramiel says. Early next year, he
plans a bigger version with a larger
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News briefs
Foundation to honor TV researchers
An annual award of 100,000 Deutschmarks ( about $42,500) for contributions to television research has been estabished by the Edward Rhein
Foundation of Hamburg, West Germany. The prize will be given to individuals, not companies, and be based on a technical paper written in German
or English. Papers will be judged by an advisory council headed by Walter
Bruch, inventor of the PAL color TV system. Another member is James
Hillier, executive vice president of RCA/David Sarnoff Research Center,
Princeton, N. J. Details on nominations for the award are available from
Rhein Foundation, 2000 Hamburg 67, Kloeppersteig 3, West Germany.
IEEE names Emberson acting general manager
The Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers has appointed one of its
staff members, Richard M. Emberson, 63, to be acting general manager.
Emberson moves into the job on June 1, replacing Herbert J. Schulke, who
resigned earlier this year, effective July 22 [ Electronics, Feb. 3, p. 45].
Meanwhile, a special committee will continue to search for a permanent
replacement. Late in April, it reported that it would need another three to six
months to recruit a new general manager from outside the organization.
Emberson is scheduled to retire in two years.
NCR adds 5general-purpose computers to line
NCR Corp. of Dayton, Ohio, expanded its 8000 series of general-purpose
computers with the recent addition of five new systems. All are designed to
operate within a complete communications architecture that the firm will
announce this summer. Included is the N-8450 with a multiple- mode
processor derived from the company's Criterion architecture. It has a
processor cycle time of 112 nanoseconds with a main memory expandable
from 128 kilobytes to 1megabyte. Purchase price starts at $90,900.
Honeywell reduces memory prices
Honeywell Information Systems is lowering prices on memory modules for its
large-scale Series 60 Level 66 and 68 and Series 6000 computer systems.
The changes include decreases of 14% on rental and 35% on purchases of
all memory modules above 512 kilowords for the Level 66 and 68. Purchase
prices on Series 6000 memory also are reduced 35%. Stephen G. Jerritts,
vice president and general manager of the Waltham, Mass.- based group of
Honeywell Inc., says the changes— in the wake of memory system price
reductions by IBM Corp. [
Electronics, April 14, p. 80] —"were in accord with
industry trends and recent competitive actions in the marketplace."
IEEE's Electro77 does well in New York
"One damn good show after two or three bad ones in New York," is how Ted
Shields of the Electro77 operating staff sums up last month's show and
convention. Attendance figures should hit 26,500 after the final audit, the
highest attendance in five years. Last year's Electro76, in Boston, attracted
22,900. Numbers of exhibit booths were up as well, with 565 booths this
year, compared to 517 in Boston and 365 when the show was last in New
York in 1975.
Data General sues Fairchild
Data General Corp., the Southboro, Mass. minicomputer manufacturer, has
asked a Wilmington, Del., court to intervene in what the company believes is
a misappropriation of trade secrets by Fairchild Camera and Instrument
Corp. in developing the Fairchild 9440 microprocessor. The Data General suit
charges in part that Fairchild violated software licensing agreements and
unlawfully used Data General plans and schematics to develop the 9440, a
16- bit unit, similar to its own microNova, that uses Data General's Nova
software programs.
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LSI-11 & SBC-80 USERS.
Single Board Real Time Analog I/O Systems
...Widest Selection, Fast Turnaround, Lowest PRICES

These single board systems provide the
most cost effective and fastest way to get analog
signals into and out of your LSI-11 and SBC-80.
Just plug in the board and hook-up your analog
signals. Get aheadstart on solving your system's
problems without the headaches of designing an
analog front end.
We've got the broadest selection of input
and output capability-10mV to 10V or 4-20mA
inputs, up to 64 channels on asingle board, line
amplified buffered D/A outputs, point plotting,
or 4-20mA outputs— all at acost that says you
can't afford to do it yourself.

Concentrate on the software and other
key system requirements... and let us take care
of your analog problems. We've seen them all
and solved them in these systems... no
mysteries, no tweaking.
Prices are surprisingly low, with 8- bit
models starting at $295 and 12- bit models at
$395 both in OEM quantity.
Send for full technical data or call us.
DATA TRANSLATION
23 Strathmore Rd., Natick MA 01760
(617) 655-5300
Telex 94-8474

INC

SALES OFFICES: AZ, Scottsdale 602-994-5400; CA, Cupertino 408-257-5131; CA, Santa Ana 714-540-3245; CO, Denver 303-837-1247; IA, Cedar Rapids 319362-0503; KS, Prairie Village 913-649-4000; MD, Fulton 301-953-3724; MA, Waltham 617-890-1776; MO, St. Louis 314-997-1515; NJ, Parlin 201-727-6454; NM,
Albuquerque 505-292-1212: NM, Las Cruces 505-523-0601; NY, Rochester 716-334-2445; UT, Salt Lake City 801-466-6522; VA, Arlington 703-527-3262; WA,
Bellevue 206-455-1246.
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A New Standard
of Keyboard Quality
Electronics review
keyboard, two cassettes for program
load, and a upper- and lower-case
graphic set.

density and coplanar transmission
lines for controlling power transfer.
Two of the transferred-electron devices function as logic and gates and
Microwaves
the third as an injection- locked oscillator. The 75- by- 80- mil modulator
adds monolithic field-effect transistors as differential amplifiers, implemented in the gallium arsenide,
but omits transmission lines.
Dunbridge thinks the current TRW
After being snubbed for years as an gallium arsenide ic program is noteintegrated-circuit material because worthy in light of the problems
of processing troubles, gallium arse- researchers have had with the matenide is again sparking interest. This rial. " Nobody really understood it in
time it is being considered for high- the ' 60s and early ' 70s," he recalls.
speed modulators/demodulators in Not only were circuits usually off
military communications equipment the mark in reaching performance
operating in the microwave region of goals, but surfaces " tended to disas1gigahertz and up.
sociate" during processing at around
"Frequency is the name of the 600°C. According to Dunbridge,
game, because it [ GaAs] has a improvements in silicon processing
factor-of- five advantage over sili- technology make the present GaAs
con," Says Barry Dunbridge, who work possible.
heads the program under a tech"We've gotten mastery over the
nology development contact with the last few years of uniformity and
Navy. He manages the Microelec- reproducibility," he says. In laying
tronic Center for TRW'S Defense and down epitaxial layers in GaAs, the
Space Systems group in Redondo company employs the same kind of
Beach, Calif. The firm will unveil masks and additives used with silithe two chips ( modulator and de- con. Oxides and nitrides, for exammodulator) at the National Aero- ple, are deposited in asurface "capspace and Electronics Conference, ping technique." Adds Dunbridge,
May 17 — 19 in Dayton, Ohio.
"The only thing we can't do is solidActually, these first chips are state diffusion. It doesn't work." The
intended to replace discrete 5GHz firm fabricated its two chips at the
modulator/demodulators of silicon small- scale- integration ( fewer than
used in a microwave communica- 100-device) level, with a mesa techtions system. Dunbridge points out nique in n-channel technology.
that silicon integrated circuits could
Ion implant. TRW will be working
not even be considered for this on ion implantation, which Dunreplacement since they would reach bridge calls "the key to gallium arseonly to around 500 megahertz.
nide's future," later this year. It
Improvements. Compared to the would "allow building planar devices
discrete- component demodulator. and do away with epitaxy completethe TRW device has improved charac- ly," he predicts. Yields can be
teristics at the 5GHz carrier fre- improved and densities achieved in
quency, Dunbridge says. Its data the large-scale- integration range of
rate goes to 1 gigabit per second,
1,000 or more logic gates per chip.
against 0.8 Gb/s. And it occupies The still experimental epitaxial chips
only 0.75 cubic inch and weighs 0.04 are about 18 months away from
pound, compared to 20 in.' and 2lb being introduced into equipment.
for the discrete version.
The TRW Microelectronics Center
Epitaxially deposited on the bi- has had a GaAs ic program for
phase-shift-keyed demodulator chip, about three years, with contracts
measuring 56 by 68 mils, are a trio from the Department of Defense and
of transferred-electron devices and the Air Force, in addition to the
capacitors and resistors. There are Navy. The firm has no present plans
also two metal levels for greater for nonmilitary GaAs work, Dun-

TRW builds 5-GHz

GaAs modem chips

Graghill 3x4
Keyboard Pads
For data input and
telecommunicatbs
2out of 7coded output—
tested for millions of operations!
•1
2"
/
or

4 "button
/
3

centers

• Excellent tactile and audio
feedback
• Patented snap- action dome
contact provides rugged,
durable performance
These new Grayhill low- profile,
12- button keyboard pads feature a 2
out of 7 coded output, standard
mounting danensions, and are ready
for top-side or sub- panel mounting.
The contact system is life- rated for
3,000,000 operations per button, and is
readily interfaced with logic circuitry.
The new Grayhill Series 87 modules
offer excellent audio and tache
feedback characteristics with total
button travel of only . 015". These
durable keyboards are molded of
tough ABS plastic: feature buttons
with black on white molded- in legends
as standard, and a variety of other
legend options including clear snapon caps for user legending. Complete
specifications and truth table are
prcvided in Bulletin # 262, available
free on request from Grayhill, Inc.
561 Iiillgrove,
La Grange,
Illinois 60525
i.
(312) 354-10;0
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My shirt,yes...my C-Meter, no.
Test the kind of guy who'll give you the shirt off his
back: ask him for his C- Meter. He knows that his C- Meter gives him adefinite edge.
It exposes an obvious efficiency: capacitors are
easier to measure than resistors.
No more twiddling and nulling. No need for expensive,
tight-tolerance capacitors or tweak pots. With its
pushbutton speed, high accuracy ( 0.1%), small size

and versatility ( 0.1 pf to 0.2 farads), the C- Meter
makes you amore productive engineer.
You owe it to yourself to try one on. It'll cost no more
than afine suit: stocked locally at only $289.00.
[CD CORP.
196 Broadway, Cambridge
Mass. 02139 ( 617)661-4400

SALES OFFICES: AL. Huntsville (205) 533-5816: AZ, Scottsdale (602)947-7841: CA. Costa Mesi.i ( 714) 540-7160; CA. Sunnyvale (408) 73313690; CO. Denver (303) 750-1222:
F. Winter Haven (813) 294-5815: GA. Chamblee (404)457-7117: It. E « Grove Viii ( 312) 593-0282; N. Indianapolis ( 317; 293 9827; MD. Save. Spring ( 301) 622-4200;
Mu. Burlington ( 617)273-0198 :MN. Minneapolis (612) 781- T611; MO. Kansas City (816) 358-7.372; NJ. Camden (
Z15) 925-8711; NM. Albuquerque ( 505) 299-7658: NY. Great Neck
(`. • 6)482-3500. ( 212) 895-7177. Syracuse ( 315) £46-0220: NC. Raleigi (919) 787-5818; OH. Centerville ,( 513)433-8171; TX. Houston ( 713) 68B-9971: TX. Richardson (214) 231-2573.
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WE TOLD GARY PETERSO
TO CUT IT OUT.
Design engineer Gary Peterson
chose MACOR machinable
glass-ceramic instead of alumina
or beryllia for the 21/2 inch diameter circuit base that is the heart of
a new angle transducer manufactured by Hewlett-Packard.
in the past, such parts might
have been made from alumina
or beryllia in a time-consuming,
costly process that involves casting or pressing in a mold, then
grinding and polishing to desired
flamess.
Parts made from MACOR machinable glass-ceramic can be
cut from bar stock with ordinary
metal-working tools in one-tenth
the time. Says Peterson: " MACOR
enabled us to develop a product
42

Circle 42 on reader service card

With MACORTm
machinable glass-ceramic
from Corning, it's easy

New HP 3810A Total Station electron c
distance and angle measuring device.

with minimum tooling."
With MACOR machinable
glass- ceramic, milling, threading, and boring can be per-

formed to precision tolerances of
±0.0005 inch, using standard
metalworking tools and equipment. No firing is required after
machining. Available in sheet,
rod and bar stock in standard
sizes.
For more information and complete specifications, phone or
write: Machinable Giass-Ceramic Department, Corning
Glass Works, Corning, New York
14830 (607) 974-8626
MACOR machinable glass- ceramic. A better way of doing
things . .. from Corning.

CORNING
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Electronics review
bridge says, although markets might
open up in instruments and telephone communications. GaAs integrated circuits known to be in
commerical use are from HewlettPackard Co., which several years
ago incorporated 2GHz chips into
high-speed counters.

conference had in the past neglected
audio technology, Ciciora points out
that this year's audio session will be
the biggest of the conference. It will
include papers on loudspeakers,
phonograph cartridges, a- m stereo,
and asingle-chip a-m/fm lc radio.
Papers array. Other technical sessions will cover digital techniques for
Consumer
citizens' band radio, as well as video
games, display systems, video tape
recorders, and projection iv. One
afternoon will be devoted to semiconductor tutorial papers highlighted by a discussion of chargecoupled devices. Worth noting, too,
This year, an expanded IEEE Chicago are a paper from RCA Solid State
Spring Conference will take in more division on a bulk-mos 40-channel
of consumer electronics than just iv CB frequency synthesizer, another
sets. Forty-one wide-ranging papers from Arthur D. Little Inc. on transplus acouple of special events should mitter identifier systems for CB
lure many newcomers to the June radio, and the first public discussion
6 — 7meeting.
of efforts to develop a standard TV
At least 2,000 engineers are demodulator for TV broadcasting.
expected to attend, says conference
Also new this year are two short
chairman Walter Ciciora of Zenith courses to be offered before and
Radio Corp. Exhibitors, too, will after the formal conference. On June
have their pick of a full floor of 5, the Sunday before the meeting,
booths, 10 hospitality suites, and up Illinois Institute of Technology will
to 30 demonstration parlors, which sponsor a conference for consumer
the Institute of Electrical and Elec- electronics engineers on microprotronics Engineers has arranged to be cessors. June 8to 10, there will be a
available at the Marriott Hotel near short course on television systems
O'Hare Airport.
jointly sponsored by IIT and the
Acknowledging that the spring spring conference.
E

IEEE revamps

MACORm
Machinable Glass- Ceramic

General
MACOR parts do not sacrifice
strength, hardness, or porosity to
achieve this machinability.

spring conference

Maker hammers at printer cost
Would you believe that asmall manufacturer can put together a high-speed
impact line printer for hundreds of dollars instead of the typical price in the
thousands? What makes this possible is that Dataproducts Corp., a major
manufacturer of line printers, will sell to the little guy the key element that
makes its printers successful— the hammer that strikes the type bar to
create the printed image.
The company's cheapest line printer sells for $4,000. Like other printer
firms, the company already sells its hammers to large-volume originalequipment manufacturers in the computer industry. Under its new program,
the Woodland Hills, Calif., firm sells its Mark IV hammer, the most proprietary
part of its printer, for $ 14.95 each in quantities of 1,000. It will supply the
hammers either individually or in standard or custom hammer banks.
One satisfied customer is Decision Data Inc., a small manufacturer of
printing keypunch equipment in Horsham, Pa. Its keypunch equipment,
selling for $6,000 to $8,000, prints on cards, rather than continuous rolls of
paper and requires a printer with a speed of 1,500 lines per minute. The
equipment uses either three or four hammers to cover 80 or 96 columns
respectively. The same information may be repeated on many lines, allowing
considerably fewer hammers to be used than the customary one hammer per
column. Decision Data declines to reveal the exact cost of the printer
assembly, conceding only that it is in the low hundreds of dollars.

Machining
Cnly standard tools and equipment are required. Tolerances
of ±.. 0005" routinely achieved.
Wafers cut as thin as . 005".

Metallization
Thick film metallization by using
metal inks (silver, gold and silver ,
platinum). Thin film metallization
by sputtering.

Sealing & Joining
Hermetic seals using glass frits
good to 800°F Strong joints using
epoxy. Soldered joints on metalized parts.
Features at a Glance
Machinable with ordinary metalworking
1004S
No firing needed after machining
Excellent dimensional stability
Good therma* shock resistance
Ultra high dielectric
strength
Compatib'e thermal expansion
coefficient
Low thermal conductivity
Low loss tangent
Zero porosity and zero
water absorption
Non-magnetic
577
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"le design without
here today with our new
"Our rugged new VMP 4power transistor will
change the way you design RF power stages,
front ends and switching amplifiers.
It's immune to load mismatch burnout and
secondary breakdown, provides
high gain over abroad band,
has wide dynamic range and
very low noise characteristics.
It's afirst in VHF
MOSFETs.
And Siliconbe
VMOS technology made
it possible."

olar problems - it's
MOSPOWER FEE"
Broadband Amplifier

Until now, RF designers have had to live
with the basic limitations of bipolar transistors
that complicated VHF/UHF transmitter and
transceiver design. You had to build costly stages,
with careful load matching and extra components
to prevent thermal runaway and load mismatch
failures.
Our new VMP 4MOSPOWER FET changes
all that. It's the first commercially available FET
to operate at high power at radio frequencies
offering better than 10W class C at 150 MHz. It's
also the first with ideal characteristics for
small-signal applications as well as linear power
and switching amplifiers. So you can use it at any
VHF transceiver stage, achieving new economies
in design, production and maintenance.
The VMP 4is, first of all, ahigh reliability,
high performance power transistor offering input
impedances that am easier to match over broad
bands and capable of unsaturated gain of as much
as 18 dB at 200 MHz. It can operate under the
most adverse RF loads—short circuit to open
circuit. So it eliminates mismatch burnout and
loss of available output power.
Now efficient class D, Eand Fswitch mode
designs are practical with the VMP 4. Since the
VMP 4is MOSFET, it's amajority carrier device,
with no minority carrier storage time. So it
can, for example, switch 2A in less than four
nanoseconds, or 10A in less than six. That's 10
tr) 200 times faster than bipolars.
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As afront end in VHF transceivers, the
VMP 4offers low noise figure as well as high
dynamic range due to its small- signal linearity.
It's minimum gain is 15 dB at 150 MHz, with a
typical small-signal noise figure of 2.5 dB at 150
MHz. Two tone intermodulation intercept point
is ahigh + 46 dBm.
Siliconix has the VMP 4in stock now, for as
low as $ 13.97 in 100- up quantities. To encourage
you to see how the VMP 4can improve your RF
design, we're offering asingle VMP 4plus applications notes and data sheet at the 100-up price.
To place an order, or for more information,
contact our franchised distributors: Components
Plus, Elmar, Future, Hamilton/Avnet, Pioneer,
Quality Components, Semiconductor Specialists,
Wilshire or RAE. Siliconix Incorporated, 2201
Laurelwood Road, Santa Clara, CA 95054
(408) 246-8000.

iiGiliconix incorporated
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BUY OUR NEW LOW
AND KEEP YOUR

Call the ITT Semiconductors Representative nearest you • Encino, California: (213)995-1571 • Palo Alto, California: (4)5) % 1-5265 • Canada: (416)625-9022 • Illinois: (312) 884-0990 •
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POWER SCHarTKY
2C TO YOURSELF.
Our new LS/74 gives you
an AQL of 0.15%. Free.
abig extra that cu..- ,rcost you as
2e per device from most
other manuacturers. With us it's standard. It means that you don't have to
specify "per spec" or " manufacturer's pre-conditioning program". It also
means that you don't have to wac,te alot of time and money on incoming
inspection.
But that's not the only way cnir ',..S/74 line saves you money. You get
improved performance and better speed/power than standard TTL. You
can use less costly power supplies than with standard TTL and CMOS or
pack more computing capability with the same power consumption. You
can expect longer, more reliable life with this lower power consumption
per functior:.
Right now we've got 34 LS functions in areliable Low Power Schottky
ready ibr immediate delivery. In the next few months, well introduce
65 more complete with the latest complex functions. And by the end of the
3rd quartet this year, well be able to offer you avery complete and up-todate line of Low Power Schetky microprocessor support functions.
That's our 2e worth. Now get detailed technical information on our
new LS/74 series Low Power Schottky. Write ITT Semiconductors,
74 Commerce Way. Woburn, MA 01801. Telephone (617) 935-7910.

TTL.

74LS
TYPE
74LSOO
74LSO2
74LSO4
74LSO8
74LSO9
74LSIO
74LS11
74LS13

FUNCTION

74IS
TYPE

Q: aci 2- Input Nand Gate
74LS109A
Quad 2-Inpkit Nor Gate
Hex Invertei
74LS132
Quad 2- Input And Gate
74LS138
Quad 2- Input And Gate (O.C.)
74LS139
Titple 3- Input Nand Gate
74LS157
Triple 3-Input And Gate
74LS158
Dual 4-Input Nand
741S174
Schmitt Trigger
74LS175
74LS14 Hex Schmitt Trigger
74LS194A
74LSI5 T:iple 3-Input And Gate
74LS195A
74LS20 Dual 4- Input Nand Gate
74LS22 Dual 4- Input Nand Gate (OC.)
74LS257
74LS27 T-iple 3-Input Nor Gate
74LS30 8Input Nord Gate
74LS258
74LS32 Quad 2- Input Or Gate
74LS51
Dual 2-Wide 2/3-Input
74LS279
And/Or Invert Gate
74LS54
2-Input And/Or
Invert Gate
74LS74
Dual DFlip Flop
74LS90 Decade Counter
74LS93 4-Bit Binary Counter
74LS95B 4-Bit Paraliel-Access Shi:tt Register

FUNCTION
Dual JK Flip Flop W/Preset
and Clear
Quad 2-Input Nand Schmitt Trigger
3to 8Line Decoder/Demultiplexer
2to 4Line Decoder/Demultiplexer
Quad 2-Input Mux, Non Inverting
Quad 2-Input Mux, Inverting
Hex DType Flip Flop W/Clear
Quad D Flip Flop W/Clear
4-Bit Universal L/R Shift Register
4- Bit Parallel In Parallel Out
Shift Register
Quad 2-Input Mux, Non Inverting
Tri State
Quad 2-Input Mux, Inverting
Tri State
Quad S-RLatch

ITT
SEMICONDUCTORS

Second To None

Dh ,D: ( 5(3) 435-3750 • TexIs: ( 214) 243-7851 • New York: ( 315 451-5980 • Pennsylvania: (215,688-6990/1.2/3 • Georgia: (404) 339-6715 • Lexington. Massachusetts: (617)861-0880
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micrometers through acalcium-fluord-elens 5centimeters long.
Electronics
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Mini-microcomputer users.
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Washington commentary
Donald Baker's last look at antitrust
Federal antitrust history of the last quarter-century
has convinced many that Republican administrations tend generally to be more vigorous in the field
than their Democratic counterparts. The performance of Donald I. Baker, now leaving the Justice
Department as assistant attorney general for antitrust, supports that view. In the electronics community he will be remembered best for the initiation of
the case against American Telephone & Telegraph
Co., as well as the ongoing prosecution of the
International Business Machines case. Baker's
ability to cogently summarize the pros and cons of
such complex issues as telecommunications competition and its impact is widely respected within
the legal community. Thus it seems his departing
estimate before the American Bar Association's
Washington spring meeting of U. S. antitrust
activity and its future course, summarized below, is
worth the attention of Electronics' readers.
Ray Connolly
Some American institutions are better understood than others. Take baseball, for example,
[as compared to] antitrust enforcement. Swope
to Morrison to Baker simply does not have the
same ring as "Tinker to Evers to Chance." And
so Ishall attempt to explain some of the whys
and wherefores of the workings of the Antitrust
division as Ihave known it. Iwant both to look
back at where we have been during the past year
and look ahead to where Ithink we are going in
the next years.
Stiffening jail terms
We have dramatized the criminal aspects of
price fixing. Our sentencing guidelines, which
were issued to all division attorneys and economists earlier this year, put the Antitrust division
on record as recommending substantial prison
terms for defendants convicted of price fixing.
This seems to be the only way to get home to
persons who may be tempted to fix prices that
the personal price to them may be high. Individual fines do not seem to do it.
We have gone beyond the Sherman Act to
bring home the criminality of price fixing. As
attorneys for the Department of Justice, we are
authorized to enforce a wide range of criminal
statutes, some of which include very strong
remedies. Being an antitrust lawyer today also
means being a criminal lawyer, because we in
the Antitrust division are going to be criminal
prosecutors.
We have tried to provide forthright guidance
to business in one of the most complex areas of
antitrust enforcement: antitrust and interna-
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tional commerce. The Antitrust Guide to International Operations, issued in January, takes on
many of the hard questions faced by American
firms when they enter into business arrangements overseas, and by foreign firms seeking to
do business in the United States. This international antitrust guide is designed to eliminate
some of the uncertainty which has prevailed in
this area. While it is important to discourage
illegal transactions, it is equally important not
to discourage innocent business transactions
which facilitate our national interests as agreat
trading nation.
Through imaginative lawyering we managed
to come up with novel relief of far-reaching
implications in the GE- Westinghouse turbine
generators case. We were able to do so without
the necessity of a large lawsuit by modifying
existing consent decrees against the potential
defendants.
The injunctive relief drafted there will, we
hope, effectively increase the amount of
competition in the turbine generator market.
The decree modifications, and the theory behind
them, are an important step in dealing with
structural problems— the problems of shared
monopolies and concentrated markets.
We have continued the division's role as a
forthright advocate for competition policy and
for cutting back on anticompetitive Government
regulation of business. In the last three months
alone, we have filed more than 20 memoranda
and briefs before regulatory agencies. We assess
before regulatory agencies the competitive
implications and problems behind such diverse
subjects as electronic banking, air pollution,
deep- water ports, and media cross-ownership.
Stimulating competition
Increasing efficiency and the role of competition in regulated industries is an area of antitrust law to which Ihave long been committed
and which still has the potential for substantial
returns. Our regulated- industries program is
well in place now, and we are beginning to see
those returns with increasing frequency. Fortunately, our effort seems to be receiving support
from President Carter, as it did from President
Ford before him.
Well Iremember five years ago, and ( more
starkly) nine years ago, when the Antitrust division felt that it was fighting alonely battle in its
efforts to bring competition to the securities,
banking, transportation, and communications
industries. At long last we may see deregulation
become "acceptable politics."
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Mirrne ar ara
-Jerrold just bought
:heir spacious
Nabash, Indiana home
'or $31,500.
lehat do you think relays are going for around here?
In rooms, 8 fireplaces, 6 porches, 11 foot ceilgs, oak paneling, choice neighborhood, mint
mdition — all for $ 31,500. That's Wabash value.
id that's why our relays are in such demand.
tey are made right here— switches and all — to
;id specifications in a hospital-clean
ivironment where heat, humidity
Id be
dust
assured.
are controlled
Just to be
so cerquality
n
,71
in, 3 billion test cycles
y
)
e
erun every day.
1,

When you purchase Wabash relays you get the kind
of quality the Herrold's got in their home. And at a
price that gets you the kind of value the Herrold's got.
We've got over 6,000 variations of dry reed relays for
sale. Contact us. When you see the asking
price, you will know you found a new
home for your relay requirements.

r

wabash

cLe4

The Econo-Miser. The most
automatically manufactured
dry reed relay available. 1and
2 pole standard types. Less
than one dollar in quantity.

of

Wabash, Indiana
an

liantington, Indiana: Idi-mitten), Missouri:
Tipton, Iowa and South Boston, Virginia

Li7-7

For information and quotes write ot call:
Wabash, Inc., Dept. RA-7, 810 N. Cass St.. Wabash. Ind. 46992 Tel: 219/563-2191 TWX 810-290-2722
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When you want modern, cost-efficient
high vacuum pumping, you want Cryo-Tore
High Vacuum Pumps. No liquid nitrogen. No
liquid nitrogen traps. And no process chamber
contamination problems. Instead you get fast,
clean, trouble- free, oil-free pumping of all gases
in high vacuum systems — all the time.
Take our Cryo-Torr 7High Vacuum
Pump. It's the perfect replacement for conventional 6" oil diffusion or turbomolecular pumps.
Not only does it eliminate liquid nitrogen consumption, but it saves on electrical power requirements — and, at the same time, delivers all

the performance dependability and fast pumping
speeds you need.
Ideal for use in vacuum deposition
equipment, sputtering systems, and ion implanters, Cryo-Torr High Vacuum Pumps get
you out of the liquid nitrogen trap for good.
Think of the money you'll save. For more
information write or call CTI-Cryogenics,
Kelvin Park, Waltham, Massachusetts 02154.
Telephone: (617) 890-9400.

CTI-CRYOGENICS

DON'T FALL INTO
THE LIQUID NITROGEN TRAP.

I-ELIX
A Hel. Co.»3AV
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International newsletter
Non- ionizing radiation
to be studied by
international group

Nixdorf to expand
in U.S. via
Entrex acquisition

Satellite misses
stationary orbit, but
functions well

Plessey plans
subnanosecond
ECL attack

'Electronics
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The International Radiation Protection Association plans to set up anew
international committee for protection against non-ionizing radiation,
particularly at microwave frequencies. The decision, taken at IRPA'S
fourth international congress in Paris in late April, follows recommendations of a five- man working group that pointed out the lack of international agreement on the effects and control of such radiation. The aim of
the group, which will be ayet-to-be- named 12-person specialist committee,
will be to help find solutions to potential health problems in commercial
areas. The working group was made up of Danish, Polish, French, and
American members, including arepresentative of the National Bureau of
Radiological Health, an arm of the Food and Drug Administration.

Unperturbed by all the talk about what has been called the impenetrability
of the tough American market for dat
a-p rocess i
ng equ i
pment, W est
Germany's Nixdorf Computer AG is raising its sales targets on just that
market. By the end of this decade, the Westphalia-based small-computer
and terminal-equipment producer plans to do around $ 100 million worth
of business per year in the U.S. Helping the German company to achieve
that goal will be Entrex Inc., the Burlington, Mass., peripherals maker
that Nixdorf will take over this month. The Entrex acquisition will push
the number of people the Nixdorf group employs in the U.S. to about
1,100. Thus far, the German company has installed roughly 3,500 EDP
systems in the U.S.

Despite the launch mishap that put its GEOS satellite into a non-geostationary orbit, the European Space Agency figures that it can get a
reasonable scientific return from the satellite. Even in its elliptical orbit,
GEOS can be seen at least seven hours aday by the European scientists who
plan to run experiments using it, and the initial in-orbit tests went well.
The poor performance of the Delta 2914 launcher came at abad time
for ESA because its financial circumstances are already tight. The agency
has been watching the McDonnell Douglas investigation into the launch
failure very closely before giving the go-ahead for its orbital test-satellite
launch in mid-June. This is scheduled to use the Thor- Delta 3914, which is
functionally similar to the 2914.

Already producing devices based on emitter-coupled-logic technology,
Plessey Semiconductors plans to strengthen its market position by introducing even speedier ECL products with nanosecond and subnanosecond
specifications. The British company starts with an SP 10200 series of 24
pieces that is typically 40% faster— or down to 1-nanosecond gate
delays— than competitors' products. Following that are two subnanosecond devices. The SP16F60, with 0.5-nanosecond gate delay function, is
three times faster than its ECL-3 counterpart, and the SP 1
OF131 dual D
flip-flop, with a 650-megahertz clockrate, is four times faster than its
ECL-10k counterpart. Plessey, which says the new devices come from a
high-speed variant of its Process-3 bipolar production line, aims the two
products toward interfaces between computer Lsi chips and peripherals,
and in telecommunications, respectively.
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Our inventory. It's the biggest in the
industry, with over 8,000 items of electronic
test equipment in stock and ready to go. And
it's getting better all the time, because we add
more state-of-the-art equipment every month.
This means we can deliver one special instrument ... or adozen ... within hours of the time
you place your order.
Now, more than ever, renting makes
sense ... to stretch your equipment budget, to
fill temporary needs, and to avoid the long
delivery lead times associated with purchasing.
And renting from REI makes even more sense
... because we're better equipped to fill your
needs than any other rental company.

Send for our catalog today for adescription of our rental, rental/purchase and
leasing plans, and for our low rental prices. Or
call the instant inventory center nearest you
for immediate assistance.

rRental Electronics, Inc.,
—

99 Hartwell Avenue, Lexington, Mass. 02173.
Please send me your free instrument rental catalog:
Title

Name
Company _ .
Address .
(' it y

L

St at e

Zip

Tel. Number

Rental Electronics, Inc.
Burlington. MA ( 6171
Des Plaines. IL ( 3121

• Gaithersburg, MD ( 301) 948-0620 • Oakland, N.1 ( 20; 337-,7 • Ft. Lauderdale, FL ( 305) 771-3500
7.6670 • Dallas. TX ( 214) 661-8082 • Mountain View. ( 7A ( 4151 968-8845 • Anaheim, CA ( 714) 879-0561
Rexclale, Ontario ( 416) 677-7513
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Electronics international
European companies ready
130-minute video recorders
Hard behind their Japanese counterparts, European consumer electronics producers are introducing
video cassette recorders that can
capture more than two hours of color
programs without cassette change.
First on the scene is Grundig AG,
West Germany's largest entertainment electronics producer, which
unveiled its VCR 4000 long- play
system at the Hanover Fair last
month and is now delivering it to
retailers. Next is Philips Gloeilampenfabrieken, Europe's biggest electronics firm, which plans to introduce its system, the N1700, at the
radio and television show in West
Berlin late in August.
The two companies developed
their respective systems on their own
but consulted closely with each other
to ensure compatibility. Both use the
PAL color-Tv standard that most
European countries have adopted.
The long- play video recording
equipment overcomes a big marketpenetration obstacle that Grundig
calls the " 60- minute hurdle." Now,
on one 130- minute cassette, users
can record, say, an entire soccer
match or afeature-length movie.
The longer playing time of video
recording systems developed in Europe, Japan, and elsewhere is expected to have a big impact on
equipment sales. In a market study,
Grundig concludes that "at least in
the so-called pacesetting countries,
the breakthrough for the new medium has finally been achieved."
Compatible. Both the Grundig and
the Philips equipment achieve their
130- minute breakthrough as the
result of three design steps: lowering
the tape speed to 6.56 centimeters
per second, narrowing the video
track to 85 micrometers, and doing
away with the spacing between the
individual tracks. Crosstalk or other
interference between the directly
adjacent tracks is prevented by
having the two magnetic heads offset
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by 15° with respect to each other.
Great Britain
The control track, at the upper edge
of the tape and thus well outside the
recording area, has been widened to
0.7 millimeter. The greater width
makes for steady pictures.
As the Grundig units at Hanover
showed, the recorders have excellent
picture reproduction and sharpness.
A very fast 8- bit analog- to- digital
The visible resolution is 3 megaconverter, easily the speediest 8- bit
hertz, and the signal-to-noise ratio is commercial unit in Europe and
48 decibels.
possibly anywhere, is being introOne special feature on the Grun- duced by Cambridge Consultants
dig versions are quartz-controlled
Ltd. Designed primarily for applicaservos for the magnetic head and
tions in radar signal processing and
tape- drive systems. Further, the captransient recorders, the ADC 30.8
stan and the head disk have a beltperforms full 8- bit conversion every
less direct drive with optoelectronic
33 nanoseconds with a 0.8% maxicontrol. Of note on the Philips
mum nonlinearity rating, the firm
recorders is an electronic digital
says.
clock that can be programmed for
Buttressing the performance of
equipment turn- on and turn-off as
the $ 6,000 unit is a 10- picosecond
long ahead as four days before a rms figure for the aperture time
selected program is due to be broaduncertainty, or amount of timing
cast. The recorder's built-in Tv- error, says codesigner Julian Coles.
receiving portion features automatic That figure is low compared with
fine tuning.
C1
the minimum 40- picosecond figure

8-bit a-d converter

is Europe's fastest

Quartz watch uses solar cells
To cut down on the exasperating
trips to the jewelers to get electronic- watch batteries replaced, Citizen Watch Co. of Tokyo turned to a

space-age solution— silicon solar
cells. The result, Citizen's quartz
solar-cell watch, is selling well in
most major cities of the world.
At $150 in Japan, it costs about
$35 more than a regular batteryoperated analog stainless watch
with quartz oscillator. But consumers
seem to think the extra cost is worth
it: more than 50,000 have been sold
in eight months.
Weighing about 75 grams, sleek
and thin with astainless-steel flexible
band and snap- shut case, the watch
includes a second-hand stopper,
time set, and power- saving switch. It
comes in white face and black face,
with the eight solar cells on the face
resembling shuttered windows. It has
a guaranteed accuracy of ± 15
seconds per month and requires
only 10 minutes of light every day.
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needed for an 8- bit, 30-megahertz
a-d converter, and the firm achieves
it by " paying particular attention to
it," observes project director Robin
Smith- Saville. Though much is
shrouded in commercial secrecy,
Smith-Saville says that the design
uses optimized circuits throughout,
such as "an optimized diode sampling gate" in the sample-and- hold
circuitry in the front ends, stemming from extensive computer analysis.
Helping, too, is a new high-speed
comparator from Plessey Semiconductors. Called the SP750B, the
integrated circuit, which features
simplified decoding, is two to three
times faster than any competing
device with an input- to-output time
of 3.5 ns, according to codesigner
Chris Davies. The device was
designed by Plessey from specifications from Cambridge Consultants
and was funded by the Ministry of
Defence.
The basic layout, on one printedcircuit board, is not too unusual.
An input amplifier receives the
analog signals " to prevent spikes
being thrown into the signal
source," Davies says. It feeds the
matched, ultrahigh-speed, low-jitter
sample-and- hold circuitry, the output of which is split two ways: one
going to the most-significant- bit
parallel converter composed of 15
SP875Bs and the other buffered
output joining the MSBS output to
the least-significant- bit parallel converter composed of 21 SP750Bs.
That decoded output, joined by
interconnected inputs from the mss
data store and the redundancy
arithmetic, feeds the converter's
output latches.
In all, each sampled signal has
256 values assigned to it for
accurate processing, Davies says.
Apparently one trick is to use
redundancy in the system to speed
it up. The circuitry, for example,
infers a mistake by the MSS and
puts out a correct LSB code and
instructions to correct the MSS code.
Emitter-coupled- logic is used because " it's quiet," Davies says. " We
could have gotten away with transistor- transistor- logic with a lot of
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it, but it could have lessened
throughput."
The sample command input and
the offset binary-coded-decimal digital output, overrange, and internal
30- MHz clock signals are all compatible with a 50-ohm impedance
and ECL. The unit, made at the
company's plant in Bar Hill, Cambridge, England, comes complete
with power supplies in a low- profile
19- inch case. Cambridge Consultants, which is owned by Arthur D.
Little Inc. of the U. S., has produced a commercial 4- bit 20- MHz
converter, a 6-bit 30- MHz unit for
the military, and a 20- bit 400- kilohertz unit for an unnamed client. 0

of output power. The n- channel
HS 8401 and p-channel HS 8402
will be available on the open market
after the end of the year.
Amplifier designers should be
happy to find that these devices
operate in the enchancement mode,
which eliminates abias power supply
to set operating current. High input
impedance and high gain also make
the devices easy to drive. Input
capacitance is also relatively low,
about 400 to 500 picofarads for the
n-channel device. The p-channel unit
runs higher, 600 to 800 pF, due
partly to its greater gate width.
The high current rating is
achieved, simply stated, by making
the channel wide enough to carry the
current: 40 centimeters in n-channel
Japan
devices and about 50 cm in pchannel devices, some 500 to 1,000
times the width of channels in smallsignal devices. Transconductance is
proportionally large, typically 1
mho, making for high gain, which
The superior characteristics needed reduces drive requirements comfor high-fidelity amplifiers coupled pared with other devices.
Increasing the voltage rating is
with ease of application and fabrication are major advantages claimed more difficult. An offset drain is
for new MOS FET audio-output tran- used— actually alateral gap between
sistors developed by Hitachi Ltd. the edge of the gate and the edge of
Better frequency response, lower the drain. By itself, though, the
harmonic distortion, lower noise, and offset drain could lead to trouble
lack of annoying transients when because an inversion layer may form
driven to clipping levels— compared in the portion of the channel without
to present bipolar transistors— are an overlying gate and increase the
improvements that listeners will no- saturation voltage. Formation of an
tice when the company starts selling inversion layer is prevented by
amplifiers with these devices in June. implanting ions in this region to a
What's more, with improved per- depth of less than 1 micrometer.
formance comes improved reliabil- Typically, saturation voltage for curity. Absence of secondary break- rent of 7A is only 7v, at most 15 v.
Processing conditions for drain
down and thermal runaway in this
type of transistor means that ampli- and source diffusion are identical
with those used for signal transistors.
fiers are less likely to require repairs.
The transistors are available in In fact, fabrication is carried out on
matched p-channel and n-channel same line. What's more, implantasets for true complementary-symme- tion conditions are similar to those
try operation. Nominal output power used for processing other devices.
Unfortunately, the high-voltage
of a pair operated in class- B pushpull is 50 watts. With the proper rating that makes these devices ideal
heat sink attached to the TO- 3case, for audio- power amplifiers makes
each transistor has a power dissipa- them less than ideal for other applition rating of 100 w. Maximum cations. Still, the performance so far
current is 7amperes and maximum shown by these devices would be
voltage 120 volts, although a premi- adequate in many applications and
um version rated at 140 y will be gives some indication of what could
available and should give about 80 w be expected from optimized devices.11

Power transistors

aimed at hi-fi
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YOU DRAW
THE LINE.
Monitor/alarm/control applications
simplified: The Autodata Nine flexibility
allows you to tailor asystem to your
needs by selecting the right options - just
draw a line. Almost any line — from the
Autodata Nine to computers, to CRTs, to
Annunciator Panels, to Remote Scanners
and to what you require. Here's how
some of our customers draw their Ines:
A major government agency needed
aline on agricultural data acquisition. By
plugging in an Autodata Nine they now
measure ( and recorc on paper tape) such
diverse input as sola- activity, soil
moisture levels and weather data — over
several hundred channels.
The engineers at aWest Coast power
plant are concerned about preventing excessive motor bearing, winding and
boiler tube temperatures. Process
monitoring is anatural for the Nine.
And at this installation, it performs twoout- of-three logic for alarming and automatic shutdown, and informs the
operator of problems through
annunciator panels, and data printout.

We lined up another Nine for a
marine biology study. The intent was to
determine the effects of heat on marine
life by varying water temperature in 30
tanks using cost effective supervisory
control. Again, through asingle
Autodata Nine, temperatures were
sampled, read and — when required —
corrected by the ncremental control of
valve positioning
We placed Autodata Nines at each of
several engine test stands for one
customer. He then drew a line from each
to his central computer. Now they serve
as smart front ends acquiring and
manipulating data on temperature,
pressure and flow under computer control ( or manually if the computer is
down). And since less software was
required in the computer, the system
was on line fast a.tie lowest cost.
These examples only begin to indicate the Nine's versatility. Get the Autodata Nine into yoJr diagram — just draw
a line around our number on the bingo
card.

ACUREX
Autodata Formerly Vidar Autodato
485 CLYDE AVE., MOUNTAIN VIEW, CA 94342 ( 415) 964-3200 ( TWX) 910-379-6593

Circle 57 on reader service card

LEDs, make
For most displays, they're up to 8ways better.
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You've seen their bright, large, eye-pleasing
characters in inexpensive calculators. They're
called, technically, "Vacuum Fluorescent Indicator Panels" or, for short, FIPs. Actually, FIPs
are modern developments of very old technology, that of the vacuum tube. In fact, they're
triodes, complete with plate ( anode), cathode,
and grid, but with the addition of aphosphor
on the segmented plate so the characters will
glow. Brightly.
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THE CHART TELLS THE STORY
Even though NEC is among the world's largest
producers of both LEDs and gas discharge
(plasma) displays, we see FIPs
rapidly taking over for most applications — such as calculators,
data & POS terminals, clocks,
radios, car dashboards, micro- Typical Red LEE
wave oven controls, instruments, CB, TV, etc
For obvious reasons, that are summarized in
the chart at far right.

AND THERE ARE OTHER GOOD REA.
SONS, SUCH AS RELIABILITY & LONG
LIFE. The tremendous variety of uses that
FIPs can be put to calls for very high accept.
ance standards. NEC has developed what may
be the most rigorous QA and QC in the world
In arecent, routine test cycle, atotal of 1085
FIPs of various models were put through a
total of 15 grueling tests ...with asingle failure
The tests, and their standards, are described
in the new FIP Selector Guide, available by
mailing the coupon in this ad.

way for FIPs.
3NE GLANCE TELLS THE COST/PERFORMANCE STORY. The larger the charac:er size, the better the direct savings. That
doesn't take into account the additional indirect
savings from such things as simpler circuitry,
ewer failures, and easier assembly. Check
:his graph, to get the idea.

LED/GAS DISCHARGE/FIP COMPARISON CHART
LED

GAS DISCHARGE
low

low

CURRENT

high

low

low

MOS IC DIRECT DRIVE

no

no

yes

THIN & FLAT

yes

yes

yes

VIEWING ANGLE

wide

wide

wide

BRIGHTNESS

moderate

moderate

high

MOUNTING EASE

good

good

good

COST/PERFORMANCE

fair

good

excellent

READABILITY

fair

fair

outstanding

COLOR C

_

rited,

I
Fil FEU IFE • 1/1-

rHE STORY ON BRIGHTNESS AND LIGHT
BANDWIDTH. FlPs' phosphors are selected
:o be extremely efficient converters of electri:al energy to light energy, minimizing power
nput. In addition, the light is spectrum-wide,
from red to violet, and can thus be filtered to
movide any single hue desired. The light prelominates in the blue-green area, which overaps the standard curve of human eye response
see graph), so the viewer perceives the maxinum of brightness for the minimum of power
nput. And — the gentle, soothing blue-green
;low is considered to be much less fatiguing
.o the eye than red and orange colors.
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33 TYPES AVAILABLE IN HIGH VOLUME
—HOW TO SELECT YOURS? Easy. Send for
our just-off-the-press FIP SELECTOR GUIDE.
It tells everything you need to know to select
exactly the FIP for your application. Then, mail
the postpaid return card bound into the guide,
and we'll send you the data sheets you require,
with the comprehensive specifications. Make
sense? Then we hope to hear from you soon.
Mail coupon, or telephone us at (408) 738-2180,
Telex 34-7475.

WEC

NEC America, Inc.
NEC America, Inc., Electron Devices Div.
3070 Lawrence Expressway
Santa Clara, CA 95051
Send me that 8-page FIP Selector guide.
My application is (or will be)
• Call me for immediate requirement at
( ) extension .
,
NAME
TITLE

MAIL STOP.

COMPANY
STREET
SOO

CITY

STATE

ZIP

WAVE LENGTH. NANOMETERS

•Registration Peiiding

Circle 59 on reader service card

Stretch your mind.
Think Amphenol connector systems.
Don't back off from your big idea. We can help you
make it work. And work right.

Dare to be different. We'll back you up with
Amphenol connectors. We may already have the kind
that'll make your big idea work.
But if we have to create something totally new to
match your idea, we'll go all out— even to designing
the required termination tooling. Our connector design
specialists are known for the way they tackle the unknown. With aspirit that yields the answers.
Think of it this way: we can help you avoid a lot of
false starts. And give you measurable quality and
economy. The people who use the Amphenol con-
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nectors shown here know that's true. They think of us
first when they need connectors for consumer and
business products, data and word processing equipment, aerospace and military applications, telephony,
and more.
Got amind-stretching idea? Then include Amphenol
connectors in your thinking. To get started on the
right track, just call us at (
312) 986-2320 or write to:
Amphenol North America Division, Bunker Ramo
Corporation, Dept. A57A, 900 Commerce Drive, Oak
Brook, Illinois 60521.
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No more unsoldering for IC
replacement. Dual-inline IC's or
planar leadless MOS/LSI's plug right
into 8()0 Series devices.
Medical interface cables for critical applications. Provide
reliable patient monitoring and medical electronics interface.
Custom-made for reliability, good looks.

Connectors that go beyond waterproof. Self-sealing,
low-cost 44 Series shrugs off water. And fuel, road salt,
ozone and more. For automotive, transportation, and
marine uses.

Rack-and-panel connectors that advance the
state of the art. 94 Series environmental
connectors utilize polymer-retention discs to
retain the 20, "16 and shielded size contacts.

A way to slash telephone
key-set installation costs.
System 66 connectori zed
blue-field panels are
pre-wired. No cables to
punch-down.

Precision optical connectors from stock.
Optimum components for emitter-to-cable,
cable-to-detector, and cable-to-cable junctions.
All with standard SMA size mating.

The right idea
at the
right time.

AMPHENOL
Circle 61

BUNKER
RAMO

on reader service card
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Intel delivers the first
The Intel® 2716 is the first 16K UVerasable and electrically programmable read only
memory (EPROM). The 2716 operates from a
single 5volt power supply, has astatic power
down mode and features fast, single address location programming. It makes designing with
EPROMs faster, easier and more economical than
ever before. Then, when you're ready for
production quantities, move rapidly
to Intel's new pin-for-pin compatible 16K ROM, the 2316E.
Since the 450 nsec 2716
operates from asingle 5volt
supply it is ideal for use with
the newer higher performance + 5V
microprocessors such
as Intel's 8085 and 8048.
The 2716 is also the first
EPROM with astatic power down
mode which reduces the power dissipation without increasing access
time. Active power dissipation is 525 mW while standby
power is only 132 mW— a75% savings.
The 2716 has the simplest and fastest method yet devised
for programming EPROMs — single pulse TTL level programming. No need for high voltage pulsing because all programming
controls are handled by l'lL signals. Now you can program
on-board, in the system, in the field. You can program any location at any
time— either individually, sequentially or at random, with the 2716's single
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5volt 16K EPROM.
address location programming. Total programming time for all 16,384 bits is
only 100 seconds.
The 2716 EPROM is pin compatible and directly interchangeable with
Intel's new 450 nsec 2316E mask programmed ROM. Debug your systems using
EPROM and when the

e

INTEL EPROM & INTEFCHANGEABLE ROM FAMILY
•

i

pattern is firm, order
Inter:hangeable
Power
Max.
the 2316E ROMs and
EPROM
ROM
Size
Organization
Supply
Access Time
plug them directly into
2716
2316E
16K
2K x8
+5, only
450 nsec
2708
the 2716 sockets. Turn
2308
1Kx 8
8K
+12, ±5
450 nsec
1702A
1302
2K
256 x8
+5, — 9
1psec
around time on ROMs
has been reduced to 6weeks ARO. If you prefer, ship the first few products with 16K EPROM and switch to 16K ROM in the field. Either way you
get the flexibility of EPROM and the economies of ROM. Both from Intel.
Double the size of your program memory, improve performance, and get your product to market
faster with Intel's reprogrammable 2716. And
save money in production with the compatible
high speed mask programmable 2316E ROM.
The fastest way to get started is to order the
new 2716 16K EPROM from your local Intel
distributor. Contact: Almac/Stroum, Components Specialties, Cramer, Elmar, Hamilton/Avnet, Industrial Components,
Liberty, Pioneer, Sheridan or L.A. Varah. And for quick turn around on the
16K mask programmable 2316E contact your local Intel sales office.
For technical information and acopy of "The New 16K EPROM"
article reprint (AR-42) use the reader service card or write: Intel Corporation,
3065 Bowers Avenue, Santa Clara, California 95051.
-

¡fltel® delivers.
Electronics/May 12, 1977
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If your products produce raw data
but your customers want results,
here's aready-made answer:
HP computing controllers.
HP computing controllers can
make your mstruments"smart,"
fast. Economically. And without hassle.

First, they're easy to interface. You simply connect your
product to the appropriate HP
interface card and plug into
the computing controller. We
know of users who have been
up and running in less than a
week. And you can choose
from four commonly used interfaces—BCD, bit-parallel,
RS-232C or HP-IB ( HP's implementation of IEEE Standard 488-1975).

You can reduce development costs. Easy programming and easy interfacing save
many costly hours in developing aready-to-market product.
And the costs are all up-front
with HP computing controllers—visible before you make
acommitment.

er locations, if you desire. And
worldwide HP service stands
ready to back you up if needed.

You can extend product life
cycles. A mature product can
receive ashot-in-the-arm when
enhanced with automatic data
acquisition and analysis capability. The cost could well be
less than $4000, depending on
the specific computing and
control requirement.
Ease of interfacing lets you
consider retrofitting at custom-

You can increase customer
satisfaction. The addition of
data acquisition and analysis,
inexpensively through HP computing controllers, adds visible
value to your product—at a
competitive price. Value, plus
your customers' demonstrated
respect for HP products, adds
up to customer satisfaction.
We think these are powerful reasons why you should
write for our brochure without
delay.

From computers-on-a- board to general-purpose systems,
HP can meet your interfacing needs.

HEWLETT ilk PACKARD
P 0 Box 301, Loveland, Colorado 80537

For assostance cap Wastengton ; 301) 948-8370. Owego ( 312)
256-9800 Atlanta ( 404) 955-1500. Los Angeles ( 213) 877-1282
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Is this the end of the line?

1
1114Will

Semiconductor Test Division
Boston, Mass.— Chatsworth, Calif.

Wherever semiconductors are tested in high volume, one name
says it all— Teradyne. Some of our systems have made history ntheir
own right: the J259, which was industry's first computer-operated IC
test system, the J283, the J273, the J325, the 1317, the J387, to name a
few. It all adds up to an installed base of almost aquarter of abillion
dollars and arecord of on-line experience no one else even
approaches.
Today's Teradyne systems are capable of testing over 80% of all
semiconductors being produced, includirg RAMs and ROMs to 65k,
op amps, voltage regulators, chroma and stereo demodulators. TTL,
CMOS, ECL, transistors, diodes, and just aoout every other semiconductor device produced in high volume.
We've won our dominant position at the end of the semiconductor production line and at the beginning of the electronics assembly
line tnrough hard work and understanding. What we start, we
stay with, but you can see that every time you walk through your
production-test or incoming- inspection area.
We've come to think of those places as our turf, and we intend to
keep it that way.

Probing the news_
Anal,sis of technology and business developments

From Ti's perch, things look good
Firm predicts 18% increase in worldwide sales over 1976's
strong $5.606 billion, with IC market showing a24% increase
by Bruce LeBoss, New York bureau manager

Texas Instruments' crystal ball is
radiating optimism. The reason, to
quote Charles M. Clough, semiconductor marketing manager for the
giant Dallas firm, is that this year's
wo -ldwide semiconductor market
"w11 be up strongly over 1976"
followed in 1978 by what is " likely
to De agood year." Clough predicts
anew peak in 1977 of $6.625 billion
in sales.
Although some consider îi conservative, Clough forecasts an 18%
hike over last year, when worldwide
sales soared approximately 32% to a
record $ 5.606 billion. That 18%
prediction is not far below the
industry consensus as reported at the
beginning of the year [
Electronics,
Jan. 6, p. 88]. In 1976, for the first
time, sales of integrated circuits
topped those of discrete components
($2.880 billion vs $ 2.726 billion).
This year, they will lead growth with
a 24% rise to $ 3.580 billion, while
sales of discretes, estimates Clough,
will grow 12% to $ 3.045 billion.
The U. S. semiconductor market,
which jumped 33% from $ 1.8 billion
in 1975 to $ 2.39 billion last year,
will continue to track with the world
market and tack on another 18% this
year to reach $ 2.83 billion. Leading
that growth, says the TI marketer,
will be the computer and industrial
market segments with gains of 26%
and 24%, respectively, while the
consumer, Government, and distribution segments each post a 14%- to15% increase in semiconductor revenues. The growth in computer endequipment sales will be paced by
minicomputers and peripherals,
Claugh figures, while the industrial
segment will be led by the telecommunications industry.
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SEMICONDUCTOR MARKET
IN MILLIONS OF DOLLARSI

1975

Change (%)

1976

Change (%)

1977

Total

4,235 + 32

5,606 + 18

6,625

IC

2,028 +42

2,880

t24

Discretes

3,580

2,207 + 23

2,726 + 12

3,045

Total

1,800 +33

2,390 + 18

2,830

Computer
Distribution

340

+26

430

310

+55

Consumer

380

+42

480
540

Industrial

380

+32

500

Government

390

+13

440
SOURCE

On the basis of trends in new
orders, Clough sees the domestic
computer market for semiconductors
growing to $ 540 million this year, up
from $430 million last year and $ 340
million in 1975. During the first half
of 1976, Ti's major computer customers " returned strongly to the
logic market" thanks to their 25% to
45% planned equipment growth and
refurbishment of low year-end 1975
inventory levels. As aresult, Clough
explains, his semiconductor competitors' " lead times lengthened suddenly . . . and they predicted further
lead time deterioration throughout
the year." As this was happening,
small- and medium-sized computer
customers turned to distributor
stocks for immediate needs and
placed orders with 16 to 20 weeks'
lead time with semiconductor
manufacturers.
During the second half of 1976,
procurement by the major computer
customers held at high levels, and by
year-end their inventories were in
line. Meanwhile, Clough notes, procurement at the second-tier comput-

+26
+15

540
550

+15

620

+24

620

+14

500

TEXAS INSTRUMENTS INC

er customers dropped in the fourth
quarter as they balanced backlog to
be in line with short lead times. "Ordering through distribution also
dropped as products ordered direct
from semiconductor manufacturers
in the second and third quarters
were shipped."
Decrease. This year has seen a
drop in procurement by major computer customers in January and
February as they all negotiated new
contracts, followed by a recovery to
"very high" levels as all users refurbished inventories and began ordering for a "strong upside year." At
the same time, Clough continues,
second- tier computer customers,
whose backlogs and inventories were
in line at year-end, began procuring
semiconductors 21/2 times faster than
the rate of the previous quarter.
Forcing additional demand upon
these second- tier computer manufacturers, adds Clough, is the fact that
Digital Equipment Corp.'s minicomputer lead times are " now out to 12
to 18 months for small units."
Striding along with the computer
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Probing the news
sector, the U.S. industrial market for
semiconductors will continue its
strong growth rate and reach $620
million in 1977, up from $ 500
million last year and $ 380 million in
1975, predicts Clough. During 1976,
that segment's growth was spurred
largely by the change from electrical
to electronic telecommunication
switching systems, " creating a
strong and continually increasing
demand for semiconductors." Also,
he adds, "Western Electric's move to
outside procurement for memory,
particularly 4-k RAMS" was astrong
factor. Meanwhile, the machine tool
industry "turned up in mid- 1976
. . . driven by strong car sales," and
the instrumentation market was up
steadily throughout 1976.
In full swing. The industrial market shows that production of switching systems is in full swing. Additionally, says Clough, 4-k RAM usage
will dominate 1977, with 16-k RAM
designs starting in the fourth quarter
of 1977. But while Western Electric
went to outside suppliers to fill its
4-k RAM needs, Clough believes it
will try to build 16,384-bit RAMS in
house— something that " would impact on us." Additionally, he notes,
the machine tool and instrumentation markets, again aided by strong
car sales, will continue their steady
growth.
Car production, which was up by
28% to 8.5 million units in 1976, also
was a major reason the domestic
consumer market for semiconductors
grew to $ 540 million last year from
$380 million in 1975, and will again
lead that market to $620 million in
1977, according to Clough. Semiconductor content per car went from
$12 in 1975 to $ 14.76 last year when
electronic ignition systems were
standard equipment. Additionally,
microprocessor engine control development programs for the 1979 model year were begun by the Big Three
auto makers in 1976. In other
consumer areas, semiconductor content per color television set went
from $ 14 in 1975 to $ 15 last year,
while TV set sales to dealers jumped
from 6.5 million to 7.7 million units.
Also, semiconductor demand was
strong from watch, video-game, and
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calculator manufacturers, with " microprocessor applications up sharply
in games, microwave ovens, and
other appliance controls."
The outlook for the consumer
market in 1977, says Clough, is that
demand will be strong, with iv
accessories, automotive, and new
applications the main growth segments. Auto makers are quite bullish: they are forecasting about 11
million units, and their projections
for the second quarter of 1977 are
the highest since 1973. "Semiconductor demand is up sharply, despite
the slowdown caused by the severe
winter, for current standard production programs ( for example, Chrysler's lean burn spark advance) and
specialty accessories ( like Ford's
lighted door lock)." Additionally, he
continues, " microprocessor enginecontrol development programs are in
full swing and will [ bring to] $ 27.50
[the] semiconductor content per
car" in 1979 and "other microprocessor development programs coming fast (such as cruise controls and
feedback carburetor) will add $ 10 to
$14 in semiconductor content per
car."
For color iv, demand was down in
January and February of this year,
but was " up sharply in March and
April," notes Clough. However, "Tv
accessories— game controllers, terminals, telephones, and video
players— are the fastest growth porLikes what he sees. Charles M. Clough, TI's
semiconductor marketing manager, predicts
strong 1977 followed by agood 1978.

tion" of that market, "driving semiconductor content to $ 25 in 1977."
Among the services that these accessory equipments will provide through
the TV, which is fast becoming a
"home communications center,"
says Clough, are games, data retrieval, a message center, and even the
home newspaper.
Distributors up. Distributors'
sales, which last year tacked on a
whopping 55% increase to reach
$480 million, will be up sharply in
the first and second quarters and
grow moderately in the second half
of 1977, totaling $ 550 million by
year's end, predicts Clough.
The result of last year's rush to
distributors by smaller computer
companies was a strong upsurge in
first quarter 1976 distributor sales.
"Erroneously predicted lengthening
lead times encouraged some distributors to over-order in anticipation of
a product shortage which didn't
happen," he says. Nonetheless, sales
were up again in the second and
third quarters and dropped slightly
in the fourth quarter.
During the first quarter of this
year, distributor sales were up in
both January and February and " hit
record levels in March," Clough
says. Unlike a year ago, distributor
inventories are in line with sales, and
bookings from the distributor to the
semiconductor manufacturer have
swung up sharply. "Second quarter
resales will be up by 12% to 15%
over the first quarter," he continues,
"and increase moderately in the
third and fourth quarters."
As for the Government market for
semiconductors, which last year
jumped 13% to $440 million, it "will
continue its present growth rate as
electronic content increases in new
strategic and tactical military
systems," says Clough. The U.S.
Government market will hit $ 500
million in 1977, he estimates.
Last, but by no means least important, Clough notes that while "billings are going up nicely" the
industry is healthier in that there's a
"stronger degree of normalcy" with
respect to customer demand and
usage. "Total unit demand is rising,"
he says, and the percent of new unit
entries that are for near-term (current month to three months out) "is
up sharply."
0
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30- amp relays with aquarter-million cycles: smallest for the price
We invite you to compare the
high technology advantages of
Bosch Mini-Giants to the relays
you're now using. We're confident
you'll find Mini- Giants hard to
beat on all the important criteria.
Versatility. Bosch has engineered the Mini-Giants to be at
home in any 12- or 24-volt application— remote controls, generators,
automotive systems, construction
machinery, marine applications,
agricultural equipment, hospitals,
storage systems and more.
The same Mini-Giant that can
switch the low current of an alarm
can also control the high 30-amp
load of aheating system.
Size. Bosch technologists
have designed a PC board type
relay that is 1" x . 8" x .7" or just
over half (. 56) a cubic inch. The
plug-in type ( not including the plug
prongs) is 1"x 1" x .87 still less than
acubic inch.

Capacity. Bosch plug-in MiniGiants cover the entire power
range up to 30 amps, with a peak
current capacity of 60 amps. Even
the standard 15-amp PC type is
available in a 30-amp version on
special order.
With one group of relays covering such arange of applications.
you can cut down substantially on
part numbers and simplify your
stocking operations.
Reliability. All Mini- Giants
are good for aminimum of 250,000
cycles at the rated current. This
compares with 100,000 cycles in
many comparable relays from
other manufacturers.
And Bosch uses the finest
materials for long life ( at least 10
million cycles at no Joad). For example, we build the leaf springs of
our plug-in relays from high-grade
silver and bronze.
Cost. Bosch Mini-Giants give
you all these benefits combined at

asurprisingly low price. You really
should compare.
For more information. Fill out
the coupon below and we will contact you to discuss your specific
needs and answer your questions.
Or call ( 312) 865-5200 and ask
about relays. Either way, do it now.
Robert Bosch Corporation,
Department 0/ESL
2800 South 25th Avenue,
Broadview. Illinois 60153
Name
Address
City.State.ZIP
Telephone
E/5/77

IMI

GIANTS

ROLRT BOSCH
_J
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Probing the news
Consumer electronics

When will 23-channel faucet run dry?
Most U.S. CB firms believe leftover sets are almost gone as they
stick with 1977 sales estimates of 8million to 10 million units.
by Larry Armstrong, Midwest bureau manager

The once-ebullient citizens' band
radio market has settled down to
wait out the end of the supply of 23channel sets, which are still being
sold— at absurdly low prices. Nevertheless, most ca manufacturers
and importers remain confident that
their January estimates that 8
million to 10 million units would be
sold in 1977 will prove to be
accurate. The Electronic Industries
Association estimates 1976 sales at
over 10 million.
They have, however, revised their
forecasts of the sales split between
the surplus 23-channel radios and
the newer 40- channel version.
"There have been a heckuva lot
more 23-channel units than anyone
appreciated," says Gus Wirth, president of Kris Inc., Cedarburg, Wis.
"Everyone added up the units, but
no one added up the parts waiting to
be built into sets." Earlier, most
manufacturers felt that only 2
million 23-channel sets remained in
the inventory after last year's Christmas flurry of hearty price cutting;
now, most concede that 3million to
5million 23-channel sets will be sold
this year, mostly at or below cost.
The impact, of course, is being felt
at the bottom line, as earnings sag
while unit sales remain level or
slightly up. Much of the industry
swallowed its red ink late last year,
when losses could be made up in
annual reports by abnormally high
first-half profits. The rest are taking
inventory write-downs now.
Because manufacturers are anxious to get on with the business of
selling CB at a profit, 40-channel
pricing has started to soften to meet
the low-priced "holdover" 23-channel units. With very rare exceptions,
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channel sets in the U. S. in 1977,
though, the price moves have been
Tomono's new forecast is well above
labeled "promotional" as manufacthat of even the most optimistic
turers seek to match the seasonal
domestic manufacturers and importpromotions of the rest of the
ers, who put 40-channel sales at
consumer electronics industry, or
they have come as incentives offered
between 5 million and 6 million
units. "There is no question that we
to distributors and dealers.
were bullish, and our predictions
Blow in Japan. Most surprised and
aren't coming to pass," says Paul E.
hurt by the attack the U. S. CB
Davis, vice president of Chicago's
market has taken are the Japanese
firms that supply the lion's share of Dynascan Corp. and general manthe market. Haruki Tomono, presiager of its Cobra Communications
dent of Cybernet Electronics Corp.,
division.
Japan's leading CB manufacturer,
Davis originally guessed that 9
million 40-channel cm would be sold
now expects U. S. demand for 40channel sets to top out at about 6 during 1977, along with 2 million
23-channel sets. He has revised his
million or 7 million units this year.
Behind his forecast are unusually
forecast into the 8- million-to- 10million range on which the industry
strong first quarter shipments, which
seems to have settled. He breaks
total over 2 million units, according
to the Japanese Ministry of Finance
down that figure into 5 million or 6
million 40- channel units and 3
(see table). May shipments, howmillion or 4 million 23-channel
ever, will dip below 500,000, and will
leftovers.
stay at that low level through July or
But Davis is not worried about the
August, Tomono says.
dollar value of the market: "There
While substantially below his oriwill be fewer units sold this year, but
ginal estimate of 10 million 40JAPANESE CB EXPORTS TO U.S.
(SETS WITH FINAL INPUT OVER 100 mW)

CHANGE

1976

1977

JAN.

641,505

583, 535

-57,970

FEB.

696,140

726,734

+30,594

746,659

-313,653

MARCH

1,060,312

APRIL

1,168,894

MAY

1,273,295

JUNE

1,472,918

JULY

1,664,029

AUG.

1,289,728

SEPT.

1,349,596
877,297

OCT.
NOV.

761,746

DEC.

861,930
TOTAL

13,117,390

2,056,928

SOURCE: JAPANESE MINISTRY OF FINANCE
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WE'RE
WARNING
... panel mounting is made very easy with these new piezo crystal audio indicators.
They fit a 1.125" ( 28.6mm) diameter opening in panels as much as 0.125" ( 3.2mm)
thick. Behind panel depth only . 500" ( 12.7mm)! Can be used for computer terminals

Series X-20
Actual Size

... or remote control warning, fault detection and alarm devices ... or to replace
other, larger alarms. Continuous tone 35mm diameter sounding element really gets
attention. Rated to 85 dbA at 3.3 kHz; 6 to 16 vdc; current drain just 10 mA.
Terminals accept 0.187" ( 4.76mm) disconnects, screws or solder. Ask for free catalog
and ademonstration.

Where to buy

an audio indicator for every need:

projects®
unlimited
3680 Wyse Road, Dayton, Ohio 45414
Tel. ( 513) 890-1918, TWX 810-450-2523
Distributors throughout the world.

CALIFORNIA, COSTA MESA
MarVac Electronics

MISSOURI. ST. LOUIS
Olive Industrial Elec.

OHIO. COLUMBUS
Hughe, Peters Inc.

B. C., VANCOUVER
Deskin Sales Corp.

CALIFORNIA, SUNNYVALE
Pyramid Electronics

NEW JE RSEY, WAYNE
Gordon: Horne, Inc.

OHIO, DAYTON
NASCO

ONTARIO, TORONTO
Desk in Sales Corp.

COLORADO, DENVER
Waco Electronics Inc.

NEW YORK. ROCHESTER
Ossmann Component Sales

ONTARIO, WILLOWDALE
Electro Sonic, Inc.

MASSACHUSETTS, SHARON
Adcour

OHIO, CINCINNATI
Hughes Peters Inc.

TEXAS, DALLAS
GARLAND
K. A. Electronics

MICHIGAN. FARMINGTON
CMP Distributor Co.

OHIO, CLEVELAND
CMP Distributor Co.

WASHINGTON, SEATTLE
Frank Jackson & Associates

QUEBEC, MONTREAL
Desk in Sales Corp.

WISCONSIN, MILWAUKEE
Taylor Electric Co.

Circle 117 on reader service card

Beyond the ordinary!
DigiTec printers are precision crafted instruments, offering reliability, workmanship
and features that distinguish them from the
ordinary. Ideal for laboratory, systems or
OEM applications. Their sought-after features include: floating decimal, selective
data blanking, systems interface, red and
black print, data grouping and front panel
paper loading and ribbon changing without
exposure of electronic components.
Selected models include acrystal clock,
an events counter, and 10 to 21 column recording capability.

Digirec.

UnITED
SYSTEMS
CORPORAT1011
918 Woodley Road, Dayton, Ohio 45403
(513) 254-6251, TWX ( 810) 459-1728

DigiTec: precision measurements to count on.

These instruments available under
GSA contract GS- 00S-27741.

"Information only" circle 237 " Demonstration only" circle 248
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When

reli-

abilit
coun

Count on Custom
mica paper capacitors
Custom mica paper capacitors are
used in a wide variety of applications from spacecraft to medical
electronics — areas where component failure can be fatal.
For this reason, every capacitor
we produce is subjected to stringent quality control testing. After
all, our customers have to count
on reliability!
CMR —
wrap and fill

CEM —
epoxy molded

CER — epoxy housed
Write for FREE Techni Tips.

N STO
(
C- >IVI
CUSTOM
ELECTRONICS. INC. NY 13820
12PH: 607-432-3880
TWX: 510-241-8292
Browne Street, Oneonta,
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the average prices are higher. We'll
come out about the same as 1976,
about $900 million to $ 1billion at
retail," he says. He contends that
while there will be 23-channel CBS
around through August, they will be
the harder- to-sell midline merchandise; "The really low-priced stuff
had washed through by the end of
last year."
His estimates are borne out by his
firm's first-quarter results. Dynascan took its 23-channel inventory
write-downs last year, and, while
first-quarter profits were down 38%
to about $ 1.7 million, sales were up
69% to $ 37.4 million.
Year's wait. " It's certainly going to
take the better part of this year to
get the 40 going and the 23 gone,"
echoes David C. Thompson, president of SBE Inc., Watsonville, Calif.
But Thompson still figures that 5.5
million 40-channel sets will sell in
1977, along with an equal number of
23-channel CBs.
Adds Lawrence M. Kraines, president of Krako Enterprises Inc. in
Compton, Calif.: " While the market
has not stabilized as we thought
earlier, I'm sticking with my 10million-unit projection. What happened was the guess of 2or 3million
23-channel cits in the pipeline turned
out to be more like 5 million." By
June, these will be sold, and 40s will
be back strong in the second half, he
contends, to split the year 50-50 with
the 23s.
Price cutting on 23-channel sets
started last August when the Federal
Communications Commission approved the Jan. 1 expansion to 40
channels; it quickened as 40-channel
introductions approached. E. F.
Johnson Co. waited until it had 40channel sets on the market before it
cut its prices on 23-channel units,
and is now one of the few manufacturers still shipping 23-channel sets.
"But we're down to our last 23channel inventories, and 23-channel
prices are starting to edge back up,"
says Craig Reitan, marketing vicepresident for the firm's newlyformed Johnson American Inc. subsidiary in Clear Lake, Iowa.
Johnson's late move onto the 23channel battlefield left it with only

marginal first-quarter profits of
$282,000—a 91% drop— on sales of
$19.3 million, down 35% from last
year's first quarter. Its poor showing
prompted Johnson, one of the last
firms to cut 23-channel prices, to
become one of the first firms to cut
40-channel prices. And last month
Johnson cut list prices from 17% to
23% across its line.
Not universal. Price cutting on 40channel sets has not yet afflicted all
of the industry, and most of those
that have rolled prices back have left
themselves the option of reinstating
their earlier, higher 40- channel
prices. " We have a promotion running, and it expires the end of this
month," states John D. Mueller,
marketing vice president at Motorola Inc.'s Automotive Products division in Schaumburg, Ill. " We do not
consider it a rollback. We believe a
price-value relationship will be reestablished in this industry, or a
whole slew of people will go out of
business." Motorola is one of the few
firms that opted not to cut prices on
23-channel sets at all.
Regency Electronics Inc. also has
run promotions with dealers and
distributors, such as selling them a
do7en 40-channel sets for the price
of 10. But it has left pricing up to the
dealer, and has not changed its
suggested list prices. " If demand
remains constant and 23-channel
supplies dry up, 40-channel prices
will move back up," says Steve
Crum, marketing services manager
for the Indianapolis firm. " We also
feel that the model mix will shift
upwards toward more fully featured
sets, and from mobiles to base
stations." That shift may already
have started with the introduction by
Texas Instruments Inc. of its 40channel, microprocessor- based unit
(see p. 31). Hy-Gain Inc. of Lincoln,
Neb., also has introduced a microprocessor-based 40-channel model.
Upward pressure on the yen will
keep prices firm, say several importers, including William Thomas of
Pathcom Corp.'s Pace Communications division, Harbor City, Calif.
Adds Kris Inc.'s Wirth: " We importers are between a rock and a hard
place, and where the 40-channel
prices are now will be quite firm.
The yen revaluation is beginning to
hurt us."
D
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There's a
Simpson DPM
that's right for your application
All Simpson DPM'S feature:
0.1 0/0accuracy
3-1/2 digit readout
Automatic zero and polarity
Dependable LSI circuitry
Choice of 120/240 V AC
or 5 V DC operation

Panel cutout 1.682" x
3.622". Adaptors available
for IEC/DIN and other
domestic cutouts

Input/output edge
connector included
Full 200 hour burn- in
Backed by the Simpson
one-year warranty

The Dedicated DPM
New Series 2860— high performance at
alow price
$46
from
9 stock ranges available
Bright 0.43" LED readout

*

The Systems DPM
Deluxe Series 2850—printer/computer
interfacing capability and options for
custom applications

$92*

9 stock ranges
Specials available including AC ranges
Choice of 0.43" LED or 0.55" planar
gas discharge display
BCD output standard
•100- lot OEM prices

Model 2850

Available From
Electronic Distributors
Everywhere
Write for Bulletin P612
containing complete
technical specifications.

\41141A&
(INSTRUMENTS

THAT

STAY ACCURATE

1

Model 2852
KATY INDUSTRIES

SIMPSON ELECTRIC COMPANY
853 Dundee Avenue, Elgin, Illinois 60120
(312) 697-2260 • Cable SIMELCO • Telex 72-2416
IN CANADA: Bach- Simpson, Ltd., London, Ontario
IN ENGLAND: Bach- Simpson ( U.K.) Ltd., Wadebridge, Cornwall
IN INDIA: Ruttonsha-Simpson Private, Ltd., Vikhroli, Bombay

INDUSTRIAL
EDUIPMENT
GROUP
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Energy

Carter plan faces long struggle
With near-term emphasis on electric cars, photovoltaic R&D
would chalk up limited gains; appliance power cuts are an issue
by Ray Connolly, Senior Editor

On April 29, just 10 days after he
had broadcast his energy plan to the
nation, President Jimmy Carter
completed its final version with the
evaluation that " the plan is complicated," but he took pains to note also
that " above all it is fair." Initial
congressional reaction was widespread agreement with Carter's first
point but disagreement with the
second.
Besides focusing on the complicatedness, much of the congressional
criticism arises from the proposed
organization of anew Department of
Energy that would grant its wouldbe head, James Schlesinger, unprecedented authority to control fuel
prices. These jabs appear to guarantee that Congress will " rewrite,
amend, and then write again" the
legislative package. This view from
one senior staff member at the
Energy Research and Development
Administration is widely held by
other energy bureaucrats and their
lobbyist counterparts in industry.
"Carter's relations with Congress
in general are off to abad start," the
ERDA staff member points out. "The
issues here are policy and organization, not technology. But don't
expect much by way of new technology initiatives until the policy and
power things are resolved."
There are three specific areas of
interest to electronics technologists
in the Carter plan— electric vehicles,
solar electric energy, and aswitch in
home appliances from voluntary to
mandatory standards of lower power
consumption. But most industry officials in Washington are still silently
watching the political action, while
intensively boning up on issues in
order to advise their home offices.
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The Electronic Industries Association's president, V. J. Adduci, says,
for example, that EIA has no
comment on the Carter program and
does not expect to have any.
Nevertheless, EIA member companies are gathering data on the Carter
program for evaluation. According
to the Washington representative for
one of them: "Just like other manufacturers, we're more concerned for
the moment with the plan's heavy
emphasis on things like credits for
converting plant operations to coal in
order to cut imported petroleum
consumption." That will not necessarily affect how a company's
products are built, but it could raise
their costs in the short run.
ERDA'S cars. The greatest push
electronics technology gets from the
plan is ERDA's electric-vehicle program, already being redirected to a
near- term payoff in keeping with

Carter priorities. The year after the
1973 oil embargo, electric vehicles
for urban use began getting serious
U. S. consideration [
Electronics,
Mar. 7, 1974, p. 70].
Two years later, funding was
increased with the passage of the
Electric and Hybrid Vehicle Research, Development and Demonstration Act of 1976. Now the
Carter administration is supplementing this with the award of two
contracts for four commuter car
models using lead- acid batteries
[Electronics, April 28, p. 57].
General Electric Co., Schenectady, N. Y., will build two of the
vehicles, incorporating such electronic controls as a microcomputer
to prevent jack- rabbit starts and
other driver abuses that could waste
energy or damage the batteries, says
ERDA'S Gene G. Mannella, acting
assistant administrator for conserva -

Electric car. Designed for stop-and-go urban driving, auto shown in sketch is to be built by
AiResearch for ERDA. Four- passenger vehicle features flywheel for better acceleration.

An automatic RLC tester
for $ 995?
you've got to be kidding!
There's more to the new GR 1657 RLC DigibridgeTM
than its low $ 995* price. It's designed with features
to lower your R, L, and C component testing cost.
That's what it's all about — isn't it?
Measures R, L, C, D and Q.
A microprocessor performs acombination of
measurement and control functions in addition
to lowering the GR 657 Jnit cost.
Fast testing time of three measurements per
second, unqualified.

but/on is to be depressed and the correct range
is identified automatically.
Three range positions provide measurements in
multiples of 100, since each range has two full
decades of measurement capability, afeature made
possible by automatic decimal point positioning.
Automatic decimal pont positioning causes the
measurement to be made on the lowest possible
range, so maximum resolution is always achieved.

0.2% Accuracy for R, L, and C.

Selectable test frequencies of 1kHz or 120 Hz
(100 Hz) are sw-tched by the operator.

Five full- digit LED display for R. L and C and
four full digits are displayed for D and Q. All
numbers go to 9

Selectable series or parallel measurement modes
are operator specified across the full measurement
range of every test parameter.

Wide measurement ranges allow you to test a
grealer number of component values. Test R from
00.001 S2 to 99.999 Mu, L from 0.0001 mH to
9999.9 H, C from 0.0001 nF to 99999. M F, D
from . 0001 to 9.999, and Q from 00.01 to 999.9.

Hi-Rel Kelvin test fixture accommodates axial
and radial lead components.

Microprocessor-directed ranging rakes the guesswork out of setting the correct range. Lighted
arrows on the front panel indicate which range

Now you know there's more to the GR 1657 RLC
Digibridge than its low price. We're not kidding!
"U.S.A. domestic price only.

GenRad
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300 BAKER AVENUE, CONCORD MASSACHUSETTS 01742 • ATLANTA 404 394-5380 • BOSTON 617 646-0550 • CH iLAGO 312 992-0800 • DALAS 214 234-3357 • DAYTON 513 294-1500
LOS ANGELES 714 540-9830 • NEW YORK ( N.Y ) 212 964-2722, ( N.J.) 201 791-8990 • SAN FRANt ISM 408 985-0662 • WASHINGTON, DC 301 948-7071
TORONTO 416 252-3395 • ZURICH ( 01) 55 24 20

MONOLITHIC
CRYSTAL FILTERS

the
State
el the
Flit
Heard the one about the 8poles?
One of our regular customers
called us recently with a tough
problem. "To sell my radio in the
European market Ineed an eightpole filter instead of the existing
six- pole," (which consisted of three
two- pole monolithics mounted on
his P.C. board). "And oh, yes! We
don't want to make any changes
to our board."
Further requirements included a
change in bandwidth and a low
cost objective. What to do? Fortunately we were able to help (or
we wouldn't be writing this). By
switching from board- mounted
filter components to aP.C. filter
assembly which plugs into the
same space we came up with an
economical eight- pole answer —
and in jig time. Result: An improved product and a satisfied
customer. We're happy too, with
asubstantial production order.
This is just one of many cases
where by working closely with a
customer we apply our knowledge
of monolithic filters to the
improvement of his products. May
we help you? Drop us aline and
we promise no more pole-ish jokes.

Pat

Plezo Technology Inc.
2525 Shader Road, Orlando, FL 32804
(305) 298-2000

The standard in
monolithic crystal filters.
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tion. Garrett Corp.'s AiResearch
Manufacturing Co., Torrance,
Calif., will build two others employing aflywheel.
With a forecast range of 75 miles
between charges and a 55- mph
cruising speed, the cars and their
improved batteries could bring consumer acceptance " in a few years
rather than waiting a decade or
more," Mannella says. This represents a Carter change in ERDA'S
electric-vehicle program, which has
been stressing development of more
advanced batteries like lithium sulfur and sodium-sulfur.
But whether electric cars ultimately make it in a big way with
consumers may depend on how
entrenched interests in automaking,
the petroleum industry, and electric
utilities respond. "The politics of this
is that power companies love them,"
explains another ERDA source privately. "Evs recharging all night
long all over the big metropolitan
areas could really help resolve power
plant inefficiencies caused by heavy
daytime demand that falls off sharply at night.
"Detroit, on the other hand, can't
do much more than publicly praise
the idea, but that's pretty faint. This
could mean big new capital requirements and training programs for a
new business when they're not
unhappy with the status quo. Oil
companies are keeping quiet about
EVS, but not many people believe
they're going to sit back and silently
watch those gasoline revenues disappear. Their positive option, of
course, is to get into the business of
renting or selling interchangeable
battery packs."
Photovoltaics. Another example
that political considerations play a
role at least equal to that of budget
considerations is seen in the latest
Carter energy budget revision dealing with "solar electric and other"
power sources. (The "other" category for ERDA now contains outlays
for small windmills and other wind
machines for rural, residential, and
farm use.)
Acting ERDA administrator Robert
Fri cites the proposed $9 million
increase to $ 224 million for fiscal

1978 as an example of the new
energy program's interest in the
technology. Though the figure is up
4% from Carter's February revisions
to Gerald Ford's January budget, it
is still 14% less than the $ 260 million
the outgoing President sought for the
program. Moreover, the April revision would add only $6 million to
ERDA'S solar electric program.
The nearterm emphasis of the
new Carter energy program is
reflected best by the overall spending
plan. The April revisions drop the
total energy budget authority to just
under $ 3.07 billion. That is down
from the $ 3.2 billion total of February, which was down from the $ 3.3
billion in the Ford budget. Nevertheless, sharp increases within the
budget occur in such categories as
conservation at $ 325 million, nearly
double the Ford plan. Much of the
conservation emphasis comes in
areas such as building insulation,
heat pumps, and fuel cells— again,
available technologies with the
greatest short-term potential.
Appliances. Another conservation
target for the national energy
plan — after Detroit's " gas guzzlers" — are home appliances, which
account for an estimated 20% of
energy consumption. Consumer electronics manufacturers are expressing
minimal concern so far with the
Carter proposal since it addresses
only appliances such as furnaces, air
conditioners, water heaters, and refrigerators. Yet the plan concerns
them to the extent that new legislation is being sought to streamline
the appliance regulatory process by
replacing present voluntary powerconsumption standards based on
industry-wide averages with mandatory minimum standards as soon as
possible.
The stated goal of the bill is to cut
consumption and "achieve significant reductions in energy use with
relatively small increases in cost,"
the plan reads. " If it passes, this is
going to have to be mandatory," says
one appliance maker's Washington
counsel. " If our costs have to go up,
so will everyone else's." The unanswered question is: Will consumers balk at the higher prices? " It
seems to me there is more inflation
in these proposals than meets the
eye," he responds.
D
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This is what counters
are supposed to be all about.
Model 5740, 7-digit, 100 MHz
Multifunction Counter/Timer.
$295*
Quality you can count on. Data
Precision's Model 5740 is a7-digit,
100 MHz Timer/Counter; asuperb
laboratory quality instrument.
Data Precision built the 5740 to
be exceptionally versatile. It measures frequency, period, period
average, elapsed time and total
events with the kind of accuracy,
sensitivity, and upper frequency
capability generally found only
in higher priced units.
Consider: 10 mV RMS sinewave to 20 MHz. 50 mV RMS at
100 MHz. That's excellent sensitivity in anyone's book. And this

sensitivity is aminimum specification (not atypical) allowing
lock-in measurements from even
extremely weak signals. The 100
MHz bandwidth means the 5740
handles everything from subaudio to VHF. Seven, not six digit
resolution, means 0.1 Hertz resolution at 1MHz, 1part in 10 million in period measurements,
with the decimal point always
automatically correct.
Want even more? A low-cost
optional BCD output provides
printer and/or computer/system
compatibility while providing
counter status timing and control/
signals as well as reading and
decimal-point data.

New Portable, 250 MHz
Frequency Counter
$345.00*
I

I

(14.74. 0419.4.109,9 • tss

We have just introduced aminiature portable frequency counter
to give you measurement capability anywhere you need it. Our
Model 585 is afull 8digit, rechargeable battery and line
operated precision instrument.
Data Precision Corporation,
Audubon Road, Wakefield, MA
01880, USA, (617) 246-1600.
TELEX (0650) 949341.
8

q---e iATA PRECISION

*Price U.S.A.
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Probing the news

Consumer electronics

Where there's smoke,
there will be an IC
With smoke detector sales expected to reach 10 million
this year, semiconductor makers head for market
by Bernard Cole, San Francisco bureau manager

A hot new consumer market for integrated circuits is shaping up in
smoke detectors. From sales mainly
in industrial applications of a few
tens of thousands ayear as recently
as 1974, smoke detectors have
attracted the attention of the homebuilding industry and home-owning
consumers themselves so that U. S.
volume exceeded 6million units last
year. Volume this year should range
from 10 million to 12 million units,
says Richard Ahrons, integratedcircuit applications manager at Motorola Semiconductor, Phoenix.
Worldwide, he says, the figure is
more like 20 million to 30 million.
"Whatever the figure," says Marvin Vander Kooi, manager of lc
product marketing at Siliconix Inc.,
Santa Clara, Calif., " the bottom line
is an estimated 70 to 75 million
existing dwelling units in the U. S.
alone that could use early- warning

COLLECTOR
ELECTRODE
IONIZED
PARTICLE
RA010.
ACTIVE
SOURCE

ALPHA
PARTICLES

Ionization type. Such a detector operates
on the principle of ionization of small air
particles from asmall radioactive source.
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smoke- and fire-detection systems."
This does not take into account
homes under construction or to be
built. The market- research firm
Frost and Sullivan says that by 1985
new homes are expected to constitute 65% of the market, existing
homes 29%, and other applications
6%.
With that, says another research
firm, Venture Development Corp. of
Wellesley, Mass., sales of batterypowered units will decline as detectors are built into new homes. And
the firm also predicts that ionization
types will lose market share dramatically from 85% to 57% by 1981 due
to shaken consumer confidence and
controversy over possible radiation
dangers.
Competition high. With those
kinds of numbers being bandied
about, it's no wonder that competition among the leading manufacturers of smoke detectors— General
Electric Co., Honeywell Inc., Norelco, Gillette, Emhart Corp., Pitway
Corp., and ElectroSignal Laboratories, to name a few— is increasing.
Prices are dropping, and the manufacturers are looking to reduce their
costs by switching from discrete
components to integrated circuits—
both custom and standard. The
semiconductor companies, which
once viewed this market as aconvenient, relatively high- volume dumping ground for field-effect transistors, bipolar discretes, and silicon
controlled rectifiers, are now switching their efforts to the development
of single-chip smoke- detector ics.

Leading the pack is Siliconix with
the SM110, an ion- implanted mixedprocess monolithic device containing
p- channel metal- oxide- semiconductor FETs, junction FETs, and bipolar
devices on the same chip. This 50by- 58-square- mil chip replaces 30 to
70 discrete components, says Vander
Kooi. It is designed to work in either
of the two major detection types—
ionization chamber or photoelectric
cell— or even in a system that
combines both.
The photoelectric type depends for
its basic operation on the scattering
of light by smoke particles entering a
light chamber. In an ionization type,
smoke particles cause a decrease in
the current resulting from a flow of
ionized air inside asensing chamber.
Each requires different circuitry.
In production at Supertex Inc.,
Sunnyvale, Calif., is a low- power
complementary-mos lc, the SD1A.
David Heck, vice president of marketing, says it, too, is designed for
LIGHT SOURCE
LIGHT BEAM

LENS

REFLECTED LIGHT
LENS

ALARM

1'

PHOTOCELL
SMOKE
PARTICLES
LIGHT CATCHER

Photoelectric type. Here, smoke crosses
the light beam's path, reflecting part of the
light. Photocell detects change.
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either photoelectric or ionization
smoke detectors.
National Semiconductor Corp. is
reported to be investigating the
possibility of second- sourcing the
Supertex part. In addition, says Tim
Isbell, director of design for consumer ics, the Santa Clara, Calif., firm
will be offering samples of the
LM1801, a bipolar smoke-detector
lc, by the end of the second quarter.
Motorola, doing a brisk business in
custom ics for smoke detectors for a
year or so, will be introducing astandard c-mos part, the MC14461P, in
late May.
Bucking the trend is Micro Components Corp. of Cranston, R.I., a
major supplier of custom smokedetector ics using integrated- injection and other bipolar technologies.
"Although it's possible technically"
to build astandard ic, says Charles
Grandmaison, vice president of marketing for the firm, " it's unrealistic
from a marketing point of view."
The difficulty, he says, is that each
equipment maker wants its own lc.
He estimates that of the many as
200 or so companies around the
world making, or planning to make,
smoke detector units, only five or six
will be around as major factors two
years from now. " It's going to be the
watch and calculator market fiasco
all over again," he says.
El

All for one
The discrete circuitry in the typical home smoke detector usually
consists of high- impedance fieldeffect transistors capable of sensing the low picoampere currents
from the detector chambers, numerous resistors and capacitors
to bias the circuit properly, additional components to protect the
FETs from large static loads from
the sensor and to provide lowbattery indications, as well as
driver transistors to run a blinking
light-emitting diode and/or an
alarm or buzzer. A single IC can
replace most of this. Supertex
and Motorola put everything on a
single chip. In the Siliconix
scheme, the driver transistors are
left off the chip. In the National
approach the input FET is left off
the chip and the driver circuitry
included on it.

Digital filterin :,
is

You can now replace ten- bit AID and D/A converters
plus adigital filter module with asingle integrated circuit.
Our standard product . ine already includes devices for
audio and video delays, time- base correctors, transversal
and real time adaptive filters, convolvers and correlators,
and could well be tie answer to many of your analog
signal processing needs
Our SAD- 1024 is the industry standard in audio and
musical effects; our TAD- 32, tapped analog delay, is one
of the hottest tools in sophisticated circuit design. We
have built mask programmed chirp linear phase, low pass
and band pass filters which are the equivalent of a14 pole
filter in a single DIP
If this doesn't do it, we can put your 19- inch rack into a
DIP or two. Just remember, it is cheaper to quantize only
in time than in time and amplitude.... and we know how to
do it. We have the tools from " old fashioned" silicon gate
MOS to the latest n- channel BBD and CCD technologies.
ANALOG
INPUT

A/D
CONV

ANALOG
OUTPUT

DIGITAL
FILTER

D/A
CONV

ONE IC DOES IT ALL

MUM

For further i-bformation, write or call:

RETICON®
EG&G

CONI

,

ANY

910 Benicia Ave. • Sunnyvale, Ca.94086 • ( 408) 738-4266
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"Photocircuits has two ways to
keep us ahead of the gamer
Rick Krieger, Materials Manager, Atari Corporation.

"The game market, like other electronic markets, is not for the
faint-hearted. As many have found out, amiscalculation in vendors can
cost millions in sales. Photocircuits is one of the very few vendors Atari
can trust to handle two-sided plated-through- hole boards in
tremendous volume for our short manufacturing season.
"Making the identical board by two separate processes
(conventional and additive) Photocircuits not only can deliver higher
volume, it is uniquely set up to be asecond source to itself. But, as
we've found out, their additive boards are more than just volume and
insurance.
"Our manufacturing manager, Dave Elson, noticed asignificant
advantage for Photocircuits CC-4additive boards over conventional
boards. He's saving money in soldering additive. No bridging or soldering
problems. But most important, he's getting 100% yield on additive with
90% at best on conventional. In short, we're finding additive boards to
be much more reliable."
Are you playing for big stakes, like Rick Krieger and Atari?
Remember this: Few suppliers can provide conventional boards in
volume like Photocircuits. And no other can help you so quickly to the
benefits of CC-4additive process. In fact, we're more than delighted to
provide you with high quality subtractive boards in large volume while
you explore the advantages of our CC-4additive. Then take your pick
for the long run. Just contact your Photocircuits PCB representative
about conventional, additive or both. Or call or write Photocircuits,
PCK Sales, 31 Sea Cliff Ave., Glen Cove, New York 11542. 516-448-1301.
Division of Kollmorgen Corporation.

Photocircuits

Printed circuitry for mass-produced electronics.
Electronics/May 12, 1977
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BENDIX
BRISTLE
BRUSH
BUNCH.
Opens new horizons for PCB design.
Free and easy are now the bywords for board and board support design with the .70% to 90% reduction in mating and
unmating forces offered by the new Bristle Brush Bunch connector series from Bendix.
The need for costly board support systems is minimized.
You get extended interconnection contact counts and versatility-- up to 400 contacts per connector
You can choose from abroad product line:
•273- and 4- row Mother Board, Daughter Board, PC receptacle
and Input/Output body styles.
• Removable crimp, solderless wrap, straight or 90-degree PC
stud and willowy tail termination.
For complete information, contact The Bendix Corporation,
Electrical Components Division, Sidney, New York 13838.
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For one easy- to- use scope that:
Captures single- shot events...
Displays low- duty- cycle signals
clearly... Provides three channels
for the price of two...
HP's the Answer.
And the new 1741A is your scope. It
gives you aunique combination of features for amoderately price,d 100 MHz
storage scope: Variable persistence for
clear viewing of glitches and low-dutycycle traces; storage for studying singleshot events; and third-channel trigger
view for convenience in making
simultaneous three-channel timing
measurements
Excellent variable persistence
means abright, sharp trace you'd expect only on anonstorage scope. The
result is an easy-to-read display of fast,
low-duty-cycle repetitive signals. And
the ability to see leading edges and
glitches you'd otherwise miss.
Auto erase/Auto store. In Auto
erase you adjust the display rate up to
2.5 per second. After that, it's all auto
matic, which means you simplify set-ups
and eliminate smeared displays of digital
data. It's apowerful tool for capturing
those elusive glitches in data streams. In
Auto store, your 1741A is armed, and
as long as the instrument is fully opera- .
tional and powered, will wait indefinitely, ready to store arandom, singleshot event when it occurs
Third-channel trigger view,
selected at the push-of-a-button, lets
you observe an external trigger signal
along with channel A and B—three
traces in all—so you can easily make
timing measurements between all three
channels. In most applications, that
means three-channel capability for the
cost of atwo-channel variable persistence/storage scope.
For measurement
convenience, the

1741A has aselectable 50 ohm input in
addition to the standard 1megohm input. A 5X magnifier permits two-channel measurements as low as 1mV/div
to 30 MHz, without cascading. You can
even select aspecial modification (TV
Sync) to tailor this scope for TV broadcast and R&D applications. Priced at
$3950*, the 1741A is an exceptional
storage scope value.
Call your local HP field engineer today for all details. And for low-cost variable persistence/storage in a15 MHz
scope, ask him about HP's new 1223A.

And here's something NEW for
scopes. HP's EASY-IC PROBES. A
new idea for probing high-density IC
circuits that eliminates shorting hazards,
simplifies probe connection to DIP's and
generally speeds IC troubleshooting. Ask your
HP field engineer
about them.
*Domestic U.S.A.
price only
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After you look
at the specs,
look how long
they're guaranteed.
(yes, frequency too) with very high accuracy. Just like the specs say. For a year
at atime.
When you look at it that way, one
thing becomes obvious. The cost of owning amultimeter is alot more important
than the price.
Write Dana Laboratories, Inc., 2401
Campus Dr., Irvine, CA 92715 for all the
specs. And take agood look. With specs
that good, you'll be
glad you only have
to give it up
e
once ayear.
Others measure by us.

The accuracy specs for the Dana 5100 51
2
/
digit multimeter are guaranteed for afull
year. Not 90 days. Not 6 months. That
means you only have to calibrate it once
ayear.
All other multimeters have to be calibrated an average of three times ayear.
At about $75 apop. Which makes their
$995 units alot more expensive to own
than the Dana 5100 at $1145'.'
Instead of sitting in the shop for six
weeks over the course of the year, the
Dana 5100 will stay right where you are.
Measuring AC, DC, Ohms and frequency
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Dana 5100.
Ask for afree demonstration
before you consider anything less.
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Technical articles

Electron-beam lithography
draws afiner line
Before LSI circuits can became any more complex, line widths must drop
below 1grl — which means switching from optical to electron- beam fabrication
by T.H.P. Chang, M. Hatzakis, A.D. Wilson,

and A.N. Broers,

III The width of the narrowest line in a large- scaleintegrated circuit sets one very obvious limit to the
circuit's density and complexity, and this limit is now
under pressure from advances in the rest of t.si technology. Conventional optical lithographic techniques for
producing circuit patterns on chips can manage about 2micrometer- wide lines at best, however, and any success
in the submicrometer region will require another form of
pattern making, such as electron- beam lithography.
To bring electron- beam lithography to the point where
it is useable for volume production of extremely dense
Lsi circuits, progress had to be made in several different
areas. High- resolution electron resists needed developing, and improvements needed to be made in the
performance of the systems used for forming and
controlling the beam, for moving the workstage carrying
the wafer, for generating circuit patterns by computer,
and for registering the layers of device and metalization

IBM Corp., Thomas J. Watson Research Center, Yorktown Heights, N.Y.

circuit patterns precisely
The result is the kind of system shown in Fig. 1 — one
that either makes masks or exposes a circuit pattern
directly on awafer with ahigher degree of accuracy and
resolution than optical systems. The technology also
lends itself to automation, which for direct wafer exposure could mean very rapid turnaround times. Figure 2
shows a surface-acoustic-wave transducer with a line
width of 0.1 i.Lm that has been made by direct exposure
to an electron beam.
Optical printing
What makes it difficult to refine optical lithography
further? Lithography of any kind in semiconductor
manufacture is the art of defining on a semiconductor
wafer the intricate patterns needed for the fabrication of
microcircuits. These patterns are formed by first coating
the wafer with a resist— a thin film of light-sensitive

1. At, electron- beam system. Developed at IBM Research, the Vector Scan One system ( VS1) uses electron- beam lithography for
fabricating high- resolution experimental devices. The electron- beam column ,sshown at the right, the control panel and electronics at the left.

2. Fine lines. This 4.1 GHz acoustic surface-wave transducer ( a) gets its submicrometer line widths from electron- beam lithography.
Scanning electron micrograph ( b) displays details of 0.1-µm metal lines made by this technique. ( Source: Hughes Research Labs.)

organic material— and then by shining ultraviolet light
onto the coated wafer through apatterned mask. Registration marks on the wafer align with special windows in
the mask. Several patterning steps are needed for even
the simplest device.
This straightforward and economical contact printing
technique is well established. However, the damage that
results from bringing the mask into close proximity with
the wafer limits device yields, and the diffraction effects
that occur between mask and wafer limit line widths to
about 2 gm and also limit the accuracy of pattern- topattern alignment.
uy projection lithographic systems, in which the wafer
is isolated from the mask, alleviate these drawbacks to
some extent, only to introduce anew one of their own—
for resolutions much below 2 pm, the limited depth of
focus of their special optics requires extraordinarily flat
wafers.
What electron beams can do
The electron- beam methods overcome these problems
and have distinct advantages of their own, chief among
which is their high resolution. Lines up to 20 times
narrower than the optical limit can be readily generated.
Diffraction effects are negligible, because the equivalent
wavelength of electrons in the 10-to- 25- kilovolt energy
range is less than 1angstrom ( 10 -4 Mm).
Ultimately, resolution of an electron optical system is
limited by aberrations of the electron lenses and the
deflection systems and, where a high beam current of
more than 1microampere has to be used, by electronelectron interactions. Resolution of the exposed image,
on the other hand, is limited by scattering of electrons in
the resist coating and the substrate. In general, line
widths below 0.1 gm will require special wafer prepara-
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tion. To date lines as narrow as 0.008 gm have been
made at International Business Machines Corp.'s
Research Center, Yorktown Heights, N.Y.
Equally important is the use of acomputer to control
the beam of electrons directly. This feature has important implications for both mask making and direct wafer
exposure.
In addition, an electron beam has much larger depth
of focus than optical systems, and it can readily be used
to detect structures on the surface of a sample in the
same manner as in the scanning electron microscope.
The capability can also be exploited to control the
accurate overlay of one pattern on another.
Three resist requirements
To realize the full potential of electron-beam lithography, it has been necessary to develop resists specifically
suited to electron exposure. These "electron" resists, like
the photo resists used in uy printing, are polymeric
solutions that can be spin-coated on to the sample prior
to pattern writing. After pattern exposure, the resist is
developed in a solution that dissolves away either the
unexposed portion ( negative resist) or the exposed
portion ( positive resist).
A material's suitability for use as an electron resist,
whether positive or negative, depends on its:
• Sensitivity— defined as the minimum electrical charge
required for its complete development and customarily
measured in electron charge deposited per unit area
(coulombs per square centimeter). It must be achieved
without significant thinning of the exposed area for
negative resists or the unexposed area for positive resists.
• Resolution— indicated by the minimum line width
that can be developed in a resist layer of a given
thickness.
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TABLE 1: CHARACTERISTICS OF ELE TRON RESISTS MATERIALS
Material

Type

Typical sensitivity
(C/cm 2 )

KTRF -KMER-KPR

Resolution
(minimum line width
reported) ( sim)

negative

5x 10 -6

Silicones

negative

10 - 5

Epoxidized
polybutadiene

negative

5x 10 -8 "•

fair

Shipley AZ- 1350

positive

5 x 10 -6 •

good

Poly ( a- methyl- styrene)

positive

Poly ( methyl

positive

good

(Kodak)

methacrylate)

1_

Compatibility with
semiconductor
fabrication processes

0.5

fair

poor
5x 10 -6 •
5x

good

Poly ( butene-1 sulfone)

positive

0.5

good

Polydiallylorthophthalate

negative

2

good

Poly glycidylmethacrylate
ethyl acrylate

negative

0.5

good

No thickness loss after development

• Compatibility with fabrication processes— including
resistance to chemical etching, adhesion to the substrate,
temperature stability of the resist image, resistance to
ion-etching methods, and so on.
Many materials have been tried as electron resists,
and some are listed in Table I. In general, negative
resists have the highest sensitivity (although at considerable thickness loss). Also, the developed negative- resist
pattern has sloping walls that preclude its use with
processes requiring steep or undercut walls.
With both resist types, ultimate resolution is determined by electron scattering both within the resist layer
and back from the silicon substrate rather than by the
resist material itself. In general, when high aspect ratios
(height/width) are required, apositive resist in combination with lift-off or electroplating processes results in
better resolution than a negative resist in conjunction
with asubtractive etching process.
In the lift-off process, avapor of the desired material
to be put down on the silicon wafer is evaporated in
vacuum on to the wafer through the openings in the
resist film. Some is also deposited on top of the resist and
is subsequently removed by soaking the workpiece in a
solvent — a process that works satisfactorily only if the
resist has an undercut profile.
With electroplating, athin conductive layer is applied
to the workpiece prior to the application of the resist.
After resist exposure and development, the workpiece is
inserted in a plating bath, and metal is plated onto the
resist- free regions. Since in this case the metal line
profiles will conform to the resist profile, the resist
profiles should be as close to vertical as possible in order
to obtain uniform plating.
For subtractive processes ( e.g. the chemical etching
used in producing photomasks) or dry etching methods
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**

Significant thickness loss

(e.g. ion milling, reactive ion etching, and sputter etching), negative- resist profiles are often acceptable, and
their higher sensitivity can be used to advantage. In
these processes the developed resist pattern protects an
underlying film of the desired material, but good edge
definition is generally harder to obtain.
The resist field remains very active. Many laboratories
are making concentrated efforts to improve the sensitivity of positive resists and the contrast and edge sharpness of negative resists.
Projection systems
Broadly speaking, electron- beam lithographic systems
can be grouped into projection systems and scanning
systems. The projection systems have potentially alower
cost and higher throughput than the scanning- electronbeam systems.
Two types of beam projection systems have been
developed specifically for semiconductor device fabrication: the 1:1 and reduction projection systems.
Work on one-to-one projection systems has been under
way for many years. It began at Westinghouse and has
been more recently pursued by Mullard in England and
Thompson CSF in France.
A schematic of Mullard's system is shown in Fig. 3a.
This projection system employs aphotocathode masked
with a thin metal pattern. Photoelectrons from the
cathode are accelerated onto the sample by apotential of
about 20 kilovolts applied between cathode and sample.
A uniform magnetic field focuses these photoelectrons
onto the sample ( anode) with unity magnification.
Sample and wafer can, in principle, be as large as
desired, and samples 5 centimeters in diameter have
been successfully exposed.
In the system, image position is detected by collecting
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system ( a), developed at Mullard, focuses photoelectrons emitted
from a patterned photocathode onto a workpiece. In IBM's 10x

WAFER

reduction electron- beam projection system ( b), an electron source
illuminates a self-supported 10 x mask. The electron image is then

I
0

projected on to the workpiece demagnified 10 times.

characteristic X rays from marks on the wafer with the
X-ray detectors shown. ( During this process the photocathode is masked so that only the alignment marks are
illuminated.) Magnetic deflection is then used to position
the pattern with an accuracy of 0.1 gm. Image current
density is about 10 -5 A/cm' ( 1-second exposure for
10 -scoulombs/cm' resist sensitivity) for cesium iodide
photocathodes, which have the best lifetime and resistance to poisoning. The dominant aberration limiting
resolution is chromatic aberration, and theoretical estimates of minimum line width vary from 0.5 gm to 1gm.
So far, the technique has been used to make operating
semiconductor devices with lines 2gm wide.
Because the wafer forms part of the imaging system,
its flatness is critical if pattern distortion is to be
avoided. An electrostatic chuck may be essential to hold
the wafer for satisfactory performance. Another difficulty arises because scattered electrons from the sample
are accelerated back onto the wafer into unwanted locations, giving rise to abackground exposure that reduces
the effective contrast in the image.
Figure 3b shows the reduction type of projection
system developed at IBM Research. The basic concept for
this system, which is the electron-optical analogy of
reduction optical projection cameras, was first described
by researchers at Tübingen University in Germany. The
mask is afreely suspended metal foil. A special electronoptical system illuminates the mask and forms a sharp
demagnified image of it on the wafer. The demagnification factor is 10 x , and afield 3millimeters in diameter
and line widths of down to 0.25 gm can be produced.
For alignment, the system uses its scanning mode of
operation. In this mode the illuminating beam is focused
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onto the mask rather than flooding it as in the case of
image projection. The focused beam scans across the
mask, and an image of this focused beam scans across
the sample. Scattered electrons are collected from the
sample to detect sample position, and correction is made
by shifting the projected image with deflection coils
placed between the two projection lenses.
Fabrication of the mask is the major obstacle to the
successful application of reduction projection systems to
device production. The possibility of replacing the foil
mask altogether, by a photocathode/accelerating-structure combination, has been reported recently. If realized,
it could open up some interesting new possibilities.
Scanning electron- beam systems
The most direct method for high- resolution pattern
generation is scanning-electron- beam lithography. In
this approach, the pattern is written with a small electron beam, which is generally controlled (deflected and
turned on and off) by acomputer.
Application of scanning electron-beam techniques to
semiconductor processes emerged in the mid- 1960s
following the development of the scanning electron
microscope at Cambridge University. By 1966 the highresolution potential of electron- beam fabrication had
been demonstrated both at universities like Tübingen,
Cambridge, and Berlin and at companies like Westinghouse, IBM, Karl Zeiss, SRI, GE, AEI, and Mullard. Close
behind them, electron- beam efforts were started at
Texas Instruments, Hughes Research, Thomson CSF,
Hitachi, Western Electric, and the University of California, Berkeley. In the late 1960s JEOL and the Cambridge
Instrument Co. produced electron- beam equipment
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4. Beam forming. Electron beams for lithographic work on details of a mask or wafer can be Gaussian or formed into square or round
shapes. In the Gaussian round- beam system ( a), the probe- forming concept of the scanning electron microscope is used. The square ( b) and
round ( c) beams instead use square or round apertures to modify the beam, which is then demagnified on to the workpiece.

capable of basic- process and experimental- device
studies. By 1970 agood many other industrial companies
had become involved in the technology. For example, in
1974 Bell Labs announced its scanning electron- beam
mask maker. One of the latest developments is asystem
capable of direct device fabrication in an actual manufacturing environment— the ELI from IBM'S East Fishkill Laboratory.
The lithographic approach to be selected for a given
operation will ultimately depend on the device requirements and cost considerations. There are still, however,
several major unknowns that could significantly
influence this selection. One is the in- plane wafer distortion associated with thermal processes. Should this
distortion be excessive, it will not be possible to obtain
adequate pattern overlay for high- resolution full- wafer
printing systems.
Broadly speaking, electron-beam systems have two
major components: the beam- forming and -deflection
system,
and
the
pattern- generation
and
-control systems.
Beam forming and deflection
Beam- forming systems use either the Gaussian roundbeam approach or the shaped- beam (square or round)
approaches of Fig. 4.
Gaussian systems use the conventional probe- forming
concept of the scanning electron microscope ( Fig. 4a). In
general, two or more lenses focus the electron beam onto
the surface of the workpiece by demagnifying the electron-gun source. High flexibility can be achieved since
the size of the final beam can be readily varied by
changing the focal length of the electron lenses. To
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ensure good line definition, the beam size is generally
adjusted to about aquarter of the minimum pattern line
width.
In the square- beam approach ( Fig. 4b), an electron
source illuminates a square aperture at the center of a
condenser lens placed immediately after the gun. The
condenser lens images the gun crossover ( 1:1) into the
entrance pupil of a second condenser lens. This lens
together with a third condenser lens demagnifies the
square aperture to form the square beam. A fourth lens
images the square beam ( 1:1) onto the target plane. The
size of the square beam is generally equal to the
minimum pattern line width. To achieve equivalent resolution, the edge slope of the intensity distribution of the
square beam ( defined as 10% to 90% points) is made
equivalent to the beam size ( 50% intensity) of a Gaussian round beam.
In the case of the round shaped beam, alens focuses a
magnified image of the gun crossover onto a round
aperture, and two condenser lenses demagnify the round
aperture onto the plane of the target ( Fig. 4c).
Round- beam systems (Gaussian or shaped) are generally simpler than square shaped- beam systems and have
more flexibility. However, the square beam has more
current in the spot ( current is proportional to spot area
for the same gun brightness) and therefore offers higher
exposure speed in cases where speed is limited by beam
current and/or beam stepping rate. Difficulties with the
square- beam systems may arise when angle lines are
required or when some lines have dimensions that are not
integral multiples of the beam size. In the latter case,
overexposure in the overlapping regions will occur.
Deflection systems for electron beams are generally
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5. Chip scan. In the raster-scan system of electron- beam lithography ( a), the beam scans the entire area of the chip while switching on and
oft according to the pattern data. In the vector scan system ( b), the beam is scanned only over the parts where writing is required.

electromagnetic, though electrostatic systems and even a
partly electromagnetic, partly electrostatic system exist.
Three electromagnetic approaches have been employed: adouble-deflection pre- lens, single-deflection inlens, and single-deflection post- lens. As the deflection
field is inevitably coupled with the focusing field of the
magnetic lens, the design of the deflection system must
also take into consideration the effect of the lens field.
Computer-aided-design programs have been developed
to analyze this complex problem and to arrive at an
optimization procedure. Distortion terms caused by field
curvature and the isotropic astigmatism of the electronlens system can be corrected dynamically, whereas other
aberrations cannot.
Analysis of the three systems shows that without
dynamic corrections an optimized pre- lens doubledeflection system offers the best performance. With
dynamic corrections, the performance of the pre- lens
double-deflection and in- lens single-deflection systems
rated nearly equal, and the post- lens single-deflection
gave poorer results. For high beam currents of more than
1microampere, when electron-electron interactions must
also be considered, deflection in the lens is favored.
ism's Vector Scan One (vsi) is a Gaussian roundbeam system that uses a lanthanum hexaboride gun,
three magnetic lenses, and a pre-lens double-deflection
unit. It achieves exposures of 1-gm lines over a 4- by-4mm field and 0.5-µm lines over a 3-by- 3-mm field at a
beam semiconvergent angle (
a) of 1 X 10 -2 radian
without any dynamic corrections. The a value, together
with the brightness of the La13 6 gun of 1 X 10 6 A/cm 2
steradian, gives a current density of 300 A/cm 2.The
measured distortion for a2- by- 2- mm field is 0.1 gm and
the calculated distortion for a 4- by-4-mm field is 0.85
mm. Typical working distance of the lens is 5cm.
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A shaped- square- beam lithography system ( ELI)
designed by IBM'S East Fishkill Laboratory employs a
tungsten filament gun and a large-gap final lens with a
single-deflection unit inside the lens. This unit, with
dynamic focus corrections, can achieve a 5- by- 5- mm
field with a2.5-µm square spot having an edge resolution
of approximately 0.4-um at a beam semiconvergent
angle of 7 x 10 -3 radians. Typical beam current is
3 X 10 -6 A at acurrent density of 50A/cm 2.
A shaped- round-beam system designed by Texas
Instruments ( Emu° features a lanthanum hexaboride
gun, a pre- lens double-deflection unit, and a final lens
with afocal length of 7.5 cm. With dynamic corrections,
afield size of 6.35 by 6.35 mm has been achieved for 1
gm lines with a 3 X 10 -3 radian beam semiconvergent
angle.
Pattern generation and control
After the beam has been focused and shaped, it must
be moved ( scanned) over a wafer by a beam-writing
technique.
The two basic beam-writing techniques are raster and
vector ( Fig. 5). In the raster technique ( Fig. 5a), the
beam is scanned over the entire chip area and is turned
on and off according to the desired pattern. In the vector
technique ( Fig. 5b), the beam addresses only the pattern
areas requiring exposure, and the usual approach is to
decompose the pattern into aseries of simple shapes such
as rectangles and parallelograms.
Raster scan places less stringent requirements on the
deflection system because the scanning is repetitious and
distortions due to eddy currents and hysteresis can be
readily compensated for. It can also handle both positive
and negative images. Vector scan is more efficient but
requires a higher-performance deflection system. In
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addition, it has several other advantages not readily
available to the raster-scan technique— for instance, ease
of correction for the proximity effects of electron scattering, and asignificant compaction of data that can lead to
amuch simpler control system.
Proximity effects are created by scattered electrons in
the resist and backscattered electrons from the substrate,
which partially expose the resist up to several micrometers from the point of impact. As a result, serious
variations of exposure over the pattern area occur when
pattern geometries fall in the micrometer and submicrometer ranges. A vector-scan correction technique
consists of adjusting the beam stepping rate and hence
the exposure intensity for each pattern element. These
adjustments can be readily integrated into the data that
describes the pattern. A corresponding raster-scan
correction method has yet to be developed.
Two main approaches have been used to expose and
register patterns over the surface of the mask or wafer—
the step-and- repeat and the continuously- moving-table
approach.
In astep-and- repeat system, the pattern is exposed by
deflecting the electron beam over a square field, typically a few millimeters on a side, with the workpiece
stationary. After the exposure, the workpiece is moved to
anew location, the beam is registered to the sample, and
the pattern exposure repeats. This process continues
until the whole wafer is covered. In each field location,
the pattern can be generated using either the vector-scan
or raster-scan technique.
The most widely used step-and- repeat systems employ
vector scanning. The vsi system is one example
(Fig. 6a), and similar systems have been developed by
Texas Instruments, Hughes Research, Mullard, Hitachi,
Bell Northern, and several other establishments for their
own research and development work. Several electronmicroscope companies ( Thomson CSF, Cambridge Scientific Instrument, Cambridge, Maryland, ETEC, Haywood, California, and others) have also produced
commercial systems of this type
In vsi, the chip pattern is analysed in terms of rectangles, parallelograms, triangles, and others taken from a
random-shape store of curved shapes or repetitive groups
of shapes. Data is transferred from the computer to a
high-speed pattern generator that drives dual-channel
digital- to-analog converter units. These units consist of
low-speed high-precision d-a converters, which address
the beam to each pattern element, and high-speed lowaccuracy d-a converters, which perform the fill-in of
each element. In experimental tests, the d-a units
together with a large- bandwidth deflection amplifier
have been able to deflect the electron beam at astepping
rate of 10 megahertz ( i.e. 100 nanoseconds for each
beam location) and still give good exposures. An automatic registration system digitally enhances the signalto-noise ratio of the registration signal.
The vsi typically handles chip sizes 2,000 times the
minimum pattern lines width, but it can also generate
larger sizes by joining adjacent patterns. It has
fabricated high- resolution devices with registration
accuracy in the order of 0.1 etm for 1-12m line patterns.
One such device is the 8,192- bit FET RAM shown in
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6. Pattern distribution. Two approaches are being applied to dis
tribute patterns over wide surfaces. The step-and- repeat method of

IBM's VS1 ( a) and EL1 ( b) exposes patterns over asquare field. Then
the workpiece is stepped to a new location. In Bell Telephone Labs'
EBES ( c), the table moves continuously while the beam scans astrip.
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7. Random-access-memory chip. IBM's VS1 system produced this

Fig. 7. The device has achannel length of approximately
1.25 gm and an access time of 90 ns. As a lithography
exercise, the same 8-k chip has also been made with a
line width of 0.6 gm, with all four pattern levels properly
aligned and processed.
Pattern writing time of the vsi system depends on
pattern density. At a 10- MHz beam-stepping rate it takes
1to 2seconds to expose a typical Lsi chip to a pattern
occupying about 25% of its surface area.
An important extension of the step-and- repeat system
is the incorporation of a precision table controlled by
laser interferometry. Originally proposed by Thompson
CSF, the idea is to detect errors in table position by laser
interferometry and correct for them by deflecting the
electron beam. A 1- megabit magnetic- bubble test chip,
consisting of 2-gm bubbles contained within a 1-squarecentimeter field, has been fabricated by the electronbeam system of Texas Instruments (Enmil), which uses
this technique. The refinement allows fewer registration
marks to be used per wafer and enables a composite
pattern to be stitched together using the laser interferometer as the reference.
The square-beam ELI system is also astep-and- repeat
system. The high- throughput system is the first electronbeam system devoted to direct semiconductor device
manufacturing— it has been operating for two years in a
production environment.
In this system, shown in Fig. 6b, the pattern is exposed
by the 2.5-by- 2.5-gm shaped beam, the size of which
equals the smallest dimension of the pattern. A stepped
raster-scan technique is used so that distortions caused
by eddy currents, thermal characteristics, etc., are
repeated and can be readily corrected. Deflection distor-
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experimental 8,192- bit metal-oxide-semiconductor RAM. Metalization lines are 2 pm wide, and gate length is

1.25 pm.

For a

demonstration, the VS1 made the same unit with 0.5-gm line widths.

tion errors over a 5- mm field are measured by scanning
the beam over agold calibration grid and corrected by
an automatic correction system to a less than 30-partper-million deviation. An overlay accuracy better than
0.5 gm over a 5-mm field is achieved by the automatic
registration system.
The ELI system has achieved high-speed production of
up to 22 21
/4
inch wafers per hour of LSI circuits. Typical
performance for producing each 5- mm chip is: registration time of 200 milliseconds, pattern write time of
0.96 s, and table move time of 250 ms.
In a continuously- moving-table system, the electron
beam is raster-scanned in one direction, and the table
moves continuously in the other direction, while a laser
interferometer measures the table position and feeds
information back to the control system of the electron
beam.
This scheme is the basic principle of the electron- beam
exposure system ( Ems) developed at Bell Telephone
Laboratories ( Fig 6c). In ERES, the beam scanning
width is fixed at 256 gm, and the pattern is formed by
joining a number of these strips, which are typically 4
mm long. Pattern registration is performed once for the
whole workpiece, but checks are made from time to time
to correct for beam drift.
The system uses a0.5-µm spot with acurrent density
of 10 A/cm' based on reported gun brightness of 10 4
A/cm' steradian and beam semiconvergent angle of
1.3 x 10 -2 radian. It has demonstrated awriting speed of
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small deflection angle and at a relatively short working
distance. In principle, this should allow higher beamcurrent densities. In addition, as the table is moving
during the pattern-writing process, part of the tablemovement time need not be considered an overhead as in
the step- and- repeat system.
Factors affecting throughput
Throughput for scanning-electron- beam systems is
determined by the speed of registration, table motion,
and especially pattern writing speed. The same basic
factors affect the pattern writing speed for the vs', ELI
and EBES scanning systems.
Consider a typical 2,000- line chip, i.e. with side
dimensions equal to 2,000 times the minimum pattern
geometry, so that 2.5-µm lines create a5- by5- mm chip.
The pattern writing time ( T) for such a chip is
given approximately by T = N/f, where N is the
number of beam addresses in the chip and fis the beam
stepping rate. The top graph of Fig. 9shows writing time
versus beam stepping rate for N values of 16 X 10 6,4 X
10 6,and 64 X 10 6 representing the mode of operation
for vsi ( 25% coverage), ELI, and EBES respectively.
(Beam address is taken as a quarter of the minimum
pattern line width for vsi and EBES and equal to it for
ELI). Not unexpectedly, writing time shortens as the
beam stepping rate increases.
In general, beam-stepping rate is limited both by the
8. Electron-beam meek. High- resolution masks can be made by
speed of the deflection system and by the combined
electron beam systems as in this enlarged portion of a mask genereffect of beam-current density and resist sensitivity.
ated by Bell Telephone Laboratories' EBES on a chromium surface.
Deflection speed is governed by the noise- bandwidth
Minimum line width on the chromium mask is 0.5 erl.
characteristics of the deflection system, digital-to-analog
conversion rates, deflection unit impedance, etc. Typical
2 cm 2/min based on 0.5-µm addresses (digital X, Y working values reported to date for VSI, ELI, and EBES are
coordinates or increments) and a 20- MHz stepping rate.
10 MHZ, 5MHz, and 20 MHz respectively.
A 0.25-µm address is also available at a quarter the
The beam stepping rate is related to the beam-current
writing speed. The table moves continuously at aspeed density (j) and resist sensitivity (q) by this expression:
of 2cm/s with a laser interferometer that can measure f = j/q. Beam current density is a function of electron
increments of )1
4/24, where X is the laser radiation wave/
optical parameters such as gun brightness, lens and
length. Normal time to complete a mask, for a 3- in. deflection-system aberrations, and electron-electron
wafer is given as 40 minutes (0.5-µm addresses). A interaction effects. Published current densities for vsi,
section of a typical electron- beam-generated mask is LSI and EBES are 300 A/cm 2,50 A/cm 2 and 10 A/cm 2
shown in Fig. 8. Commercial versions of this system are respectively.
currently being offered by ETEC and Extrion. Gloucester,
Figure 9's two sets of curves show the effect on pattern
Mass.
writing time of deflection speed, beam-current density,
In principle, the step-and-repeat and continuously- and resist sensitivity. Writing time per chip for the three
moving- table approaches can be applied equally well to systems is listed in Table 2 ( but note that these values in
both mask making and direct wafer exposure. At pres- the table are based on simplified data without writing
ent, however, most device fabrication by electron- beam time overheads and do not represent the inherent limit of
exposure has been with step- and- repeat systems— the three systems).
though this may be simply because there are more
The writing speeds for the three systems could all be
systems of this type available. In general, step-and- improved. For vsi, the main limitation at present is
repeat systems, which do one complete chip at a time, deflection speed, and improvement in the deflection
are more suitable for high- resolution work since no drivers and d-aconverters would be of direct benefit. In
pattern-joining error from table inaccuracy need be addition, the use of more than one beam size (small
considered. Also, better registration accuracy has been beam for outline and large beam for fill-in) would also
achieved with this approach to date, because it is less improve speed. At the extreme, deflection system settling
sensitive to problems such as beam drift and wafer time and logic switching time in the pattern generator
distortion.
may present alimit.
The continously-moving-table approach places less
For ELI, high speed can be achieved by improving
stringent requirements on the performance of the elec- resist sensitivity and deflection speed as neither is at its
tron optics and deflection system and can operate with a limit. However, a data- rate limitation may be encoun-
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TABLE 2 WRITING TIME FOR TYPICAL
ELECTRON BEAM SYSTEMS

RESIST SENSITIVITY ( q) ( COULOMBS/cm2

System

9. Beam stepping rate. The top graph indicates the effect of beam
stepping rate on pattern writing time per chip for the VS1, EL1, and
EBES. Effects of beam-current density and resist sensitivity on beam
stepping rate are shown in the bottom graph, in which three vertical
dotted lines indicate the operating stepping rates. Note that systems
with low beam-current density require high resist sensitivity.

tered because in this instance each beam position must
be individually specified in the data stream.
In EBES, resist sensitivity is already very high, and
further speed increase would require some improvement
in beam-current density. In principle, such improvement
should be possible as discussed earlier. In addition, the
number of beam addresses could be reduced by skipping
scan lines where no pattern exists. However, table speed
and data rate may pose limits.
Three areas of application
A scanning electron-beam system can be used for
mask making for conventional optical printing systems,
as well as for direct wafer exposure and mask making for
advanced high- resolution replication systems.
The electron-beam approach to mask making requires
no major changes in an existing optical lithographic
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Writing time
(seconds/chip)

VSI

1.6

EL1

0.8

EBES

3.2

Resist sensitivity needed
(coulombs/cm?)

operation, though the optical printing system restricts
resolution. Technical details for the mask- making operation have been resolved, and several systems have been
developed for routine use. The main advantages of this
approach are improved mask quality and faster turnaround time. Cost has been found to be competitive even
when high-cost prototype electron-beam systems are
used. Commercial systems for this application should be
available in the near future and should widen its usage in
the industry.
Direct wafer exposure can be divided into two categories: pattern line width in the optical range (down to 1to
2µm) and suboptical line width ( 1gm and below).
In the optical range, electron- beam lithography has
been used in a manufacturing environment, but it
competes directly with present-day uy printing. Its main
advantages are sharper pattern definition and greater
overlay accuracy. In addition, it should improve yield by
eliminating some of the defects caused by the use of
masks and greatly reduce turnaround time when circuit
customization is required.
For suboptical pattern line widths, the scanning electron- beam approach is at present the only proven
fabricating technique. (The only other technologies that
could compete in the future are electron- beam projection, X ray, and extensions of contact printing that use
shorter-wavelength uy in combination with thin masks
that can be conformed to the sample.) But although
electron- beam lithography is ready for suboptical geometries, some of the associated processing technologies
still require considerable development. Working circuits
fabricated to date are chiefly special-purpose highfrequency devices, like microwave transistors, surface
acoustic transducers, and high-density magnetic-bubble
circuits. Only a few tsi components have been made,
primarily for research and feasibility studies to verify the
economics and technological benefits of small devices.
In general, the use of scanning-electron-beam lithography for direct wafer exposure still costs more than
optical techniques. But the gap is narrowing rapidly, and
with improvement in throughput and equipment cost, it
should be possible to achieve cost-competitiveness in the
future, including suboptical applications.
Lastly, electron-beam techniques can be used to
produce masks for other high- resolution replication
systems such as X ray, deep uy printing, and 1:1
photoelectron projection printing, which are still in the
developmental stages. All these systems promise highspeed printing from ahigh-resolution mask produced by
ascanning electron beam, along with the potential of low
production cost.
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Clocked sense amplifier and polysilicon load resistors
reduce cell size, as well as cutting power dissipation
by Sam Young,

Mostek Corp., Carrollton, Texas

D Easy to nse the new crop of n-channel mos 4,096
static random-access memories may be, but the tug of
war between speed and power still looms. However, one
RAM stands out because it avoids acompromise between
these vital parameters.
Some of its competitors offer fast access times of less
than 100 nanoseconds, but require multiple power
supplies or dissipate high power. Others, such as complementary- metal-oxide-semiconductor RAMS, use little
power, say less than 200 milliwatts, but have access
times well above 500 ns. The MK 4104 is special in
being both fast and power- thrifty.
Combining static- and dynamic- memory techniques,
the chip achieves amaximum access time of 200 ns ( 150
ns typical) and maximum cycle time of 260 ns. Yet it
dissipates typically only 80 milliwatts of active power at
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4 megahertz and a very low 8 mw in standby. An
additional low- power mode of 1.0 mw is available for
battery backup operation, achieved simply by lowering
the power supply voltage from 5volts to 2or 3v.
Moreover, the 4104 is extremely easy to use. It needs
only asingle power supply, which is in the conventional
transistor- transistor- logic position. The device is supplied
in the 18- pin package now standard for static memories.
It is designed to operate at ordinary transistor-transistorlogic levels with loose power-supply tolerances of ± 10%,
greatly reducing the cost of close regulation common
with ± 5% parts.
In addition, the 4104 can accept any rri input signal
meeting worst-case specifications, thus eliminating all
level-converting interface circuits that may be needed
with other 4-k static designs. Moreover, since the 4104
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1. New static cell. A new static RAM cell design that uses resistors
as loads saves space and reduces power consumption. Each 5000
megohm resistor is an ion- implanted polysilicon device that draws
less than 1nanoampere of current.

was designed to be tolerant of inputs with very slow rise
times, it can directly accept signals from low- power
Schottky TTL for low-power applications. Finally, the
4104 will sink 4 milliamperes at 0.4 y and source 500
microamperes at 2.2 NI , making it agreeable with all
types of TTL-compatible data- bus interface circuits
commonly used in memory system design.
A new cell design

Unlike typical static memories with their six- transistor
cells, the 4104 has cells of only four transistors and two
ion- implanted polysilicon resistors that act as loads
(Fig. 1). This cell design saves space, as well as reducing
power dissipation.
Space is saved because polysilicon load resistors can
be fabricated practically in the same region as the transistors themselves ( Fig. 2). The cell area is only 2.75
square mils— less than half the size of standard sixtransistor cells.
Power is reduced because the high- impedance ( 5,000megohm) resistors conduct less than 1 nanoampere of
current. Also, using ion- implantation to fabricate these
loads allows the load-current levels to be adjusted. The
resulting power dissipation is only 20 microwatts per
memory cell.
The resistors display a negative temperature coefficient and therefore are self- compensating for the
increased current leakages that traditionally occur at
elevated temperatures. The low currents in the resistors
also allow the cell to retain data even when the power
supply voltage is as low as afew hundred millivolts above
the transistor threshold voltage ( typically 1v). It is this
feature that permits the RAM to retain data reliably at
very low levels of supply voltage.
Besides polysilicon resistive loads, the MK 4104 is one
of the few 4-k static RAMS to use dynamic (clocked)
interface circuits to control the memory array. This
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The MK 4104 presents no significant testing problems
beyond those intrinsic to static RAMs generally. Since
the device uses an internal timing generator to strobe
the data-out circuitry, the access time is insensitive to
address and data patterns, which simplifies worst-case
testing for the user.
In order to reduce the time for testing, a user can
combine a static cell test with a low Vcc mode ( 2-V)
test. Writing and reading data at normal voltage is
combined with await period at Vcc = 2V to verify that
all cells are static and that the part can retain data at
reduced power-supply voltage.
A principal factor affecting reliability is junction
temperature, which is related to power dissipation and
ambient temperature. At 80-mW dissipation, the MK
4104 operates at ajunction temperature of about 75°C
(70 °C ambient). Typical nonclocked parts under similar
operating conditions have junction temperatures
approximately 30°C higher because of their higher
power dissipation. The lower junction temperature of
the MK 4104 should result in significantly better reliability.
The single 5-V supply reduces stress on oxides and
other key areas within the die. Many failure modes
requiring high voltage as acatalyst cannot occur within
this RAM.
"Soft" errors, another problem plaguing static
RAMs, are generally thought to be caused by poor
margin-to-input signal levels, poor tolerances to supply
noise, or both. Those error signal occurrences are
minimized in the MK 4104. The chip is designed for a
loose ± 10% power supply to increase its tolerance to
system noise. Its peripheral circuitry is truly compatible
with TTL input levels: a 2.0-V input-high voltage level
compared to a 2.4-V level for most other static
random-access memories, and an 0.8-V input-low
voltage that yields an easy-to-live-with 400-mW worstcase noise immunity.

dynamic interface makes it possible to use performanceboosting circuit techniques similar to those employed in
high-performance dynamic RAMS, such as the MK 4027.
Dynamic interfaces and sense amp
As in the 4027, signals generated internally from the
chip-enable clock cause the internal circuits to power
down once their functions have been accomplished. This
results in significantly lower power dissipation. Moreover, dynamic circuits are faster since low-capacitance
precharge nodes can be employed to shorten the memory
cell's RC discharge- time constant.
Once clocks are provided to power the interface, they
may also be used to service dynamic sense amplifiers,
further improving speed. The 4104 has a differential
sense amp conceptually similar to those of the 4027. It
can detect differential signals as low as 100 mv, as
compared to other static RAM devices, which can require
several volts for reliable operation.
As in the 4027, the dynamic balanced sense amplifier
uses several clock phases to achieve low- power, highperformance sensing. High speed is achieved by sensing
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2. Compact. The 4104's cell, which contains four transistors and two ion-implanted resistors, is considerably smaller than conventional six
transistor static cells. Cell area is only 2.75 mil 2or less than half the size of standard static designs. Power is reduced in half.

asmall differential voltage, thereby minimizing the time
required to charge the data bus. The sense amplifier is
clocked on after enough time has been allowed for a 100mv differential to appear on the data bus. Since the
sense circuit has a 1-mv sensitivity, a 100-mv sense level
allows enough margin for circuit and process variations.
Because the interfaces and sense amp utilize clocked
operation and dissipate power only for short intervals
when activated, the power dissipation is dependent on
the clock frequency and therefore is subject to reduction
at lower frequencies. For example, the typical power
dissipation at I MHZ is 23 mw, compared to 70 mw at 4
mHz ( Fig. 3). By contrast, the power dissipation for a
fully static RAM would remain constant at its high
(active) level. Because there is no significant dc path
during clock- on periods, damage from high currents
cannot occur to the memory should the clock input
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become shorted to ground when system malfunctioning
may occur.
The MK 4104 is organized internally as two 32- by- 64bit memory subarrays, with the row decoders in the
middle ( Fig. 4), although to the user it is simply a4- kby- 1- bit RAM. The device contains all buffers, decoders,
and internal clock generators needed for complete static
operation. The decoders are conventional dynamic NORgate circuits. The address buffers are a combination of
static and dynamic circuits, permitting a very fast
sample- and- hold technique for address capture.
Using the 4104
With asense amp and interfaces of the dynamic type,
this RAM operates differently from its static competitors.
The negative-going edge of the chip- enable pulse triggers
a sequence of internal clock edges. They activate the
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for system address latches to support the memory.
Enhanced performance may be obtained by generating
the new address in the previous cycle, thus circumventing the slow-address propagation path.
Data outputs become valid after activation of the chipenable clock. The data-out pin will be in an open-circuit
mode before appearance of valid data for asimple read.
By loading the output with a resistor to either the Vœ
power supply or ground, the user may choose the datavalid direction on the output bus to which the RAM is
connected. Now, during a write cycle, the data-out pin
will remain an open circuit if the write-enable pin is
activated ( typically no later than 80 ns after chipenable). This property permits the designer to employ
common-uo operation, which is useful for most microcomputer systems.
The data-out pin will then contain valid data during
the write portion of the read/write or read/modify/write
cycle, assuming the write-enable pulse's negative-going
edge occurs after the specified access-time interval. Data
will remain valid for all cycle types until the chip-enable
pin is deactivated.
To write into the MK 4104, data inputs must be valid
when the write-enable signal goes negative. Data inputs
are sampled internally and must remain valid until all
internal nodes are charged. This occurs before the writeenable trailing edge. The write cycle is then completed
by either the write-enable signal or the return of the
chip-enable signal to the inactive state.
3. Power down. The 4104 is the only static RAM with frequencydependent power dissipation, resulting from the use of dynamic
interface circuits. Clock-on time ( low-level) for curve 1 is 100 ns;
clock-off time ( high-level) for curve 2 is 200 ns. For both curves,
ambient temperature is 25°C and power-supply voltage is 5V.

address buffers, discharge the precharge clock, transfer
true and complement address data to the inputs of the
row and column decoders, and finally transfer the
decoded row and column addresses to the proper word
line and column-select line.
Then the static input-address buffers are turned off so
that they no longer consume power. After a delay to
allow time for the cell to transfer data to the differential
output sense circuitry, additional clocks activate the
output sense circuitry and finally the output buffer. The
data is now available at the output terminals of the
device.
Once the data is present, the positive-going edge of the
chip-enable pulse causes the precharge clock to go high,
discharging all other clocks and opening the output
circuit. As long as the chip-enable clock is high, the chip
remains in the precharge mode, which is also the lowpower standby mode. Data will be maintained indefinitely in this mode. It is now ready for the next cycle:
read, write, read/write, or read/modify/write. Each of
these operating cycles is initiated by activation of the
chip-enable clock.
Address inputs must be stable before this activation.
Since these inputs are sampled and latched internally
early in the cycle, only ashort address- hold time ( typically 75 ns) is required. This feature eliminates the need
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Building asystem
The MK 4104 may be easily integrated into large
memory configurations in highly compact board layouts.
The single-supply device in an 18- pin dual in- line
package yields a higher packing density than can be
achieved with any dynamic or 22-pin static RAMS.
The pinout was chosen to eliminate crosstalk on critical signals within the array on the storage board. The
power pins were positioned to allow maximum connection area between the chip and the power-ground bus of
the printed-circuit card. Data-out and data-in pins were
positioned to allow optimum placement of decoupling
capacitors within the memory array, as well as to separate the clock signals from address signals.
Since refresh is not required, designers can eliminate
components that cause time delays, as well as undesirable power-supply transients. And the 5-v ± 10% supply,
combined with the elimination of refresh transients,
greatly eases memory decoupling requirements. In fact,
memory system of MK 4104s will require less than a
third of the decoupling capacitors recommended for
dynamic- RAM systems.
In building memory sizes greater than 4,096 bits, the
typical power dissipation of 8mw results in major power
savings to the user. For example, a 16- k- by- 9- bit storage
board designed with clocked- interface MK 4104s would
require 940 mw for the memory array, while the same
configuration designed with static- interface RAMS would
require approximately 18,000 mw. The larger the
memory size or the lower the operating frequency, the
greater this differential becomes. The power saving
reduces cooling and power costs to the user, as well as
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4. Organization. The chip is organized as two 32- by- 64- bit arrays, resulting in a 4- k- by- 1- bit static device containing all buffers, clock
generators, decoders and sense amplifiers. To minimize power consumption, the interface circuits are dynamic.
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driving. The support circuitry required with the 4104 can be designed with standard TTL or Schottky TTL parts. Low capacitance

imputs permit high fan- out capability, which is useful in large control systems.

improving overall reliability. At typical system design
costs of $ 1.00 to $ 1.50 per watt, this savings can be
significant.
The 16- k- by- 9- bit system's basic circuitry ( Fig. 5)
consists of readily available NAND gates and inverters.
These support chips can be standard-TTL, high-speedTTL, Schottky-TTL, or low-power-Schottky-TTL parts.
Since the total signal capacitance is directly related to
the number of RAMS connected to each signal, the
performance of the overall system may be improved by
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dividing the capacitance load among several drivers
when large numbers of memory chips must be driven.
For systems using microprocessors with common
input/output data buses, the MK 4104's data- in pin may
be connected to the data-out pin. To avoid conflict on the
data bus, the write operation must be implemented in the
early write mode. This merely requires that the writeenable signal be activated prior to the chip- enable pulse,
thereby guaranteeing the data- out pin will be open
during write operations.
Cl
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Designer's casebook
4

Automatic clamp controls
symmetrical wave-form offset

VOLTS 2
O

by George O. Wright

TIME

Washington. D.C.

4 -

VOLTS 2

It is often necessary to shift the dc level or offset of a
signal. Driving transistor- transistor- logic circuits, for
o1/1////
TIME
example, requires positive-only signals, but sometimes
2
circuits may need negative-only signals, or symmetry of
awave form about agiven dc level may be required. An
inverting operational amplifier, an integrator, and ahalfTIME
VOLTS
wave rectifier can be used to form such an offset control
simply and inexpensively.
2 CI
At the flick of aswitch, this circuit clamps the input
level at almost any desired value ( Fig. 1). Operation of 1. Symmetry or clamping desired? Input ramp a: ( a) is clamped
the circuit is based on the principle that the dc value of to zero ( b) or is symmetrical about zero ( c). Circuit may be modified
any periodic wave form can be found by integration. so that clamping to nearly any voltage level is possible.
Since the input is dc-coupled, the integrator output Vac
will be equal to the de component of the signal plus any
this point is displaced downward by an amount equal to
its integrated voltage value Vac.
initial dc offset. As a consequence of its integrating
operation, the circuit can generate an output symTo clamp the output at 0y, the mode switch is placed
in position A. The reference level at the noninverting
metrical about the zero axis.
As shown in Fig. 2, the input signal, which may be a input of the differential amplifier A2 becomes minus half
its initial peak output swing because of the signal's
sine, triangle, square or ramp wave form, is summed
with the inverted output of the integrator A I at the subsequent peak detection at the output of A3. Operation
inverting input of op amp A2. The input wave form at of amplifiers A I and A2 assure that the initial signal to
2. Level
10 k12

adjuster.
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A3 is symmetrical about 0. The polarity of the output
voltage depends on the orientation of the diode— for the
direction shown, it is positive-going.
To clamp the output at some other value than 01/, the
mode switch must again be placed in position A, and a
dc amplifier must also be inserted in the loop between
the rectifier output and the noninverting input of op amp
A2 to control the value of the reference signal.
If the mode switch is placed in position B, the output
will always be symmetrical about the zero axis, no
matter what the original input level is. This operation is
roughly equivalent to removing the integrator from the

circuit and placing a capacitor in series with the input
lead to block the dc component of the signal.
Component values in the integrator circuit shown will
effectively process signals of 1kilohertz and higher, up
to the frequency limit of the op amp. In general, the
circuit will process almost any signal that is symmetrical
about a horizontal axis. The exception is pulse trains of
single polarity: their short duty cycle makes a symmetrical output impossible because the dc component is less
than half the peak value. In this case, RI may be
adjusted to provide the desired output level, which can
be varied over asmall range.

Bi-FET devices improve
absolute-value amplifier

10 l<1.1 1,

10 kS2 1 '

+15 V

by Dan L. Vogler
Lintech Electronics, Albuquerque. N.M.
INPUT

An absolute-value amplifier, also known as a precision
full-wave rectifier, which features wide bandwidth and
dynamic range, can be built with high- impedance operational amplifiers to produce a circuit that is more reliable than those implementing the usual phase-cancellation technique. The low input current and wide
frequency range of the CA3140 bipolar/field-effecttransistor op amps eliminate the gain and phase-shift
errors encountered in other designs.
As shown in the figure, op amp A, serves as a unitygain buffer, op amp A2 has a gain of + 1during the
positive half-cycle of the input wave and a gain of — 1
during the negative portions, and A3 in association with
the diode forms aprecision clamp.
During the positive portion of the input signal equal
voltage is present at both inputs of A2. The op amp
behaves as a unity-gain follower, as determined by the
feedback elements.
During the negative portions, however, the clamping
action of A3 with the diode prevents the voltage at the
noninverting input of A2 from going negative, effectively
tying the pin to ground. Op amp A2 therefore either
operates in the inverting mode or else multiplies the
signal by afactor of — 1.
Precision resistors for the gain-controlling elements of
op amp A2 assure no greater than 2% deviation from the
desired gain. The clamping circuit of A3 can accurately

555 timer IC freezes
digital panel meter display
by Howard M. Berlin
Wilmington. Delaware
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0.47 pr
-15 V
100 Id2 51,

ALL AMPLIFIERS: RCA CA3140

Precision full- wave rectifier. Op amp A3,which ensures A2 follows
positive voltages and inverts negative ones, has single-ended power
supply to minimize slew time and maximize stability. Power-supply
pins are decoupled with 0.47-e capacitors.

process signals down to — 0.3 volt below the negative
supply rail of the amplifier, which in this case is ground.
The result is an absolute-value amplifier which has a
dynamic range exceeding 90 decibels and a bandwidth
exceeding I megahertz. When this circuit is used in
conjunction with a peak detector or integrator network,
it becomes an invaluable building block in ac-to-dc
conversion applications.
D

Connecting a 555 timer as an astable multivibrator
produces asample-and- hold circuit that will increase the
display time of many digital panel meters. This increase
is an advantage in situations where the displayed value
changes rapidly, making it difficult to determine an
average reading. For example, asensor monitoring pressure changes near asource of mechanical vibration can
produce readings on a41
/2
digit DPM that vary as much
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HOW DOES DATA I/O KEEP YOU ON TOP
OF PROM PROGRAMMING TECHNOLOGY?
We allow you complete design flexibility.
Data I/O programmers are capable of programming
all of the more than 200 PROMs currently available.
You'll always be programming to PROM
manufacturers' approved specifications.
Data I/O Program Card Sets are tested and certified
by the PROM manufacturers themselves before we
approve them for manufacturing and distribution
to our customers.
If manufacturers change specifications, we

Programmers from $ 1095 00

keep our customers updated on how to make proper
adjustments to the card sets.
To help you reduce programming costs and
reach maximum yields and reliability, we also offer a
universal calibrator so that you can conduct your own
periodic calibration tests.
We're there when you need us. Data I/O is a
worldwide organization. Our field sales and service
offices are staffed by Data I/O personnel. Our
customers have direct access to us through people
who understand the products.
We'd like to tell you more.
This fact filled tabloid gives you
valuable information about
PROM programming technology.
To get your copy, circle reader
service number or contact Data
I/0 Corporation, PO. Box
308, Issaquah, WA 98027.
Phone 206/455-3990.

THE PROM PROGRAMMER PEOPLE.
For morn inloimdtion, Curl( N. 240

as ± 10 digits in a quarter second, making a visual
approximation virtually impossible.
When used with a DPM with an external- hold input
such as the 41
/
2digit Fairchild 540921, the 555's signal
overrides the internally controlled sampling period at pin
N of the meter ( see figure). The external- hold port is
level- sensitive, so it is desirable to sample the test signal
for short times. The output of the timer is apulse train
with aduty cycle of d = ( R + R2)/(R, + 2R 2), which
can approach 100%, and afrequency off = 1.443/C(R,
+ 2R 2)hertz.
The 555 output is inverted by transistor Q 1 so that a
logic 1 is periodically presented to the external- hold
input to sample the input analog voltage at pin S for a

AC
COMMON

AC

time that is small compared to the total sampling time.
When the collector of the transistor is at logic 0, the
sample is held and displayed for the number of seconds
determined by the ratio d/f. With the values shown, the
signal can be displayed for times ranging from 0.7 to 4.2
seconds. Updating is possible every 1to 4.5 s.
Power for the timer is obtained from the meter, and
the current drain is only 4milliamperes. The circuit has
been used for controlling several DPMS simultaneously,
with additional transistor circuits connected to pin 3of
the timer.
E
Designer's casebook is a regular feature in Bectronics, We invite readers to submit original
and unpublished circuit ideas and soknions to design problems. Explain briefly but thoroughly
the circuit's operating principle and purpose. Well pay $50 for each item published.
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6

Sample-end-hold timer. A 555 extends the display period to relax hyperactive digital panel meters. The display can be frozen for 0.7 to 4.2
seconds, and updated every 1to 4.5 seconds. Power for the circuit can be obtained from the DPM's 5-volt supply or a battery source.
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For
high performance
receiver testing,
you need
high performance
signals.
'F.

6640B SIGNAL GENERATOR

OLIM,

,0.1.111, MODE

?OM.

•
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• .
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HP 8640B w/Opt. 001, 002, 003 — 0.5 to 1024 MHz.
When HP introduced the 8640B, its product concept brought together the superior characteristics
needed for high performance receiver testing:
•Spectral purity < 130 dB/Hz, 20 kHz offset
•Wide dynamic range; + 19 to - 145 dBm
•Phase lock stability/external count capability
Since then we've continued to add to the original
capabilities:
•Opt. 001— Variable modulation
•Opt. 002— Extended frequency, 0.5 to 1024 MHz

Now with the 8640B you get 1
2 digit phase-lock
/
resolution ( 500 Hz, 100 to 1000 MHz), improved
modulation and power settability. You can also use
the new Model 11710A Down Converter to extend output frequency down to 5kHz and test
standard IF amplifiers at 262 kHz and 455 kHz.
8640B Signal Generator $6,600? 11710A Down
Converter $930?
*
Domestic U.S. prices only.
So for your high performance receiver testing,
you'll still choose the performance leader in RF
signal generators. For more information, call your
046068
nearby HP field sales office, or write.

•Opt. 003— Reverse power protection to 50 watts
•Opt. 004— Avionics version for NAV/COM tests

HEWLETT h--7 PACKARD

•8640M — Ruggedized/military version
Sales and service Iron,

For assistance call: Washington 1301) 948-6370. Chicago ( 312) 677-0400
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Circle 108 on reader service card

172 office* in 65 Co unties

Atlanta 1404) 434-4000. Los Angeles 1213) 877-1282
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Third-generation microcomputer set
packs it all into 3chips
by D. W. Sohn and Andrew Volk,
D To take full advantage of the microprocessor's talents,
designers usually need along shopping list of additional
chips: series and parallel input/output devices, an interrupt controller, a timer, and read-only and randomaccess memories. One way to pare that shopping list is
the MCS-85, the third-generation three-chip microcomputer system based on the 8085 microprocessor.
Incorporating all these functions into athree-chip set
that requires only a single 5-volt supply represents a
substantial reduction in package count — plus an
improvement in system design throughput of as much as
50% over 8080- based systems. The addition of features

HI [ JA

Intel Corp.. Santa Clara, Calif.

such as higher speed, a more sophisticated interrupt
arrangement, simple serial lio lines, and a multiplexed
address/data bus significantly improves system performance. Yet, despite all these refinements, the MCS-85
group retains 100% software compatibility with 8080based systems.
Because all the chips in the group are multiplefunction devices, the component count in any system
design is reduced. The group comprises the 8085 central
processing unit, the 8155 RAM, I/O, and timer, the 8355
mask- programmable ROM, and the 8755 electrically
programmable ROM. Both of the 16,384- bit Roms feature
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1. Minimum 8085 system. This configuration of the MCS-85 system, which uses three multifunction chips, offers four hardware interrupts, 38
WO lines, aserial I/O port, and a 14- bit timer. Power requirement is asingle + 5-volt source, and overall system speed is 3megahertz.
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proven to operate reliably at 3MHZ). More importantly,
improvements in CPU-to- memory synchronization permit
amuch faster overall system speed.
Q2
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tions of the three-chip 8080 group: clock generator, system controller, and CPU. The power of the system is increased by the addition of
advanced status lines, hierarchical interrupts, and aserial I/O port.
8085 RESTART INTERRUPTS

Interrupt

Restart ‘ Icldress
(hexadecimal)

RST 0

00, 6

RST 1

08, 6

RST 2

10, 6

RST 3

1816
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2016

• TRAP
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• RST 5.5
RST 6
* RST 6.5
RST 7
* RST 7.5

2416
2 816

2C 16
30, 6
3416
38, 6
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• New hardware interrupts

vo capability, and either may be teamed with the 8085
and 8155 to build the minimum system of Fig. I.
As well as fulfilling all the functions of the 8080, the
8085 assumes the roles of clock generator, system
controller, interrupt controller, and serial 1/0 port. It is
specified for operation at 3 megahertz, a speed
previously attained only by the 8080-1 (selected devices
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The 8085's multiplexed address/data bus combines all
the address and data bits onto 16 lines. This scheme,
which frees seven pins, helps make possible the inclusion
of the chip's additional features.
In the multiplexing scheme, the lower 8bits of the 16bit address are timeshared with the 8data bits on lines
AD 0
.7.The address latch enable (ALE), a control line
unique to the 8085, latches the lower eight address lines
into peripheral devices. At the beginning of each
machine cycle, the CPU sends out all 16 bits of address
along with the ALE output. Upon command from the
ALE, the lower 8address bits are latched into any of the
memory components or into an external latch for interfacing with standard memories.
During a write cycle, data appears on lines AD 0.
7 in
the next clock cycle after latching of the 16 address bits.
During aread cycle, which has identical timing characteristics, the data appears on the AD 0.7 bus from a
peripheral unit. The symmetry of the read and write
control lines, as well as the elimination of eight lines on
the bus, substantially eases system bus design.
No waiting for this bus

SERIAL I0
DATA LINES

2. CPU groups. The third-generation 8085 chip comprises all func-

TABLE

Combining data and address buses

Speed limitation is aserious problem in designing an
optimal system bus. In most cases, the CPU can handle
data faster than the memory can deliver it. Such a
disparity necessitates the insertion of await state in each
memory-access cycle. For example, the 8080-1 operating
at 3 MHZ requires only a 310- nanosecond access time
with no buffer between CPU and memory. With two
levels of buffering, each specified at 30 ns, the system
bus requires an access time of 310 — ( 2 x 30) ns = 250
ns. Since standard ROMS have an access time of 450 ns at
best, a200-ns wait period must of necessity accompany
each memory access.
The 8085 eases the synchronization problem between
CPU and memory by relaxing its access time requirement
by almost 50% while preserving the throughput. At a
clock speed of 2.0 megahertz, the 8080-1 has an access
time requirement of 570 nanoseconds, while the 8080
has atime of 1,025 ns. At 2.5 MHZ, the times are 425 and
775 ns, and at 3.0 MHZ, they are 310 ns and 575 ns. The
net result is an overall increase in system speed without a
wait state for memory access; in fact, the 8085 has no
wait output pin, unlike the 8080.
8085

VS

8080

The basic internal architecture of the 8085 is similar
to that of the 8080. The register file and arithmetic/logic
unit in each are almost identical. The major differences
are in the timing, control, and address/data bus circuits.
Figure 2 compares the basic functions of the three
chips that make up the MCS-80's CPU group and the
multifunction 8085. Besides requiring only a single
+5-v supply (versus the + 5-v, — 5-v, and + 12-v requirements of the 8080), the 8085 has integrated all the
functions of the 8080 CPU, the 8224 clock generator, and
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(
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'REQUIRED BY CERTAIN INSTRUCTIONS

3. Basic bus timing. At the onset of the bus transfer cycle, the 8085 first sends out address over AD 0 ,and AB is, and status over the So,SI
and 10/M lines. The lower 8 bits of address, AD 0-AD, are static only for the first clock cycle t,; after t,, they transfer data to or from the CPU.

the 8228 system controller — plus asimple serial vo port
and new hardware interrupts that are integrated into a
hierarchy with the restart instructions (software interrupts) carried over from the 8080.
The 8085's built-in clock generator can be used with a
crystal or an RC or LC network, or it can be driven
directly from an external source. The clock generator,
running at twice the basic CPU frequency, provides a
two-phase, nonoverlapping internal clock signal. One of
the phases is buffered and is available as an external
clock output equivalent to the phase-two transistortransistor- logic output of the 8224 clock generator in the
MCS-80 family.
The 8085 also provides a Schmitt-action reset input,
which effects power-on reset with the addition of only
one resistor and one capacitor. And it provides lines for
advanced status information describing the bus transfer
that will be executed within the forthcoming cycle— as
well as including the bus controller functions delegated
to the 8228 in the MCS-80 system.
Bus timing
Compatibility with the MCS-80 system dictates that the
8085 must have the same basic bus timing structure. The
timing of one machine cycle for a fetch instruction is
shown in Fig. 3. At the onset of the bus transfer cycle,
the 8085 sends out the address and status information.
The status is indicated by the advanced-status lines so
and s1,and by the mode-select line 10/M, which determines whether the cycle is for uo access or memory
access. These three lines give complete information on
the type of transfer. The upper 8 bits of address go out
on lines A8.15 and remain static throughout the transfer.
The lower 8 address bits, which go out on the
address/data bus, remain stable only for the first clock
cycle, ti.Afterwards, the bus is used for data transfer to
or from the CPU. Because the signals on lines AD 0_
7 are
transitory, the ALE line must strobe the address into the
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internal address latch of the 8155 or into an external
latch such as an 8212.
Following transmission of the address on lines AD 0_7,
the data bus is ready for data transfer. In a read cycle
(such as instruction fetch, memory read, or Ito read), the
data bus goes into its high- impedance state at the start of
the second clock cycle, t
2,
just like the 8080 bus. At the
same time, the read line goes low to indicate that the bus
is available and that data is expected from the peripheral
device. The 8085 reads the data on the bus during the
third clock cycle, t
3,and the read line then goes high to
indicate the end of the transfer cycle.
In a write cycle, the 8085 sends out the data to be
written at the start of t
2,and the write line goes low at
the same time. The write line returns high 11/2 clock
cycles later. The data is then held for another half cycle
until the next transfer cycle provides the new address.
Unlike the 8080, the 8085 provides no data-setup time
to the leading edge of the write signal. Although setup
time is needed for dynamic memory components, it is not
required for the Intel static memory family.
The power of the 8085 is further enhanced with hardware interrupts and simple serial vo capabilities. Four
restart- interrupt input pins — RST 5.5, RST 6.5, RST 7.5,
and TRAP— have been added to the eight software interrupts of the 8080. None of the new interrupts requires
external logic to insert an instruction during interrupt. A
mask register permits any or all of restarts 5.5, 6.5, and
7.5 to be blocked out with software and thus go unrecognized. To interrupt the processor, these interrupts must
be both enabled ( interrupt-enable flag = 1) and
unmasked ( mask bit = 0). The TRAP interrupt, however,
is unmaskable and can interrupt independently of any
enable or mask bit.
All four new interrupts execute an internally fetched
restart instruction when recognized. The internal restart
causes the program counter to remain in place on the
stack and also causes branching to one of four fixed
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Serial interfacing. A teletypewriter interface

demonstrates

the

utility of serial input and output data lines ( SID and SOD). Hardware

5. Interfacing DMA.

A8

Most peripherals

A15

in the 8080 family connect to

the 8085 without the need for interface butters. The 8257 direct-

interrupts ( RST 5.5, RST 6.5, and RST 7.5) on the 8085 are used by

memory-access controller requires two 8212 8- bit latches for demul-

port C to facilitate handshaking of ports A and B.

tiplexing and acontrol- line decoding scheme.

locations. The table shows these locations and their
relationship to the software restart instruction locations.
Two of the interrupt pins —RST 5.5 and 6.5— are highlevel-sensitive like the interrupt- request line ( INTR), also
found on the 8080. The RST 7.5 input, however, is risingedge-sensitive, and therefore only a pulse is required to
set it. The TRAP input is both edge- and level-sensitive —
it must go high and then stay high to be recognized. This
ensures that another request can only be generated if the
TRAP input returns low and then again goes high and
remains high, thereby avoiding any false triggering
caused by noise or logic glitches.

pending interrupt requests.
The 8085's serial lines permit simple I/O manipulation.
The RIM instruction reads the serial- input-data line, and
a sim instruction writes on the serial-output-data line.
Figure 4shows how the interrupts and serial lines of the
8085 can be configured in a minimum system for
communication with ateletypewriter.

Interrupt hierarchy
An especially useful feature of the five interrupt
inputs is that they are arranged in a fixed priority that
determines the order of recognition when more than one
is pending. The hierarchy, from lowest to highest priority, is INTR, RST 5.5, RST 6.5, RST 7.5, and TRAP.
The setting and reading of the masks for the restart
interrupts are executed by two instructions: read interrupt masks ( Rim) and set interrupt masks (sum). The
masks are initially set to ahigh level by the reset- in pin.
The sim instruction uses the contents of the 8085
accumulator to program the mask of a specified interrupt. It can also be used to reset the edge-triggered input
flip-flop of RST 7.5. The RIM instruction reads the
contents of the mask register back to the accumulator. It
also reads the status of the interrupt-enable flag and any
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8155 RAM plus ultra
The 40- pin 8155 has a 2,048- bit static RAM, 22 ho
pins (organized in three ports), and abinary countdown
timer programmed by a14- bit word. The bus of the 8155
allows it to interface directly with the 8085.
The RAM section is organized as 256 8- bit bytes. The
400-ns access time of the memory allows full-speed
operation with no need for wait states, given the relaxed
access- time requirements of the 8085.
The I/O section of the 8155 comprises the timer and
three ports. The timer does one-shot or continuous
counting and produces apulse or square- wave output, as
dictated by programming. It will also start and stop on
command, and once stopped, its contents can be read
through acount register.
Each of the 22 pins of the three lio ports can be
programmed for input or output. In addition, the 6- bit
port C can assume the role of control port, thereby
allowing the 8- bit ports A and B to operate in a hand
shaking mode— that is, PC controlling PA and PB.
The chip-enable, read, write, and mode-select pins
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6. Typical applications. The high level of integration in the MCS-85 group makes possible low-chip-count arrangements of complex
functions, such as aprocess controller and acash register. Both applications use the 8279 programmable keyboard/display interface.

direct the reading and writing of RAM and Ito. There is
no access to the 8155 unless the chip enable is active (CE
= 1). The mode-select line ( 101M) determines whether
the access is to the RAM ( 10/ki = 0), or to the vo section
(1o1M = 1). Once the mode of the chip is selected, the
read and write commands determine the direction of
data flow.
The mode-select pin of the 8155 need not be connected
to the mode-select pin on the 8085, as is depicted in the
system configuration of Fig. 1. Connecting it to the
8085's address line A15, for example, permits memory
mapping of the vo section.
The 8355 mask- programmable ROM, and the 8755
erasable PROM are organized as 2,048 8- bit bytes. Both
Roms have programmable vo sections, organized as a
pair of general-purpose, 8-bit ports. Each pin is individually programmable as input or output. Like the 8155,
the ROMS have amaximum access time of 400 ns, so they
also interface directly with the 8085 without wait states.
To allow the use of the ROMS with higher processor
speeds or on aheavily buffered bus, an automatic waitstate generator is included on each chip. With c
F, low
and CE2 and the address- latch enable high, a ready
output pin goes low. If the ready pin on the 8355/8755 is
connected to the ready pin on the 8085, the clock input
prevents the ready from going high until the rising edge
one clock cycle after ALE. This guarantees one wait state
from the 8085.
Two chip-enable inputs, the mode-select line, and the
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write are in charge of direct access to the 8355 or the
8755. To select the chip, cr, must be low and cE 2 high.
The Roms can be read with read low and mode-select
high. Writing is only possible on the vo ports, using
write control. Memory- mapped I/O may be implemented
in the same manner as with the 8155 by tying the ROM'S
mode-select pin to one of the 8085's memory-selected
lines ( such as A15) instead of its mode-select pin.
Programming the 8755 is similar to that of the 2708
erasable PROM, but is now much more efficient. Whereas
the 2708 required as many as 100 pulses per cell to
deposit the information, the 8755 can be programmed
bit by bit with only a single 50- millisecond pulse
required for each cell.
Compatibility with the 8080 family
The peripherals of the MCS-80 family will also work
with the 8085, and most of these circuits require no
interface buffers. The 8257 direct- memory-access controller is an exception, requiring a pair of 8212 8- bit
latches and acontrol- line decoding scheme ( Fig. 5).
Expansion of the MCS-85 system is easily accomplished with the MCS-80 peripherals and MCS-85
memory components (or a combination of standard
memories if 8212 latches are added). The MCS-85
family, with its high level of system integration, lends
itself well to the design of complex arrangements, such
as the process controller and the cash register in Fig. 6.
Both have alower component count than ever before. El
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Advances in film extend
component capabilities
Improved manufacturing methods also come in for attention
at this month's Electronic Components Conference
by Lucinda Mattera,

Components Editor

D The rise of thick and thin films has changed the
components landscape irrevocably. Like semiconductors,
passive components are no longer single devices but
often complex networks of both elements and interconnects. Moreover, most of the new developments in
components are tied to improvements in films and
production techniques— so closely tied that it is
becoming increasingly difficult to separate the two.
Evidence of these changes pervades the program of the
27th Electronic Components Conference, due to open on
May 16 in Arlington, Va. Practically every session will
at least touch upon film technology, and all but a few
sessions will include one or more papers about manufacturing technology. The program will be the largest in
years, expanding to 16 sessions from the dozen or so of
the recent past.
Some of the more notable highlights will concern:
• Components, such as: multilayer ceramic chip capacitors with a new tab- lead construction that minimizes
fracture stresses; thin-film capacitors capable of
handling temperatures as high as 300°C; a rotational
coupler for a fiber-optic data link across a rotating
interface, and an optical-coupler circuit that may dispose
of three-winding hybrid transformers in telecommunications applications.
• Films, such as: a new complete base-metal thick- film
system of conductors, dielectrics, and resistors; a new
high-stability thick-film resistor system for demanding
applications, and a thin-film metalization system based
on copper.
• Manufacturing and packaging technology, including:
a way to test bare semiconductor chips at ultra- high
speeds; a comparative analysis of chip-component
carriers and packages, and atechnique for making intercard connections without backplanes.
To sum it up in the words of program chairman,
Charles Tapp, Sandia Laboratories, Albuquerque,
N.M.: "This year's conference continues the tradition of
providing engineers concerned with electronic parts and
packaging with a wide spectrum of papers— ranging
from applied research giving insight into critical materials and processes to practical how-to guidance on
manufacturing techniques."
For the first time, the Manufacturing Technology
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Group of the Institute of Electrical and Electronics
Engineers will be taking part in the program, joining the
Parts, Hybrids, and Packaging Group of IEEE, old ECC
hands. Also, at this year's Design Engineers' Electronic
Components show, to be held concurrently with ECC,
there will be over 40 major components manufacturers
exhibiting. (The conference is sponsored by both IEEE
and the Electronic Industries Association.)
Four sessions on components
Traditional components, as the mainstay of ECC, are
given ample program time, a quarter of the sessions
being devoted to them. There will be two on capacitors,
one on discrete components, and one on users' perspectives — the only panel discussion of the conference.
Capacitors get their double-barreled coverage on the
same day, in a pair of back-to-back sessions that will
reveal several new solutions to old problems.
For example, Sprague Electric Co., North Adams,
Mass., has managed to provide wet-slug tantalum electrolytic capacitors with a reverse-bias capability by
giving them solid tantalum cases. Previously, wet-slug
electrolytics had silver cases and under reverse bias
suffered from silver migration that eventually shorted
them out. But in tantalum cases, the new electrolytic
capacitors can withstand reverse voltages of up to 3
volts. Working voltage ratings for these hermetically
sealed units range from 6to 125 ydc, with acapacitance
of 1.7 to 1,200 microfarads.
In a second paper, Sprague will describe a new
ceramic dielectric for monolithic capacitors. Designated
mvr for middle firing temperature, this dielectric costs
less, has better electrical properties, and uses less energy
than high-temperature- fired ceramics. It comes in three
popular ceramic characteristics: COG, X7R, and Z5U.
Another development in monolithic ceramic capacitors — the fastest-growing segment of the capacitor
market— is the new tab- lead construction ( Fig. 1) developed at Union Carbide Corp., Greenville, S.C. Tab- lead
devices run less risk of fracture stresses caused by the
different temperature coefficients of their materials.
As arule, thin-film capacitors cannot stand too much
heat. But Japan's Nippon Electric Co. has discovered
how to make thin-film capacitors that will survive 300 °C.
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(a)

(b)

1. Fracture-resistant. Because of the different temperature coefficients of their materials, conventional ceramic chip capacitors (a) may
fracture after being reflow-soldered in place. But anew tab-lead configuration ( b) designed by Union Carbide reduces this risk.

Besides being useful for high-temperature applications,
these devices can also be assembled by thermal-compression bonding at high substrate temperatures or by
reflow-solder techniques. Nippon makes the dielectric
from tantalum oxide, instead of the more common
anodic oxide made from tantalum- nitride films.
Discrete components will have their own session, an
unusual mixture of papers. Two of them will be from the
Components department of Hughes Aircraft Co. in
Culver City, Calif.— one comparing ambient- and casetemperature-controlled burn- in for power transistors,
and another examining the performance of thick- film
chip resistors mounted on printed-circuit boards. Pressure transducers will be the subject of two other
papers— one from Case Western Reserve University of
Cleveland, Ohio, about an implantable pressure transducer for biomedical applications, and another from the
University of Nebraska in Omaha describing the electrical response of dielectric transducer materials to variations in mechanical pressure.
Possibly the most exciting and informative discussions
will stem from the only panel session at the conference,
"Component Needs and Trends— A User Perspective,"
being chaired by John Powers, atechnical consultant for
the corporate manufacturing staff at IBM Corp.,
Armonk, N.Y. Powers has lined up aformidable array of
speakers from various industry segments.
Speaking for the automotive manufacturing sector will
be John Webster, chief engineer of Advanced Product
Development at Chrysler Electronics division in Huntsville, Ala.; for telecommunications equipment, John
Degan, department head of Components Technology at
the Transmission division of Bell Laboratories, North
Andover, Mass.; for military equipment, Michael Keller,
staff assistant for Combat Support, Department of
Defense, Research and Engineering, the Pentagon,
Washington, D.C.; and for home entertainment equipment, Wayne Luplow, director of quality, reliability, and
safety engineering at Zenith Radio Corp., Chicago.
Powers himself will be the spokesman for dataprocessing equipment.
The session will be thrown open to the audience after
each panelist has surveyed the application of components
in his special area, not only those devices he uses now but
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also those he will be using in the future. The talks will
cover components technologies, applications, performance, and trends.
Acknowledging the importance of thick and thin films,
the conference devotes one whole session to each of these
technologies, as well as including papers directly or
indirectly related to thick or thin films in most of the
other sessions.
Film stars
In the session on thick-film materials, four of the five
papers will emphasize either getting costs down or
pushing production throughput up, notes chairman Louis
Razzetti, who is with the Aerospace and Electronic
Systems division, Defense & Electronic Systems Center,
Westinghouse Electric Corp., Baltimore, Md. In line
with this theme, Electro Materials Corp. of America,
Mamaroneck, N.Y., will argue for porcelain-coated steel
as an inexpensive substrate to which existing thick-film
technology may be adapted. The company concludes
that it is both an economical alternative to ceramic
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2. Coming on strong. Promising to cut materials costs in half, basemetal thick-film systems are already available in popular intermediate
resistance values. From Cermalloy comes a new base- metal system,
complete with conductors, dielectrics, and resistors.
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3. Packed to the hilt. Utilizing high- density hybrid technology, Teledyne Microelectronics is squeezing entire semiconductor memory
systems into single IC-compatible packages. This device is a 2,096by- 16- bit C-MOS RAM in a2- by-2- by-0.18- inch hybrid package.

substrates and a high- reliability alternative to printedcircuit boards.
To dodge the high cost of using noble metals, basemetal thick- film systems are emerging ( Fig. 2), among
them one from the Cermalloy division of Bala Electronics Corp., West Conshohocken, Pa. Including
conductors, dielectrics, and resistors made from alloys of
nickel and copper, it is acomplete system, says Cermalloy, and it permits routine printing of 4- mil conductor
lines with 4- mil spacings— about as good as the resolution obtainable with noble- metal conductors.
A remedy for purple plague, the unwanted goldaluminum intermetallics that can affect metal-oxidesemiconductor devices, has been invented by the Materials division of AVX Corp., San Diego, Calif. Generally,
semiconductor manufacturers employ a costly gold
preform at the die-attach operation to obtain aeutectic
bond. But the new gold alloy from AVX Corp. can be
attached to the die directly, with no preform, without
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producing too much in the way of gold- aluminum intermetallics and without making die or wire any the less
easy to attach or bond.
Finally, the Photo Products department of E.I. duPont
de Nemours and Co.'s Electronic Materials division,
Niagara Falls, N.Y., will unveil a high-stability thickfilm resistor system aimed at demanding applications,
like active filters and precision attenuators. It achieves a
temperature coefficient of less than 50 ppm/°C for sheet
resistivities ranging from 100 to 100,000 ohms per
square. What's more, resistors that start out as small as
1square millimeter and then are laser- trimmed to twice
their initial value change less than 0.15% in resistance in
1,000 hours.
As with thick films, much of the emphasis of the
speakers at the session on thin-film technology is on
limiting the amount of precious metals used or
improving production methods.
A new copper- based thin-film metalization system
that interleaves thin copper and nickel films with gold
and palladium films comes from Bell Telephone Laboratories in Allentown, Pa. Sheet resistivity of the system is
about as good as that of the usual but more expensive
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gold-over- palladium system. A second paper from the
same Bell facility will examine a gold-over- palladium
metalization system coated with reflowed solder. Though
their developers say both new metal systems are more
prone to attack than conventional gold over palladium,
apparently a conformal coating of RTV silicone rubber
protects them effectively.

4. Fiber-optic date link. Rotational coupler developed by Westinghouse ca-ries data across rotating fiber-optic interface.

Besides

being much smaller than its electrical counterparts, the device offers
loir life and immunity to electromagnetic interference.

manufacturability, size and weight reduction, active
resistor trimming, high- temperature operation, and
thermal considerations."
The papers bear him out. They include: a review of
A better sputtering technique
thick- film hybrids for telecommunications equipment;
Improving production methods is the goal of re- how to optimize element values in hybrid RC active
searchers at Japan's Fujitsu Ltd. They have discovered a filters; an evaluation of thick- film chip components at
way to upgrade the sheet- resistance uniformity of sput- 300°C operation; a computerized thermal analysis for
tered tantalum- nitride thin films, as well as increase the predicting the temperatures of the power-dissipating
deposition rate. Their method yields such uniform resis- elements in ahybrid, and athermal characterization of
tors that no laser trimming is necessary.
epoxy and alloy component attachment.
In another paper, passivation coatings for nichrome
Heavy emphasis on production techniques
thin-film resistors will get a stiff examination from
National Semiconductor Corp., Santa Clara, Calif.
Manufacturing technology will play a major role at
The use of thick and thin films in practical circuit this year's conference, with two sessons of its own, in
implementations will dominate the session on hybrid addition to about a half-dozen related sessions. Both of
applications. According to chairman David Somerville of the principal sessions will concentrate on high-volume
Rockwell International in Dallas, Texas, the scope of the low-cost processes for producing reliable products. One
session is broad, covering "circuit area optimization, centers about automated bonding and handling of hybrid
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components, while the other covers deposition and coatings for hybrids.
In the bonding and handling session, RCA Corp., Solid
State division, Somerville, N.J., will report on the metallurgical properties needed in a tape- bonding system to
assure bond reliability, and Bell Laboratories, North
Andover, Mass., will speak about a high-capacity
process for attaching external leads to thin-film hybrid
circuits by means of solder-vapor-condensation reflow
techniques. In its paper, Teledyne Microelectronics of
Los Angeles will tell how to test bare semiconductor
chips at ultra-high speeds of around 60,000 dice per
week. Also, Japan's Hitachi Co. will describe a fully
automated assembly system for small-signal transistors,
in which wafer probing, die attach, wire bonding, and
package molding are all performed completely under
computer control.
In the deposition and coatings session, sputtering, a
widely used production technique for deposition, will be
the subject of apaper from Western Electric Co., North
Andover, Mass. Workers at WE have developed an
improved system that provides faster throughput and
more efficient material utilization than earlier approaches. To be discussed by workers from Teledyne
Microelectronics and NASA Lewis Research Center,
Cleveland, Ohio, is a production process for protecting
hybrids from loose particles and harsh environments by
means of a coating of parylene (parylene belongs to a
family of linear plastic polymers).
Laser trimming, of course, is an established and
widely used production technique. However, after
storage at room temperature, trimmed thick-film resistors exhibit positive changes in their values. This posttrim drift can be large and unpredictable, wreaking
havoc when the resistors must go into aproduction cycle.
Bell Telephone Laboratories in Allentown, Pa., has
studied this problem and will reveal its findings at the
deposition and coatings session. Apparently, resistor size
does not significantly influence drift, but fired thickness
does, and very low, as well as very high, sheet resistivities
seem to drift more than the intermediate values.
An unusual session titled " Practical Manufacturing
Technology Update" will actually comprise a series of
timely reviews of several important component areas.
RCA'S Solid State division will discuss the reliability and
handling problems of complementary-mos devices, and
Teledyne Relays, Hawthorne, Calif., will speak about
the selection and limitations of solid-state relays. Fiber
optics will be covered by Galileo ElectroOptics Corp.,
Sturbridge, Mass., and practical component failure rates
will be examined by Xerox Corp., Rochester, N.Y.
Finally, on-Lenkurt, San Carlos, Calif., will show how
to build a low-cost waste-treatment facility for an electronics manufacturing plant.
Previewing manufacturing-related sessions
Another aspect of manufacturing technology— materials for bonding — will have its own session, on how to
understand and control some of the many problems
associated with bonding, says chairman Isaac Pratt, U.S.
Army Electronics Command, Integrated Electronics
division, Fort Monmouth, N.J. Among the highlights of
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the session will be: a paper from Motorola Semiconductor Products Group, Phoenix, Ariz., examining the
thermal fatigue properties of die-bond alloys; one from
Hughes Aircraft's Technology Support division, Culver
City, Calif., reviewing the reliability problems of chip
components reflow-soldered with silver or silver-palladium terminations, and another from Bell Laboratories,
Allentown, Pa., evaluating the thermal-compression
bonding of copper leads plated with thin gold.
From packaging to interconnections
At least two of the papers in the session on packaging
technology deserve special mention. Offering yet another
detailed and timely study will be Bell Telephone Laboratories— this time the facility in Columbus, Ohio. Researchers there will compare the thermal performance of
dual in- line packages on epoxy- metal and epoxy-glass
printed-circuit boards.
In the same session, Materials Research Corp., Orangeburg, N.Y., will describe an improved version of the
popular 96% alumina substrate. While providing greater
mechanical strength, better thermal conductivity, a
higher dielectric constant, and less variation in resistivity, the new substrate remains compatible with today's
thick-film inks, pastes, and components. Moreover, it
permits ink definitions to be finer, claim its developers.
Semiconductor interconnects and carriers will also be
getting attention this year in asession that will address
"the difficult and increasingly complex problem of
handling semiconductor devices, both discretes and
la," says chairman Robert Waer of GTE Lenkurt Inc.
"As overseas labor costs increase, semiconductor producers are finding it necessary to automate and bring packaging operations back home." There are now many ways
of handling dice other than the traditional chip-and-wire
method, he adds.
For instance, Intel Corp., Santa Clara, Calif., and
Hughes Aircraft Co., Newport Beach, Calif., will jointly
evaluate the parameters of chip tape carriers, while
Motorola Inc., Fort Lauderdale, Fla., will give an analysis of the cost and performance tradeoffs of chip
carriers, leadless inverted devices, and SOTS, which are
subminiature chip packages ( Fig. 3) for hybrid applications. Drexel University, Philadelphia, Pa., will turn its
attention to examining the systems flexibility permitted
by new chip-carrier packages, such as General Instrument's Minipak.
Additionally, in what promises to be an exciting talk,
Teledyne Microelectronics, Los Angeles, will unveil a
high-density hybrid packaging technique ( Fig. 4) for
semiconductor memory devices. By utilizing large-area
hybrids and multilevel thick- film metalization, the
company has successfully built arandom-access-memory
system, with 24-k-by- 16- bit organization, in approximately one fifth the space needed when conventional
individual Cerdip packages are used. The entire system
fits on apc board measuring 6.25 by 10.75 inches.
A trio of papers will highlight the session on interconnections. Bell Telephone Laboratories, Holmdel, N.J.,
will check out several flat-cable designs for suitability in
high-speed digital applications. Sandia Laboratories,
Albuquerque, N.M., has found away to make micro-size
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5. Solid-state transformer. Built with optical couplers by Japan's University of Osaka, Tottori University, and the Sendai College of Radio
Technology, this solid-state circuit may displace conventional three- winding hybrid transformers in telecommunications applications.

plated- through connections in flexible cables. AMP Inc.,
Harrisburg, Pa., has discovered how to make intercard
connections without backplanes.
Reliability, always one of the foremost considerations
in components, again has its share of the limelight this
year. As might be expected, the papers will explore some
of the many aspects of component reliability, including:
a report on the reliability of thick- film capacitors and
crossovers by Zenith Radio Corp., Elk Grove Village,
Ill., and aroutine process control from Rome Air Development Center, Griffiss Air Force Base, N.Y., that
yields a dry, clean microcircuit package for the longterm reliability often promised but never delivered by a
contaminated package.
The Process Technology Laboratory of Motorola,
Phoenix, Ariz., will investigate the influence of temperature and environment on the bond integrity of aluminum
ultrasonic and gold thermocompression wire bonds made
to silver plate. Another paper from Motorola, this one
from the Semiconductor Research and Development
Laboratories in Phoenix, Ariz., describes a new test
method for separating plastic-outgassing-related bond
degradation from other molding-compound variables,
such as mechanical stress.
Radiation and fiber optics
Last on the program, but not last in importance, is the
split session on radiation effects and optical components.
In the radiation half of the session, probably the most
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far-reaching paper will be the one from Fairchild
Camera and Instrument Corp., Mountain View, Calif.
The company finds n-mos microprocessors, as well as all
other n-mos products, extremely sensitive to ionizing
radiation.
The optical- components portion of the session will
have three fine strong papers. TRW Inc., Redondo Beach,
Calif., has obtained highly reliable performance from
commercial-grade optical isolators by screening them
first for latent dark- current leakage and premature
current- transfer end of life.
Westinghouse Defense and Electronic Systems Center, Systems Development division, Baltimore, Md., has
developed a rotational coupler for creating a fiber-optic
data link across a rotating interface. The new device
is a replacement for electrical units, which are prone
to friction, wear, and electromagnetic interference.
Applications, projects the firm, include tethered data
links, rotating antenna systems, and other equipment
that requires the freedom of afreely rotating interface in
ahostile emi environment.
From Japan's University of Osaka, Tottori University,
and the Sendai College of Radio Technology comes a
solid-state circuit ( Fig. 5), built with optical couplers,
that replaces conventional hybrid coils or three- winding
transformers in telecommunications applications. The
new device provides a cutoff frequency of about 100
kilohertz, and unlike traditional transformers, which
exhibit apower loss, it offers apower gain.
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Engineer's notebook
centered at 650 KHZ. The setup produces an output
frequency at 10.7 MHZ, which is varied 20 KHz to either
side of the center by tuning the 650-KHz oscillator. This
method is preferable to controlling the high- frequency
oscillator because of stability considerations.
The tuned- input sweep oscillator uses avaractor diode

Narrow-band sweep source
reduces incidental fm
by James Isbell Jr
Radio Astronomy Department. University of Texas, Austin, Texas

SINE WAVE
GENERATOR

A low- frequency oscillator and balanced modulator can
generate a 40- kilohertz sweep range centered at 10.7
megahertz, which is suitable for aligning the intermediate- frequency amplifiers in a standard frequencymodulation receiver. The narrow sweep-source is advantageous when observing the test-circuit response on an
oscilloscope because the scope pattern is stable, acondition not possible when a wide- band sweep generator is
used. The sweep width of the circuit is 21
/ times less
2
than that of a commercial sweep source, thus reducing
the incidental fm generation to a point where it is not
troublesome.
As shown in Fig. 1, a 10.05- MHz crystal-controlled
oscillator is mixed with alow- frequency sweep oscillator

NARROW RANGE
SWEEP
GENERATOR

DETECTOR
(TELONIC
KO-3A)

CIRCUIT
UNDER TEST
10.7 MHz

2. Performance second to none. Sine- wave generator output is
approximately 0 — 2 V at frequencies below 100 Hz. Lower sweep
rates produce amore stable scope pattern, because circuit response
rings less. The detector may be any general peak-detecting type.

12 V
100

2.2 kSI
10 - 100 Hz
SINE WAVE
INPUT

2.7 kl2

MILLER 8853
(USE ONLY PRIMARY)

MZ 2360

I

005

NC

1N757

3.3 ke2

560 1(52
10 kS.›.

331(62

0001 pF

2N3704

I

2N3704

300 62

— 500
pF

10 ke2

0.05 pF

100 pF

VARACTOR
MV 1650

182 pF

NC

≥ 30062

300 67

10 pF

I

18 pF

2.711
T1407

I 10.05 MHz
CRYSTAL

I=I

650-KHz OSCILLATOR
LI:61 TURNS,48 ENAMELED WIRE ON INDIANA GENERAL 7/8"D TOROID
CORE, " H" MATERIAL
T1: 15 TURNS, 48 ENAMELED WIRE ON INDIANA GENERAL 3/8"13 TOROID
CORE, " 01" MATERIAL, TAPPED 2TURNS FROM GROUND END.
T2:

6 TURNS,

0.05 ;IF"

200 1"2

-1- 27 pF

750 pF

CRYSTAL OSCILLATOR
3 24 pF
RF SWEEP OUT
10.70 . 020 MHz

48 ENAMELED WIRE BIFILAR WOUND ON INDIANA GENERAL

3/80 TOR010 CORE, " I:11" MATERIAL. WINDINGS IN SERIES, COMMON

11

POINT IS CENTER TAP OUTPUT.

1. Narrow-range sweep generator. MZ 2360 diodes trim the oscil-

3-24 pF

T2

10.7- MHz FILTER

lator to center frequency; the number depends on varactor characteristics. The balanced mixer may be any of several commercial
units, such as the LM1496, having 50-S2 input/output impedance.
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controlled by the amplitude of asine- wave generator to
vary its frequency. The sinusoidal control signal is
approximately 2 volts rms at a frequency of 10 hertz.
This frequency may be increased, but if it is higher than
100 Hz, the settling-time of the circuit under test can
create difficulty in observing its response. While
reducing the sine-wave amplitude will reduce the 40-KHz
sweep width, it will produce only an infinitesimal reduction because the normal sine- wave amplitude is enough
to swamp the varactor.
The output of the balanced mixer is 10.7 ± 0.020 MHZ.
Other components produced by the modulation process
(mostly harmonics) may cause difficulty in obtaining a
stable scope pattern. A 10.7- MHz bandpass filter
removes these components, and then the signal is presented to the circuit under test ( Fig. 2).
The peak output voltage of the i
famplifiers ( which

make up the test circuit) is a function of the input
frequency. It must be converted to dc if the circuit's
bandpass response is to be observed accurately. A peakdetecting circuit, essentially a rectifier and integrating
network, is used for the conversion; in this case, it is a
commercial unit, the Telonic XD- 3A. The dc signal
produced is then applied to the vertical input of the
oscilloscope, while the horizontal input is driven by the
sine- wave oscillator.
The frequency- response curve is thereby traced out.
The pattern remains stable and accurate, because the
frequency modulation produced by the narrow- range
generator is minimal, and consequently the detector
response is not changing with each sweep cycle.
LI
Engineer's notebook is a regular feature in Electronics. We invite readers to submit original
design shortcuts, calculation aids, measurement and test techniques, and other ideas for
saving engineering time or cost. We'll pay $ 50 for each item published.

Calr,.01.nr nntes

pressed after each variable has been punched on the
keyboard. The subscript of the next variable to be stored
will appear on the display. When all variables have been
stored, the number 18, which is the total count of the
real and imaginary coefficients in the matrix, appears in
the display. Unless the 18 is displayed, erroneous
by Chris McIntyre
University of New Brunswick, Saint John, N. B., Canada
answers will result.
Following data entry, pressing B yields the real part of
the matrix determinant, while pressing c produces the
Network- analysis methods using the mesh-current, imaginary part. The complex determinant is converted to
nodal or ThéveninNorton approach require the use of polar form by keying INV, 2ND, P/R.
complex matrixes, and solving them by hand is both a
The program can be applied to anodal analysis of the
frustrating and error- prone experience. However, this circuit shown in the figure. The loop equations deterSR- 52 program removes the drudgery in solving for the mined by Kirchhoff's law are:
determinant of a 3- by- 3 complex matrix, the most
V, — 2V 2—jV 3 =
common type encountered in engineering problems. The
V, — V3 = — 120 + j90
real and imaginary components can be displayed sepa—jV, —2V 2— V3 =
rately, or the answer can be obtained in polar form, with
the angle displayed and the magnitude of the vector in which may be expressed as a 3- by- 3 matrix equal to a
memory location zero- zero.
column of three drive sources. To find voltage V,, for
The matrix is set up as shown in the illustration. Once example, the equations are solved by the determinant
the program is stored in the calculator, the elements are method (see illustration).
fed into the calculator from left to right, top to bottom,
The matrix in the denominator has elements correas indicated by the subscripts of the variables. Key A is sponding to the coefficients in the loop equations, and

SR-52 solves network equations
by finding complex determinant

.R, . X,

.R2

.135 .)(/

.R 9 . X9

+131 0

1R12 ')( 13

.R14 1)(15

11'116 ')( 17

. X3

F1,1

1 )(5

X11

2
-120 t,90

o

2

-1
-1

V,

106/f98° = - 15 + i105
1
1

Determining the determinant. Three equations in V,, V,, and

V3

are

written using Kirchhoff current law. Equations yield coefficients of

-j

-2
0

-2

-1

-

1

-1

matrixes; determinant method helps solve for each voltage.
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the matrix in the numerator is the same except that its
first column (corresponding to the VI's) is replaced by
the column of current-drive sources to the right of the

equals signs in the equations. Similarly, to solve for V2,
the source column replaces column two in the numerator
matrix; the denominator does not change.
EJ

SR -52 COMPLEX MATRIX PROGRAM

LOCATIONS

CODES

000 - 001

46 11

002 - 005
cm - oos
010 - 013
014 - 015
016-010
020 - 021
022 - 023
024 - 027
028 - 031
032 - 035
036 - 039
040 - 043
044 - 047
048 - 051
052 - 055
056 - 058
059 - 062
063 - 066
067 - 070
071 - 074

36 42 09
01 44 09
43 09 08
46 15
00 42 09
47 81
46 12
43 00 08
43 01 06
43 00 09
43 01 07
43 01 04
43 0/ 00
43 01 05
43 01 01
42 09 08
43 00 08
43 01 07
43 00 09
43 01 06
43 01 04
43 01 01
43 01 05

075
079
083
087
091

-

078
082
086
090
093

094
098
102
106
110
113
117
121
125
129
132

-

097
101
105
109
112
116
120
124
128
131
136

43 01
42 09
43 00
43 09
43 00
43 09
44 01
43 00
43 09
43 00
43 09
44 01
60 01

COMMENTS

KEYS
LBL A

00
09
00
08
01
09
08
00
09
01
08
09
02

08
08
81
08

65
75
65
75
65
85
65
95
65
85
65
75
65
75
65
95
65
75
65
95
65
85
65
95
00 04

*IND STO 98
Input and
1SUM 98
input counter
RCL 98 HLT
LBL E
0STO 98
Initialize
*CMs HLT
*LBL B
RCL 08 x
RCL 16 RCL 09 X
RCL 17 RCL 14 X
RCL 10+
RCL 15 X
RCL 11 =
STO 98
RCL 08 X
RCL 17 +
RCL 09 X
I+R o ±Xil •
RCL 16 1(±R o ±X,9) •
RCL 14 X
TX/7)(TA/6
RCL 11 RCL 15 X5)•

RCL 10 =
STO 99
RCL 00 X
RCL 98 RCL 01 X
RCL 99 -=
SUM 18
RCL 00 X
RCL 99 +
RCL 01 X
RCL 98 =
SUM 19
*if flg 1204

(±R io ±X 1

(±1:110 ±XlI)J

LOCATIONS
137
142
144
148
152
154
158
162
166

- 141
- 143
- 147
- 151
- 153
- 157
- 161
- 165
- 169

170 - 172
173 - 177
178 - 182
183 - 187
188 - 192
193 -195
196
197 - 200
201
204
207
210
213
216
217
219

- 203
- 206
- 209
- 212
- 215
-218
-222

CODES
60 02 01
50 02
02 42 06
06 42 06
46 19
36 43 06

09 07

*if fig 2 197
*set fig 2

09
08

0STO 69
6STO 68
*LBL*D'
*IND RCL 69

09

06

08

36 42 06
01 44 06
44 06 08
05 75 43
95 80 01
60 01 00
01 94 49

09
09

36

48

06
05
02
00

49 00 01
12
00
50
22
22
43
42
81
46
43

42
01
50
50
01
00

06 09
19
01
02
08
00

13
01 09 81

COMMENTS

KEYS
•

_
Exchange
*IND STO 69
matr i
x row 1
1SUM 69
with matrix
row 2
SUM 68
5- RCL 69
=-if pos154
*if flg 1024
1 +/-*PRODOO
*PROD 01
8
j
0STO 69
Exchange
*set fig 1 *0'
matrix row 1
INV *set fig 1
with matrix
INV "set fig 7.row 3
RCL 18
STO 00
X
HLT
*IND EXC 68

09
04
04
00

*LBL C
RCL 19 HLT

iY

INSTRUCTIONS

1. Key in program.
2. Initialize:
Press E
3. Enter all matrix coefficients:
[R o l, press A, IX, I, press A, [R2], A, IX3I , A, etc.
4. Find real component of matrix determinant:
Press 8
5. Find imaginary component of matrix determinant:
Press C
6. Convert complex determinant to polar form:
Press INV 2nd P/R for angle in degrees;
RCL 00 retrieves magnitude
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First, with 3rows of contacts on . 100 centers, Viking's
inique Nordic 2-piece P/C board connectors andli0 I.C.
mnel plugs get a lot more contacts into a lot less space.
Second, our unusual polarizing system lets you key
Hoch mating pair to prevent cross mating with adjacent
:onnectors of the same type. You can stack a series of
Jordic connectors next to one another in cramped space
Ind not worry that they might be cross mated.
Our full line includes 64 and 82 contact models as
as the 120. Contacts on I/O connectors are crimp, snap1, removable, gold plated and use MIL-T- 22520 tools.

T
O.K. Send me:

Diallyl Phthalate is the insulator in most models. And
all connectors are designed to meet conditions of MILC-55302.
If you need them right now, our distributors have most
models in stock. For details, use the coupon and get our
latest catalog.

Your latest catalog with details or the two-piece PC
connectors ... and your nearest rep. ! have some questions for him.

Name

Position:

Company
/a I\

IBM%
SUMP

Address

City:

re

State

CONNECTORS
Vi'g
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Vikin

Industries Inc

21001 Nordhoff Street. Chatsworth, CA 91311

Circle 122 on reader service card
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Engineer's newsletter
interrupts can make
a microprocessor
program seem faulty

Automatic gear
inserts 40- lead DIPs
at high speed

Learn to program
microcomputers
at home

Pick a better color
for your display
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Users of microprocessors should beware of gremlins in the interrupt
instructions that can cause correct programs to appear faulty. Take the
6800 system, for example — some of its interrupt- mask instructions are
ambiguous, cautions Thomas Adams of the University of Texas Applied
Research Laboratories. The problem is that with the set interrupt mask
(sEi) and clear interrupt mask ( cu), the parity of the byte preceding their
operation codes must be odd, or the instructions may not work. But it's
easily fixable, adds Adams. Just insert a no-operation instruction ( Nop)
prior to the SEI or cu instructions. The NOP instruction has op code 01 and
therefore ensures proper functioning of the interrupt masks.

As microprocessor activity continues to expand, electronics equipment
manufacturers must look ahead to mass production of microcomputer
boards. This means automatic insertion of dual in-line packages with up to
40 leads, but present-day automatic inserters stop at 24 pins. A new
$88,600 machine from Northeastern Tool Co., Haverhill, Mass., does the
big-package job. The System 640, the first of a new group of machines
designed for inserting large LSI packages, can insert 6- lead to 40-lead
devices at rates of up to 2,000 units per hour.

In an effort to educate the many engineers and technicians who are still
unfamiliar with hardware/software techniques, two California companies — Integrated Computer Systems Inc. of Culver City and Iasis Inc. of
Sunnyvale — now offer home-study courses in microcomputer programming that are quite extensive.
The Integrated Computer Systems course, called "Self Study Microcomputer Software/Hardware Training Course," includes the popular
8080A microprocessor, 1,024 bits of erasable programmable read-only
memory, and 512 bytes of random-access memory ( expandable to 1,024),
as well as an 8-digit display, keyboard, programmable interface and
detailed instruction manual. The cost: $495, plus a $ 75 power source.
The Iasis course, which includes a 250-page instruction book called
"Computer in a Book," contains the 8080, 1,024 bits each of PROM and
RAM, a keyboard, an 8-digit display, and room for plugging standard
interfaces into the system. The cost is $450 ( without power supply).
For more information, call Eric Garen at Integrated Computer Systems,
(213) 559-9265, Charles Hornisher at Iasis, ( 408) 732-5700.

Getting tired of the same old display colors? Then check out agrowing
assortment of new colors now becoming available in many different display
formats. The harsh red glare of alight-emitting diode, for example, can be
replaced with the newer yellow LEDS coming from Monsanto and HewlettPackard. ( Dana Laboratories of Irvine, Calif., is one firm that swears it's
going to switch its instrument lines completely to yellow LEDS.) Then
there's the orange color and almost invisible intersegment gaps of Beckman's gas discharge displays. As for those dull gray liquid crystals,
characters on purple, blue, or black backgrounds can now be had from
Integrated Display Systems Inc., Montgomeryville, Pa. Finally, in vacuum
fluorescent displays, bluish-green units are available from NEC America
Inc., Santa Clara, Calif., and Futaba Industries U.S.A., Compton, Calif.
Laurence Altman
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GLardian solenoids are made in all sizes and shapes: Box frame, U-fr3me, laminated
and tubular. . push ' n pull ... AC ' n DC. But, it's the NAY they're made that puts
them in a class by themselves.
Example: Uni -Guard® Il molded bobbin and coil covers are now stanoard on our
box frame and U- frame solenoids. This one design feature alone gives you cost
savings of up to 25% . . . with at least 25% longer life.
Example: Our tubular solenoids are made in two basic versions ... and hundreds
of variations. There are the built- to- take it traditional tubulars. Ptus, ong-life
tubulars that survive 100 million operations.
Example: We have more types available from stock than anyone else:
A special? You spec it and Guardian's ready to produce it. Return springs,
special plunger configurations, terminations, mountings, coil finishes,
thermal cutouts, dual windings, external switcnes . . .

le GUARDIAN®

Let your Guardian Angel show you why Guardian is No. 1in its sole -laic class.

%I Recognized under the component program o. Underwriters Labore tones, Inc.

GUARDIAN ELECTRIC MANUFACTURING CO. • 1566 West Carroll Ave. • Chicago, Illinois 60607 • 312/243-1100
Circle 124 on reader service card

\ow you can
mass terminate
with h000n connectors.

Here's another industry
first from 3M that's good news
for you: the Scotchflex brand
Delta Ribbon Connector
System for intra-system or
I/O interconnections. In
computer applications, in
telecommunications, in any
place or any way you want
to use flat cable and ribbon
connectors, this versatile
system can do the job at
sharply reduced assembly
time and labor costs.

With Scotchflex Delta
Ribbon Connectors,
no stripping, soldering or
other wire preparation is
necessary. You can mass
terminate a parallel- lay
50- conductor ( 25- pair) . 0425"
center- spaced flat cable in
less than 30 seconds with one
step. That's about ten times
faster than other available
methods. And thanks to 3M's
field- proven, gold-plated
berylium copper U-contacts,
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all connections are
reliably corrosion- resistant
and gas- tight.
After termination, there
are more savings. You can
buss from point to point
without disassembling or
breaking existing cables. And
there's no need to redesign
or rework first generation
components. This Scotchflex
system mates perfectly with
all standard miniature ribbon
connectors.
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in 30 seco nc sor less!

The Scotchflex Delta
Ribbon system includes
50- position male and female
connectors, plus appropriate
bail mount, screw mount and
jack screw kits, strain relief
clips and dust covers. Colorcoded flat cable is available
in parallel- lay conductors
#28 AWG stranded or
#26 AWG solid.

Only 3M offers you so
broad a range of flat cable
and system components.
A nationwide network of
stocking distributors. Best
off-the-shelf availability.
Proven performance. And
the unmatched experience
of the people who pioneered
mass terminations.
"Scotchflex" is a registered trademark of 3M Co.

There's no costly
investment to make in
equipment or training. All you
need are two locator plates
and the Scotchflex manual
or pneumatic assembly
press You can start mass
terminating assemblies
quickly and economically.
No special operator skills
are required. Rejects and
reworking are greatly
minimized.

Scotchflex
systems
from 3V
The sourc.

3

COMPANY
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Put your name on
the quality line
of Oenn
miniperipherals
and services.
Test. Evaluate. Compare Control Data Miniperipherals
with competition. See for yourself the definite CDC
price/performance advantages that give your product a
real competitive edge. Most important, check our new

ROTATING MEMORY
Get built-in reliability from Control Data's advanced total technology
that produces all three parts — heads, disks, drives — and makes
them work as awinning team.
INTERCHANGEABLE WITHOUT
CHANGING YOUR DESIGN:
Storage Module Drives. The industry
standard. Offers easy system integration
through common interface
software and firmware. So
you can select the best drive
for any purpose without
costly design modification.

High Technology Mini
Module Drives. Highreliability, sealed- media
companion to CDC's
Storage Module Drive
family — SMD interface and
format compatible. Fixed,
sealed module includes
rotary actuator and headper-track option.

OEM Maintenance Program and Financing Plans — two
services that make it easier than ever to put your logo
on our product and establish a stronger marketing position
for your entire line.
Price. Performance. Reliability. Service. Quality
throughout. Whether you're a large OEM or small, you get
all these benefits from Control Data OEM Peripherals—

' tobr.b-Iwo ouinu,
41:1411

both mini and maxi. For detailed information ... for
evaluation units ... call our OEM Hot Line: (612) 853-7600.

L

—
TYPE

MMD

SMD

CAPACITY

I
MODEL

MEDIA

12 MB I9730-12

Fixed,
Sealed

24 MB

9730-24

48 MB

9730-48

40 MB

9760

80 MB

I9762

150 MB

9764

300 MB

9766

Removable

INTERFACE

Industry std. ]
SMD I/O
format and
interface
common to
ail models.

DISK PACKS &
CARTRIDGES

PRINTERS
300-600-900 Ipm HORIZONTAL
FONT BAND PRINTERS
Offer your customer reduced paper and total life cycle costs through
exclusive choice of 10 and 15 cpi bands. Unique removable 15 cpi
band prints 132-character line on 11 - paper... can be operatorexchanged with 10 cpi band in 30 seconds. Multiple options
practically permit you to custom-tailor the printer for your customer's
needs. Eleven interchangeable bands, identical spare parts kits. Full,
solid stroke characters, top to bottom; print quality never before
available in a medium-to- high-speed line printer at its price!
Print speeds with 48 character set: 360,
720 and 1130 Ipm.
MATRIX PRINTER
For 70 to 200 Ipm print requirements, the multi-optioned
companion to the Band Printer
features bi-directional printing
under microprocessor control.
Models 9317, 9318
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4.

Get rotating media from the
same production line as
the end user packs we
label with our name and
guarantee for the life of
the pack. The differences:
your specifications and
packaging; your private
label and color; your
shipping container. Pack
are offered for all of our
OEM drives.

PRODUCT

DATA PACK

DRIVE TYPE

IBM
Model Ni

2310
5444

9846-51
9847-51

2315CE
5440CE

1316

1311/2311

9850-52
9876-51
9877-51

1316CE

3348-70

3340-70
3340-70F

IBM
Model No.

Diskettes

9821-60W

3740

3740

Disk
Cartridge

9846
9847

2315
5440

9849
9876
9877

Disk
Packs

Data
Modules

9778-70
9778-70F

ALIGNMENT PACK
CDC
Peck
Model No.

IBM
Drive No.

CDC
Model No.
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CARTRIDGE DISK DRIVE
Updated, simplified, field-tested and proven
for twice-the- reliability of previous models.
Versatile, modular, easy to maintain. 12
MByte standard; 6and 3MByte optional.
Average access 35 ms. Model 9427H

COMPUTER MEMORY
PRODUCTS
Choose between reliable core memory modules
optimized for cost, speed, size. Or select
from advanced semi-conductor
memory systems. Custom or offthe-shelf standard configurations.

Feature

Density

Enclosure
514"
High

Capacity
10 1
/"
2
High

NON- REMOVABLE " CARTRIDGE
MEDIA" DISK DRIVE

94200

Costoptimized

16K x36
32K x18

256 KB

512 KB

350 ns. Access
850 no. Cycle

The new low-cost, problem-free fixed
media companion to Cartridge Disk
Drives. Offers the best MTBF rating in
the industry. No operator intervention or
electrical adjustments ieeded. Model 9414:
12 or 6MByte capacity. Cartridge Disk
Drive interface.

94300

Speedoptimized

16K x16
16K x18
16K x20

128 KB

256 KB

250 ns. Access
650 ns. Cycle

94320

Ampex 1620
compatible

16K x16
16K x18
16K x20

128 KB

256 KB

275 ns. Access
750 ns. Cycle

94322

Double
density

32K x16
32K x18
32K x20

256 KB

512 KB

350 ns. Access
830 ns. Cycle

Sizeoptimized

4K x8/9
8K x8/9
16K 8/9

300 ns. Access
1000 ns. Cycle

4Kx 9
8K x9

350 ns. Access
1250 ns. Cycle

CORE MODULES

Model No.

94400
FLEXIBLE DISK DRIVE
Updated version of the drive specified by more
major OEM's than any other. Single or double
density capability, ceramic head, daisy chain
interface. Current switching, ready interrupt,
power reduction and a wide range of options
allow tailoring to unique applications.
Model 9404

94405
o 94500
s
om
o>
z < 94501
à
œ

94550

i

Single (+ 5)
voltage

Performance

4K MOS
RAM

32K x18
32K x20

512 KB

325 ns. Access
450 ns. Cycle

Low-cost
version

32K x18
32K x20

512 KB

450 ns. Access
600 ns. Cycle

Double
density

64K x20

1024 KB

325 no. Access
450 ns. Cycle

Also available:

FLEXIBLE DISK DRIVE SUBSYSTEM
Ready made package contains formatter,
microprocessor based controller, power
supply and drives in afinished table-top or
rack-mount package. Model 9472

Enclosures. Two enclosures are available for mounting core or
semiconductor modules in astandard EIA 19" rack. Cabinet measures
51
/ "or 10V2" high, 20" deep; cards mount horizontally. Self-contained
4
cooling fans direct air horizontally across the modules. Both core and
semiconductor modules can be incorporated to amaximum of
1megabyte.

own SERVICES

TERMINALS
DISPLAY TERMINALS
A family of Conversat onal, Edit and High Performance Intelligent
Displays, offering awide range of features for data entry, console,
other display applications. High quality construction backed by a full
one year warranty. Trouble-free convection cooling replaces noisy,
worrisome fans and filters. Communications to 9600 baud.
Detachable keyboard:;.
INTELLIGENT DISPLAY
Powerful microprocasor can be programmed to control operations
between operator, peripherals and communication lines. Built-in
self-test diagnostic feature. Capacity: 1920
characters. Edit feature. Optional Bulk
Storage, Paging. Hardcopy and polling.
Cursor Position and Read. Model 92451
CONVERSATIONAL DISPLAY
Keyboard/display terminal with 1920character display of 96 or 64 characters
Features built-in printer interface and
XY cursor addressing. For highspeed data entry, akeyboard
with optional numeric cluster
is available. Model 92452

Loose UNITEMP core. In 18-mil and new 13-mil sizes. UNITEMP is the
temperature- independent magnetic ferrite core stable over the
entire MT temperature range (0-90 ° C).

NEW! OEM Maintenance Services. Now, Control Data can offer you and
your customers maintenance on certain specified Control Data
peripherals. This service can be provided both scheduled and on-call, in
adozen major U.S. metropolitan areas. You reduce your need to
familiarize your maintenance staff with Control Data equipment; to
document reliability and maintenance; to capitalize test equipment; to
carry spares. Most important, it can free your people and dollar
resources for other needs.
OEM Financial Services. Through its Commercial Credit subsidiary,
Control Data can now assist with the financial planning of your
OEM peripherals purchases, or even provide lease programs for your
customers. Your Control Data OEM Representative has complete
details.

•

EDIT DISPLAY
Edit Display Terminal with
1920 characters. Features
microprocessor cont•ol, built-in
printer interface, function keys, and
editing. Unique diagnostic checks
readiness of terminal. Model 92456
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Ask our OefT1 people
DATA
@D CONTROL
co KpoWION
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Rentrent From GE
Short or long-term instrument rentals give
you flexibility and economy.
GE has over 9,000 instruments available for
immediate shipment: oTek Scopes oBiddle
Megger Insulation Testers oH-PSignal
Generators oHoneywell Osc i
I
lographs
oComplete Data Systems oEsterline Angus
Recorders oGE Chart Recorders jModems
oCommunication Terminals . . .all calibrated
to the manufacturer's specs.
We have over 100 Sales/Service Centers,

GENERAL

and one of them is near you. In addition to
maintaining our Rental Inventory, they can
also repair and calibrate your own equipment.
Don't borrow someone else's GE Rental
Catalog Call collect (518) 372-9900 or your
nearest Sales/Service Center.

(((Quucirentau®
instruments
ELECTRIC

ALA. BIRMINGHAM (215) 925-3104* ARIZ. PHOENIX (602) 278-8515 or 8516, TUCSON (602) 294-3139 • CAL. LOS ANGELES (213) 642-5350, SAN FRANCISCO (415) 436-9260 • COL.
DENVER (303) 371-1260 • CONN. SOUTHINGTON (203) 621-4059 • FLA. JACKSONVILLE (904) 751-0610 • GA. ATLANTA (404)457-5563Q ILL. CHICAGO (219) 933-4500 • IND. INDIANAPOLIS (317) 639-1565 • KY. LOUISVILLE (502) 452-3311 • LA. NEW ORLEANS (504) 367-6528 • MD. BALTIMORE (301) 332-4700 • MASS. BOSTON (617) 396-9600 Ext. 160, SPRINGFIELD (413) 781-1111 • MICH. DETROIT (313) 285-6700 Ext. 208 • MINN. MINNEAPOLIS (612) 522-4396* MO. KANSAS CITY (816) 231-4377, ST. LOUIS ( 314) 965-7115 • N.J. CLIFTON
(201) 471-6556 • N.Y. BUFFALO (716) 876-1200, SCHENECTADY (518) 385-2195 • N.Y.C. CLIFTON, N.J. (201)471-6556a N.C. CHARLOTTE (704)525-0311* OH. CINCINNATI (513) 8748512, CLEVELAND (216) 523-6382, TOLEDO (4)9)691-3501* OR. PORTLAND (503)221-5101e PA. PHILADELPHIA (609)424-4450, PITTSBURGH (412) 462-7400 * TEX. DALLAS (214) 3577341, HOUSTON ( 713) 672-3570 • VA. RICHMOND (804) 232-6733 • WASH. SEATTLE (206) 854-0211 • W.V. CHARLESTON (304) 345-0920 • WISC. MILWAUKEE (414) 744-0110 •
PUERTO RICO PONCE ( 809) 843 4225
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Time-delay relays get cheaper
Thick-film timing module converts ordinary
electromechanical relays into time- delay devices

by Lucinda Mattera, Components Editor

Time-delay relays tend to be large
and expensive— but not the new line
from Struthers- Dunn. Though no
bigger than conventional generalpurpose electromechanical units, the
relays can sell for as little as half the
price of existing devices.
The key to the size and price
advantages of the new units is a
thick-film timing module that the
firm simply wires in place inside an
ordinary electromechanical relay.
Among the benefits to the user of
this approach are low installation
costs, design freedom, and high
component density, notes Bill Capewell, vice president. The relays,
moreover, have Underwriters Laboratories recognition.
"Designers no longer need to
worry about the effects of adding a
time-delay function to a circuit,"
Capewell says. "They can incorporate it as an integral part of any
relay in the circuit without any
change in wiring or space requirements. What was once a special
product is now astandard product."
Conventional time-delay units sell
for as much as $40, but the new
devices typically are priced at under
$20. For example, says Capewell, a
regular electromechanical relay going for $ 3.50 will now be available
with time-delay capability for about
$15.50.
Because of their low price and
small size, the new devices are suitable for many applications, including: control of production machinery, such as presses or packaging
systems; delay circuits in home-security systems to give owners a few
seconds to turn off alarms with a
hidden switch before asignal sounds;
sequencing air conditioners in a
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multi- family building to keep quarters comfortable while reducing peak
demand; delaying startup of selected
electric motors to protect power
systems from overload caused by
simultaneous startup, and sequencing of business machines like copiers.
Struthers- Dunn will be offering its
time-delay capability in some 6,000
relay configurations. They are available in either preset or adjustable
models and in a variety of contact
arrangements, including four- pole
double-throw. Additionally, the tim-

ing may be for either an off delay or
an on delay.
Current- handling capability
ranges from low-level units capable
of accepting signals as weak as afew
milliamperes to power units able to
switch currents up to 30 amperes or
more. Available voltage ratings
range from 12 to 240 volts ac and
from 12 to 120 vdc.
The new relays are available from
stock.
Struthers- Dunn Inc.,

Pitman,

N.J. 08071.

Phone ( 609) 589-7500 [339]
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What this country needs
is agood $39 DPM.
And we've got it.
The AD2026 from Analog
Devices. Priced at $39 in hundreds°,
it's the first real alternative to the
measurement grade analog panel
meter. And the first to give you all the
advantages of aDPM at apractical price.
Advantages like visual appeal,accurItcy,
resolution, small size and reliability.

The AD2026 is athree
digit, logic powered DP\ I
that measures and displays
voltages from —99mV to +999mV
on 0.5" LEDs. It consumes only
3/4 Watts of 5V power. And because the AD2026 can be scaled
with a simple resistive divider

The AD2026 conserves on space, too. Its
small front panel size of 3.4" x2.0" and only 0.64"
needed behind the panel makes it smaller than
31
/
2"
scale APMs. But its performance outclasses
41
2"
/
APMs.
When it comes to reliability, the AD2026 is unsurpassed. Its I
2Ltechnology combines most of the
active analog and digital circuitry on one chip. The
AD2026 has only 14 components and aMTBF of
250,000 hours at 25°C. In a24-hour-a-day application, you shouldn't expect afailure for 28 years.
A new commercial tester automatically tests
all AD2026's for defects such as bad components and solder shorts. It also fully
tests both the LSI chip and the complete
DPM. Following 168 hours of failure free
burn- in, the units are again 100% tested.
The AD2026. Its low price ($39/100s),
small size, superior performance, and
remarkable reliability make it the only
sensible alternative to APMs. Which is
just what this country needed.
Check it out. Return the coupon with
your check or money order today to order an
evaluation sample at the low 1-9 quantity price
of $62. And when you receive your evaluation
samples you will also receive aCredit Certificate for $23 redeemable when you place your
order for the first hundred or more AD2026's.

ANALOG
DEVICES
The real DPM company

on its input pins, you can get
direct readout in any engineering unit with equal or better
resolution than APMs.
With an accuracy of 0.1%

Box 280, Norwood, MA 02062
Telephone: East Coast: (617) :
329 470o,

Of reading±-1digit, the
AD2026 is again fitr superior

Midwest: (312)894-3300,
West ( :oast: 121:3)595- 1783,
.1 .
('MIN: (
214)231-5094.

to conventional APMs, where
their inherent inaccuracy
usually limits the total perfOrmaitce of the instrument.

D Please send me

E 5/12

AD2026 for

Itesting and evaluation at the low ( 1-9)
price of $62. ( Enclose check or money
Ior(er.)

D Enclosed is nw purchase order for HX)
AD2026 DPNIs at the unbelievably
low price of $39 in 100s.
D lui not ready to order mv AD2026
DPNI for testing and evaluation. lait
Iwould like to receive all available
technical infonnation.

I

°Substantial quantity discounts:nail:day.

PO

#

Name
Company'

Telephone

Address
City

State __

fiji
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IC converts rms to dc
Monolithic unit, in 14- pin DIP, has
100- kHz bandwidth, comes in two accuracy versions

by Lawrence Curran, Boston bureau manager

An integrated circuit rms-to-dc converter from Analog Devices Inc. has
won widespread acceptance from
instrument manufacturers without
ever having been formally introduced. Jerry G. Fishman, director of
marketing for the company's semiconductor division in Wilmington,
Mass., says the AD536 [
Electronics,
Sept. 16, 1976, p. 35] has been
designed into digital multimeters
being produced or developed by all
but one of the major suppliers.
The circuit, housed in a 14- pin
ceramic DIP, is believed to be the
first monolithic ic that directly
computes the true-rms value of any
complex input waveform containing
ac and dc components. Previous
units performing the same function
have been hybrids or modules, with
the hybrids requiring at least two
external trimming potentiometers to
achieve their rated performance,
says David Kress, product marketing
specialist. The device offers a bandwidth of 100 kilohertz with an error
of ± 1% of reading.
The AD536 is laser- trimmed at
the wafer stage for input and output
offset, positive and negative waveform symmetry, and full-scale accuracy. The device is available from
stock in two accuracy grades: the
AD536K, with a maximum total
conversion error of ± 2 millivolts
±0.2% of reading; and the AD536J,
whose maximum error is ± 5 my
±0.5% of reading. Those specifications are for operation between 0
and 70° c. The K version is priced at
$18.50 each in quantities of 100,
with the Junit selling for $9.95.
Kress says the only external component required is acapacitor to set
the low- frequency cutoff. A 68-
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microfarad capacitor permits 1%
peak-to- peak ripple at 10 hertz. Settling time using acapacitor with that
rating is 7 seconds to 1% of final
value. Adding an optional second
capacitor cuts that settling time to
less than asecond, Kress adds.
"Many manufacturers who have
offered a dc option in a multimeter
have done it with an averaging
circuit," Kress says, "which isn't as
accurate as a true-rms measurement." The frequency response of
the 536 with asine- wave input from
0.1 to 7 v rms is 20 kilohertz to an
accuracy of 0.2%. "An averaging
technique can deliver the same
accuracy up to a point," Kress
observes, "but it loses out at crest
factors above 3or 4." Crest factor is
a measure of the shape of a waveform and equals the peak value
divided by the true rms value of the
waveform.
The 536 has a reading error of
± 1% at crest factors up to 7, " but it
still does well at crest factors up to
25," Kress notes, if peak signals are

limited to the power-supply range.
That range is 5yto 36 yfor asingle
supply, or ± 2.5 y to ± 18 y for a
dual supply. The quiescent supply
current is alow 1milliampere at any
supply voltage, which is an important factor for battery- powered instruments, Kress notes.
An additional feature of the
converter is an auxiliary decibel
output not available before with rms
converters. The logarithm of the rms
output is brought out separately to
allow the dB conversion. With an
external reference current, the user
can set the dB level to any input from
0.1 to 2 y rms and achieve a useful
dynamic range of 60 dB. The output
scale factor is — 3millivolts per dB,
and has a temperature coefficient
of — 0.33% per ° C. The temperature
coefficient can be compensated for
by adding a resistor and an operational amplifier to deliver a more
convenient positive output.
Analog Devices Inc., Route 1Industrial Park,
P. 0. Box 280, Norwood, Mass. 02062.
phone ( 617) 329-4700. [ 340]
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B&K-PRECISIO
to high-price

Does a scope always have to be expensive to
meet your needs/ At B8(K-PRECISION we don't
think so 138(K- PRECISION offers a full line of scopes
that give you the performance and features
you need, at substantial cost savings plus the
advantage of immediate delivery and 10- day
free trial through local distributors
MX-PRECISION has taken a no nonsense, cost-

effective, approach to oscilloscope design. All
our scopes will trigger at frequencies typically
50 to 100% beyond their rated band-width. They
are rugged, dependable instruments, designed
to match the features and performance of far
more expensive scopes, without matching their
high price. An important part of our approach
is that you shouldn't have to buy more scope
than you need to get the features you want.
Before making your next purchase, compare
the features and performance you require with
what we have to offer. You'll discover that your
budget is a lot bigger than you first thought!
30MHz Dual-Trace 5"
Triggered Scope
with Signal Delay

Premium features and performance in a 15MHz dualtrace scope

For the engineer who requires a full-feature 30MHz scope
•Built-in signal delay line permits viewing of high-frequency
pulse risetimes
•Triggers on signals up to 50MHz
•Rise time 11.7nS
•20 calibrated sweeps— 0.2 4/cm-0.5S/cm
•Built-in high and low-pass filters
•5mV/cm vertical sensitivity
•Illuminated graticule
•TTL compatible intensity modulation
•XY capability using matched DC amplifiers
•P31 blue phosphor
•Internal . 5Vp-p ±-1% calibration source
•5mV/cm horizontal sensitivity.

Model 1474 $ 930

15MHz Dual-Trace 5"
Triggered Scope

(
including two 10:1/direct probes)

•Ultra — flat in- band response with smooth rolloff pastl5MHz
•Triggers beyond 27MHz
•24nS risetime
•19 calibrated sweeps—. 5 125/cm-0.5S/cm
•10mV/cm vertical sensitivity
•Algebraic addition and subtraction
•Illuminated graticule
•XY capability using matched DC amplifiers
•P31 blue phosphor
•Internal calibration source
•Built-in TV sync separator
•For fast setup, mode automatically shifts between
CHOP and ALTERNATE as you change sweep times.

Model 1472C $ 720

(
including two 10:1/direct probes)

•LI
re c ing your
as an alternative
uscilloscopes

10MHz Dual-Trace 5"
Triggered Scope
Our lowest-cost dual-trace scope more
than fills the need in applications
where extended bandwidth isn't recuired
Triggers beyond 15MHz
Mode automatically shifts between CHOP
and ALTERNATE as sweep time is changed
• 18 calibrated sweeps- 1µS/cm-0.5S/cm

10MHz 5" Triggered- Sweep Scope

5MHz 3" Compact Scope

A 5" triggered scope with TTL compatible
Z-axis

Ideal for many dedicated applications,
freeing more expensive scopes from
monitoring tasks

•10mV/cm verticol sensitivity
•35nS risetime
•18 calibrated sweep ranges1p.S/cm-0.5S/crr
•5x magnification sweeps to . 2 µS/cm

• 35nS risetime

•Vectorscope capability

• P31 phosphor

•Internal calibration source

• XY capability using matched
DC amplifiers

•Internal TV sync separator

• Internal calibration source

•11- position vertical attenuator,
calibrated in convenient
1/2/5 step sequence

• TTL compatible intensity modulation
• 10mV/cm vertical sensitivity

Model 1471B $ 570

(inc'uding two 10:1/direct probes)

an•ar•s...

• 10mV/div vertical sensitivity
• Direct deflection terminals for
waveform display to 450MHz
• Only 6 x 7.5 x12" • Weighs just 8.5 lbs
• 600 Vp-p maximum input voltage
• Can be externally synced.

Model 1403A $ 219

•P31 phosphor

•Built-in calibration source.

Model 1461 $ 470

(including 10:1/direct probe)

FOR IMMEDIATE DELIVERY,
0,10-day free trial, contact your local B&K-PRECISION distributor. Ask him for
Catalog BK-77 with complete information on B&K-PRECISION oscilloscopes,
probes and more than thirty other fine instruments, or contact us directly.

For Additional information Circle 134 on Reader Service Card
For Product demonstration Circle 135 on Reader Service Card

:41<PRECISION

DYNASCAN
CORPORATION

6460 W. C Drtland Avenue, Chicago, IL 60635 312/889-9087
In Canada Atlas Electronics. Ontario
International Sales, Empire Exporters, Inc, 270 Newtown Road. Plainview, LI, NY 11803

Bud's Modular Electronic Packaging System gives you options. Option
to use circuit boards; to use full- enclosed modules, to use all of one, o
acombination of both to develop an electronic packag
for avariety of applications. Equall ,
important, the Bud Systen
gives you the flexibilit,
to alter your originE
circuit board/modul
arrangement for sut
sequent application!
The options are your!

AM HERE ARE FOUR REASONS WHY:
1 Movable Snap- in Guides. One reason for
the System's flexibility are full-length, impactresistant guides. You can move them, snap them in
and out -- adjust them to abasic pitch of 0.2" to accommodate circuit boards and modules -- without dismanteling the System's outer frame. The System will
house up to 42 circuit boards; however, even when
densely packed, maximum ventilation is assured.

Board Profiling is Eliminated. A uniquely
Si designed end foot, easily attached at the end of each
guide, not only " leads" circuit boards into edge connectors, but also positions edge connectors so they
will accept the full height of the boards. This eliminates
board profiling and, in turn, results in maximum contact. Keep in mind the Bud System is designed to
utilize awide universe of circuit boards and edge connectors to give you maximum flexibility.

Your Bud distributor will give you complete data on
the Modular Electronic Packaging System. Better yet,
he has ademonstration unit. See it. Work with it -- the
packaging system that gives you options.
Circle 136 on reader service card

2

Perfect Alignment Between Connector
and Circuit Board. The System's distortionfree guides offer packaging flexibility, and also provide the means for positive alignment. All edge connectors, plus panel- type connectors mounted to
socket- mounting panels are securely attached at the
rear of the guides. Insert circuit boards into the
System and they slip directly into the edge connectors.
Slide in larger modules and they make perfect contact
with the panel- type connectors.

4

A Choice of Components. Regardless of
what type electronic package is required for
your present or future applications, Bud has the components to develop that package: eight sub- racks
(outer frames), 20 sub-units ( enclosed modules), six
printed board units, eight circuit boards, plus single
and double row edge connectors. All are fabricated to
exacting tolerances. All are easily assembled. All are
in stock -- immediately available.

BUD INDUSTRIES, INC.
4605 East 355th Street
Willoughby, Ohio 44094

"111EllE GOT
THE .mmitii!"

New products
Instruments

IT'S IN STOCK AT
YOUR LOCAL BUD DISTRIBUTOR.
ALABAMA
Birmingham
James W. Clary Co
205-322-2486
ARIZONA
Phoenix
Delis Electronic
Supply
602-254-8471
ARKANSAS
Little Rock
Carlton Bates Co.
501-562-9100
CALIFORNIA
Chatsworth
VVestates Electronics Corp.
213-341-4411
Los Angeles
RPS Electronics, Inc.
213-748-1271
Mountainvienv
Elmer Electronics, Inc.
415-961-3611
Riverside
Electronic Supply
714-683-7300
COLORADO
Denver
Electronic Parts Co.
303-744-1992
Newark Electronics
303-757-3351
FLORIDA
Orlando
Hammond Electronics, Inc
305-849-6060
GEORGIA
Atlanta
Ly kes Electronics
404-449-9400
ILLINOIS
Chicago
Newark Electronics
312-638-4411
Palatine
Ohm Electronics
312-359-5500
Peoria
Klaus Radio, Inc.
309-691-4840
INDIANA
Indianapolis
Graham Electronics
Supply, Inc.
317-634.8202
Ra- DisCo., Inc.
317-637-5571
KANSAS
Wichita
Radio Supply Co., Inc.
316-267-5213
LOUISIANA
Lafayette
Ralphs of Lafayette, Inc.
318-234-4507
MARYLAND
Gaithersburg
Pioneer/Washington
Electronics, Inc.
301-948-0710
Rockville
Capitol Radio
Wholesalers. Inc.
301-881-2270
MASSACHUSETTS
Dedham
Gerber Electronics, Inc.
617-329.2400
West Newton
A. W. Mayer Co.
617-965-1111
MICHIGAN
Ann Arbor
Wedemeyer
Electronic Supply
313-665-8611
Livonie
Pioneer/Michigan
313-525-1800
RS Electronics
313-525-1155
MINNESOTA
St. Paul
Gopher Electronics Co.
612-645-0241
MISSOURI
Kansas City
Walters Radio Supply. Inc
816-531 7015

NEW MEXICO
Albuquerque
Walker Radio Co
505-247-2288
NEW YORK
Binghamton
Harvey Electronics
of Binghamton
607-748-8211
E. Farmingdale
Harrison Electronics
516-293-7990
Lynbrook, L.I.
Peerless Radio Corp.
516-593-2121

Versatile unit provides
both bit-programmed and
pseudorandom sequences

NORTH CAROLINA
Winston-Salem
Kirkman Electronics, Inc.
919-722-9131
OHIO
Cleveland
Pioneer/Cleveland
216-587-3600
Radio & Electronic
Parts Corp.
216-248.8900
Cincinnati
Hughes- Peters, Inc.
513-351-2000
Columbus
Hughes- Peters, Inc.
614-294-5351
Dayton
Pioneer/Dayton
513-236-9900
OKLAHOMA
Tulsa
Oil Capitol
Electronics Corp
918-6228520
PENNSYLVANIA
Allentown
A. A. Peters, Inc.
215-434.5237
Montgomeryville
Pyttronic Industries. Inc
215-242.6700
Philadelphia
Almo Electronics Corp.
215-698-4000
Pittsburgh
CAM/RPC Electronics
412-782-3770
Pioneer/Pittsburgh
412-782-2300
SOUTH CAROLINA
Columbia
Dixie Radio
Supply Co., Inc.
803.779-5332
TENNESSEE
Memphis
Bluff City Electronics
901-523.9500
Nashville
Electra Distributing Co.
615-329-3971
TEXAS
Dallas
Wholesale
Electronic Supply
214-824-3001
Ft. Worth
Swieco, Inc.
817-335-6521
Garland
Newark Electronics
214-271.2511
Houston
Harrison Equipment Co.
713-6524700
San Antonio
Sherman Electronics
Supply, Inc.
512-224-1001
UTAH
Salt Lake City
Standard Supply Co
801-486-3371
VIRGINIA
Charlottesville
Virginia Radio
Supply Co., Inc.
804-296-4184

Data generator
runs at 50 MHz

With a 2,048- bit internal memory,
Hewlett-Packard's model 8018A 50megahertz serial data generator can
be programmed to perform many
functions that were previously difficult, if not impossible. The generator
issues programmed bit streams up to
2,048 bits long and pseudorandom
binary sequences more than a million bits long. In addition, the unit's
memory allows various pre- and
post- ambles and other data words or
addresses to be inserted between
bursts to work with the system under
test in such areas as avionics, telecommunications, digital memories,
and microprocessor interfaces.
The unit delivers 1,024 bits of
stored data on each of two independent output channels, with each bit
individually programmable. The
channels may also be cascaded to
provide a single stream of 2,048
programmable bits. Return- to- zero
and nonreturn-to-zero modes are
independently selectable on the two
channels. Many special coding formats can thus be simulated, such as
biphase or mixed RZ and NRZ data.
Single bits in the message stream

•

L11_1000[1

can also be synthesized from the
memory to provide variable pulse
widths.
The data output amplitude can be
adjusted for compatibility with several logic families. Two output
impedances are provided: 50 ohms
and 1 kilohm. Maximum output
voltage is 15 volts from the highimpedance source or 7.5 y from 50
ohms. Emitter- coupled- logic output
levels, with internally presettable
amplitude and offset, may also be
selected with apush button.
The 8018A generates pseudorandom binary sequences of 2^ — 1
bits in length, where n can be 9, 10,
15, or 20. The 220 — 1sequence, more
than a million bits long, delivers
every possible serial combination of
20 bits, except the degenerate case of
20 successive zeros.
The unit can be programmed via
the IEEE- 488 interface bus, and
patterns can be loaded with a card
reader. Price of the unit is $ 3,475.
The bus interface is $ 425, and the
card reader sells for $ 600.
Hewlett-Packard Co.,

Liam

runs for 7hours on one charge
A new portable 31
2 /
digit multimeter
features automatic polarity and
zeroing, true-rms ac readings, alowexcitation ohmmeter circuit, and a
0.5- inch light- emitting- diode display. The meter, model MM300,
uses a sealed rechargeable lead- acid

•111••••••••••••••
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Page Mill Rd.,

DMM with big LED display
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Palo Alto, Calif. 94304 [ 351]
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WASHINGTON
Seattle
Almac/Strourn
Electronics, Inc.
206-763-2300
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New products
battery, which allows up to seven
hours of operation. True rms-readings are obtained by logarithmic
conversions carried out by four operational- amplifier circuits.
The meter can be operated from
ac or its battery, which is automatically recharged whenever the meter
is plugged into the ac line. If the
external power drops off, the meter
automatically changes over to the
battery.
The MM300 has five ac/dc voltage ranges from 200 millivolts to
1,000 volts full scale, six resistance
ranges covering 200 ohms to 20
megohms, and five ac/dc current
ranges from 200 microamperes to
1.5 amperes. Accuracy of the meter
for dc voltage and current is 0.2% of
reading ± 1digit; for ac voltage and
current it is 1% ± 5 digits, and for
ohms, it is 0.5% ± 1digit.
Price of the basic meter is
$199.95, while the rechargeable battery is priced at $ 18.
De Forest Electronics, 40 Fairfield Place,
West Caldwell,

N.J.

07006.

Phone ( 201)

575-8670 [ 3521

NORTH ATLANTIC

SYNCHRO CONVERTERS
with LSI's and 100 hour burn- in
•high reliability • best dependability
•low rate of return.
LSI/85 SYNCHRO TO DIGITAL
10, 12 or 14 bits
4- minute accuracy at
3600°/second
All standard Synchros and
Resolvers
Type Il Tracking —
no velocity lag

785 DIGITAL TO SYNCHRO
Full 1.25 VA output at 60
and 400Hz
10, 12 or 14 bits
Slew speed 4000°/second
4- minute accuracy under
full load
All standard Synchros and
Resolvers
nee ..

CALL OR WRITE FOR
COMPLETE SPECIFICATIONS.

NOR, rrx

Digital filter improves
spectrum-analyzer resolution
The model 175 NDF-T is areal-time
multichannel instrument intended
primarily to improve the resolution
of fast- Fourier- transform analyzers.
The all- digital unit is typically
placed between the output of an
analog- to- digital converter and the
input to an FFT processor. It accepts
digitized signals, translates them
down to dc, and then low-pass filters
them. The effect of this processing is
to allow the FIT analyzer to apply its
full resolution to anarrow sample of
the input spectrum: in effect, to
examine the spectrum through a

00 '
4. 11e
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,..

"
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['WM. FICIER - TRANSLATOR

C

industries, inc.

IDA

200 TERMINAL DRIVE, PLAINVIEW, NEW YORK 11803
cable noatlantic / twx: 510-221-1879 / phone: ( 516) 681-8600
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$9.35

Our CMOS RAM has alot less going for it.
You can see that our 1K RAM
costs less. What you can't see
is that it uses less power, too.
Our 55101 takes only 10
milliamps of operating current
to give you 650 nanosecond
access time. The competition
uses almost three times as
much. Our standby power is
just 10 microamps. And our L
version retains data down
to 2.0 volts.
With our part, you also have
Prices effective 4/1/77

fa- less waiting around. Call
up an AMI distributor right now,
and hell supply you right off
the shelf.
But we cart promise you less
of everything. For instance, we
have more packages to choose
from— plastic, ceramic and
cerdip We nave more RAMs,
too, with speeds ranging from
450 ns to 800 ns. They all
have the Loption in case power
retention is critical to your

product, and all of them operaie over the full military
temperature range.
Want to know more? Check
with your nearest AMI distributor or sales office. Or
contact us at AMI, 3800 HomesTead Road, Santa Clara, California 95051. Phone ( 408)
246-0330. We'll prove that
less is
really
more.
AMERICAN MICROSYSTEMS, INC.

Circle 139 on reader service card

Before you buy
another filter,
consider our
moveable passband.

Our tunable bandpass filters
provide two big benefits for
anyone working in RF and microwave up to 4GHz.
First, just one of our tunables
replaces awhole drawer full of
fixed bandpass filters. Less costly,
more convenient, faster test
set-ups.
Secondly, our tunables
are calibrated
directly— you get
the center frequency you see
on the dial— no
interpolation or
charts needed.
With over 50
standard versions in stock, we
can supply aunit for frequencies
as low as 48 MHz all the way up
to 4GHz. Each one covers afull
octave, and comes with 3% or 5%
3dB bandwidths. We even stock
special purpose units for the

military band ( 210-420 MHz)
and many telemetry bands
(210-2310 MHz). And if one of
those standards doesn't meet
your needs, we'll be glad to quote
on special designs for any lab or
OEM situation.
Our new Filter Catalog gives
complete data on all Telonic
Tunable Filters as well as other
types we produce—
tubulars, cavity,
interdigital, combline— all the way to
12 GHz. If you wish
7
acopy, write on
your letterhead. If
you need immediate
information, call us
TOLL FREE ( except CA)
at 800-854-2436.
Telonic Altair, 2825 Laguna
Canyon Road, Box 277, Laguna
Beach, CA 92652, 714/494-9401
TWX 910-596-1320 Cable: TELENG
Toll Free: ( 800) 854-2436

e

Telonic

140
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New products
narrow window in the frequency
domain. Since the translation frequency is set by an array of frontpanel switches, the window can be
moved as the operator desires.
Unlike the translation frequency,
the filter-transfer characteristics of
the model 175 are determined by
four sets of switch-selectable coefficients contained in plug-in programmable read-only memories. If
more than four characteristics are
needed, these PROMS can be easily
changed. A wide range of standard
functions is available, and custom
requirements can be accommodated
as well.
Data to and from the 175 consists
of digital words accompanied by
channel synchronizing pulses. Each
data word is 12 bits long, providing
better than 60 decibels of stop- band
rejection. Passband-to-stop band
slopes are greater than 150 dB per
octave. The number of time-divisionmultiplexed channels that can be
accommodated is limited only by the
instrument's overall throughput capacity of approximately 400 kilohertz. The 175 NDF-T sells for
$9,650 in singles. Delivery time is
120 days.
MDA, Nootka Bldg., 10280 Shellbridge Way,
Richmond, B.C. V6X 2Z9 Canada. Phone
Noulan Bowker at ( 604) 278-3411 [ 353]

DPM measures dc volts, rms
ac + dc volts, and decibels
A multifunction 31
2 /
digit panel
meter, which sells for $ 225 in
hundreds, can measure bipolar dc
voltages and both the true-rms and
the decibel values of complex ac and
ac + de waveforms. Designated the
model AD2033, the meter has five
input ranges each for its voltage and
dB readouts. For voltage, the fullscale ranges are 199.9 millivolts,
1.999 v, 19.99 NI, and 600 vrms. For
dB, the ranges are 500 mv, 5v, 50 v,;
500 NI, and 625 yrms.
The line- powered meter features
full floating input isolation and
parallel BCD data outputs. Its readings are accurate to within 0.1% of
reading ± 0.5% of full scale ± 1
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Is production testing
Memory PC Boards aproblem?
Macrodata's MD-107 could be your answer.
Not much larger than your desk, it fits in neatly
to aproduction test environment. And you'll like the
cost. Compared to other computer- controlled board
testers ( or in-house systems) it is inexpensive.
Best of all, it comes with specific software
already designed for your diagnostic needs. Yet, the
low-cost MD- 107 is a sophisticated PC memory
board test system that can provide you with many
benefits that no other test system can provide.
For instance, the MD- 107 can automatically
test your memory boards, pinpoint the bad circuits,
give you hard- copy rework instructions, guarantee
your good boards— and do it all right on your pro-

duction line with your present personnel. In addition to board diagnostics, the MD- 107 was designed
to do system level testing as well as device characterization of ROM's and RAM's.
Since Macrodata introduced its MD-107 every
significant computer mainframe manufacturer has
been using this remarkable test system on such
devices as the MK4096, the 2107 Series, the
MC6605, ti-e 4030, the 4050's, and the 4060.
So if you still think production testing semiconductor memory PC boards has to be aproblem,
you should find out more about the MD- 107.

o

MACRODATA
Macrodata Corporation, 6203 Variel Avenue, Woodland Hills, California 91354, Phone: ( 213) 887-5550, Telex: 69-8489
Circle 141 on reader service card

New products
count. Gain temperature coefficient
is ± 75 ppm/ °C, and frequency
response with a sinusoidal input is
± 1 digit or 3 dB maximum error
over the frequency range from 30
hertz to 100 kilohertz. The instrument is available from stock.
Analog Devices Inc., P.O. Box 280, Norwood, Mass. 02062. Phone William Donlan
at ( 617) 329-4700 [ 354]

41/
2digit capacitance meter
has dual displays

Take your pick...
DPST, SPDTor SPST
programmable
DIP switches
CTS offers them all... with the addition of NEW 2, 3, 4and 5section SPDT
and DPST switch styles.
A total of 15 Series 206 DIP switch
packages are now available from CTS
... 7with SPST actuation, 4 with SPDT
actuation and 4 with DPST actuation.
All have .100" by . 300" centers for
PCB or standard DIP socket insertion.
Gold plated contacts with nickel barrier assure lowest contact resistance
throughout life.
All provide crisp slide actuation and
reliable, positive contact wiping

CTS

action. Program up to 10 different logic
functions with one compact SPST
package or up to 5 SPDT or DPST
functions with the identical size
package.
Use the quality, reliable CTS Series
206 for your next computer, computer
peripheral, communication or test
equipment switch application. Available from the factory or off the shelf
from CTS Distributors. For complete
information, write CTS KEENE, INC.,
3230 Riverside Avenue, Paso Robles,
CA 93446. Phone: ( 805) 238-0350.

The model 475 digital capacitance
meter is a 41
/
2digit instrument that
simultaneously displays capacitance
and dissipation. It has seven capacitance ranges from 200 picofarads
full-scale to 200 microfarads. Resolution on the lowest scale is 0.01 pi.
Dissipation ranges from 0.0001 to
1.9999. The unit's standard test
frequency is 1kilohertz, but 50-, 60-,
and 100- hertz frequencies are also
available as options. Accurate to
within 0.1%, the meter makes fourterminal measurements and includes
such features as charged- capacitor
protection and bias capability.
Priced at $ 2,300, it has a delivery
time of 60 days.
Electro Scientific Industries Inc., 13900 N.W.
Science Park Drive, Portland, Ore. 97229.
Phone ( 503) 641-4141 [ 356]

Synthesized signal generator
takes aim at mobile radios
Easy to use because of its spin- wheel
tuning, the Racal 9081 synthesized
signal generator has been optimized
for use in the testing and alignment
of land- mobile radio equipment. In
addition to its normal mode of oper-
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CORPORATION

A world leader in cermet technoloc;.
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LOWER FALL TIME

-EDUCES

POWER DisSipA-noN

The power switching transistors
that don't eat alot of power.
Power switching transistors can eat up quite abit of
power, causing significant losses, especially during
switching.
But now there's the new Unitrode UMT1008/9 and
1003/4 Series of NPN silicon power switching transistors.
And one of their big features is half the fall time of
competitive devices. To reduce your switching power
losses and simplify your circuitry.
But that's not all. The Unitrode UMT1008/9 and
1003/4 Series also give you three times better Es
n,
—a
reverse bias second breakdown so good it virtually
eliminates the possibility of catastrophic circuit failure.
Plus hard glass passivation and rugged clip lead
connections to insure the utmost in reliability.
All this with dependable off- the- shelf delivery, the
most in-depth applications assistance in the industry, and,
of course, competitive pricing.

All of which makes them perfect for all your switching
applications, including switching regulators, inverters,
converters, horizontal deflection circuits, solid state
ballasts, and motor controls.
The new industrial power switching transistors from
Unitrode.
Your best source. And only source.
For data sheets, circle the reader service number, or
contact Nary Hodsdon, Unitrode Corporation,
580 Pleasant St., Watertown, MA 02172. 617-926-0404.
Pkge
Style

Fall Time
Max.

Pricing
1000 Lot

Types

V, F.,., .,/ I,

UMT1008

300V/8A

UMT1009

400 VIM

TO-3
TO-3

0.41.ts (1) $3.95
0.4p.s 11 ) $4.95

UMT1003
UMT1004

300V/3A
400V/3A

TO-66
TO- 66

0.4 s1 ) $ 1.60
0.4/2$ ( 21 $ 1.76

=5A. 1 , = I = IA
(2) I = 2A. 1,, = 1
0.4A

2

Three times better ESib

Ji UNITRODE
Circle 143 on reader service card

Our beauty is
skin deep.
And then some.

New products
ation, the British- made instrument
has a "channelized" mode in which
it can be switched very easily
between standard communicationschannel frequencies. It operates over
the frequency range from 5 to 520
megahertz and thus can be used on
citizens band, vhf, and uhf radios.
The Racal 9081 can be both internally and externally modulated. Its
internal modulation frequencies are
400 hertz, 1 kilohertz, and 5 kHz.
Amplitude, frequency, and phase
modulation modes are provided.
Pricing varies from $4,000 to $4,500
depending upon options.

Unobtrusive
cable routing.

Rolled front top

Data Tech, 2700 South Fairview St., Santa
Ana,

Calif.

92704.

Phone W. J.

Miller,

Director of ICF Products, at ( 714) 546-7160.
In Europe, write to Racal Instruments Ltd.,
Duke Street, Windsor, Berkshire, SL4 1SB,
England [ 355]

Pedestal for storage or
19" panels, or both

50-MHz pulser provides full
trigger and shape control

For beautifully efficient use of office space, you can get this
Optima desk with bays for instruments, general storage or acombination of both. Cabling from instruments on top are unobtrusively
routed into the pedestal.With cantilever construction, chrome legs
and rounded top edge, it's the most beautiful desk yet designed for
your equipment.
Send for our catalog

The model 801 pulse generator
provides continuous, triggered,
gated, or burst pulse outputs with
normal, delayed, or double pulses.
Period, delay, and width are independently adjustable. In addition,
the primary pulse is shaped by independent rise and fall controls with a
50:1 range.
Outputs include TTL, EcLcomple-

We make you look better

OPTIMA
Scientific-Atlanta
2166 Mountain Industrial Blvd., Tucker, Ga. 30084 • Tel: ( 404) 939-6340
Europe: Macmerry, East Lothian, Scotland EH33 1EX
Circle 144

on reader service card

1977 Answer Book.
It makes your job
easier. $25.
Who makes what? Over 4000
products, more than 5000
manufacturers with their local
contracts and distributors,
directory of trade names and
catalogs, post-paid inquiry
cards for 5-second ordering of
current catalogs.
144
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Full money back guarantee if returned within I() days.
Name

mented ECL, and sync pulses in addition to the main 50-ohm output.
Maximum amplitude from the main
output is 20 volts peak to peak into
an open circuit or 10 y peak to peak
into 50 ohms. The model 801 sells
for $995 and has a delivery time of
30 days.
Wavetek, P.O. Box 651, San Diego, Calif.
92112. Phone John Roth at ( 714) 279-2200

Company

[357]

Street
State

Zip
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IF YOU WANT TO KNOW WHY
GE ENGINEERING STRUCTURAL FOAM GOT INTO
SO MANY BIG THINGS SO SOON, ASK
SPERRY UNIVAC
BUR RAMO
440,-

SPERRY
REMINGTON

EWLETTCKARD

Write Section 237R.
Structural Foam Resins,
Plastics Division,
General Electric Company.
One Plastics Ave.,
Pittsfield, MA 01201
WHAT THE WORLD IS COMIN
GE ENGINEERING STRUCTURt FOAM
LEXAN • NORYL• VALOX•

OR US.
GENERAL

ELECTRIC

Circle 145 on -eader service card

SANDERS

high voltage
ceramic
capacitors...
Georgia style.
Our " Georgia style" high voltage
ceramic caps provide value and
performance that are hard to beat
. . . by anyone's standards. Ratings
to 60 KVDC. Capacities to 9,300 pF.

•

'

Epoxy resin encapsulation. Minimum
size- capacity- voltage ratios. What's more,
every capacitor is backed by Murata's 30
years of experience in the field and our
"Georgia style" pride in a job well done.
If you need high voltage capacitors for HV
power supplies or distribution systems, TV doubler and
tripler supplies or virtually any other application, call
Murata . Chances are we have just the " Georgia style"
HV ceramic capacitor you need.

First in ceramics

CORPORATION
OF AMERICA

1148 Franklin Road, S.E.
Marietta, Georgia 30067
Tel: 404-422-9777
Telex: 54-2329
TWX: 810-763-4723

Circle 146 on reader service card

New products
to current- loop inputs, like the 4- to20- milliampere control standard.
The inputs are classified as highlevel — generally, sensor and transducer signals will require preamplification and conditioning prior to
entering the interface. " We've elected to interface only high-level
Microcomputer firm
signals, since most control systems
introduces four interface
have local back up and manual
controls, and they get the signals up
boards for its SBC 80s
to high level," says Drakeford. The
711 sells for $ 875 in singles.
In an attempt to grab a share of a
The SBC 724, counterpart to the
market it has created, Intel Corp. 711, is afour-channel analog output
has introduced four input/output board with four 12- bit d- a convertinterface boards as accessories to its ers. Both voltage and current- loop
SBC 80 single- board microcomput- outputs are generated under proers. Three of the boards are inter- gram control. The output board sells
faces for analog signals, while the for $ 750 in quantities of one.
fourth is an optically isolated, digital
The functions of the 711 and 724
uo interface unit.
boards are combined in the SBC 732
The move represents an altered analog uo board. The 732 has two
marketing strategy for the Santa
12- bit d-aconverters paired with an
Clara manufacturer. Although the input configuration identical to the
SBC 80 microcomputers have 711. Like the others, the 732 is
proven hot items since their intro- programmable under CPU control.
duction over a year ago, Intel has
Its unit-quantity price is $ 1,125.
done little to fan the flames outside
Intel is stressing compatibility
of supplying memory- and uo- among the three boards and with the
expanding components. Yet over a SBC bus. Says Drakeford, "The input
dozen companies, in anticipation of a pins are the same for the 711 and the
growing market, have seized the 732, as are the output pins on the
opportunity to produce accessory 724 and 732, and all the boards,
boards compatible with the SBC 80 designed for the SBC backbus.
plane/cardcage, are interface- and
"The board manufacturers may
program-compatible."
know their a-d's, but they're just not
Intel has learned from the work of
intimate with the microprocessor other analog- ho manufacturers, seand its bus," explains John Drakelecting the best features of other
ford, product manager of Intel.
interfaces, and adding a few unique
"Users of the SBC 80 have asked
features of their own. One feature
that we provide the capability."
The first of the three boards, the
SBC 711, is an analog- input interface with 16 single- ended inputs that
may be converted by jumpers to
eight differential inputs. On board is
a 16-channel, 12- bit data-acquisition
module manufactured by Analogic
Corp. of Wakefield, Mass. The
interface board is fully programmable under control of the central
processing unit, though it has no
processing power of its own. Inputs
can be individually gain- programmed to accept signals from 1to
10 volts, and space is provided on the
board for shunt- resistor conversion

Microprocessors

Intel gets
into I/O act

Electronics/May 12, 1977

that appears on few of the competitive boards is a memory- mapping
technique for referencing the 16- bit
instructions required to handle the
12 bits of interconversion. By using
the technique, Intel can save time
with single instructions of the 8- bit
8080.
One feature not found on other
interface boards, according to
Drakeford, is called auto- addressing,
in which the user assigns an address
to acertain channel to be set up in a
control mode for sequencing the
other channels. In so doing, no additional addresses need be assigned to
the other channels.
Another feature peculiar to the
three boards is the interrupt arrangement. An interrupt signal is
provided at the completion of conversion, as well as one at the end of
channel scan. This, says Drakeford,
frees the CPU to attend to other tasks
until flagged by either interrupt or
after any number of channels have
been scanned.
The third and possibly the most
significant function special to the
SBC input boards is what Intel calls
"pacing" — not areal-time clock, but
atiming scheme built around acrystal-controlled time base on both the
711 and 732. Pacing allows, under
program control of the analog
inputs, external triggering of the a-d
conversion through a separate input
by some external event. Thus, an onboard capability is provided for
conversion at any rate, from once
every 900 microseconds to up to 1
second. Explains Drakeford: " Pacing
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THE
FIRST $5.00* MICROPROCESSOR

Photo- isolated, zero
voltage switching. Solid State
Relay for driving motors,
solenoids, lamps, etc.
• 8-amp thyristor output
• T2Land CMOS compatible
• Built-in snubber
• UL and CSA Recognized
All the features you expect
from Opto 22 Solid State
Relays. Call our Distributor
Division to place your order or
request complete catalog at
(714)892-7676 or (714)892-3313.
O.E.M. Production Quantities

OPTO 22

New products
is especially useful for looking at
transients and rapidly changing
events by signal reconstruction —an
accurate timing of the ad conversion lets you reconstruct and examine the event."
None of the analog boards provides signal conditioning. They are
inputprotected by diode clamps and
fusible resistors, however, and the
outputs are shortcircuitprotected.
A fourth interface is the SBC
556, an optical isolated digital vo
inteface. With two 8255 programmable peripheral interface chips, the
556 handles 48 1/0 lines, organized
as 24 dedicated input lines, 16 dedicated output lines, and 16 programmable lines.
Both input and output logic
thresholds are user-selectable. Intel
provides sockets for plug-in of input
and output optical isolators. By
choosing a particular Fairchild or
Monsanto isolator, the user can have
isolated 12volt levels, transistortransistor- logic levels, complementarymetal-oxide-semiconductor, or
other levels, on any input or output.
Intel is not yet in the business of
turnkey systems. Drakeford calls the
expansion from chips to microcomputer boards to system accessory
boards a "natural progression to
open up more areas."
Intel Corp., 3065 Bowers Avenue, Santa
Clara, Calif. 95051 [ 361]

5842 Research Drive
Huntington Beach, California 92649

12- bit microcomputer is
compatible with PDP-8E
Circle 148 on reader service card

The Data 12 microcomputer is a 12bit hardware/software system that,
among other things, can execute the
instruction set of the PDP-8E minicomputer. "Other things" includes

1977 Answer Book.
It makes your job
easier. $25.
Who makes what? Over 4000
products, more than 5000
manufacturers with their local
contracts and distributors,
directory of trade names and
catalogs, post-paid inquiry
cards for 5-second ordering of
current catalogs.
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The
PowerE...

Another small accomplishment from Ferroxcube
....with Guaranteed performance!
Manufacturing switch-mode
power supplies? Inverters?
Converters? Want to simplify
transformer and filter design and
fabrication? Then take a closer
look at one of our latest
accomplishments
Series EC—
Power ECores in 3C8 material
A transformer operating at high
flux densities and high frequencies
should be screened to minimize
external fields and radiation. The
usual method is to use a pot core
design or an Iand Ucore
combination. But the Power E
Core design offers you the
advantages of both the pot core
and Iand Ucombination.
First, the round center leg makes
strip winding easy and insures a
high copper or space factor, and
the lowest DC resistance. Second,
the winding geometry is
configured for low-leakage
inductance. And...

We guarantee the minimum flux
density, at 100°C. will be 3300
Gauss. And a maximum loss of
100 milliwatts/cm3 at 16 kHz, at
100°C. and 2000 Gauss.
The new core line has been.IEC
standardized in four sizes: Types
EC-35, EC-41, EC-52 and EC-70,
covering transformer throughput
power to 1Kw. We have slotted
the cores to accept a mounting
bracket that eliminates the
assembly problems of the squarelegged lamination cores. You also
can choose a standard bobbin or
PC bobbin for printed circuit
board mounting.
Series EC— Power ECores are fully
described in the new Ferroxcube
Linear Ferrite Catalog. For your
free copy write or call:
Ferroxcube
Division of Amperex Electronics Corp.
5083 Kings Highway
Saugerties, N.Y. 12477
(914) 246-2811

FERROXCUBE

E577
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New products

The AC
varie
pack.

Your engineers,
product testers, and
quality assurance people
could travel to 50 countries and
still never see all the kinds of power
an Elgar AC Power Source puts out. Its
50 available plug-in oscillator modules let you
choose variable or fixed frequencies from 45Hz
to 10 KHz. Or you can put in a programmable
oscillator and use your imagination. All this in
ratings up to 16 KVA. Write us today, and well
reveal our Sources.

m ELis

See

us

at NCC.

Booth e1010/ 1008

e
Elgar also is aleading producer of AC Line
Conditioners and Uninterruptible Power Systems

8225 Mercury Ct.. San Diego. California 92111 Phone ( 714) 565-1155
Circle 150 on reader service card

instructions for floating-point decimal arithmetic, numeric and character string input and output, block
memory move and search, and pushpop instructions for recursive subroutine handling. The computer's
basic hardware includes an integral
tape cassette drive, which provides
262,000 words of mass memory and
4,096 words of high-speed randomaccess memory. There are an additional 4,096 words of RAM, invisible
to the user, in which the system
executive is stored.
The executive automatically takes
care of all input/output buffering
and scheduling, handles logicalphysical unit assignment and realtime task scheduling, maintains the
date and time through its own realtime clock, and implements the
machine's instruction set.
The machine's operating system,
which is one step down in the software hierarchy from the executive,
allows complete keyboard control of
the Data 12. It provides facilities for
program preparation, assembly, debugging, and execution. It also has
an integral batch processor, thus
permitting unattended operation of
the system. Standard software also
includes the Basic- MS compiler, a
smaller Basic interpreter, the Phocal
interpreter, and an Algol compiler.
All of this software operates within
the basic 4,096 words of user
memory. If user- written programs
require more memory, expansion up
to 32,768 words is possible.
The basic computer includes a20milliampere current- loop interface,
an RS- 232 interface, atape controller, and the hardware and software
described above. It sells for only
$1,695 and has adelivery time of 30
to 45 days.
TLF, P.O. Box 2298, Littleton, Colo. 80161.
Phone Frank L. Laczko at ( 303) 794-1634
[363]

Microcomputer includes
minifloppy disk drive
The System 8 microcomputer is an
8080A- based system with a single
minifloppy disk drive. The disk has a

Electronics/May 12, 1977

If the print band
doesn't get you,
the price will.
It's that simple.

The New Centronics 6000 Series Line Printers.
Centronics now offers you afamily of line printers so
new in design simplicity, reliability and value that nothing
else in the industry today can compare. The outstanding
features of the 6000 series only begin with the operatorchangeable print band. They also include: the widest choice
of speeds — 75, 150, 300, and 600 1pm models. .. with 85%
parts commonality. And more— like fully-formed characters
and superior print quality. .. microprocessor electronics
for increased reliability, and full customizing capability . . .
all at aprice that's up to 40% lower than what you're paying
now for line printers.
Like all Centronics printers, the 6000 series printers
are even better because they're backed by more than 100
sales and service offices worldwide. And by the Centronics
reputation for stability— and for dependability proven by
more than 80,000 printers installed.
The new Centronics 6000 series line printers. Simply
better. Write or call today for the new 6000 series brochure.
Centronics Data Computer Corp., Hudson, N.H. 03051.
Tel. (603) 883-0111. Or Centronics Offices in Canada and
throughout the world.

cEnTnonics

PRInTER5

Simply Better
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CHECK DIGITAL
IC'S FASTER THAN
ASCOPE, SAFER
THAN AVOLTMETER
You're looking at the most convenient
and efficient way developed to check

to the Logic Monitor's internal
circuitry.

digital IC's: CSC's Logic Monitor. It
speeds digital design and testing by

New products

Very clever. Very portable. Very

accurately and automatically displaying

effective. And very reasonable, at
$74.95` See the Logic Monitor at your

static and dynamic logic states of DTI_

CSC dealer, or write for our catalog

TTL. HTL and CMOS DIP IC's. All in a
compact, self-contained 16- pin circuit-

and distributor list.

powered unit.
Use it to effortlessly trace signals
through counters, shift registers. gating
networks, flip-flops. decoders.. even
entire systems made up of mixed logic
families. It's agreat way to cut minutes,
even hours all along the line from design
through debugging_
Nothing could be simpler just clip it

capacity of 80 kilobytes of formatted
data. Built around the 1.3- microsecond version of the 8080A, the
System 8 is supplied with 16 kilobytes of random-access memory,
serial/parallel vo, and afront panel
for control and display. Software
includes a disk operating system
with file management, an editor, an
assembler, and adynamic debugger.
The computer sells for $ 2,895 and
has adelivery time of 30 days.

over any DIP IC up to 16 pins,

Gnat Computers Inc., 7895 Convoy Court,

and the Logic Monitor does
the rest. Precision plastic

Unit 6, San Diego, Calif. 92111. Phone ( 714)

guides and unique flexible
web insure positive connections between non-corrosive
nickel- silver contacts and IC
leads. Each contact connects
to asingle " bit - detector with
high -intensity LED readout,
activated when the applied
voltage exceeds afixed 2V
threshold. Logic " 1" ( high
voltage) turns LED on; Logic
-0"

( low voltage or open
circuit) keeps LED off. A
power- seeking gate network
automatically locates
supply leads and feeds them

560-0433 [ 364]

Turnkey computer
offers poweron start
The Altair 8800b Turnkey computer
is software-compatible with the standard 8800b, but is better suited for
dedicated applications. It has a
poweronstart feature, which allows
automatic program execution as
soon as the computer is energized. It
also contains a serial input/output
channel that can operate with a
variety of peripherals, 1kilobyte of
random-access memory, provision
for 1 kilobyte of programmable
read-only memory, and afront- panel
key switch. The front panel has indicators for HALT, I/O transfer, and
interrupt request and enable.
Mits, 2450 Alamo S.E., Albuquerque, N M
87106 [ 367]

CONTINENTAL SPECIALTIES CORPORATION

=M=

EASY DOES IT
44 Kendall Street. Box 1942
New Haven. CT 06509. 203-624-3103 TWX 710-465-1227
West Coast office Box 7809. San Francisco, CA
94119 • 415-421-8872 TWX 910-372-7992
e 1976, Continental Specialties Corp.
'Manufacturer's suggested price. Prices and specifications subject to change without notice.
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Here are two ways to measure
ceramic capacitor reliability

40 15

Major
Hi-Rel
Program

Years of
Hi-Rel
Experience

You'll find our ceramic capacitors
functioning in some of the
toughest environments known to
man. Here are just afew of the
programs. Space: Surveyor,
Mercury, Gemini, Apollo ( Command Module, LEM, PLSS).
Defense: Minuteman Il and Ill,
F-14, F-15 and F-16, Polaris and
Poseidon, Sparrow, Hawk and
Maverick, F-111 and the B-1
bomber.

4
441*

Founded in 1960 to supply
ceranc capacitors for Hi-Rel
progrems, we were atechnology
leader almost from the start. We
were the first to develop precious
metal alloy electrode systems;
the first to automate chip
production to meet aproven
failure rate level of . 001% per
1000 hours; the first to perfect
the use of base metals in electrodes Latest — the totally
redundant fail-safe feed-thru
capacitor.

Unlike many companies, we do not
have separate chip lines for Hi-Rel
military and commercial MonoKap
products. You get the same high
quality in both. And, you can buy
MonoKaps right oft our distributor's
shelves.

CERAMIC CAPAC9:0

T FR A
•
Eléctrones • GLOBE- UNION INC
—
Los Angeles, CA 90039 ( 213) 240-4880
• FILTERS • 1HICK FILM CIRCUITS • SWITCHES
• POTENTIOMETERS • TRIMMER RESISTORS

See our complete catalogue in EEM Pages 317-335; and Gold Book Pages 103 to 121 or contact us directly

elICROPROCESSOR
C

TRAINING)

6BOOKS

From Osborne eAssociates, Inc.
FOR THE MICROCOMPUTER USER
HERE ARE THE BOOKS THAT HAVE EDUCATED AN ENTIRE INDUSTRY:
THE NEW EDITION OF VOLUME Il

AN INTRODUCTION TO MICROCOMPUTERS:

—

VOLUME I — BASIC CONCEPTS
A highly acclaimed

text

discussing

the

fundamentals of

AN INTRODUCTION TO MICROCOMPUTERS:

microprocessors. This volume has been adopted by more than 300
colleges and universities as a basic text. Topics discussed include:
fundamental concepts of computers. organization of the
microcomputer, structure of aCPU Serial and Parallel 1/0,DMA Interrupts. and address modes. Approximately 300 pages. Order
publication # 2001. Price $7.50.

SOME REAL PRODUCTS — IS READY

VOLUME Il

— SOME REAL PRODUCTS

This is a revision, introduced in May. 1977. It provides a comprehensive discussion of the function and specifications of more
than 20 microprocessors. plus their supporting circuits. Logic for
the 9440 to Nova standard busses is given. The Intel 8085 and
8048.have been added. The chapter on PACE has been considera

8080 PROGRAMMING FOR LOGIC DESIGN or
6800 PROGRAMMING FOR LOGIC DESIGN
Written for the logic designer, these " how to" books discuss the
detailed implementatiori' of digital logic with the 8080
microprocessor and 6800 microprocessor, respectively. The design
of a portion of a printer controller is used as an example in these
texts. Approximately 300 pages each. Order publication #4001
(8080) and # 5001 ( 6800) Price is 57 50 each

bly expanded. Many new support devices are covered. Our new
edition also covers use of one microprocessor's support devices
with another microprocessor - in particular, use of 8080 support
devices with the 6800. Manufacturers* specifications are included
for every part described. Approximately 1200 pages. up from 900
pages for the previous edition. Order publication #3001. Price
S15.00.

FOR THE PROGRAMMER WRITING PROGRAMS IN BASIC
HERE IS A NEW SERIES OF BOOKS:
PAYROLL WITH COST ACCOUNTING — IN BASIC

SOME COMMON BASIC PROGRAMS
A compendium of 76 useful programs written in BASIC.Programs

A comprehensive payroll program with cost accounting. Source

for statistical, financial, and arithmetic analysis as well as other programs are included. Approximately 200 pages. Order publication

listings, operator instructions, file layouts and flow charts. It will run,
as is, on aWang 2200, WCS20 or WCS30. Other BASICs will require some file access statement changes only. Approximately 600

#21002. Price $ 7.50.

pages. Order publication # 22002. Price $ 12.50.
AND STILL TO COME IN 1977:
General Ledger

Accounts Receivable

Accounts Payable

Our business application programs are fifth and sixth rewrites of packages that used to sell commercially for $ 3,000.00 per package, or
more. These programs give you user- tested operator interaction during data entry and error recovery. These are programs written for the
real world of operators who make mistakes -- for users who find that nothing works correctly the first time. Our programs are tolerant of
human error.
A COURSE ON DIGITAL LOGIC DESIGN USING MICROPROCESSORS
In order to be asuccessful microprocessor user you must be both aprogrammer and alogic designer. Skills in one area without the other will prevent you
from making effective use of microprocessors in adigital logic environment.
This course is intended for engineers and programmers with either logic design or assembly language programming experience. Laboratory exercises conducted during the course require the student to construct interface circuits on our breadboard system. write application programs to drive the interface circuit. then edit, assemble and debug the program using our microcomputer development system.
Topics covered during the course include: How to design microcomputer systems: how to design memory systems: subroutines and interrupts — how
and when to use them: DMA; Serial I/O. Parallel I/O; and assembly language programming. The functions of 8080 support circuits are discussed. The
course is taught by design engineers who have experience designing systems incorporating microcomputers.
This is a10- day course: the fee is $600.00 for students attending at our facilities. Private courses are offered to companies wishing to train 20 or more people in their facilities.
Please include the Book Publication number when ordering books.
Write or call for a free brochure describing our lectures and books.

OSBORNE Et ASSOCIATES, INC.
P.O. Box 2036, Department E
Berkeley, California 94702
(415) 548-2805
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We'll flip you
over your ceramic capacitor specs...

me ds you win
tails you win

Heads are our standard line of
MCI\ 0-KAP'ST".
Radial- leaded,
epoxy- coated monolithic ceramic
capacitors with
noble- metal' electrodes whoEe proven
formulation has not
beer modified or
compromised They
meet MIL requirements, and are
available oft- theshelf in a broad
rargie of capacitances and voltage
rat,nigs to meet your
specific needs.

Tads are our
BME-RadialsTm.
They protect you
from the noble
metal cost spiral,
ard save you money
rigihit up front. They
are the product of
ou' unique BME
capacitor technology which
eliminates noble
metal entirely from
electrodes and
terminations. But
they'll meet nost of
the same circuit
requirements with
no sacrifice.
So you see, it's up to you — MOINOKARS or BME-Radials. Both are immediately available in quantity trom
the only people who give you the
choice. Either will do the job without
comprpmise. Call or write for all the
details today.

AO\
1111MIk
WM BIM
"IMP"

CENTRALAB/USCC 4561 Colorado Blvd. • Los AngEles, CA 90038 • ( 213) 240-488C I
Elearonic s • GL OBE - UN:UN INC
4tie

"See our complete catalog in EEM pages 317 to 335, and gold book pages 103 to 121, or contact us directly."

111.

MONITOR
LINE
VOLTAGE
Plug-in our $320.00, M12DLVM
and get an unattended record
of line voltage variations from 95 to
135V for up to 2months without
reloading. Circle Bingo 156

OR
ANY TREND
With this compact, rugged, single
channel thermal recorder offering
DC to 5Hz frequency response,
plus 2% FS accuracy at any one of
18 fixed speeds from 1/
2"/hr to
12"/min. M12D prices start at $275.
Circle Bingo 250
Call or write Ken Grabeau
(603) 893-1921 for specs, prices
and delivery.

New products
spacings of only 0.400 in., points out
MacDonald. There is even a choice
of adjustment styles, he adds, either
a hex-hole/screwdriver style or a
screwdriver/finger adjustment knob.
For Cerbon units, available resistances range from 100 ohms to 5
megohms; while for cermet units,
Miniature series features
they go from 100 ohms to 1
1-ohm end resistance for
megohm. Tolerances are within
±20% or ± 30%.
full-range adjustability
Operating temperature ranges
from — 55°C to + 105°C for Cerbon
models, and from — 55°C to + I25°C
To be introduced this week at the
Design Engineers' Electronic Comfor cermet. With constant humidity,
ponents show in Arlington, Va., is a the temperature coefficient of resistnew miniature trimmer resistor from
ance is — 470 ± 150 ppm/°C for
the Centralab Electronics division of Cerbon trimmers. Cermet elements
Globe- Union. Designated as series exhibit a temperature coefficient of
R, the device, which measures only
±250 ppm/ °C for resistance values
0.475 by 0.640 inches, has a set
from 100 to 999 ohms and from 101
stability of 0.2% of the total applied
kilohms to 1megohm, decreasing to
voltage and an adjustability within
± 150 ppm/°C for resistance values
0.05% of the total voltage.
from 1to 100 kilohm. In 1,000- piece
Moreover, says D. A. MacDonald,
quantities, these series R trimmers
marketing manager, the unit's end
are priced as low as $0.185 each.
resistance is less than 1ohm, permit- Centralab Electronics Division, Electronic
ting adjustability through its full
Controls Group, Globe- Union Inc., 5757
range of rotation. The resistor North Green Bay Ave., Milwaukee, Wis.
element, which is made of either 53201. Phone ( 414) 228-2751 [ 341]
cermet or Centralab's proprietary
Cerbon, is extra long, he notes,
giving 300° of mechanical rotation Thick-film resistor
and 260° of electrical rotation.
Mounting is horizontal, with lock - networks save space
in or straight terminals spaced 0.1
in. apart. This tight terminal spacing With substrate space at a premium,
and the unit's small size permit a new series of miniature thick- film
cluster mounting on center-to-center resistor networks is just the thing for

Components

Trimmers have
0.2% stability

Keewaydin Drive, Salem. N H 03079
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ELEC-TROL
SOLID STATE
RELAYS

ELEC-TROL
MOLDED'
LINE REED
RELAYS

TOUGH
CUSTOMERS!
:\ ow tor about one third less than
the price of most standard sealed
reed relays. Elec-Trol offers is new
Molded- Line Reed Relay... Not
only do these new units meet the
highest performa-ice standards
but they are also totally molded in
epoxy to stand up against the kind
of extreme moisture conditions
and mishandling that would sideline ordinary relays. These new
"tough customers" provide complete protection even when totally
immersed in cleaning solvents.

WE'RE COMING ON STRONG!
If you've been reading our ads, you probably know that
Elec-Trol sells more dry reed relays than any other independent
manufacturer in the U.S.A. But did you know that more and
more people are specifying Elec-Trol for high-quality solid state
relays? In fact, according to arecent survey, engineers that
have used our products ranked us among the leaders in solid
state relays.
We are coming on strong with agrowing line oi solid state
relays that are competitively priced. We offer both printed circuit board and standard high power switching models that feature:
zero- crossover switching, photo isolation between input and
output, positive on/off control, TTL compatibility, long life, and
immunity to shock and vibration. We also offer high- quality
mercury-wetted relays and dry reed relays— DIP, Open-Line,
Encased- Line, Molded- Line, and Blue Boy.
Send for our Solid State Relay Catalog, and ask about our
UL recognition.
Elec-Trol, Inc., 26477 N. Golden Valley Road, Saugus, CA
91350, (213) 788-7292,(805) 252-8330. TWX 910 336-1556.

ELEC-TROL
Electronics/May 12, 1977
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With every relay you get these
features— highest quality, thoroughly tested, dry reed switches •
dry- circuit to 10- watt load'-witching capability•terminal spacing
based on the 0.1"X 1.0" standard
configuration • compact units in
SiZE sfrom .310" to.6:30"W X 335H
X .9501_ And you may selert from
the following options- magnetic
hielding • electrostatic shielding
*contact run-in for one million
operations.
These tough new units are available with their hermetically sealed
reed switch contacts in Forms lA
through 4A. For more information.
use the reader service card. For
immediate action, contact your
local distributor, representative, or
the factory direct.
Elec-Trol. Inc.. 26477 N. Golden
Valley Road. Saugus. CA 91350.
(213) 788-7292. 505) 252-8330.
TWX 910-336-1556.

ELEC-TROL
Circle 252 on reader ser. ice care
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.4 Three ways
1.`"
0 to get a
'load CRT yoke

é

Call
Syntronic
(312) 543-6444

"41

Write
Syntronic

I.

use in hybrid circuits. Made by
International Manufacturing Services, the devices come as unpackaged space-saving resistor strips that
are passivationcoated for environmental protection. Dubbed I- MStrips, they are being shown for the
first time at this week's DEEC show in
Arlington, Va.
The resistor elements are cermet,
available in a wide range of resistance values, tolerances, and power
ratings. Values range from 10 ohms
to 100 megohms, tolerances from 1%
to 25%, and power ratings from 75
to 500 milliwatts.
The strips, which contain from
two to eight resistors, come in five
standard widths- 40, 50, 75, 100,
and 150 mils. They are attached to a
circuit by means of wire bonding,
conductive epoxy, or reflow soldering. The substrates are made of 96%
alumina.
A typical three-resistor strip, measuring 40-mils wide by 120- mils long
by 16-mils thick, is priced at 45¢
each in 500-piece lots. Delivery is
within four weeks for initial orders
and two weeks for follow-on orders.
International
East

Main

Manufacturing Services,
Rd.,

Middletown,

R.I.

288

02840

Phone ( 401) 849-5242 [ 342]

Use
our Yoke
Selection Guide
Z
•''
;
• It shows
your CRT display. Our engineers have developed a
unique concept—the yoke energy constant—as away
to estimate yoke inductance and current. From there,
it's an easy step to specify ayoke " by the numbers".
it. Call or write for your copy.* See for yourself how
Syntronic's years of experience can add up to
etting a better yoke for your display.

CI

rill"

Long-lived one- turn pots
are linear to within 1%
Able to operate over the temperature
range from — 65°C to 125°C, two
single-turn potentiometers have rotational lives of 10 million turns and
linearities of 1%. The servo- mount
model 6537 and the bushing- mount

op.

Syntronic Instruments, Inc.
100 Industrial Road, Addison, IL 60101
(312) 543-6444

*Or see Pages 405 to 408 in EEM
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Pnidted cir. -uit board court,.

More than afine line separates RISTON*
Dry Film Solder Mask from other masks.
We know fine lines are
important to you. That's just one of
the reasons why we developed
RISTONe< Dry Film Solder Mask.
Photo-imaging gives precise
resolution, even on dense circuitry
boards and around critical pad areas.
Because there is no bleed-out or
solder bridging, inspection is fast, with
minimum rework and few rejects.
With RISTON Dry Film Solder Mask.
application and processing are easy,
without specially skilled operators or
screen setups and attendant delays.
Reliability? You can count on it!

The uniform thickness of RISTON Dry
Film Solder Mask permits handling of
the highest density circuitry and offers
high impedance integrity with
outstanding electrical insulation. Long
or short runs are anatural, and boards
can be produced up to 21" x24^, one
after the other, without multiple
recoats or skips.
All of these features of the dry
film process with RISTON Solder
Mask add up to wide flexibility for the
designer. What's more, it comes in a
variety of film types which enable
masked boards to pass (IL flame-

retardant standards. RISTON Dry Film
Solder Mask adheres to all common
metals and performs consistently
under avariety of soldering conditions
as well as solder flux cleaning. The
result for you is atough, permanent,
well-designed board.
Find out how the benefits of
RISTON Dry Film Solder Mask fit your
needs. Call your Du Pont RISTON
Technical Representative, or write
Du Pont Company, Room 35619,
Wilmington, DE 19898.
•Registered UE Pat. & Tm. Off for Du Pont sprot nssaDlt• drs
film photoresi , system

RISTON Division
aOl ]Ot
Electronics
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HOW DO YOU GET
ANALOG SIGNALS
INTO YOUR COMPUTER?
The new RAMP/
Scanner features a
solid-state scanning
breakthrough providing common mode
voltage capability in
excess of 250Vrms
continuous or 600V
peak • an auto-ranging
dual-slope integrating
DVM for high noise
rejection • selectable
serial transmission rates from 150
to 19,200 baud — and more!
Write or call Newell Tillman
at ( 617) 275-0300.

Using the new RAMP/
Scanner, you can conned any combination
of thermocouples.
voltage signals or
current transmitter
signals directly to the
input panel. Use two
sets of twisted pair
wires to tie the RAMP/
Scanner into your computer's standard 20 ma currentloop or RS232 port. You'll now
have two-way communication
between the RAMP/Scanner
and your computer in
ASCII code. What could
be simpler?

15 DeAngelo Drive. Bedford. Massachusetts 01730
Circle 160 on reader service card

THE NUMONICS

1224

INTELLIGENT
DIGITIZER

New products
6637 sell for about $ 6 each in
production quantities.
The units feature a one-piece
precious- metal contact, asilver deposition between the molded- in terminals and the conductive- plastic element, and thermal swaging. All
three features are intended to maximize reliability at areasonable price.
The 7/
8inch diameter pots are available with resistances from 1to 100
ka Deliveries are from stock.
Bourns Trimpot Products Division,
Columbia Ave., Riverside, Calif.

1200
92507.

Phone ( 714) 781-5122 [ 343]

Solid-state relay handles
40 amperes at 600 V peak
The GB15000 series of solid-state
relays now includes a model with a
continuous-current rating of 40 amperes and a peak- voltage rating of
600 volts. Features of the new device
include an optically coupled input,
zero-voltage switching, and a builtin snubber to provide reliable operation in the presence of line transients.
Like other models in the series,
the new relay is ut. recognized and
csA-certified. It sells for $ 19.50 in
lots of 1,000 pieces. Delivery time is
four to five weeks.
Gordos/Grigsby-Barton Inc., 100 North Second St., Rogers, Ark. 72756. Phone ( 501)
636-5000 [ 345]

PUTS
GRAPHICS
ON SPEAKING
TERMS WITH YOUR
COMPUTER FOR UNDER
$4000.
At last. An electronic graphics calculator that adds the program and memory power
of a micro- computer and front-end digitizer. One easy-to-operate unit that's both
portable and programmable for custom application and on-site use. Input data via
the alpha numeric keyboard or the Electronic Digitizer itself. Data goes directly to
the micro- processor for calculations, output to a 16- digit display and/or computer
interface. And you've achoice of either character serial or EIA-RS232C output formats standard. Data batching, axis rotation, scaling, point-to-point area and length
measurements. . . with the Numonics 1224's library of field changeable programs,
we can put your computer on speaking terms with graphics. At less than $4000.
May we tailor one for you?

CINUMONICS
160

Resistors drift only 5ppm/ °C
from — 55 °C to 125 °C
Type TK Temp- Stable precision film
resistors are offered with temperature coefficients of 5 and
10 ppm/°C. The units, which operate
over the range from — 55°C to
175°C, maintain their low temperature coefficients up to 125°C. They
are offered with resistance values up
to 10 megohms and tolerances from
1% ( standard) to 0.01%. Shelf
stability is typically better than
25 ppm per year, and long-term
absolute stability is better than
0.05% for each 2,000 hours of opera-

418 Pierce St., Lansdale, Pa. 19446 ( 215) 362-2766

Circle 253 on reader service card
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TRW High- Frequency Darlington Reliability

Pure logic and hard facts
1.

2.

In high- frequency power

switching, heat is a prime factor
ii Darlington failure,

3.

Turn-off time is the dominant

cause of destructive temperature
rise,

The faster the turn-off, the

cooler the Darlington, the greater
the reliability.

Take alook at competitive Darlingtons in an actual 20 KHz bridge converter circuit:
80
Case Temperature Rise Above Ambient

Rill

Of 25'C VS. Output Power In A Bridge-

11111.111“11111

emu
ammo!

Configuration Converter.

CE

Me

70

Switching Frequency: 20 KHz
Drive Conditions: I,, = . 5A. 1, 2 = 1.0A

"AIM lc

Collector- Emitter Conditions:
250 W : Vc , = 250 V. l
c = 4.0 A

CASE TEMPERATURE RISE ABOVE AivIBIENT-uC

630 W \lc , = 300 V. I
c = 6.0 A
Plotted Results Represent The Average

60

Of Four Typical Devices Individually
Mounted Without Insulators. On IERC
Type HP3-000-B Heatsinks.
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OUTPUT POWER— WATTS

TRW operates at the lowest temperatures
for the greatest reliability in high- frequency
Darlington off-line switching regulators
And when you're working with high- power, fastswitching Darlingtons that's no small thing. When you
need reliability at high frequencies, the best combination of switchtime and energy capability add up to
greater efficiency and longer life. And what circuit are
you about to design that doesn't deserve the best?
ParticJlarly when TRW Darlingtons are not only competitively priced, but are also immediately available in
any quantity.
To get all the facts on TRW's high- frequency Darlington, use coupon or phone John Power at ( 213)679-4561.

800

TRW Power Semiconductors
An Electronic Components Division of TRW, Inc.
14520 Aviation Boulevard, Lawndale, California 90260
[1: Please send me data sheets on TRW's Darlington
transistors.
Lj Please send me samples for
current.

voltage and

Name
Company Name
Position
Address
City

State

Zip

TRWPOVVER SEMICONDUCTORS
ANOTHER PRODUCT OF A COMPANY CALLED TRW

Electionica/May 12, 1977
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The
Refreshing Alternative

New products
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ation. Typical price of a low-value
resistor is about $ 1.50 each in lots of
100. Small quantities are available
from stock; production quantities
require four to six weeks.
Caddock Electronics Inc.,

3127 Chicago

Ave.. Riverside, Calif. 92507. Phone Richard
Caddock at ( 714) 683-5361 [ 344;

GaP LEDs put out up to
25 microcandelas at 50 mA

MEGATEK Graphic Systems
Local Intelligence • Full Refresh • Zoom, Rotate, Translate •
Sharp, Bright Vectors • Powerful Minicomputer • FORTRAN
Software • Data Tablet or Joystick • Low Cost
Our Systems are Powerful, Intelligent, and Good Looking ... the features YOU look for in a graphics
terminal, system or interface.
Coupled with MEGATEK Quality
and Value, the picture is perfectly
clear—MEGATEK is The Refreshing Alternative.

MEGATEK
COPPOPATION

The Refreshing Alternative

A series of high- intensity galliumphosphide light-emitting diodes is
available in two sizes and three
colors. The smaller T-1 lamps are
designated TI L212 ( amber). TI
L216
(red), and TIL232 ( green). The
larger T-1 1
/ devices are designated
4
TI L224 (amber), TI L228 (
red). and
TIL234 ( green). Housed in molded
epoxy packages. the LEDS put out up
to 25 microcandelas at a current of
50 milliamperes.
The smaller lamps sell for 58 cents

* -TEKTRONIX • is a registered trademark of Tektronix
Inc

use of o.h,ch , n rio ,.%a

constitutes enCorsernert

Circle 162 on reader service card
See Our Display At Booth 1216 At NCC

each in small quantities and 46 cents
in hundreds. The corresponding
prices for the larger lamps are 62
cents and 49 cents.
Texas Instruments Inc.. Inqu,ry Answering
Service.

P.O.

Box 5012. M S 308 ( Attn:

TIL212-234). Dallas, Texas 75222. Phone
Bill Alexander at ( 214) 238-3940 [ 347]

Miniature dry- reed relays

in aword is what we are.

Project HOPE exists because there are

people with hope— people who have given
3.5 million men. women. and children on
four continents the chance for happier.
more productive lives through improved
health care.
162

PROJECT

fill

can switch 100 watts
Although they are compact units
that sell for as little as $1.24 each in
production quantities. Powermite
dry- reed relays are capable of
switching up to 100 watts. 1ampere.

Decaiment A
Wasmngton D C 20007
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Records in record time.

In seconds you can have a
permanent copy of your cathode ray
tube display with Polaroid tCU- 5Hard Copy
Land Camera. Whether You have acomputer terminal, an
oscilloscope, aclosed circuit-TV or scanning electron microscope, you'll get economical 31
,4 x41
% inch (8.3 x10.8 cm) photos
for study, comparison, pass-along information, reproduction or
filing.
Whatever size screen you have, we can probably fit it with the
proper hood. Whatever your film needs ( black and white, positive/negative, color), Polaroid makes aprofessional pack film to
fill your needs.
YoL. don't have to knowa thi ng about
photography to use the CU5. The exposure setting always remains the

sameonce ittbeen set for your particular screen or scope. There's
no focusing. All you do is hold the CU5with aCRT hood
against the display you want copied, squeeze the trigger- like
shutter release and you've recorded instantly : he data without
tying up your terminal.
If you're interested we'll direct you to your nearest Polaroid
Professional Products Dealer. Return the coupon or call
Polaroid toll tree: 800-225-1618 ( in Massachusetts, call collect:617-547-5177).
Polaroid Corporation, Dept. A350,
575 Technology Square, Cambridge, Mass. 02139
I'm interested in Polaroid's CU-5 for CRT recording.
Name

Polaroid

Company
Address
City

The CU- 5Camera for CRT
image recording ir7 seconds.
Electronics/May 12, 1977
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cNew Mod Look,
from cAdan.

New products

,

Modular breadboarding system.
$510.00*
It's Adam. E&L Instruments new
modular breadboarding system.
To provide you with added
flexibility for expansion and
development. Adam gives you
the 5005 Mainframe that
contains all the power supplies
necessary to operate each of
the separate modules. And
here's what else you get:

And you make all connections
on the panel mounted SK- 10
socket with common 22 gauge
solid conductor wire. No special
patch cords and no soldering
needed.
Put this valuable design tool to
work in your lab today. Write
E&L, or contact your local
representative listed below.

• 103 Signal Source Module
• 101 Function/Pulse Generator
Module
• Two 302 Universal Component
Socket Modules
• 502 Readout and DC
Multimeter Module

*Quantity discounts available.

Elec-Trol Inc., 26477 N. Golden Valley Road,

rl

Saugus, Calif. 91350. Phone ( 805) 252-8330
[346]

HI INSTRUMENTS, INC.
61 First Street, Derby, Conn 06418
(203) 735-8174 Telex No. 96 3536

TOPICS

Authorized Stocking Representatives
Los Angeles, Calif.
(213) 377-0975
San Francisco. Calif.
(415) 961-2828
Woodbridge. Conn.
(203) 397-1461
Denver, Colorado
(303) 534-1356
Orlando, Florida
(305) 351-1841
Chicago. Illinois
(312) 956-8090
Kansas City, Kansas
(913) 649-8952
New York, N.Y.
(201) 467-8585
Syracuse. N.Y.
(315) 699-2651

New England Instrument Co.,
Natick, Mass., manufacturers of
the Econopot, has introduced

Econopot MKIII— a conductiveplastic semi-precison device intended for industrial applications.
Key features include 1% linearity,
5-million-cycle rotational life, and
0.25% output smoothness....
Dialight, Brooklyn, N.Y., has
reduced the prices of certain of
its LED displays. The price of the
745-0005 5-by-7 dot-matrix display has been cut from $5.95 to
$2.25 each in thousands, while
the 745 0014, 0015, and 0016
have been reduced from $2.10 to
$1.10. . Elec-Trol Inc., Saugus, Calif., has announced that
its printed-circuit- board solidstate relays have received UL
yellow card recognition in accordance with UL Bulletin 508, and
are listed under file E-58275.

Canada

Edmonton, Alberta
(403) 455-4122
Winnipeg, Manitoba
(204) 774-6286
or 772-9295
Vancouver,
British Columbia
1604) 687-2621

1977 Answer Book.
It makes your job
easier. $25.
Who makes what? Over 4000

contracts and distributors,
directory of trade names and
catalogs, post-paid inquiry
cards for 5-second ordering of
current catalogs.
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Components

Dayton, Ohio
(513) 222-0011
Philadelphia, Pa.
(215) 723-8733
Dallas, Texas
(214) 328-5484
Fairfax, Virginia
(703) 273-1803
Seattle, Washington
(206) 938-4166
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products, more than 5000
manufacturers with their local

and 200 volts dc. They are especially
well suited for applications such as
switching the gates of power thyristors or controlling lamps and some
reactive loads.
The relays are available with from
one to four form A contacts in either
an open- line ($ 1.24) or epoxy-encapsulated ($ 1.76) package. The prices
are for production quantities of the
one- pole devices. Optional features
include mangetic shielding and electrostatic shielding.

.International Components
Corp., Chicago, Ill., has an-

Electronics Buyers' Guide
1221 Ave. of the Americas
New York. N.Y. 10020
Yes, send me acopy of The Answer Book. I've enclosed
$25 ( USA and Canada only, elsewhere send $ 35).
Full money back guarantee if returned within 10 days.
Name
Company

nounced the introduction of a
series of compact dc gearmotors
that can handle loads up to 80
ounce inches.

Street
State

Zip
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Tally's low cost of ownership package...
One printer family...
Three speed ranges.

40 to 100
1:nes per minute
The Tally serial printer family.
Three speed ranges. And very llittle
price diffe -ence from model to
model Ain ideal OEM package.
high parts commonality. Low
integration costs. No scheduled
rnaintenar ce. Design simplicity for
inherent -eliability. A variety of
interfaces. Low prices.
From 40 lines per minute through'
2D0 lines per minute. The Tatly
T-1200 at 120 characters per
second. The Tally T-1202 — with

55 to 150

70 to 200

lines per minute

lines per minute

opinized bi-directional printing
that includes skipping over blank
spaces at three times the pr nt
rate — delivers twice its rated speed
by cutling throughput time two to
three fold. And the new Tally
602 at 160 cps with optimized
bi-directional printing keeps pace
with me printer speeds.
There's so much more to -ell so
cal your nearest Tally sales office
for all the facts.

OEM Sales Offices: Boston ( 6 7) Z72-8070, Chicago
Los Angles ( 213) 378-0305, Melbourne Beach
Mew York ( 516) C9e-8444, San Antonio
Sa Joe ( 408) 247-0897, Seatle.(206) 251-6 -'30, 3usiness Systems

( 312)
( 305)
( 512)
( 415)

956-0690,
724-0480,
733-8153,
254-8350.

Tally Co -poration, 8301 S.180th St.,
Kent, Washington 98031.
Telephone ( 206) 251-5524.

TALLY
Circle 1,
35 on reader service card

Quietly pays for itself.
Your mini/micro computer system is compact, clean,
easy to use and maintain,
Now you don't have to tie your beautiful little system to
athumping, noisy, cantankerous electromechanical
printer. Rather, you can use COI's quiet thermal
printers, available in 30-character-per-second versions
for OEM applications.
CDI's OEM thermal printers are lightweight (03 weighs
only 4pounds), and are steppermotor driven. There
are no solenoids, ratchets, or linkages to burn out or
break. All solid state circuitry insures maximum performances and can eliminate costly maintenance
headaches. . . . it virtually can pay for itself!

The 03 Thermal Printer .. .
for the OEM building it into his
system.
• Compact, only 4pounds
• Dual fonts
• 80 column thermal printing
• Complete chassis includes
print mechanism, paper
handling, drive and control
electronics, copy lamp
assembly and paper

The 03 Thermal Printer features unique dual font
capability providing both upper and lower case
printing.
Two complete character sets are easily interchangeable and user selectable. Wide range of fonts includes
ASCII, APL, or custom.
The new CDI Miniterm 1201 Receive Only terminal is
designed to complement any system. It's small, compact, and so quiet it's even used in hospitals. Ideal for
any desktop application, the Miniterm 1201 RIO is
compatible with all major brands of CRT's for hardcopy output.

The Miniterm 1201 RECEIVE/ONLY
TERMINAL . . . Ideal for CRT hard-copy
output.
• Compact, super quiet for desktop use
COMPUTER
Find out more about the quiet thermal printers espe• 30 characters per second
DEVICES INC.
cially for the OEM. The kind of engineering excellence • Sleek, modern styling complements any
you expect from CD', aleader in portable terminal
25 North Ave.
system and decor
• 96 character upper/lower case; fonts are
Burlington, Mass. 01803
manufacturing.
1617) 273-1550
interchangeable and user selectable
See us at NCC 77 Booth # 1513-1517
Circle 166 on reader service card

MDB SYSTEMS presents...The DEC PDP-11*Connection
GP Logic Modules • Peripheral
Controllers • Communications
Interfaces • Special Purpose
Modules
New: MDB DR11C General
Purpose Interface and MDL-11
Asynchronous Serial Line
Adapter

Adapter with line frequency
clock.
MDU-11 Synchronous Serial
Line Adapter.
D Device controllers for most
major manufacturer's
Printers
Card equipment
Paper tape equipment
All controllers are software
transparent and use PDP-II
diagnostics.

Pins and sockets optional.
MDB Systems products always
1710
Module with 40 IC posiequal and usually exceed the host
tions for user logic ;sockets
manufacturer's specifications
Check first with MDB Systems
optional.
and performance for asimilar
for
your PDP-11 computer
11B Direct Memory Access
interface. MDB interfaces are
interface
requirements.
Module with 12 IC positions
software and diagnostic transMDB also supplies interface
for user logic.
parent to the host computer. MDB
modules
for Data General
DRIIC,
a
direct
DEC
equivalent.
products are competitively priced ;
NOVA*
and
Interdata computers
Digital I/O Module.
delivery is usually within 14 days
and
for
DEC's
ISI-11 microprocessor.
Wire Wrappable Module with
ARO or sooner.
70 IC positions, sockets
Here are some MDB Systems
optional.
connections to DEC PDP-11
Unibus Terminator.
computers:
MDB SYSTEMS, INC.
D Communications Modules
General Purpose Interfaces
MDL-11
Asynchronous
Line
1995 N. Batavia St., Orange, California 92665
11C Module with 16 bit input
714/998-6900
TWX: 910-593-1339
Adapter.
and 16 bit output registers ;
MDL-11W Asynchronous Line 'TM,: Digital Equiprnent Corp & Data General Corp.
20 user wire wrap positions.
"see us at the National Computer Conference".
CIRCLE ill FOR PDP-11; 112 FOR NOVA, 113 FOR INTERDATA, 254 FOR LSI 11.

CAN THE LEADER IN
DIGITAL VOLTMETERS TAKE
OVER IN COUNTERS?
Well...
We've seen some surprising changes.
Last time we checked, for instance, we
were sitting in the number two spot.* Not
too bad for acompany that didn't begin
building counters until 1973.
But, then again, we had an advantage.
We knew what to do. We knew what it
would take to be aleader in counters.
Give the guy on the bench, or
building asystem, atop-performing,
Fluke-quality counter at aprice afew
hundred bucks less than he expected to pay.
An honest bargain is always abig seller.

if we're going to take over in counters, we
just smile, shrug and keep on building those
great Fluke counters.
After all, we've only been at it 3years.
Time Base Options
TCXO
Frequency:

1000 MHz Prescaler
Covers 50 to 1000 MHz using a
scaling ratio of 8. Sensitivity is 15 mV
ruts, and maximum allowable input is 5V
rms (fuse protected). VSWR less than
2.5:1 50 ohms for levels less than 1Vrms.
1250 MHz Prescaler
Covers 50 to 1250 MHz using a
scaling ratio of 8. Sensitivity is 20 mV to
1000 MHz, increasing to 40 mV rms at
1250 MHz. Maximum input 5Vrms (fuse
proteeted), and VSWR less than 2.5:1 for
levels less than 1V rms.

10.00 MHz

Aging Rate:
(constant
temperature) <-± 3x10 -7/mo. <-±- lx10 -7/mo.
Temperature
Stability:
20°C- 30°C ± 2x10 typ. -±- 3x10 -9 typ.
0°C- 50°C ‹± 5x10 -7 <± 1x10 -"
Line Voltage:
(± IO% change)<± 5x ( 0-8 <± 3x10 -9

Frequency Extension Options
520 MHz Prescaler
Covers frequency range of 50 to 520
MHz, using ascaling ratio of 4.
Sensitivity is 15 mV rms ( AGC).
Maximum allowable input is 5Vrms (fuse
protected). VSWR less than 2:1 into 50
ohms for levels less than IV rms.

10.00 MHz

OvenStabilized

Counters!

We know time.

But you can see. Take alook at the
unit pictured in this ad—you're going to see
alot more on the front panel.
And there are options. Time base
options. Frequency extension options.
System interface options. We're going to
have to send you information for you to get
acomplete idea of what this counter can do.
But it all starts with the $995 unit.
An honest bargain from Fluke.
And, meanwhile, when someone asks

For data out today, dial our toll-free
hotline, 800-426-0361.
John Fluke Mfg. Co., Inc., P.O. Box 43210,
MountlakeTerrace, WA 98043
Fluke (Nederland) B.V., P.O. Box 5053,
Zevenheuvelenweg 53, Tilburg,
Netherlands.
Phone: (013) 673-973 Telex: 52237
*Source available upon request
**U.S. price only.

We know frequency.
For example, abench/systems box at
$995** with the same programming
potential of counters selling $ 130 to $305
and even $640 more.
That $995 bargain is our 1953A
Programmable Universal Counter/Timer.
What does $995 buy? Here's agood
example of how we're changing the counter
market. The 1953A is designed for both
bench and systems use in frequency, ratio,
period(s), time interval and gateable totals
measurement. The basic box has a
frequency range from DC to 125 MHz at
sensitivities to 30 mV. Nine-digit LED
display. Full triggering control.

THE SURPRISING NEWCOMER. 1953A COUNTER.

FLUKE

Circle 167 for demonstration, circle 255 for literature

EBS
Power
Amplifiers
Deliver
IKilowatt
...and they offer
The EBS ( Electron Bombarded
Semiconductor) provides high power
at frequencies up to 1.2 GHz. The
availability of more than 20 dB of
gain simplifies the design of Class C
power amplifiers by eliminating the
need for multiple driver stages. The
EBS amplifier offers high efficiency
(over 45%), reducing system power
requirements.
Designed for use in IFF, radar and
communication systems, these rugged,
compact amplifiers satisfy awide
range of commercial and military
requirements. They can be qualified
to meet the environmental specifications of MIL-E-16400 and MIL-E-5400,
Class II. And, life tests have demonstrated MTTF's of more than 100,000
hours for CW EBS amplifiers.
For further information on EBS power
amplifiers, contact the W-1 Field Sales
Office in your area or telephone EBS
Amplifier Applications Engineering
in Palo Alto, California at
(415) 493-4141, ext. 2375.

Reliability,
Compactness,
High Gain
and
High Efficiency!
Two new additions to Watkins-Johnson's EBS amplifier line are:
WJ-3674
CW Power
Bandwidth

150 W
50 MHz

Center Frequency
Gain

23 dB

Efficiency
Size

10 to 300 MHz

150 W

45%
5.5 x2.0 x 2.0 in
(14 x5.1 x5.1 cm)

WJ-3621
Peak Power

300 MHz

1kW

1000 W

Average Power

10 W

Bandwidth
Center Frequency
Gain

50 MHz

Size

10 MHz

500 to 1200 MHz
22 dB
3.5 in x 1.5 in dia.
(8.9 cm x3.4 cm dia.)

wj

500 MHz

1.2 GHz

VVATKINS-JOHNSON

Watkins-Johnson—U.S.A.: 3333 Hillview Ave.. Palo Alto, CA 94304 • (415) 493-4141 • TWX: 910-373-1253 • Telex: 34-8415 • Cable: WJPLA • 700 Quince Orchard
Rd., Gaithersburg, MD 20760 • ( 301) 948-7550 • TWX: 710-828-0546 • Telex: 89-5402 • Cable: WJCEI • United Kingdom: Shirley Ave., Windsor, Berkshire SL4 5JU.
England • Tel: Windsor 69241 • Cable: WJUKW-WINDSOR • Telex: 847578 • West Germany: Muenchenerstr. 17, 8033 Planegg • Tel: (089) 859-9441 • Cable:
WJDBM-Muenchen • Telex: 529401 • Italy: Piazza G. Marconi, 25 00144 Roma- EUR • Tel: 59 45 54 • Cable: WJROM-ROMA • Telex: 60117
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New products
mixer, and a low- noise 160- megaMicrowaves
hertz intermediate- frequency preamplifier, all in a package that is relatively small and lightweight.
Locating the viG spheres used for
the preselector filter and oscillator
resonators in the field of a single
magnet not only reduces size, weight
Y1G-tuned filters and local
and required drive power, but also
oscillators track very
provides excellent frequency tracking over a temperature range of
tightly from — 55 °C to 85 °C
—55 °C to 85°C. Since the viG
spheres share a common magnetic
The newest additions to the Varian
field, only one magnet and a single
line of all-solid-state, electronically drive circuit are needed instead of
tuned receiver front-ends extends the one for each sphere. It is this
range of their VZ-3002 series to 40 common magnetic field that makes
gigahertz. These models are specifipossible extremely close tracking of
cally designed to reduce the size,
the filter and oscillator frequencies.
weight, and power consumption of
Model VZK-3002 has a noise
the tuner portion of swept-superhetefigure of 23 decibels and a bandrodyne receivers for military surveilwidth greater than 35 MHz; model
lance systems.
VZA-3002 has a noise figure of
Model VZK-3002 spans the fre28 dB and abandwidth exceeding 40
quency range of 18 gigahertz to 26.5
rytHz. Both measure 4.1 inches by 4.1
GHz; model VZA-3002 covers from
in. by 11.6 in., weigh about 15
26.5 to 40 GHz. Both include a pounds, and require an input power
4- stage yttrium- iron-garnet ( Yb)
of 100 watts.
filter as the preselector, a \lc- tuned
The series also includes six
local oscillator that tracks the center other microwave tuners as well. All
frequency of the filter, a balanced
use a standard 160- MHz i
fpream-

Tuners cover
18 to 40 GHz

KEEPTHE
HORSE
BEFORE
THE
CART!
You've probably known design
engineers who are half-way through
aproject before they realize the
power supply that could have come
from astandard line must all of a
sudden be acustomized design.
And you also know what that means
in the way of extra costs. It's the old
cart before the horse theory.
Call us when you are in the
embryonic stages of your design
and we'll work with you in your
primary important stages. And not
only will you like the fact that our
standard lines will both fit your
supply and keep you in budget...
you'll like the idea of our already
field-tested dependability.
Our power supplies are available for
OEM computer, point of sale, EDP,
bank telling and
telecommunications use:
•Sw tching regulator and linear
designs • 11 models —
single/multi-output • Voltage
ranges, from 2to 30V • 50 current
levels from . 01 to 225 amps •
Overcurrent/overvoltage protection
•Filtering to meet world-wide EMI
requirements • Designed and built
to UL, CSA and European safety
requirements.
Dependability. That's aword we
define as quality and reliability. It's
also what design engineers define
as our reputation!

N

C

NCR POWER SYSTEMS DIVISION
formerly Scott Electronics
584 S. Lake Emma Road, RO. Box 898
Lake Mary, Florida 32746

Telephone (305) 323-9250
Electronics/ May 12, 1977
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e
Series #635

Serles #630

New products

Series #:380

plifier and, among them, provide
frequency coverage from 0.5 GHz to
18 GHZ.
Varian/Solid State West Division, 611 Hansen Way, Palo Alto, Calif. 94303 [401]

Instrument combines lockbox
Series #672

with microwave counter

All TO-3coolers are
not created equal!
These six heat sinks are only afew of the
TO-3coolers available from Wakefield.
This broad variety lets you select exactly
the cooler you need to meet your particu70 :
lar packaging considerations, cooling ire- ,
quirements and cost limitations.
If you need aTO-3cooler, there is
nobody that can gve you abetter choice.
e .0•
.0 Try one free.
9°

80

See for yourself. Indicate which of ,•5io
• these units you want to try and we will be
happy to send afree sample.

E
E
D
El

Part No.
631
672
635-1.0
689-1.0
690
680-1.0

Performance
(
°C/W)
Black
Plain
14
17
11
12
7
8
5.5
6.6
5
5.5
4.6
5

13Cet

•

t1

I

HEAT DISSIPATED (WATTS/

Price
(5,000 quantity)
Black Plain
.132¢ .058e
.125e .062e
.216e . 151e
.299e .227e
.300e .. 260e
.780e .650e

The model 371 source- locking microwave counter is actually acombination automatic microwave frequency counter and synchronizer
(lockbox). It has the capability to
phase- lock virtually any swept signal
source in the frequency range from
10 megahertz to 18 gigahertz to its
internal time base. The only proviso
is that the source have an fm input
and that it be manually tunable to
within 20 mHz of the desired
frequency.
The microprocessor- based instrument is extremely easy to use. In its
counter mode, it uses three input
ports to cover the frequency range
from 20 hertz to 18 GHZ with sensitivity to — 30 dam. It can make
accurate measurements in the presence of more than 40 MHZ of fm,
and it is protected against burn-out
for inputs up to 2 watts. Priced at
$6,800, the instrument has adelivery
time of 90 to 120 days.
EIP Inc., 3230 Scott Blvd., Santa Clara, Calif.
95051. Phone ( 408) 244-7975 [408]

-IIIIAICEFIELD ENGINEERING INC.
77 AUDUBON ROAD WAKEFIELD MA 01880 ( 617) 245-5900
TVVX 710-348-6713
ArJ en* EGnG COfV1PANY

Coaxial sliding load
spans 2.0 to 26.5 GHz

Circle 170 o-1reader service card

HELP WANTE

While it is not our policy to encourage job hopping—
quite the opposite, in fact—the headline above must
have got your attention for a reason.

Perhaps you should turn to the back of this issue
to our Classified Section. One of the job descriptions
might fit you.
170

Since the new APC-3.5 connector is
now permitting design activity in
3.5- millimeter coaxial lines at frequencies above 18 gigahertz, a need
has arisen for instrumentation to
make accurate measurements on
components built in such lines and
operated at such frequencies. Such a
piece of instrumentation is the model
911C sliding load, which is designed
for use over the frequency range of
2.0 to 26.5 GHZ. The unit features
interchangeable fittings so that components with either male or female
connectors may be checked. Its

Electronics/ May 12, 1977

If you're
using these,
the best you can expect is
2 % linearity and 100,000 cycle life.

For about
the same price,
new ECONOPOT
11{ III conductive

plastic
units provide
1 % linearity and
5million cycle life

ti! now, 2 % linearity and 100,000 cycle life was the
st you could expect in semi- precision potentiomesselling for about $ 2.50 in quantity. Now our new
:ONOPOT MK III offers you 1% linearity and 5
Ilion cycle life, plus the infinite resolution and low
Ise of conductive plastic, and sells for less than

$3.00 in quantity. Other advantages of ECONOPOT
MK HI over the best of competition are precious
metal contacts, 303 stainless steel shafts, and
thermoset plastic terminal supports. All MK III units
are single- turn 7/8" diameter bushing mount potentiometers with 1/4" shafts. Send now for details.

lew england instrument company
KENDALL

LANE

NATICK,

MASS

01760 •

TEL: 617-873-9711 •

TWX: 7106-0398

e leading precision potentiometer manufacturer offering molded conductive plastic, wirewound, conductive film & hybrid technologies.
Circle
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New products

55% efficiency in a 25 watt DC to DC Converter
Why pay for useless heat when you want
power? That's the philosophy behind the
new high efficiency 1200 Series 25 volt
regulated converter from Tecnetics.
With efficiency as high as 55% at full
load under normal conditions, an integral
heat sink, improved circuitry and a black
anodized aluminum case, this converter
operates within a range of - 20 C ambient
to 100'C case temperature.
Available with a single output, this
series features full input-output isolation
to 500VDC allowing the user to change
polarity and prevent ground loops. Compact size and sturdy barrier strip terminals
make this the perfect converter for awide

variety of military, industrial, aerospace
and telecommunication applications.
For more information on the 1200, and
hundreds of other power supplies, write
for our 26 page catalog.

SPECIFICATIONS: 1200 Series 25 watt
DC to DC converter
Inputs: 12 -t2VDC to 48 _t6VDC
Outputs: 12, 24, 28 and 48VDC
Dimensions: 5" x4.1" x1.25" ( typ)
Weight: 16 oz.
Price: Single Output —$ 198.00

center conductor slides and locks for
minimum discontinuity. And its
movable terminating element has 5.5
centimeters of travel— more than a
quarter wavelength at the lowest
operating frequency.
The maximum connector and
transmission line reflection coefficient for the female configuration
varies linearly from 0.022 at 2 GHz
to 0.0465 at 26.5 GHz. For the male
version, the figure is 0.02 across the
full band. And for the load element
itself, the maximum reflection coefficient is 0.01 from 2 to 10 GFIZ and
0.035 from 10 to 26.5 GHz. Furnished in a foam- lined carrying case
with two connector- change wrenches
and a set of spare center pins, the
911C sells for $ 720. Delivery time is
four weeks.
Inquiries

Manager,

Hewlett-Packard

Co.,

1501 Page Mill Road, Palo Alto, California
94304 [ 403]

t

ecnetics The Power Conversion Specialists P.O. Box 910,
1625 Range Street, Boulder, Colorado 80302 ( 303) 442-3837 TWX 910-940-3246
Circle
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HELP WANTED

Subminiature termination
operates up to 40 gigahertz
A line of subminiature terminations
that mate directly with ossm and all
standard subminiature connectors
with athread size of 10-36 UNS2A

While it is not our policy to encourage job hopping—
quite the opposite, in fact—the headline above must
have got your attention for a reason.
Perhaps you should turn to the back of this issue

to our Classified Section. One of the job descriptions
might fit you.
172
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_Awe'
TRW maximizes polypropylene's
stability, insulation resistance, low dissipation factor,
low dielectric absorption, etc., etc.
Polypropylene dielectrics are great.
But they're far from being equal. There
are differences in resins, differences in
lead attachment, differences in the sophisticated processing it takes to deliver the complete potential of this
remarkable dielectric.
As an example, the TRW X363UW polypropylene capacitor utilizes an entirely
new termination technique. Result— a
low dissipation factor through 10 mfd.
Interestingly enough, the TRW X363UW

TRW Capacitors
An Electronic Components
Division of TRW, Inc.
301 West " 0" Street
Ogallala, Nebraska 69153

capacitor, with its film case and epoxy
endfill, can pass humidity resistance
tests used for hermetically sealed
capacitors. That's better than most
dielectrics can do.
Reports indicate their low dielectric
absorption is meeting a real need in
switching regulator power supplies.
But we're open to new applications.
For complete specifications, use the
coupon below.

Please send me specifications on your X363UW polypropylene capacitors.
(If you want applications assistance or samples, call our
Sales Engineering Department ( 308) 284-3611 and discus
your requirements.)

1

Name
Firm Name
Address
City

State

Zip

Ej

I
neWCAPACITORS
ANOTHER PRODUCT OF A COMPANY CALLED TRW
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New products
offers a typical VSWR of 1.05 at 1
gigahertz. For the model 8740 jack,
the VSWR rises to 1.28 at 40 GHZ,

while for the model 8741 plug, it
goes to only 1.25 at 40 GHz. The
terminations cover dc to 40 GHz and
sell for $ 59 each in small quantities.
Kevlin

Manufacturing

Woburn,

Mass.

Co.,

01801.

26

Conn

Phone

St.,

Ernest W.

Lattanzi at ( 617) 935-4800 [ 404]

Varactor-tuned oscillator
puts out 50 mW at 9GHz
Intended as a replacement for klystron local oscillators, a series of
varactor-tuned Gunn- diode oscillators provides more than 50 milliwatts over the frequency band from
8.5 to 9.6 gigahertz. The oscillators,

New MCL power generators
feature flexibility, high
output, minimum distortion.
Main frames for 115 VAC and for 208/220/240 VAC operation.
Six standard front panel plug- ins provide frequency range from
10 MHz to 2500 MHz with a minimum output of 65 watts. Two
optional plug-in modules are available which produce 100 watts
narrow-banded.
Single knob tuning for each plug-in provides exact frequency
selection. Front panel, direct frequency readout is accurate to
±- 1percent.
Solid-state mainframe designed for minimum components,
optimum reliability. Residual AM held to . 1percent, eliminating
nearly all AM distortion in output waveform. Generates continuous or 1 KHz square wave pulsed output. External AM signal generator can be added with
single plug-in connection. External pulse circuit is TTL compatible. Automatic VSWR protection.
Write or call for your 4- page
power generator brochure: Tom
Rys, MCL, Inc., 10 N. Beach,
LaGrange, IL 60525. ( 312) 3544350.

which exceed the requirements of
MIL- E-5400, are expected to find
applications in electronic warfare
systems and fire-control equipment.
They can be tuned at arate of 1GHz
per second when the built-in varactor is driven from a 100-ohm source.
Narda Microwave,

Circle 174 on reader service card

Phone J.P.

manufacturers with their local
contracts and distributors,
directory of trade names and
catalogs, post-paid inquiry
cards for 5- second ordering of
current catalogs.
174

N.Y.

11803.

433-9000

[406]

1977 Answer Book.
It makes your job
easier. $25.
Who makes what? Over 4000
products, more than 5000

Plainview,

Schindler at ( 515)

Four-way uhf power divider
withstands opens and shorts
-

-

Electronics Buyers' Guide
1221 Ave. of the Americas
New York. N.Y. 10020
Yes, send me a copy of The Answer Book. Ii e enclosed
S.25 ( USA and Canada only, elsewhere send $ 35).
Full money back guarantee if returned within 10 days.
Name
Company

1

The model FP2066-3 four-way
power divider is a medium- power
device that safely dissipates any
power that may be reflected from its
outputs when the average input
power level is no more than 91 watts
and the peak input power level is a

Street
State

Zip
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Weed 'ern out
before
you plant

Low volume component testing with the ESI family of "Easy Weeders':
Now Test Resistors, Capacitors and
Inductors the Way They Are
Specified: + or — °/ci Tolerance.
This high performance Impedance
Meter combines with our newest Universal Comparator to
create alow cost, fast sorting
system and GO- NO GO testing.
The Model 251 measures R, L, C
and G at 0.25% accuracy. The
Model 1412B Comparator offers
limits from — 100% to + 100%
or — 10.00% to + 10.00%.
Model
Makes incoming inspection fast,
easy, reliable and accurate. Prices:
Universal Comparator Model 1412B,
$980; Digital Impedance Meter
Model 251, $1400; Test Fixture Model
1304 (four terminal), $ 105.

multiple limits and % deviation. Select function, range,
voltage, frequency on 24- button
panel, or program it remotely.

Mode: 141213

296

New Microprocessor R, L, C Meter
with D, Q and ESR
Everything you could want in
programmable impedance
testing—the Model 296
starting at $4700. Dual
41/
2- digit displays of ca.
and D/Q: dual frequencies
of 1kHz and 120 Hz; wide Model 1234
ranges ( C to 200,000 microfarads);
0.1% basic accuracy; autoranging;
selectable test voltages; measurement speed as low as 100 milli-seconds;
many low cost options such as GPIB interface,

Prices U.S. orly.

EEL

Model 1248

Model 1249

Linear IC Tester
Model 1234. Devices tested:
Monolithic or Hybrid Operational
amplifiers. Tests performed:
18-, B+, DC open loop gain, DC
CMRR, oscillation detection. Remarks: 3-digit direct reading digital
display which enables GO- NO GO
testing. Price: $ 1265.
Digital IC Tester
Model 1248. Devices tested: 14 and
16 pins. TTL, DTL and CMOS @ 5V.
Tests performed: Fixed pattern,
dynamic functional test. Performs 22"
inspections per test in from 1to 5
seconds. No comparison with a
"good" IC is necessary. 4-digit display
gives absolute test results. Can also be
used to check continuity of resistor
network. Price: $ 725.

Digital IC Tester
Model 1249. Devices tested: 711,
DTL @ 5V, HTL @ 15V, CMOS
@ 5V, 10V, 15V. Tests performed: Same as 1248.
Interfaces with manual and automatic handlers. Multiple voltages
for CMOS. Price: $ 1325.

Electro Scientific Industries
13900 N.W. Science Park Drive
EL[CThO ® Portland, Oregon 97229 For Literature requested circle 175
SCIENTIFIC ( 503) 641-4141
For Demo requested and EEM number circle 110

New products

e

1
1

Closeout Capacitor Sale!
POSITIVELY YOUR LAST CHANCE FOR FABULOUS VALUES
... NAME BRANDS... NO MORE WHEN THESE ARE GONE
NO BACK ORDERS ... ALL SALES FINAL
PRECISION 10-TURN COUNTING DIAL FOR /
4 1
INCH SHAFT
Stock
No.

TRW
Type

Clarodlal
Type

822-0462

RD-462

462

Otv
Description • '
Avail.
Clear Finish
w/Locking Mechanism

1373

Was

Sale
Price
EACH

11.36

6.41

1"x I"

TYPE RMC LOW VOLTAGE MAGNACAPS'
Stock
No.
852-8020
852-8021

Mallory
TYPe
No.

Cap.
MF.

MAG1215
MAG1201

OW.
Avail.

WVDC

. 05
.1

12
12

Was

Sale
Price
EACH

2,932 . 18
15.094 . 18

TYPE MTV MOLDED ELECTROLYTIC CAPACITORS (WITH RADIAL
852-3013
20CB50
20
50
864
852-3018
50CB15
50
15
5.603
852-6690
70DJ75
70
75
500
852-6691
1CB100
1
100
475

.
05
.
05

LEADS)
.49
.49
. 61
. 47

.
09
.
09
.
09
.
09

TYPE CS13 SOLID TANTALUM CAPACITORS
852-0231
852-0234
852-0556
852-0717
852-1308

BB565K
BF825K
BF275KL
BB337K
BB157M

5.6
8.2
2.7
330
150

852-1168
852-5510

105K035P0A
106K010POC

6
35
35
6
6

500
300
344
400
987

. 68
. 68
1.00
2.88
1.60

.
19
.
19
.
29
.
49
.39

1.27
1.27

.29
.29

TYPE TAS SOLID TANTALUM CAPACITORS
1
10

35
10

16.507
237

TYPE CL65 LIQUID ELECTROLYTIC TANTALUM CAPACITORS
852-1065
852-1079
852-1403
852-4105

BG181KPE
BN220KPE
BG101KPE
BG391KPE

180
22
100
390

25
100
25
25

549
245
80
324

maximum of 365 w. The divider,
which operates over the frequency
range from 420 to 450 megahertz,
provides equal-amplitude in- phase
power division among its four outputs. Typical performance features
include amaximum insertion loss of
0.2 decibel, amaximum VSWR of 1.1,
and a minimum isolation between
ports of 30 dB. In small quantities,
the FP2066-3 sells for $ 500. Delivery time is about 60 days.
Sage

Laboratories

Inc.,

3 Huron

Drive,

Natick, Mass. 01760, Phone Tony Cien iat

5.88
3.75
3.75
5.88

1.99
.
99
.
99
1.99

2.03

.
49

4.23

.
99

Tubular band-pass filters

.82

.
29

cover 2.0 to 12.4 GHz

(617) 653-0844 [ 405]

TYPE TCG TUBULAR COMPUTER GRADE CAPACITORS
852-5137

501U010DIA

500

10

247

TYPE FP METAL CAN TRIPLE ELECTROLYTIC CAPACITORS
852-1833
854-9110

377.1A
40-40-40
450-450-450
350
TYPE TC TUBULAR ELECTROLYTIC CAPACITORS
81A

10

500

200

AIR DIELECTRIC TRIMMERS
Stock
No.

All-Star
Type No.

Cap.
pF

Length
Inches

695-2100
695-3500

APC 5814
APL 5820

3.7-35.2
139.8-145.9

1ss
2

Shaft
Dia

Shalt
Extends
4
/
1

'

Vi .

Qt Y•
Aided.

Was

Sale
Price
EACH

437
374

5.65
7.00

2.82
3.50

TYPE 30 PADDERS
Stock
No.

Arco
Type No.

pF
Min- Max

Size ,(In.)
Dia.xL.

wvDC

atT•
Avail.

Was

Sale
Price
EACH

782-0306
782-0313
782-3712

306
312
311

170-275
880-2330
780-2110

7/sx's/is
1/ex' 5/16

250
250
250

490
511
1.424

2.58
3.63
3.35

1.29
1.81
1.67

fez's/is

The HWF series of half-wave tubular band-pass filters are available
with center frequencies from 2.0 to
12.4 gigahertz. Intended for use in
radar and communications systems,
they are fabricated utilizing three to

SIX STOCKING LOCATIONS FOR TOTAL SERVICE .. .
GARDEN GROVE, CA 92641
12311 Industry St,
(714) 894-7581

SANTA CLARA, CA 95050
3160 Alfred St
( 408) 985-2323

FORT WORTH, TX 76102
401 East 8th St.
( 817) 336-5401

ELGIN, IL 60120
1355 McLean Boulevard
(312) 697-8200

WILMINGTON. MA 01887
845 Woburn St.
( 617) 942-0150

LANDOVER, MD 20785
3705 West St,
( 301) 773-6556

Write Fort Worth Location for FREE 1977 Engineering Manual and Purchasing Guide

ELECTRONICS
ALLIED
M
..=

DIVISION OF TANDY CORPORATION

six sections with 3-dB bandwidths
from 2% to 15% of the center
frequency. Maximum VSWR is 1.5,
and power rating is 10 watts. The
filters are constructed in 0.75- inch
tubing and are offered with type N,
INC, or SMA connectors. Prices start
at $ 150 in unit quantity.
RLC

Electronics, Sales Dept., 83 Radio Circle,

Mt. Kisco, N.Y. 10549 [ 407]
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Macrodyne fills
the megahertz gap.

The ERDAC 1100

True 8-bit 11/D and storage at 20 MHz.
Now at areasonable price.
Mac'odyne's new model 1100 transeit
recorder now provides the user lhe capability
to monitor transients at a20 MHz rate for a
reasorable price. In fact, the Macrodyne ERDAC
1100's price/performance ratio is twice '.. hat of
competitive models.
The unique A to D converter is the heart of the
ERDAC 1100. Accuracy is unsurpassed and
resolution is . 4%. That's performance you can
count on.
The Macrodyne 1100 provides repetitive
outputs in analog form for analysis on display
devices. Plus, the 1100 has pre-hggerirg and
post-triggering abilities up to 8900 points. And,
astorage capacity of 1024 words, with additional
capacity available. The 1100 also provides the
optional flexibility for computer control and digital
output
Reliability is assured by Macrodyne's
performance in the industry. We back our products
with afull one-year guarantee and the excellence
of service which has come to be synonymous with
Electronics/May 12, 1977

Macrodyne. Drop us aline today or give us acall.
We'd like you to discover how the Macrodyne
ERDAC 1100 can solve your transient measuring
requirements.

#

IM

MI 11111

Tell me more.

BIM BIM IM

UM MI

Name

1
1Title
1Company
111 Address

macrodyne, inc I
.
1
1900 maxon road • p.o. box 1079 •
schenectady, n.y. 12301 • 518/372-5619

Circle 177 on reader service card
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SABRE X is Here!
Your ten best reasons for buying it
are benefits no other
tape recorder/reproducer provides
I

IRIG tape recording/reproduction was never like this.

Programmable microprocessor control of tape
11. speeds, operating modes, monitor/alarm and
other diagnostic testing functions

n

But then, that's the whole point of SABRE X: pushing
back the horizons of our technology to help you
push back yours. We know your needs. So we've
given you still more features, including serial

Tape transport with ten

dG. speeds from 240 to 15/32 ips

and/or parallel high density electronics, vacuum tape tensioning

2 29 time base expansion
V. and/or contraction ratios

4

10- speed switchable all. band Direct channel
electronics

z

10-speed switchable all- band
•FM channel electronics

%P

6megabit digital data
. processing per track

al

Usable Direct/FM/Digital

7. channel electronics at
240 ips
a
88.8 hour record time per
eU). tape reel — the industry's longest

n

4.0 MHz/Track direct
• Record/Reproduce system

10

The same manufacturing
.excellence that has made
Sangamo aleader in tape

and modular design. We've

old

made it easy to customize the
unit with options ranging from
coded computer control, data
monitoring and avoice/time
code to atape servo and remote control. We've freed you
for virtually unlimited applications, including data reduction,
deep space, satellite and space
networks, mass data storage
and security. We've got your
number: SABRE X.
For additional information,
call or write:
Sangamo Weston, Inc.
Sangamo Data Recorder Division
P.O. Box 3347
Springfield, Illinois 62714
TEL ( 217) 544-6411

recorders for over 16 years
SANGAMO WESTON

Schlumberger

Circle 178 on reader service card

Perkin-Elmer Ultek announces
the System 4400, first complete
and versatile sputtering system
big enough to handle the
production throughput needs of
semiconductor process people.
Greater throughput of wafers in a
uniform and repeatable sputtering
process translates instantly into more
wafers per dollar. Which is the name
of the game.
Our new 4400 Sputtering System,
designed for aluminum, AlSi and
AlSiCu metallization work, will typically
deposit metal on 105 3- inch or 50
4-inch wafers per hour. Step coverage

and uniformity (± 5%) are excellent
because our annular table rotates
the wafers continuously.
The 4400 can perform operations
with three different targets in any of its
five operating modes — RF deposit, RF
bias, RF etch, RF magnetron, DC magnetron— without ever coming to air.
Three 8-inch cathode positions are
standard. And you can have three-way
power splitting for metal alloying.
From atmosphere to 5 >< 10 -7 Ton
takes only 3minutes. A Meissner trap
in the sputtering c•hamber itself helps;
so does anew cryopump that
eliminates backstreaming.

Write for complete specs.
Perkin-Elmer Ultek Inc., PO. Box 10920,
Palo Alto, CA 94303
MI
(
415) 967-2100.

PERKIN ELMER
ULTEK INC.

PRODUCTIO

A single pallet can load
-30 3- inch or 14 4- inch
wafers into our fastpurnpdown Load Lock
Circle 179 on reader service card

1702A MANUAL EPROM PROGRAMMER
Features hex keypad, two
digit hex address and two
digit hex data display. Controls include load, clear, go!
(step), key/copy, data in/
data out, and counter up/
down. Profile card includes
high voltage pulse regulator,
- 0.41111111111111111"
timing, 8 bit address and 8
bit data drivers/receivers. Two 6'A" x 9" stacked cards with
spacers. Allows programming in 20 minutes — copying in
5 minutes. Requires + 5, —9, and + 80 volts.
ASSEMBLED
$299.95
KIT
$ 189.95

NOW

The best of two worlds... use our 1702 EPROM programmer
as a manual data/address entry programmer .... or connect it
to your processor.
I
MSA I / A LTA IR computer interface ( requires 3 output ports,
+1 input port) and software
S49.95
Briefcase unit with power supplies and interface connectors
(assembled and tested only)
$ 599.95
C0.1111175 WWI WOO

SAFELY! EFFICIENTLY! ECONOMICALLY!
MS- 190 and MS-190HD ( Heavy Duty) flux
removers clean up flux quickly, completely,
without harm to components. Used with
patented Cobra Solvent Spray Brush
(illustrated), the aerosol solvent is converted
into an accurately directed, metered spray
combined with scrubbing actior of the brush for
maximum cleaning with minimum waste. Risk of
contamination ( as in " dip" method) is
eliminated. Nonflammable.

ANNOUNCING
Our NEW 16K Byte Pseudo-Static, IMSAI/ALTAIR compatible RAM. Single card slot. Uses less power than equivalent
low power RAM. All memory chips socketed. Uses all prime,
factory fresh ICs. High quality, two-sided, through- holeplated circuit board. Crystal controlled, totally invisible
refresh system requires NO software management. Just plug
it in and use like STATIC memory.
Complete kit
$ 349.95
Assembled, tested, and burned in
S549.95

ASSOCIATED ELECTRONICS
12444 Lambert Circle • Garden Grove, CA 92641
(714) 539-0735

Circle 256 on reader service card

Thousands of electronics firms use these highly
effective products routinely. You will too, once
you've tried them.
SEND $ 5FOR TRIAL PACK
One 16 oz. can MS- 190; one Cobra Solvent
Spray Brush. Money back if not satisfied.

miller-stephenson
chemical co.,Inc.
Danbury, Connecticut 06810 ( 203) 743-4447
D Enclosed is my check for $ 5. Please send Trial Pack.
L] Please send me data and prices on MS- 190. MS-190HD
and US- 226 ( Cobra Solvent Spray Brush).

Intended Use
Name

Title/Dept

Designing electronic weighing, force measuring or test systems for
all weather use? You won't find aprice' this low for any other waterproof and barometrically insensitive strain gage load cell—
especially one offering an error band of less than ± 0.04%! •
Buy a definite competitive edge in price and performance with
Sealed Super- Minis that operate in tension or compression— with
capacities to 1,000 pounds.
For detailed specifications on 5 pound to 100 ton capacity load
'cells, call— write Interface, 7401 E. Butherus Dr., Scottsdale, AZ
USA 85260 ( 602) 948-5555, Telex 668-394

Company
Adcress
City

State

Zip

Since our products are For Industrial Use Only, government labeling regulations prevent our sending these
trial units to your home address.
LOS ANGELES • CHICAGO • DANBURY, CONN

Circle 180 on reader service card

Low Profile

Nfinlbem

Super- Mm'

inmerface

TORONTO
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"Should you

make or buy
control
as
We can simplify the decision.

It all boils down to dollars and cents. And the
best way to make a
business decision is to
compare our quotation
for making your next
customized control assembly against your
true cost of making it
in-house.
Keep in mind the
sizable capital outlay
involved to turn out
that first assembly if
you do the job internally. Specialized production equipment. Assembly tools. Test
equipment. People. Floor space. Additional
inventory. You could tie up as much as
$100 ,
000 just to set up.
On the other hand, if we make your control assembly you have none of the initial

costs. You take advantage of our experience
and purchasing discounts. We produce
thousands of control
assemblies every month.
We have the people, the
production and testing
equipment. We can deliver any number of assemblies to any schedule you require. All
100% functionally
tested. Before you decide to do it yourself
see your local P&B sales
representative or contact Potter& Brumfield
Division of AMF Incorporated, 200 Richland
Creek Drive, Princeton,
Indiana 47671.
812/386-1000.

Potter & Brumfield

Potter & Brumfield
Circle 181

on reader service car(

New products
that test chips still on the tape
carrier, excise the chips from the
tape, form the leads, and then bond
the chips to asubstrate using either
reflow soldering or thermocompression bonding.
Currently available is the model
4800 bonder, shown in the photo.
Machine is part of system
This machine takes chips, which
have been previously tested, excised,
for building hybrid circuits
and formed, and bonds them to a
using tape- mounted chips
substrate. Three earlier machines
from Jade test chips on tape ( model
5300), excise chips from the tape
Bonding tape- mounted integrated
(model 5100), and from leads ( modcircuits to ceramic or other subel 4900).
strates is now an established techLate this summer, the model 4810
nique for building multichip assemblies at several large mainframe will be introduced. It will combine
computer houses [
Electronics, March the functions of the 4800, 4900, and
17, p. 90]. However, these large 5100, but not those of the 5300.
firms have all designed their own Production rate of the 4810 will be
equipment for this complex task. from 75 to 125 Ks per hour bonded
The Jade Corp. is now making these to substrates. A higher-throughput
techniques available to smaller com- version of the 4810 is already under
panies with its low-cost family of development.
The model 4800 sells for between
machines, which it has designated
$19,000 and $ 20,000 depending
Massbond Systems.
The series 4800 systems are a upon its exact configuration. The
family of microassembly machines 4810 will be priced between $ 25,000
Packaging & production

Unit bonds ICs
to substrates

Wide Band, Precision

CURRENT
MONITOR
With a Pearson current monitor and an
oscilloscope, you can measure pulse or
ac currents from milliamperes to kiloamperes, in any conductor or beam of
charged particles, at any voltage level up
to a million volts, at frequencies up to
35 MHz or down to 1 Hz.
The monitor is physically isolated from
the circuit. It is a current transformer
capable of highly precise measurement
of pulse amplitude and waveshape. The
one shown above, for example, offers
pulse- amplitude accuracy of + 1%, — 0%
(typical of all Pearson current monitors),
10 nanosecond rise time, and droop of
only 0.5% per millisecond. Three db
bandwidth is 1 Hz to 35 MHz.
Whether you wish to measure current
in a conductor, a klystron, or a particle
accelerator, it's likely that one of our
off- the- shelf models ( ranging from 1
2 "
/
to 10 3/
4 " ID) will do the job. Contact us
and we will send you engineering data.

PEARSON ELECTRONICS, INC.
4007 Transport St., Palo Alto, CA 94303, U.S.A.
Telephone 1415) 494-6444
alarm,

182
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When you need LEDs
or more than LEDs...

Dialight is the first place to look. We can help you do
more with LEDs...because we've done more with them.
Discrete LEDs come in avariety of sizes, shapes,
colors ( red, yellow, green in clear or diffused), with or
without built-in resistors.
Low cost logic state fault indicators for trouble
shooting complex circuits. Designed for close density
PC board mounting.
High- brightness bi-color LEDs ( red! green) suitable for go/no-go situations. Designed with unique

lenses for the extra visibility you'll want for your most
critical applications.
Snap- in mounting LED indicators reduce labor
cost. Available in red, yellow or green with or without
built-in resistors.
Whatever you need in LEDs, Dialight's probably
got it already. For your free 60-page selector guide and
listing of our nationwide g
stocking distributors, con- /
tact us today.
A North American Philips Company

IA LIGHT

Dialight meets your needs.
Dialight, 203 Harrison Place, Brooklyn, N.Y 11237 (212) 497-7600

Circle 183 on reader service card

Unlike beer, fires,
and Italian actresses,
C&K's Flatted Toggle
Switch is appealing
because it's flat.

New products
and $40,000 when delivery begins.
The

Jade Corp.,

3063

Philmont

Ave.,

Huntingdon Valley, Pa. 19006. Phone ( 215)
947-3333 or Twx 510-665-5460 [ 391]

Board plugs into Intel
SBC 80/ 10 computer system
A microprocessor interface panel
compatible with the Intel SBC
80/10 computer system accepts any
combination of dual in- line package
sizes up to 40 leads. The universal
wire- wrap panel has 36 rows of 50
contacts. Power distribution is by

Engineering samples on request.

It's also competitively priced, made
in America for rugged high- quality
performance, and available in
SPDT, DPDT, 3PDT and 4PDT
models. A sleek,modern-looking
visual design element that's as flat
as Twiggy.
For more information, contact:

C&K COMPONENTS, INC.,
103 Morse St., Watertown, MA 02172
Tel: ( 617) 926-0800. TWX: 710-327-0460
TELEX: 92 2546
"Visit C&K at Nepcon East, Booth 341"
Circle

AND
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WORLD'S MOST PRACTICAL BOLDER HANDLING TOOLS

SOLDERING

+

DESOLDERING +
RESOLDERING

SOLDER/1

•

•

=

ELEMENTARY
TO ELITE

means of large planar areas outside
of the main contact area for
minimum coupling between power
and signal lines.
Augat Inc., 33 Perry Ave., P.O. Box 779,
Attleboro, Mass. 02703. Phone ( 617) 222-

ATIVIOSCOPET.

ap EXTRACTOR
DE1130
QUADRAMATIC Action

e

Compact system connects
lead frames to hybrid

allows YOU to remove aDIP
from SIDES or ENDS wak eke
4ietel

2202 [ 393]

The Comatel 1500 manually operated production system is a
15- pound portable machine designed
to connect lead frames to hybrid
circuits. It consists of a cutting tool

S'evefeezee./
,

Used with the LONER Soldering
Instrument to remove 14-16 point DIP ( Dual lnline Pin)
components from circuit boards. Several types and
shapes can be easily removed in seconds, depending
on type of tip being used. The DE180 DIP Extractor can
also be used separately as dual axis hand tongs.
contact your local > DISTRIBUTOR
Covered Or US am; Forel0

CABLE [ DIAN" VAN TELEX 45 ,1•69

184

NEW/
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Workers. They've always been with us.
But Magnecraft has acolony of DIPs
that really perform dependably.

ME434A/B/C

New products

Meets INTELSAT and other international standards
Extensive IF coverage, 35-105MHz
0.1dB/cm sensitivity for amplitude measurements
0.3ns/cm sensitivity for group delay measurements
0.1°/cm sensitivity
for differential phase measurements
Comprehensive BB frequency range,
83.333kHz-12.39MHz
Wideband sweep for simultaneous measurement
of inside and outside bands
Loopback and end-to-end measurements
Wide 20dB dynamic range
Easy readout of comb marker ( 1,5 and 10MHz)
Simple measurement
of AM- PM conversion coefficient
Lightweight and compact for space-saving installation
Also available
140MHz-band ME515A/B/C and 70/140M Hz dual-band ME525A/B/C

Everything you expect
from
amicrowave system analyzer.
•

—3

cr_zAt
0 um

4

4
1e

• nr.
-‘r—

for slicing the side band that holds
the contacts, a holding block for
securing the ribbon contacts in position during the cutting and inserting
sequences, a carriage for advancing
the connector strip after substrate
insertion, and an exit slide for the
finished assembly.
The unit, which will operate only
with EMCA Comatel lead frames,
can be used to insert leads on one or
both edges of the substrate. System
throughput, which depends, of
course, on the proficiency of the
operator, is approximately 360 assemblies an hour. The Comatel 1500
sells for $950 and has adelivery time
of two to four weeks.
Electro Materials Corp.
Center Ave.,

of America,

Mamaroneck,

Phone George

N.Y.

Lane at ( 914)

605

10543.

698-8434

[394]

Automatic tester
handles 16- pin devices
The LIS/5, which was introduced at
Electro77 in New York last month,
is an automatic test system specifically aimed at linear (analog) integrated circuits. Although it was
originally intended to test such ics as
operational amplifiers, comparators,
voltage regulators, and various interface devices, its flexible programming language makes it equally suitable for testing diodes, discrete transistors, analog- to-digital and digitalto-analog converters, and virtually
any lc or assembly that has 16 or
fewer active pins. Measurement time

EN/////1Ngeri,

c±n

-•••
• ;,„ 4,..z ..*
• *

ME434A

'netso

ANRITSU ELECTRIC CO., LTD.
MEASURING INSTRUMENTS DIVISION
SALES DEPARTMENT:
12-20, MInamlazabu 4-chome, MInato-ku, Tokyo 106,JAPAN
Phone: (03)446-1111/Telex .0-242-2353
U.S.A. Tau-Tron Inc. Tel: (617)667-3874 • West Germany Knott Elektronik GmbH Tel (08178)4085 • England Oymar
Electronics Limited Tel: Watford 37321 • France Tekelec Airtronic Tel: ( 1) 946-96-48 • Italy Vianello S.p.A. Tel
544041 • Sweden Teleinstrument AB Tel 08-38 03 70 • Singapore O'Connor's ) Pte ) Ltd Tel 637944 • Malaysia
O'Connor's SON. BHD. Tel: 51563/5 • Australia NEC Australia Pty. Ltd. Tel: Melbourne 560-5233
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AVX is number 1
in ceramic capacitor
efficiency.
AVX offers electronics manufacturers the most capacitor performance at the lowest total cost.
That's why we've been building
greater reliability into all our
multilayer ceramic capacitors.
Why we've developed new designs to hold down product cost.
And why we package our products for low-cost automatic insertion on our customers' assembly
lines.

cur new two-pin dual-in-line
ceramic multilayer for automatic
insertion by the same equipment
that inserts IC plastic packages.
Better packaging includes our
complete line of taped and reeled
capacitors. You can order molded,
conformally coated, or glass
encased axials, even disc capacitors reeled to your specification,
ready to run on your autoinsertion equipment.

New product designs include
SpinGuariP, aconformally
coated axial capacitor that offers
multilayer ceramic performance
at alower price. And DIPGuards,

AVX quality, plus innovative
designs and auto-insertion packaging make AVX products the
most efficient capacitors you can
put inside your products. Why
else would AVX be Number Iin
ceramic capacitor sales.
AVX Ceramics, P.O. Box 867, Myrtle
Beach, SC 29577 ( 803) 448-3191
TWX: 810-661-2252; Olean, NY 14760
(716) 372-6611 TWX: 510-245-2815
AVX Limited, Aldershot, Hampshire,
GU12 4RG England, Tel Aldershot
(0252) 312131 Telex: 858473

Mg). : The Insiders
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NOW AVAILABLE

MODEL DE/200 DISPLAY
EACH CHARACTER POSITION
DIRECTLY ADDRESSABLE

fillE3

LET

LIIi(kX31-11-32L1

• Versatile Fluorescent Technology. Complete with interface,
drive and refresh electronics.
• Readable up to 20 feet, even
under high ambient light
conditions.
• 20 alphanumeric
positions.

character

bury, Conn. 06810. Phone ( 203) 744-0096
[395]

• 14 segment, starburst character
design, plus period and comma.
All uniformly bright and sharp.

Circuit-board design system

For Readability. Striking Appearance.

runs on aminicomputer

and Cost- Effective Design

DIGITAL ELECTRONICS CORPORATION
IF II- MS( )›. slid I I( AMAND. CAI II (* NIA )), 1))(11 • i11

is aspeedy 40 microseconds.
Controlled by a PDP-11 computer, the test system uses a full Kelvin
8- by- 16 switching matrix to connect
its stimulus and measuring instrumentation with the appropriate pins
of the device under test. Its
programmable voltage and current
sources are accurate to within 0.1%,
while its measurement uncertainty is
only 0.05%. A wide variety of hardware and software options, such as
wafer probers and a statistical analysis program, are available. Pricing
on the LTS/5 ranges from $ 75,000
to $ 150,000 depending upon options.
Lorlin Industries Inc., Precision Road, Dan-

• Instantaneous display changes.
No line shift.

M

New products

FOR S99 to S140 EACH IN
OEM QUANTITIES. ( 100-1000)

L,i22i2ii
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ERASE EPROMS IN MINUTES ...
Wait?

Completely
erase your
EPROMS fast and
efficiently ... . in minutes!
Two high intensity systems
provide powerful ultraviolet
energy. Designed especially
for EPROM erasing, they're
the UV sources recommended
by EPROM manufacturers
and users.

An automatic printed- circuit- board
design system is capable of running
on any Data General minicomputer
that supports RDOS, is outfitted with
hardware multiply and divide, and
has 32 kilobytes of main memory. It
provides fast, fully documented designs for boards holding up to 300
logic devices. Called the Version
VIII, the system is offered as either
a software package ( for users who
already own the necessary computer
equipment) or as a hardware/software combination. Prices start at
$62,000 for the software only and go
up to $ 115,000 for a full-blown
system.
Among the functions performed

The S- 52T is the fastest, most powerful UV
erasing system. The UVS-54T is a versatile,
economical system. Both are equipped with a
stand and timer, or can be hand held for on-thespot erasing.
Call your authorized UVP EPROM lamp dealer
today, or write the factory for additional information.

ULTRA-VIOLET PRODUCTS, INC. rjr1
5100 Walnut Grove Ave. • Sari Gabriel, CA 91778

188
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Guildine Introduces
the only14 Million Count DVM on
the Market Today

'
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Guildline's radical 7-1/2 digit
precision digital voltmeter,
Model 9577 features standards
6
laboratory accuracy and stability
The 9577 is equally at home on the work bench
or in a system application via programmable
BCD or IEEE Standard 488.
FEATURES:
•Capability — DC volts, AC ( rms) volts, ohms, and ratio
•0.0004% DC accuracy • Resolution — 1 ,uv on10 volt range
•2Oppm per year stability
•Self- Check via front
panel or system mode
•500 readings per second
• ;> 1000G1 input resisRe ma aka amen
*
mama am
0 1
••
tance • Digital Filtering
$3,995.00
x

s
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Guildne Instrumentsinc,
1997 PALMER AVE, LARCHMONT NEW YORK 10538 ( 914) 834-8100
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Choose from the great family of HP
strip chart recorders.

New products
automatically by Version VIII are
design review, component placement
and pin assignment, conductor routing, and output for wire- wrap or pcboard implementation. Perhaps
equally important is the documentation that the system produces: error
reports to the logic designer, component placement data to the thermal
analyst, an advanced parts lists to
the purchasing department, and connector and backplane information to
the people handling systems integration. The main thrust of the system,
according to company president
Jerry Kreyling, is to identify problems early in the design process
when there is still time to do something about them.

Hewlett-Packard, the great name in strip chart recorders, lets
you choose from acomplete family of high quality mode's.
With proven performance in both laboratory and field, the HP
recorder family includes general purpose lab recorders, batte
operated portables, models with interchangeable plug-in signal conditioners, and recorders specifically designed for
OEM users. Select from awide choice of writing
systems; capillary ink, disposable pen, thermal
or electric. Operate them anywhere with confidence because HP recorders are backed by a
worldwide sales and service organization.
Send for complete technical details on the
premium quality line from HewlettPackard, the great family of strip chart
recorders. OEM discounts available.

Markrevel Inc., 7895 Convoy Ct., Suite 8,
San Diego, Calif. 92111. Phone Jerry Harvel
at ( 714) 565-0252 [ 397]

HEWLETT ifl0 PACKARD
Sales

and

service

lrern

Enclosure expands

172 offices In 65 countrees
11702

from 3to 24 inches

Circle 190 on reader Service card

MICROPROCESSOR
POWER SUPPLIES

The Varipak 11 expandable enclosure is a versatile packaging system
that is now available in a 24- inch
model. End slots permit adjustment
from 3 to 24 inches, making the
system adaptable to any packaging
technique, be it standard or custom.
Like the standard I9- inch Varipak
II, the 24- inch unit comes in singleand double-tier versions, but where
the smaller unit holds 41 ( single) or

.1111111111811111111
Featuring.

High Reliability and Low Cost

Now Power/Mate introduces a series of triple output, open frame power
supplies designed specifically for microprocessor users.

811111,111111

401

ilielbrbeeirN,.e4rbreeleietrefelCiee..
liellifflell."11111111.10111.1anininieS
I

/

Based on arugged, field proven design, the ETA series of microprocessor
power supplies features Dual AC Input, remote sensing, adjustable current
limiting and plug-in IC regulation throughout the line.
Built to the same rigid quality standards that have made Power/Mate the
industry leader, they offer avery impressive 100,000 hour MTBF.
Best of all, the ETA series is economical and in stock. Call or write for our
free brochure.

1E1113

POWER/MATE CORP
World's largest manufacturer of quality power supplies

82 (double) cards, the new enclosure
can accommodate 54 or 107 boards.
System accessories include marker
strips, reinforcement bars, and standard or custom front panels.
Elco Huntingdon, Huntingdon, Pa. Phone
Karl Neumuller at ( 814) 643-0700[396]

514 South River Street/Hackensack. N.J. 07601 / Phone ( 201) 343-6294 TWX 710-990-5C23
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LE A-to-D,
BELO.

We may have just come up with the triple play of the century, an instant IC IF-tovideo-to-digital system.
And we've done it with proven, plug-in Plessey products.
The Plessey SL1550 is alow-noise, high-gain AGC-able front-end amplifier
that's not only unique, but superb.
The SL1521 is the simplest,
PLESSEY IF- TO- DIGITAL CONVERSION
easiest-to-use and least expensive
wideband amp you can buy for
•200 MHz bandwidth
•2 dB noise, 40 dB gain at 100 MHz
your log IF strips.
•External gain control
And the SP750 is the world's
fastest IC comparator, with abonus
•60 dB compression from
batch of features that reduce your
60-240 MHz with no transistors,
no discretes, no filters
hardware count and increase your
•85 dB at 240 MHz with a
reliability.
single filter
They all plug together as if they
were made for each other and
they're available now, so send for all
the details.
11) We'll get back to you, P.D.Q

41

THE WORLD'S FA.IC COMPARATOR
•Settling time e 2 ns
•3.5 ns propagation delay
•Up to 100 million samples/sec

PLESSEY SEMICONDUCTORS
1674 McG rm Avenue, Irvine, CA 92714
Tel: ( 714) 540-9945. TWX: 910-595-1930
Represented world-wide.

DIGITAL OUTPUT

/11

State-of-the-art brought down to earth
Limiting wideband amplifiers III TV, radio & telephone communications circuits El High-speed dividers
Electronics/May 12, 1977
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Dynamic Burn-in and Test:

The real cost
is not
doing it!
What can it cost to dynamically burn-in and test your
system's IC's? Almost nothing,
when you compare it to the
cost of field service calls.
That seems to be your only
alternative, by the way. Because
Murphy's Law remains in effect.
Any part that can fail will fail.
Whether you make IC's or buy
them, you must throw away the
failures before they hurt you.
Bring them to Microtest. We find
even the most subtle failures
economically.

We have the best, fastest
testers and handlers, and
asplendidly efficient
information management
system.

The bad ones are sorted out when
it costs you least. We built the
famous Murphy's Ovens to serve
our own bum- in needs.
Additionally, we sell these systems
to IC users. For our potential
systems customers we perform
burn- in and test services, knowing
that when they're ready they'll
want asystem of their own.
To facilitate this service
we have the most
complete library of
burn- in circuits trays
and test programs for
all industry standard
devices and ahost
of custom circuits.
Digital and linear.

Most important, we have astaff
of failure experts. They know
how and where parts fail, even the
"good ones:' We may even recommend special screening programs
designed to match the specific
application your circuit must tackle.
If you live by Murphy's Law, as we
do, you will want asmall wall
reminder of Murphy's IC Corollary:
If it can fail, it will fail at the worst
possible time. The only way to
avoid failure is to let us induce it.
For details and Murphy's Corollary,
drop us aline or call ( 408)
739-8001, 743 N. Pastoria Avenue,
Sunnyvale, CA 94086.
TWX: 910-339-9325.
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For the most complete test services:
Military and Industrial.
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FOR UNDER

$2000,YOU CAN BUY A300 LPN
PRINTER 111AT PRINTS FASTER THAN 300 LPM.
MAYBE EVEN 50% FASTER.

m

fulaum
i
eReJeudi es

While the Teletype model 40
132-column
printers are rated
at 300 1pm
(monocase), that
figure is somewhat
misleading.

Actually,
that's quite an
understatement
since the real
printing speed
lies somewhere
between 300 and 500 1pm. We wish we could pin our speed down
tighter, but throughput takes into consideration acouple of variables.
Like different character type belts and an almost infinite number
of data patterns.
But speed isn't all we offer for less than $2000. Because for that
money you also get aprinter that's completely
operational. All you furnish is 115 VAC power and
the serial signal source and you're ready to
go on-line.
For more information about
Teletype model 40 OEM
printers, write: Teletype,
Dept. 53-P,
5555 Touhy Ave.,
Skokie, IL 60076.
Cr call:
312/982-2000.
TELETYPE

THE TELETYPE
MODEL 40 OEM PRINTER.
NOTHING EVEN COMES CLOSE.
Telet7pe is atrademaik and set vice mark registered
in th United States Patent and Uadernark Office.

HP 9830A/B* USERS.
You're closer to the
world's best desk top computer
than you think!
By adding INFOTEK's
field proven accessories,
your 9830A/B will outperform any other general
purpose desk top system.

NEW! The FD-30S low cost Slave Drive
for the FD-30A. Multiple slaves can be
used with asingle FD-30A so you can
increase on-line capacity in blocks of
305K bytes. Also, the FD-30S provides
one minute disk duplication under
program control or stand-alone.

Completely compatible
with all 9830A/B conventions, our units give your
system acombination of
speed and versatility
superior to any other desk
top computer... any make...
any model.

NEW! BP-30 automatic buffered printing. Your ' 30 will continue program
execution while driving aprinter as a
background task under interrupt control.

Save $2,100
In our Word Processing Package
you get the EM-30, FD-30A,
FAST BASIC Iand III ROMS,
and the CP-30, including
software, for aspecial
package price of $ 10,850.

The cost is afraction of what
you'd pay for any other approach
offering similar capabilities.

32,192- Byte Memory
Where more memory is important, the
user area may be increased to 32K bytes
with our EM-30... the first and only
16,096-word memory for the 9830A/B!
Compared to newly introduced models
equipped with commonly used ROM
options, the 9830A/B with the EM-30
provides 8,192 bytes more user memory.
A truly significant increase in capacity!
With the 9830A/B, the EM-30 provides
2,048 more bytes of memory, is
priced right, and is fully warranted
for ayear.

FAST BASIC ROMS
Infotek's FAST BASIC ROMS add to
the machine instruction set where HP
left off. These ROMS provide spectacular increases in the work throughput of
your 9830A,B. For example, you can
process arrays at speeds of 40,000 words
per second, attain an I/O capability of
10,000 bytes per second, greatly
increase the power of a9880A/B disk
system, and print from abuffer while
computing.
By providing 46 additional functions,
statements, and commands, the FAST
BASIC ROMS give your 9830A/B the
most powerful BASIC language repertoir
short of $200,000 systems.
If you need FAST BASIC but don't have
enough unused ROM slots, don't give
up! You can install our FAST BASIC
ROMS without losing any present capability. Contact us, we'll show you!

HP 9830A/B with the Infotek FD- 30 Mass Memory

Floppy Disk Memory
System
The FD-30A provides 305K bytes of
on-line data that can be searched 50
times faster than your present cassette
system. Data throughput is actually
four times faster than the 9880A/B
Mass Memory. Best of all, no software
modifications are required since the
FD-30A obeys all cassette syntax.
The FD-30A is the optimum magnetic
memory for the 9830A/B. It has the
right capacity, speed, and price.
Prices that you'll appreciate
EM-30 Memory, 16K Words $4,600 } net
Less trade-in of HP 8K Words 1.100
FAST BASIC I
ROM
FAST BASIC ll ROM
FAST BASIC I & II as aset
FAST BASIC Ill ROM
FD-30A Mass Memory
FD-30S Slave Drive
FD-30D Dual Drive System
RS-30 High Speed RS 232C Interface
TC-30 Real Time Clock
LP-30 Heavy Duty Line Printer
CP-30 Character Printer
PS-30 Paper Tape Punch/Reader
BP-30 Interrupt Service Printer I/O
FI30 10K Byte/Sec TTL I/O

*A Product of Hewlett-Packard Company
194
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$3.500

675
525
1,050
525
3,895
1,780
4.900
750
825
6,850
3.400
3.850
525
395

All Prices Are(.3 Domestic

Other 9830A/B
Accessory Equipment
RS-30 High Speed RS 232C Interface.
Provides seven crystal controlled Baud
rates from 150 to 9600/sec.
TC-30 Real Time Clock. Provides time
in 10- millisecond increments, is set or
read via the OUTPUT and ENTER
statements.
LP-30 Heavy Duty Line Printer. A 200
line-per- minute, 132-column printer
(128 character set is standard). Comparable in every way to the 9881A, except
the LP-30 is lower in price.
CP-30 Correspondence-Quality
Character Printer. Provides 14 easily
changeable fonts including scientific
symbols, UK, German, Scandia, and
Cyrillic. Prints and plots at 45 cps.
Contact us direct or through our
representatives. Infotek products are
sold and serviced through 33 offices in
the U.S. and 11 in other countries.
Let us show you how to make your ' 30
the best desk top computer in the world.

lirufotek
Systems
1400 N. BAXTER STREET • ANAHEIM, CALIF. 92806
1714) 956-9300 • TWX 910-591-2711

U.S. and Worldwide Distributor Inquiries Are Invited.
Electronics/May 12, 1977

Instead of accepting the trade-offscreated by
undesirable multiple discretes in the form of
low current, conventional packages, your
special switching circuitry designs can be a
reality, with the POWERLITHIC'm transistor
mcdLle. Available in our standard TO-3, individual glass-passivated chips, or a POWERLITHIC Module like the one shown here.
well design a custom switch to meet yoJr
needs, without long lead time, at a;
price yoL
can. afford.
INDUSTRIAL MOTOR CONTROLS/ DRIVES
(MC)
Witn origin of POWERLITHIC'm Carlington
Power Transistors for use in solid state adjustabie frequency and DC motor dries, practical
PWM ( pulse-width modulation) applications
can mow be reeized, with cur Standard MC
Seres, with fast-switching, desirabe curren:
capacity and reliability. Standa -d 150, 400
and 900 volt Transistors and Daditigtons can
be: configured to your specific packaging
requirements.

PONNERLI1HIC'
I

TRANSISTOR RELIABILITY
AND PACKAGING VERSATILITY
THAT WILL LET YOU OPTIMIZE
YOUR CIRCUITRY DESIGN TO
. KEEP IT YOURS.

SWITCHING POWER SUPPLIES (PS)
Characterized by their fast-switchir gspeeds,
low power loss and Vee(SAT), standard PS
Series POWERUTHICTmmodels aire the right
answer to your very standard or very special
ne:eds. Available in JEDEC TO-3 Dr modified
TO-3 styles; 5-40A,,Darlingtone i
and 2-16A
tra rnSistors,
TRANSPORTATION / PORTABLE
EQUIPMENT (
PM)
Circuits may be protected against Jridesira
junction energy ratings ( Es,
b)and transient
of inductive mo -or energy found ir transportation systems and portable, motor-driven
ecuipment with the capabilniescf PM Series
POWERLItii-itCry tra neSteteidatiffle
We want to work with you, whet -1er your -Equirements call for few or quartity. Contact
our applications department aind request
ccnnolete information. POWER TRANSISTOR
CC., 800 W. Carson St., Torrance, CA 90502.
(213) 320-11901

4fey.-

POWER TROMSISTOR
COMPANY
Circle 195 or reader serocecard

EMR
Frequency Response
Analyzers For Every
Application
From the viscous elastic properties of films and fibers,
to the frequency response of hydraulic actuators...
for the open loop response of aservo system with the
loop closed, or the frequency response of the
Brooklyn Bridge... EMR has a Frequency Response
Analyzer that is just right for your application.
Take the low-cost, easy-to- use Model 1312. It's ideal
for production testing and basic measurements of
phase and amplitude to 20 kHz. Or choose the Model
1410, the full capability, single-channel instrument
that has become the industry's standard for most
engineering applications. Then there's the Model
1172, the ultimate Frequency Response Analyzer
featuring all-digital signal processing, fully-isolated
dual measurement channels and acomputer-type
keyboard entry. With the Model 1180 Plotter Interface,
you can plot Bode, Nyquist, or Nichols diagrams with
aconventional analog XV recorder.
Let EMR solve your frequency response problems...
call or write for details or ademonstration.
Sangamo Weston, EMR Telemetry Division
P.O. Box 3041, Sarasota, FL 33578
813-371-0811

SANGAMO WESTON

Schlumberger

New products/materials
Epoxy molding compound E- Form
7-67 is a soft- flow, mineral- filled,
short-glass- fiber- reinforced, epoxy
transfer- molding compound that retains its insulation characteristics
even after prolonged exposure to
high temperatures. Designed for the
encapsulation of electronic devices,
it may be used at temperatures as

high as 570°F. Its room-temperature
resistivity is 10%hm-centimeters,
dropping to 10' 4 at 200°F, 10 9 at
500°F and 10' at 570 °F. The material is easily molded in short cycles
and exhibits full hardness on ejection
for easy removal from the mold.
Acme Chemicals and Insulation Co., Division
of Allied Products Corp., P.O. Box 1404,
New Haven, Conn. 06505 [ 477]

Two liquid-crystal compounds, intended for use in watches, calculators, and similar instruments, extend
the active temperature range and
reduce costs when mixed with other
nematie liquid-crystal systems. Their
low negative dielectric anisotropy
permits use with most positive
systems without materially affecting
their positive character. In addition,
the two new materials can reduce
viscosities, thereby increasing response speeds over the broadened
temperature range. Called VanLight MBBA and EBBA, the materials are supplied in 20-, 250-, and
1,000-gram borosilicate containers
sealed under inert gas. Their shelf
life is indefinite at room temperature
under these packaging conditions.
3M Co., P.O. Box 33600, St. Paul, Minn.
55133 [478]

A platinum- gold conductor that can
be soldered, without burnishing,
after repeated firings makes it easy
to fabricate multilayer thick- film

Circle 196 on reader service card
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OUR
DETECTORS
ARE
NTO EVERYTHING
THANKS TO OUR
APPLICATIONS
ENGINEERS
What does a light detector have to do
with a tomato? Plenty, if your job is to determine ripeness by color analysis. That's
a big jump from missile guidance systems,
but it's the range of applications our detectors
work in every day. And, I
hanks to our engineers, it's the right detector for the job.
Put UDT into your product or process. We make all kinds
of light detection devices, instruments and systems— and we
can show you how to apply them. It doesn't matter whether you're into:
Medical Electronics (
such as blood analysis with our UV or blue enhanced photodiodes)
Consumer Products (
monitoring digital displays with our LED measuremert systems)
Communications (
communication links with our Low Noise series or Detector/Amplifier
Combinations)
Office Machines (
character recognition with the UDT Long Lines)
Photographic Processes (
measuring thickness of film coating with our General Purpose PIN-10DP)
NEvigation (
star tracking or missile guidance with our Position Sensors)
Industrial Process Control (
non-contact, optical alignment with the " SC" position sensor or the
131A Linear Displacement Monitor)
Food Processing (
color analysis with our large area, low cost PI N-220DP or any of our other General
Purpose detectors)
Research & Development (
photometry/radiometry with the UDT 111A, 40X, 80X)
The right light detection and measurement solution can reduce your costs while improving accuracy,
efficiency and reliability. Let UDT provide the products, know-how and design assistance you need.
Get us involved today! Call (213) 396-3175.

Years Ahead in the Detection, Measurement and Application of Light.

E
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iij UNITED DETECTOR TECHNOLOGY, INC.
2644 30TH STREET, SANTA MONICA, CA 9C405 • TELEPHONE ( 213) 396-3175 • TELEX 65-2413

New products/materials

ea.
An integrated
bridge rectifier in a
miniature
dual in- line package

circuits. Conductrox 3106 is routinely printable to 5- mil lines and spaces
and retains its solderability when it
is fired on dielectric as the top layer
of a multilayer circuit. Because the
paste never needs stirring, it is
supplied in plastic syringes as well as
in conventional jars. It sells for $ 6.72
per gram in evaluation quantities
and $ 5.85 per gram in production
lots. Delivery is within 10 days.
Thick Film Systems Inc.,

324 Palm Ave.,

Santa Barbara, Calif. 93101 [ 479]

A casting resin with ahigh dielectric
constant can be cast in place in
circuit modules, antenna cavities,
transmission- line components, and
other electronic devices. Called Stycast HiK Castable, it is offered with
dielectric constants from 6.0 to 19.0.
Loss tangents are below 0.002. The
two-part materials system consists of

AMMO\

DUAL IN- LINE BRIDGE

-0
4

ACTUAL
SIZE
PACKAGE

a free- flowing powder, which is first
poured into the cavity to be filled,
and a clear low- viscosity liquid
which is then poured over the
powder to infiltrate it. The material
must then be oven-cured. It sells for
$20 apound in 5-1b. quantities.

• 4- pin, low- profile DIP
• Leads on standard . 10"
(2,54 mm) grid
• Compatible with automatic
testing, handling and inserting
• 1Amp at 40°C ( 1
0)
• 25V to 1000V ( VRRm)

Emerson and Cuming Inc., Canton, Mass.

• 25A Peak One- Half
Cycle Surge ( I
Fsm )
• Two devices will
fit into standard
14- pin DIP socket
• Moisture resistant
epoxy package
• Call Lee Miller 214/272-4551,
Ext. 206 for more information.

02021 [ 480]

100V

100,000 cnty,

Design us in .

we'll stay there

VARO

VARO SEMICONDUCTOR ,INC.
PO ( 30X 676

1000 N SHILOH

GARLAND

T1 X 75040

(214) 272-4551 TWX 910-860-5178

A solderable protective coating for
printed-circuit boards, #2621-E Ultra-Seal is applied to boards upon
fabrication and serves to protect
them from contamination during
storage, handling, and component
insertion prior to wave soldering.
The material is said to improve
solderability and to eliminate the
need for special handling procedures
and for protective packaging in
plastic bags. It can be applied by dip,
spray, or roller coating.
Kenco Alloy and Chemical Co., Inc., 418
West Belden Ave., Addison, III. 60101 [ 475]

EUROPEAN OFFICE: UK: VARO SEMICONDUCTOR INTERNATIONAL, INC.
Deepdene House, Bellegrove Road, Welling, Kent, England DA163PY, 01-304-6519,0

198
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A PROBLEMBSOLVING RECIPE:
I. Start vvith apackaging or
sealing problem.
2. Name the environment
and application.
3. Contact
Corning.

Together
we can cook up a solution!
The ingredients—we've developed hundreds of glass
and glass-ceramic materials for specific applications. We
wrote the recipes for such things as borosilicate glass
used in high-temperature environments, lead-alkali glass
for electrical insulation, low-alkali glass for IC applications and
the durable PYROCERAM Brand cements.
We have the technology to shape your ideas. Chances
are we've already developed the material you need for such
problems as IC packaging, solid-state displays, special epoxy
resins, glass- to-metal seals and disc headers. There's an easy
way to find out.
For more information about Corning's glass and
glass-ceramic materials and manufacturing capabilities,
write or call:

CORNING

ELECTRONIC Materials Dept., Box E-4, Corning Glass Works, Corning, N.Y. 14830
Electronics/May 12, 1977

607-974-9000
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" DO IT YOURSELF" — no stripping or soldering with the innovative

NEW

Vector Ribbon Cable and Connector System
Tools are FAR LESS costly yet more versatile than others.
Vector P187 fixture positions
and terminates cable
to plug

k•—.050" ( 1.27) ± . 003 Typ

$29.50
Color coded Vector KW2 cables. 20 to 40 No.
28 tinned copper, PVC insulated. 10 rolls.

SIMPLE ASSEMBLY METHOD

Vectoll 746-5
heater pin

1.

Insert cable in plug.

2.

Place in P187 fixture.

3.

Press halves together with
arbor, drill press or vise.

"Daisy chain"
also feasible
with plugs
mid- span

•

-2 Vector plug mates with . 025 sq.
or ri. pins

NO OTHER FIXTURE
TERMINATES MOST
TYPES OF PLUGS
Vector, Alpha, AMP, Ansley,

Vector P196 Gang Insertion Tool on
T46- 5A header pins.

$12.50

Berg, C.W., 3M & S.A.E. plugs
all work by use of unique

Vector P186-1 Press drives plug into
cable. Also gang inserts pins.

$59.50

step design.

MOUNT T46 -5A HEADER PINS
1.

Drop pin tails in card holes
with alignment block under.

2. Slide P196 tool on pins.
3.

Push in with 186-1 press.
(Can also gang insert

Vector pre-assembled DIP plug interconnect cables
14- pin $3.65, 16- pin $3.79, 24- pin $ 7.30
(parts also available to make your own)

other types of pins.)

VECTOR ELECTRONIC COMPANY, loc., 12460 Gladstone Avenue, Sylmar, CA 91342 Phone ( 213)365-9661 TWX 910 496 -15
501276
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PHOTO AND NON- PHOTO CARDS
Nag Slopes. OCR. Bar Code
COMPUTERIZED ID SYSTEMS
DATA CAPTURE TERMINALS
ELECTRONIC EQUIPMENT

HOW TO TRANSFORM
ELECTRONIC CONCEPTS
INTO PROFITABLE PRODUCTS

BADGE READER MODULE
R.D. Products' Badge Reader Module* is
ahand driven dynamic mag stripe card
reader. Primary application is as afixed
data entry subsystem in OEM equipment.

An innovative seminar aimed specifically at the
electronics industry . . . .
This conference will present an integrated
comprehensive overview of the entire new product process— including R&D, marketing and
market research, financial and planning aspects, and management and performance.
PLACE:

New York Hilton, New York City.

DATE:

June 13-15, 1977.

PRICE:

$450. ( Includes all course materials)

For reservation information, contact:

es
F

. FROST & SULLIVAN, INC.
106 Fulton Street
New York, N.Y. 10038
(212) 233-1080

FEATURES

APPLICATIONS

• Hand driven dynamic reader

• Access authorization equipment

• Uses photo and non- photo mag stripe cards

• Electronic locks and gates

• R.)ads deformed cards

• Timekeeping sy'items

• W de read speed range

• Irventory control sysems

• Ci ,mplete card reading subsystem

• Credit verification equipment

• Bettered TEL level outputs

• POS terminals

• One moving part
• Fully enclosed card guide
• Front panel mounting

R.D. PRODUCTS, INC.

MAIN PLANT • 6132 AT 96. VICTOR, N Y 14564 • TEL ( 716, 924-7121 • TWX ( 510) 254-0512
AMSEC ELECTRONICS DIV • 1675 W 9TH ST, LONG BEACH, CA 90813 • TEL ( 213) 432-6544
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767/556

353/387

Introductory otter
to new members of the

RAPID
PRACTICAL
DESIGNS OF
ACTIVE FILTERS
by D. E. Johnson
& J. L. Hilburn

MINICOMPUTERS
FOR ENGINEERS
AND SCIENTISTS
by G. A. Korn
Pub. price, $ 23.45
Club price, $ 15.50

ELECTRONICS AND CONTROL
ENGINEERS' BOOK CLUB

Pub. price, $ 15.00
Club price, $ 11.50
771/480

287/341

STANDARD
HANDBOOK OF
ENGINEERING
CALCULATIONS

MANUAL FOR
MOS USERS
by J. D. Lenk
AIM
e ilir

any one

Pub. price, $ 16.95
Club price, $ 12.95

of these great
professional books

637/458

DESIGNING
WITH TTL
INTEGRATED
CIRCUITS
by Texas
Instruments,
Inc.
Pub. price, $ 26.00
Club price, $ 17.5C

by T. G. Hicks
Pub. price, $ 19.50
Club price, $ 15.25

for
only

e

617/97X

HANDBOOK OF
OPERATIONAL
AMPLIFIER
CIRCUIT DESIGN

89

by D. E. Stout
& M. Kaufman
Pub. price, $24.50
Club price, $ 17.50
771/189

771/456

DIGITAL
ENGINEERING,
2/e

ELECTRONIC
TROUBLESHOOTING

values up
to $42.50

by G. K.
Kostopoulos
Pub. price, $ 24.95
Club price, $ 18.95

by C. N. Herrick
Pub. price, $ 13.95
Club price, $ 10.95
124/485

ELECTRICAL
ENGINEERING
FOR
PROFESSIONAL
ENGINEERS'
EXAMINATIONS,
3/e

238/901
L
E
.' 61
APP,ICA TIffliS

j
fOreen"Al
MEN.t

APPLICATIONS
OF OPERATIONAL
AMPLIFIERS:
Third- Generation
Techniques

Special $ 1.89 bonus book comes to you
with your first club selection

by J. G. Graeme
Pub. price, $ 18.65
Club price, $ 11.95
209/804

ELECTRONICS
ENGINEERS'
HANDBOOK

by J. D.
Constance
423/156

209/731

INTEGRATED
ELECTRONICS:
Analog Digital
Circuits &
Systems

STANDARD
HANDEOOK FOR
ELECTRICAL
ENGINEERS,
10/e

by D. G. Fink

by J. Millman
& C. Halkias

by D. J. Fink &
J. M. Carroll

Pub. price, $ 42.50
Club price, $ 32.50

Pub. price, $ 21.00
Club price, $ 15.95

Pub. price. $ 41.50
Club price, $ 28.50

save time and money by joining the

ELECTRONICS AND
CONTROL ENGINEERS'
BOOK CLUB
Were Is a professional book club designed to meet your on-the-job engineering
1 needs by providing practical books in your fie d on a regular basis at below
publisher prices. If you're missing out on important technical literature- if today's
high cost of reading curbs the growth of your library- here's the solution to your
problem.
The Electronics and Control Engineers' Book Chub was organized for you, to
provide an economical reading program that cannot fail to be of value. Administered by the McGraw-Hill Book Company, all books are chosen by qualified
editors and consultants. Their understanding of the standards and values of the
literature in your field guarantees the appropriateness of the selections.
How the club operates: Every month you receive 4ree of charge The Electronics
and Control Engineers' Book Club Bulletin. This announces and describes the
Club's featured book of the month as well as alternate selections available at
special members' prices. If you want to examine the Club's feature of the month,
you do nothing. If you prefer one of the eternate selections- or if you want no
book at all-you notify the Club by returning the card enclosed with each Bulletin.
As a Club member, you agree only to the purchase of four books ( including
your first selection) over a two-year period. Considering the many books published annually, there will surely be at least four you would want to own anyway.
By joining the Club, you save both money and the trouble of searching for the
best books.

Electronics/May 12, 1977

Pub. price, $ 17.00
Club price, $ 12.50
404/453

GUIDEBOOK OF
ELECTRONIC
CIRCUITS
by J. Markus
Pub. price, $26.95
Club price, $21.50

--- MAIL THIS COUPON TODAY
ELECTRONICE AND CONTROL ENGINEERS' BOOK CLUB
P.O. Box 582, Princeton Road, Hightstown, New Jersey 08520
Please enroll me es a member and send me the two books indicated. I am
to receive the bonus boos at the introductory price of $ 1.89 plus my first selection, plus tax. crostvge and handling. If not completely satisfied. I may return
the books within 12 days and request that my membership be cancelled. If
Ikeep the books, Iagree to take a minimum of three additional books during
the next two pars at special Club prices ( guaranteed 15% discount, often
more). Iwill receive the Club Bulletin 12 times a year. If t want to examine
the featured selection. Ineed take no action. It will be shipped automatically.
If, however, I want an alternate seloction-or no book at all- I simply notify
the club by rett.rning the convenient card always enclosed. Iwill always have
a minimum of 1,0 days in which to relJrn the card and you will credit my account fully, including postage, if thit is not the case. Membership in the Club
is continuous but cancellable by me at any time after the four-book purchase
requirement has been filled. This order subject fo acceptance by McGraw-Hill.
Orders from » midi. the continental U.S. must be prepaid. All prices subject to
change without notice. Oiler good for new members only.

Write Code
of $ 1.89 bonus
bdok selection here

Write Code It of
first selection here

NAME
ADDRESS
CITY
STATE

ZIP

EXTRA SAVINGS: Remit in lull with vow order, plus any local and state
tax, and McGraw-Hill will pay all postage and handling charges. E33325
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New literature
UL computer standard. Underwriters
Laboratories Inc. has released the
third edition of its Safety Standard
for Electronic Data- Processing Units
and Systems ( UL 478). The new
document covers electrically operated machine units that, separately
or assembled in systems, electronically accumulate, process, and store
data.
Copies of UL 478 are available
from UL for $ 3.50. For $9 one can

obtain the current edition plus
subscription service for any revisions
that may be issued. Orders with
prepayment should be sent to Underwriters Laboratories Inc., Attn: Publications Stock Dept., 333 Pfingsten
Road, Northbrook, III. 60062.
Solid-state relays. A 48- page handbook on solid-state relays is made up
of 28 pages of tutorial material and
20 pages of catalog data. The tuto-

rial material includes aglossary and
typical applications circuits.
Gordos/Grigsby-Barton Inc., Rogers, Ark. 72756 [422]
Direct-capacitance measurement. To
measure the value of a capacitance
that is enmeshed among other circuit
elements, it is necessary to make a
three- terminal or direct-capacitance
measurement. Although the concept
of a three- terminal capacitance

One wa
------,,,'''-.-%_— ,..7--- -r—_--_-,4—,- -- --el'.• --.'"--"----- -- — —
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HP's Universal Counters
satisfy the needs for most electronic counter measurements
up to 13(X) MHz. and do it without breaking your budget.
Two distinctly different models are loaded with features. and
awide variety of options are available.
One way is the 5328A for high performance frequency.
period and time interval measurements in amodular 8or
9- digit unit for systems or bench use. Start with the basic
1(X) MHz 1(10 ns unit for just 513(X)* Modules expand its
capabilities to 512 or 1300 MHz for frequency. 10 ns for time
interval and add lOpv to 10(X)v. digital voltage measurements.
Other options include ultra- stable time base. and full HP
Interface Bus operation. Standard at no extra cost are burst
frequency measurement and time interval averaging to
204

SOI. UT ,ON N

10 ps resolution ... matched input amplifiers make this
resolution meaningful.
The other way is the 5300B/5308A System for lower cost
yet highly versatile 8- digit frequency. period and time inter
measurements in amodular portable package that also can
be rack mounted. In just 30 seconds, snap on any of 10 othe
modules including: afull capability DMM. battery pack
and 13(X) MHz and HP Interface Bus modules. The 5300B/
5308A's low S910* price even includes time interval averagit
for resolution to Ins!
Use the 10855A Preamplifier for higher sensitivity with any
model: 22 dB gain. 2to 1300 MHz for just S225*
To do it your way contact your nearest HP field engineer
for full data. or write. • Don- t
ie U.S. prices only.
Electronics/May 12, 1977

along with techniques to measure it
have been around for more than 30
years, many engineers are still
unfamiliar with its application. Application Note 14 from Boonton
Electronics Corp., Rte. 287 at Smith
Road, Parsippany, N.J. 07054, provides a tutorial treatment of the
subject and includes many practical
hints on making measurements—
particularly at 1 megahertz. Subjects include three- terminal mea -

surement systems, capacitance
bridges and meters, test-terminal
loading, remote measurements, the
effect of short and long cables, stray
capacitance, and measurements on
capacitors, semiconductor diodes,
and transistors. [ 423]

E

NG.

COIL
WINDING
MACHINES

Coil-winding equipment. Catalog
GS- 10 is acomprehensive collection
of equipment for winding bobbins,
transformers, dual lateral coils,

SAMPLE RATE
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the right performance
at the right mice.
HEWLETTâ
1507

Page Mlii Roaa. ; aio

For assistance call, Washington 13011 948-6370, Chicago 131
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PACKARD
Cahforn,a

94304

1255 9800. Atlantk 1404) 955-1500. Lo., Angeles 1213) 877-1282
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New literature

ge
S

space-wound resistor coils, armatures, continuous- resistance coils,
variable-pitch coils, and coils for
laboratory use. The 52- page catalog
describes 70 machines, 7 tailstocks,
24 tensions, 14 counters, and a
variety of accessories. Copies are
available from Geo. Stevens Manufacturing Inc., 6001 North Keystone
Ave., Chicago, III. 60646 [427]
;i4

Our Business is Chokes and Transformers.
For 18 Years. Call SALOTA.
You'll get areliable, high quality product. With all the
product features you need. And at precisely the right time and in
the required quantity.
But you deserve more: SALOTA is world-renowned for
its service. Get offers fast. Receive samples within days, even
hours. Talk about acustom- tailored product with an experienced
partner. And get it for areasonable price.
Now you know why we say: Call SALOTA.

Phone West Germany: 0911-3 21 77
Telex 622466 hoco d
Raabstr. 24 D 8500 Nürnberg/West Germany
Circle 206 on reader service card

BI-DIRECTIONAL
CODE SWITCH

The industry's smallest
BI-DIRECTIONAL CODE
switch. Less than 0.6" in

height, with large easy to
read numerals and mating
accessories. Ideal for hand-held
instruments subject to field

abuse. Heavy gold plating on
wiping contacts affords a low
contact resistance.
Call ( 617) 685-4371 today for
PICO
SERIES

your "dummy" switch, prices,
specifications and catalog.

Nuclear dosimeters. A wide variety
of dosimeters for X rays, gamma
rays, and other types of nuclear
radiation is described in a 16- page
catalog put out by Dosimeter Corp.
of America, 6106 Interstate Circle,
Cincinnati, Ohio 45242. The catalog
includes information on a wide
variety of other nuclear accessories
such as scintillation vials, calibrators, storage cases, and probes. [424]
Dial calculators. A 20- page catalog
from Hunter Associates, 792 Partridge Drive, Bridgewater, N.J.
08807, illustrates more than 60
rotary-dial calculators. In addition
to conventional circular slide rules,
the catalog covers trigonometry calculators, English/metric converters,
and special calculators for tensor
analysis and probability. [425]
Synchro converters. The line of
synchro-to-digital and synchro-tolinear dc converters made by Computer Conversions Corp., 6 Dunton
Court, East Northport, N.Y. 11731,
is described in the company's new
30-page catalog. Also included are
angle encoders and indicators, limit
switches, modulators, demodulators,
and solid-state control transformers
and transmitters. [ 426]

Circle 114 on reader service card

INCANDESCENT
PILOT LAMPS

Our sub- miniature LAMP
ASSEMBLIES have 5V —
60 ma. rating and 100,000
hour life. Two basic styles
available, dome or cylin-

drical shaped in four colors. The
sealed plastic housing contains a
T-1 lamp. Choice of 6" insulated
leads or pin contacts. Mounting
ring is included.
Call today for more information
and samples on this and other

Using SCRS. Although SCR turn-on
should be simple, circuit considerations and device trade-offs add some
complexity. Application Data 54540, "SCR Gate Turn-On Characteristics," provides athorough explanation of gate terminology, trade-offs,
and SCR characteristics so that
designers can better specify gate
turn-on requirements and assess the
merits of agate trigger circuit. For a
copy, write to Semiconductor Division, Westinghouse Electric Corp.,

ALCOLITE products.
206
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A GOOD FUSE
CAN'T HOLD ON
WITHOUT AGOD
GRIP
GET BOTH FROM
BUSSMANN.

Don't put agood fuse in the grip of apoor
fuse holder. if the holder call hold on
right, the best fuse in the world can't, either.
Some clips just don't have the muscle
to hold tighi. The ft..se gets loose. The
heat builds up. You know what happens.
There's an easy way to put astop
to it: Put good Buss fuses in good Buss
fuse holders. Our holders are made
with the muscle it takes to keep a
good tight grip on trouble-free
electronics protection.
They'.1 pay off for you a
thousand times over in
reliability that's for sure, not
for maybe.
Your equipment deserves
the best. Bussmann has it
for you. A great fuse. And
agreat grip. Get them
logether now.
Ask for Buss Bulletin SFB.

BUSSMANN MANUFACTURING
a McGraw- Edison Company Division
Earth City, Missouri 63045
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The Fastest
8- Bit
DIP A/D
On 24 Pins
• 100 ns/bit
• ± 1/2 LSB linear
over temperature
•9input ranges
•Adjustment free
•Serial and
parallel outputs
• Extended temperature
range available
(-55° to 85°C)
• Hermetic 24- pin DIP
•Available with
Mil- Std-883 °
Class B processing

New literature

Plf1P01fIT HEAT

Youngwood, Pa. 15697. In Europe,
write to S. Zambelli, CDS Westinghouse, BP107, 72003 LEMANS Cédex, France. [ 428]
Surge testing. The state of the art in
surge testing is presented in an eightpage application note published by
KeyTek Instrument Corp., P.O. Box
109, 220 Grove St., Waltham, Mass.
02154. The note covers test wave
types and their uses, wave energies,
the pulsed-energy handling capabilities of components and protectors,
the latest advances in hardware, and
avariety of practical considerations.
[429]
Multiplying d-aconverters. An eightpage application note on differential
and multiplying digital- to- analog
converters includes atutorial section
and asection that describes some 40
potential applications. All of the
applications make use of the DAC08, an inexpensive 8- bit monolithic
converter made by several manufacturers. For a copy of AN- 19 call
Jean Littrell at (408) 246-9222, or
write to Precision Monolithics Inc.,
1500 Space Park Drive, Santa
Clara, Calif. 95050 [ 430]
Rental instruments. The 52- page
1977 electronic instrument rental
catalog put out by Continental

Heat any integrated circuit or electronic component to its rated temperature
with a heat probe. Accuracy + 3°C
or better. Or check the component's
temperature with a thermo-couple
probe. Model 810 Thermo- Probe does
both. Reads out directly in ° Cand ° F
on alarge 41
/2inch meter.

Models with other temperature ranges available.
For details write to:

MTI
P.O. Box 287

MICRO- TECHNICAL
INDUSTRIES
South Laguna,

CA 92677

(714) 545-3734 • TWX910 596-1325 MOCROTEC LBEI4

Circle 208 on reader service card

High- Accuracy

Phase
Meters
0.5 Hz to 2MHz

MN 5101
$234.00

CONTINENTAL
1977
ELECTRONIC
INSTRUMENT
RENTAL
CATALOG

lito 24 units)

EV2.27
Micro Networks Corporation
324 Clark Street, Worcester, MA 01606
(617) 852-5400 TWX 710-340-0067
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Digital or meter
readouts
As low as $1150
•

1
- I799

e
e e

Remake, Law. Sales. Service

Rentals presents full specifications
and rental rates on more than 800
instruments. Copies can be obtained
from Frank Neri, Continental Ren-

1_,MR.01\7"
COMP

'Sr

for better electron)" measurements

825 E. Middlefield Rd.
Mountain View, CA 94043
(415) 969-6500
Circle 263 on reader service card

7trimmers handle 95% of your applications.
Single-turn
With these industry
standard cermet trimmers, you're assured
design versatility, high
quality, and fast
delivery.
Just decide what
you need regarding:
(1) single- or multiturn;
(2) sealed or not; (3) size;
(4) resistance; (5) pin
spacing; and (6) price.
Then call your local
Beckman Helipot distributor for free evaluation samples. To get his
number, or immediate
technical literature, call
(714) 871-4848, ext.
1776. See how fast and
easily you can solve
trimmer problems.

Model 91
•
High quality— low
price
•Unique brush contact
•
Excellent setability
•
Protective dust cover
•
Top or side adjust
•Standoffs prevent
rotor binding, permits
board washing
•
Small 3/
8"
dia. size

Model 82
•1/4"dia. by 0.150"
Model 72
max. height
•3/
8"
square
•
Sealed for board
•
Sealed for board
washing
washing
•Flame-retardant SEO
•
Available in flamematerials
retardant SEO housing •
82P — top adjust;
•
Top or side adjust
82PA — side adjust
•Brush contact
•Brush contact for
•
Excellent setability
excellent setability
•
2ohms of end
•Resistance range:
resistance
10 C
.
/to 1meg

Multiturn

Model 64
•Miniature, sealed
•22 turns of adjustment
•
0.25 watt at 85°C
•
Resistance range:
iontolmegn
•1/4"square for tight
P.C. board packaging
•Unique brush contact
•
Adjustability —
voltage ratio within
0.01%

Model 68
•Low-cost
•Sealed for board
washing
•18 turns for adjustment accuracy
• / square housing
•Brush contact
•
3pin styles for
efficient packaging
•Broad resistance
range: 10 ûto 2meg ri
•
Operates with 1
/
2watt
at 25°C
3 8"

Model 89
•
Our lowest cost
multiturn
•Sealed for board
washing
•3
/ "rectangular,
4
0.250" high
•15 turns for accurate
adjustment
•
7pin styles for mounting versatility
•Panel mount available
•Resistance range:
lOnto 2megO

Model 78
•Military performance,
industrial price
•1¼" rectangular,
0.195" wide
•
Sealed
•
3terminal styles: flex
leads, P.C. pms, solder
lugs
•
Power rating: 0.75
watt at 70°C
•
22 turns of adjustment
•Resistance range:
10 (Ito 2megil

BECKMAN®
HELIPOT DIVISION
Electronics/May 12, 1977
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When you want asmall
packaez delivered fast,
it sin the bag.

Delta's DASH guarantees
delivery on the flight or routing

you specify between all Delta
cities. Packages accepted up to
50 lbs. with length plus width
plus height not to exceed 907

And now your DASH shipment can be picked up at your
door and delivered to your cus-

tomer's door. All you have to do is
call Delta's toll free number 800424-1092. ( In the Washington, D.C.
area, call 466-3131.)

Or bring your package to Delta's
passenger counter or air freight
terminal at the airport at least 30
minutes before scheduled departure
time. Package can be picked up at
DASH Claim Area next to airport
baggage claim area 30 minutes
after flight arrival.
Charges for DASH shipments
are nominal. Delta reservations will
be pleased to quote actual charges
between specific points.
fr f=o ELTi
Rate examples

( Tax included)

Atlanta- Washington
$26.25
Boston- Miami
$26.25
Los Angeles- New Orleans. . .
$31.50
Dallas/Ft.Worth-Los Angeles $26.25
San Francisco- Atlanta
$31.50
Philadelphia- Houston
$26.25
New York- Tampa
$26.25
Chicago- Orlando
$ 26.25
Detroit- Memphis
$26.25
For full details, call Delta reservations.
Pick up and delivery at extra charge.

Delta is ready when you are:
Circle 210 on reader service card

THE SUNSHINE STATE
OFFERS HIGHER PROFIT
POTENTIALS TO ELECTRONIC
PRODUCTS MANUFACTURERS
THAN ELSEWHERE IN THE
COUNTRY!
Florida's substantial labor
and operating cost advantages,
plus ready access to the markets of
the United States, Latin America and
the world, combine to offer a unique
profit opportunity for a Floridabased manufacturer.
Before you make any decisions
regarding your business, this new industry
study documenting Florida's position
should be reviewed carefully.
To get your copy of Florida Profit Potentials
in Electronic Products Manufacturing, write or call.

New literature
tais, Div. Continental Leasing Inc.,
175 Middlesex Turnpike, Bedford,
Mass. 01730 [ 431]
Microwave semiconductors. The
Hewlett-Packard line of rf and
microwave semiconductors is covered in a 128- page diode and transistor designer's catalog ( Pub.
#5952-9825). Among the products
described in the catalog are Schottky
diodes, signal control diodes, microwave source diodes, devices for
hybrid integrated circuits, military
approved devices, microwave transistors, and integrated products such
as double balanced mixers and comb
generators. An index lists each
component by number. Copies are
offered by the Inquiries Manager,
Hewlett-Packard Co., 1501 Page
Mill Road, Palo Alto, Calif. [432]
Measurement and control. Analogto-digital and digital-to-analog converters, voltage- to- frequency converters, sample- hold amplifiers, analog interface subsystems, data-acquisition subsystems, digital panel meters, operation amplifiers and instrumentation amplifiers as well as
isolation amplifiers, thin-film networks, and power supplies are
among the 300 products for measurement and control described in a
36- page short- form catalog from
Analog Devices Inc., P.O. Box 280,
Norwood, Mass. 02062 [ 433]
Centralab products. A 40- page catalog from Centralab covers the company's lines of standard ceramic
CENTRALAB
CE RAMIC CAPACITORS
EMI RFI FILTERS
THICK FILM NETWORKS
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Logical Layout
User- oriented controls provide
error-free operation because cf
logical-use grouping, and selective
controls, such as complete!), separate delayed timebase contro:!.

e—ElDj.e-- Ct
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e
Products that reach
Philips designs ahead. That's
plex inst -uments are so easy
use; they were designed for

Cold Switching

ahead because
why these comand efficient to
People ... who

Permits all the controls necessan)
for four- trace operation to be positioned in a logical location. Coic
switching technology obviates electrical and mechanical problems associated with functional contols.

happen to be engineers.
These innovative measurement sys:ems ar€ designed to solve complex measwing problems, dependably, for along time.
They may indeed provice the capability for
tomorrow's measuring requirements.

User-Oriented Features
Solve difficult measuring prob ,ems

sew

Tesiffir «ter
L

..r.

as they arise. Digital Delay erables
accurate selection of any particular bit to 99,999] out of the data

n

101100"

stream.

•

t
«e

Switching Regulated
Power Supply
Gives high efficiency, saves noigilt
(eliminates cooliog-fan and fIter),
and allows inst7ument use from
almost any source without adjustment.
For further information, use our HOT LINE m_mbe• —

lathe United States:
85 McKee Drive
Mahwah, New Jersey C7430

BOO 631-7172 (
New Jersey residents call (
201* 529-3800 r.ollect.)
In Canada:
6Leswyn Road
Philips Test & Measuring Instruments, Inc.
Toronto, Ontar oCanada Pvt6A 1K2

A

"" AA4k111, ANY.

PHILIPS
Circle 2 1 of - Reade , Service
ircle 265

Card for Demonsiation
or Reader Service Card.for Informatton

THE SOURCE FOR POWER SUPPLIES!
New literature

New 1977 issue
iechnipower
design ¡data
catalog no. 771
ILI-GLLLIEELI ELILSIILI

POWER SUPPLIES

YOURS FREE!

Technipower presents the widest range of mil- qualified, industrial and
commercial power supplies ever compiled - all backed by a comprehensive 5-year warranty.
Complete engineering specifications are provided. Special sections are
devoted to extensive thermal data tables, a glossary of the NEMA
terminology, a metric guide, and other technical information.
Write or call today for your free copy.

capacitors, EMI/12F1 filters, and thickfilm networks. Specific listings include disk, special-application, and
monolithic ceramic capacitors, miniature and subminiature interference
filters, and 14- and 16- pin DIPs
containing thick- film resistor networks. Copies are available from
Centralab Distributor Products,
5757 N. Green Bay Ave., Milwaukee, Wis. 53201 [434]
3-D display modules. An eight- page
brochure describes three-dimensional display capabilities and configurations possible with 15 basic
•

TEcFuvipowER

ANALOG GRAPHIC • BUILDING BLOCK MODUL ES

A BENRUS I D,

Benrus Center, Ridgefield, Connecticut 06877
Telephone ( 203) 431-1300 • TWX 710-467-0666
or

Benrus Technical S.A., #6 Rue de la Corsaz, C.H.-1820, Montreux, Switzerland
•
Circle 212 on reader service card

Now
there's a
Brushless
DC Motor
that makes a
difference!
A breakthrough in motor design, the
Aeroflex Brushless DC Motors feature:
• A complete package with fully integrated electronics • Solid state switching techniques and patented solid state
sensing • Inverted rotor- to- stator relationship • Speed independent non- contacting rotor position sensors.
You no longer have to endure the
penalties of brush wear and high power
loss. You can have the high starting
torque/speed characteristics of conventional, permanent magnet DC motors plus the brushless advantages of greater
reliability, higher efficiency, lower operating temperatures, and a service life
limited principally by bearing wear. Also,
being brushless, they run without fear of

212

Circle 266 on

•

/laical Ilo IronkInc

analog graphic building blocks designed by Optical Electronics Inc.,
P. O. Box 11140, Tucson, Ariz ;
85734. The brochure includes actual
photographs of images generated
with the modules. [ 435]

sparking so they can be used in explosive,
corrosive and other hostile environments.
Their application potential is limitless
. . ideal for those areas which require
long life reliability, high speed, fluid submersion, low heat generation, etc. They
also can be used as AC motor replacements - where high starting torques can
eliminate objectionable power drains and where higher rotational speeds are
required than line frequency/speed dependent AC motors can deliver.
MOTOR PRODUCTS DIVISION
AEROFLEX LABORATORIES INC.
.nr
South Service Road, Plainview, LI.N Y 11803
'Aeroflex is a designer/producer of brushless
DC motors and torquers, AC/DC motors, fans
and blowers, magnetic sensors, etc.'

reader service card

DTMF signaling. Dual- tone multifrequency ( DTMF) signaling, which is
familiar to most of us as the basis of
the Bell System's Touch Tone dialing system, has many applications in
remote supervisory control systems
because of its inherent high immunity to noise. A reprinted article that
explains DTMF and tells the reader
how to build anoise- immune control
system is offered by Frequency
Devices Inc., 25 Locust St., Haverhill, Mass. 01830. The reprint highlights the five major parameters that
endow DTMF with its high noise
immunity. [ 436]
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Fhe 10-min. course in stepping motor control.
t's anew concept in step motor
ontrols — and in learning about
hem. A ten minute, no-nonsense,
echnical course. Brief — but corndete. In one cassette, much about
tep motors and the capabilities,
nterfacing, selection of control
lrives. Engineer- to-engineer.
$5.00, you buy expertise in an
merging, vital technology worth
nany times the modest tuition.
:omplete with aprinted abstract
hat helps you sum it up.
tnd Superior has the product
hat measures up. New Slo-Syn
:ontrols that cost less, do more
:onverting digital information to
nechanicat motion. With moduar translator. Preset indexer. For
)uilding-block freedom while
fleeting exact performance
:riteria.
ow it's no longer cost-effective
:o do your own circuitry design in

stepper control — not when you
can save up to 50% by assembling
your tailored system from
Slo-Syn modules.

Whether you need simple bidirectional positioning or amatrix
of task-oriented motions, there is a
Superior control drive for you.

Of course you can buy your drive
A step ahead
system fully assembled. Complete
in positioning.
with panel-mounted controls.
And at acost/performance ratio • Superior Electric
that will still surprise you.
Bristol, CT 06010 ( 203) 582-9561
See new stepping motor controls — DESIGN ENGINEERING SHOW Booth 1100

Send in this coupon
today— and get
Positioning Tape # 1.
The first in the series.
Keep astep ahead.
Send me your
fl10-minute
cas-

sette course on stepping motor control
drives. $ 5.00 check
or money order
enclosed.

Send me new free
D
literature on SloSyn control drives.
I
— I
I'd like acall
L_J from my nearest
Superior sales
engineer.

Name

Title

Company

Street

City

r.

State

Zip

Cl

assified

section

CLASSIFIED SALES REPRESENTATIVES

Cleveland

Mac Mueslis

Atlanta
Boston
Ch,cago

Dallas
Denver
Detroit

Mike Taylor
Shirley Klotz
Mac Mueslis

Joe Lane
Holt Buchanan
Higgens

404/892-2868
617/262-1160
312/751-3733

FOR

ENGINEERING/TECHNICAL EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITIES

216/781-7000
214/742-1747
303/837-1010
313/873-7410

Engineers
Significant growth coupled with forecasted expansion
and asolid commitment to new product development
has created exciting professional opportunities for
imaginative engineering talent with Gould's fast moving
Ocean Systems Division. Immediate openings for:

Sr. Production Engineer
(Mechanical)
The selected candidate will have at least aBSME and 10
years working experience. Also necessary is afamiliarity
with rotary equipment including engines, pumps, motors,
and alternators/generators. In addition, exposure to fluid
power equipment in the following areas is essential:
valves, pumps, and seryovalves. A final prerequisite is
experience with military documents including weapon
specifications as well as familiarity with government
drawings in relation to dimensioning, tolerancing, and
ANSI Y14.5.

Reliability Engineer
BSME or equivalent and 3years experience in electromechanical component and system analysis plus a
familiarity with government contracts are required.
Exposure to MIL- Q-9858A and ANSI Y14.5 essential.
Involves failure analysis at the component, sub-system
and system level. In addition to identifying and writingup failure analysis reports, candidates must display the
ability to recommend corrective action.
If you're up to the large scale challenges and the exhilarating growth pace that have established Gould as
an integrated technology company...you'll be rewarded
with an exceptional salary, afull benefits package and
highly-visible advancement opportunities. Submit letter
or resume in confidence with earnings history and salary
requirements, to:
GOULD OCEAN SYSTEMS DIVISION
18901 Euclid Avenue
Cleveland, Ohio 44117

Houston
Los Angeles
New York

Mike Taylor
Stan Kassin
Dave Hawksby

713/659-8381
213/487-1160
212/997-3594

San Francisco M.E. Kenny

415/362-4600

Stamford

203/359-2860

Phdadephia

Dan Ferro

215/568-6161

XEROX 400 TELECOPIER

Pittsburgh .

Dan Ferro .
Holt Buchanan

412/391-1314

212/997-6800

Wescom has an extraordinary history of growth in the design,
development, and manufacture of electronic telecommunications
systems and lists the following career opportunities in their plants
in West Suburban Chicago:

SOFTWARE DESIGNERS
We require Design Engineers to assist us in the design and
development of software for our telephone switching systems.
You will design and develop the software for a system that is
operated by stored program control. This includes the design and
implementation of computer programs to operate in a real time
environment.
Requirements: B.S. or M.S. In electrical engineering or computer
science coupled with a minimum of one ( 1) year experience with
real time systems programming.

HARDWARE DESIGNERS
We are seeking Hardware Designers to join our engineering organization.
To qualify you must be experienced in the design of microprocessor systems, memories and associated interfaces. We require a BS or MS in electrical engineering or computer science
and aminimum of 3years related experience.

Wescom offers a liberal starting salary and full fringe benefit
package. If you meet or exceed these requirements, please
submit a detailed resume, including salary history in confidence
to:
Christine Rosenbach
Employment Manager

VVESCOM
8245 S. Lemont Road, Downers Grove, IL 60515
An Equal Opportunity Employer M IF

An Equal Opportunity Employer, M/F/H.

GOULD
Ocean Systems Division
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'59. Over 1,000 client companies.
We are graduate engineers working full-time for yOu. Send resume
& salary history today or request
confidential application.
ATOMIC PERSONNEL, INC.

I

Suite L. 1518 Walnut St., Phila., Pa. 19102
An Employment Agency
For All Technical Fields
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RATES $46 per advertising inch ( le"). Commissionable.
SIZES 78" to 10" deep in widths of one column ( 1581, two ( 33i").
three ( 58), and four ( 7").
CLOSING Two weeks prior to mailing.
MAILING One week prior to issue date.
ISSUE DATE Every other Thursday.
AD ORDERS/BOX NUMBER ANSWERS Send to Electronics.
Post Office Box 900, New York, N.Y. 10020.

The Engineers Who
Talk Your Language
&e.erer,./ZISCOree."./Zerr./.."./Zeol
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We have
opportunities
for Engineers . . .

Instrumentation Engineer
An MS/EE with at least five years experience. Requirements
are hardware experience with high voltage, high power
circuit design for pulse and dc systems. A knowledge of
analog instrumentation problems associated with high power
equipment is required.

rf Circuit Design Engineer
A challenging position in rf circuit design and fabrication in a
growing R&D electronics laboratory. Knowledge of useful
VHF and UHF rf components in discrete and chip form is
required. Design and fabrication of hybrid printed circuit
board and thick film circuits will be carried out for operation
in the 10 to 1000 MHz range. Advanced fabrication and
computer aided test equipment will be provided. State-of - theart hybrid subsystems will be the end product.
These openings provide a chance to join the
company ranked seventh in the U.S. in private
R&D spending, and live in an attractive New
England setting. Please submit your detailed
resume with salary history to: E. Marcin,
Professional Placement, Silver Lane, East Hartford, Conn. 06108

UNITED TECHNOLOGIES
RESEARCH CENTER
UNITED
TECHNOLOGIES

Engineers and Physicists

Application
Development
Design
Evaluation
Analysis
Does the opportunity to apply
training and experience to
creative engineering, advanced
technology and problem solving
interest you?
Would you like to work with
leaders in your profession— with
the support of well-equipped
laboratories and prototype
fabrication facilities?
If so, we in the Technology Support Division would like to discuss
career opportunities with you.
Permanent positions are available in avariety of technical
fields in our Components and
Processes Laboratory, Developmental Products Laboratory and
Advanced Technology Laboratory.
Various types of academic backgrounds and levels of experience
are needed in the following and
in other related activities:
your

Advance
Job Listings

•Complex integrated circuits
and microprocessors
•Advanced passive components
•Hybrid microelectronics
•Device physics and failure
analysis
•Electronic packaging and
interconnections
•High- voltage magnetics and
corona
•Semiconductor device
characterization
•Component part standards
•Microwave devices and
assemblies
•Electronic power supplies
•Electromechanical devices and
connectors
•Supplier evaluation and
coordination
•Instrumentation and automated
testing

By having our weekly ADVANCE JOB LISTINGS sent to your
home every Monday you can be the first to know about openings both in and out of your field. AJL will enable you to
contact anxious recruitment managers BEFORE their ads appear in upcoming issues of 21 McGraw-Hill publications. To
receive afree sample copy, plus information about our low
subscription rates, fill out and return the coupon below.

Please mail your resume to us
today. We promise you a prompt
reply. Write Professional
Employment, Hughes Aircraft
Company, 11940 W. Jefferson
Blvd., Culver City, CA 90230

An equal opportunity employer

Job- seekers...
be the first to know
with McGraw-Hill's

ADVANCE JOB LISTINGS/P.O. BOX 900 / NY 10020
PLEASE SEND A SAMPLE COPY
OF ADVANCE JOB LISTINGS TO

NAME

CITY
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ADDRESS

STATE/ZIP

HUGHES
HUGHES

AIRCRAFT

AEROSPACE

COMPANY

GROUP

U.S. Citizenship Required
Equol Opportunity M F HC Employer
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ENGINEERS— JOIN AEL IN
SUBURBAN PHILADELPHIA:

Non-Impact Printer

Now More ALeader Than Ever!
AEL — American Electronic Laboratories, Inc— is alongtime,
well- established leader in electronics design and manufacture. Our continuous R&D and new- product marketing
activities have resulted in acurrent backlog of orders that is
very substantial. They've also resulted in the following rewarding career opportunities.
QUALITY CONTROL GROUP LEADER. ASQC quality engineering certification required, along with appropriate technical
degree. E-1)
MICROWAVE COMPONENT DESIGN ENGINEERS. Must be familiar with micro- strip and stripline design techniques. ( E-2)
HYBRID PROCESS ENGINEER. Must be familiar with processing techniques used in the manufacture of thick film hybrids.
E-3)
HYBRID DESIGN ENGINEER. Experience in both analog and
digital design is required ... plus additional experience in thick
film and LED display design. ( E-4)
DESIGN ENGINEER. Must be familiar with logic design of A/D
converters, micro- processors, and digital memories.) E-5)
DESIGN ENGINEER. Must be familiar with the design of image
transmission and display equipment. and A/J techniques in TV
transmission systems. ( E-6)
DIGITAL DESIGN ENGINEER. Digital design experience must
include CMOS. TTL, and ECL. ( E-71
SECTION HEAD/RECEIVER GROUP. Must have heavy
experience in receiving systems technology, with direct
experience in customer interface, proposal writing, and supervision of technical personnel. ( E-8)
MICROWAVE/GASFET DESIGN ENGINEER. Must have
experience in microwave component development, with two
or more years of experience in the design and development of
gasset amplifiers. ( E-9

Specialists
Computer Peripherals, Inc., the joint venture company of
Control Data Corp., NCR Corp. and ICL Ltd. is involved in a
major expansion program.
Computer Peripherals, the nation's leading band- printer
manufacturer, is engaged in advanced development programs which are extending the state-of-the-art in non- impact printers. Our vigorous growth has created immediate
opportunities in our Ink Jet and Electrophotgraphic programs for Program Managers, Project Engineers, and
design and development specialists in a variety of disciplines. An advanced degree in engineering or physics or
aBachelor's degree with equivalent advanced experience
is required, plus the creative ability to develop new directions in non- impact printer technology. Talk with us about
growth and un paralleled creative latitude. Your resume
and salary requirement will be reviewed in confidence.
Please write Mr. Bob Brown,

IIC

Ill

COMPUTER PERIPHERALS, INC.
Ree r's
j
e;Zhigl
arR oadr " 6
1-311651-8810

I,

:Woman., .- It non Employe, .t1 f.

SENIOR ANTENNA STAFF CONSULTANT. Ten or more years
of direct design and development experience on military
antennas is required. ( E-101
RF ENGINEER. Must have experience in design and development of RF circuits in VHF and UHF spectrums. ( E-11)

FREE

SOFTWARE ENGINEER. Ten or more years of experience is required in software engineering on large-scale, computer-controlled systems.) E-12)
SYSTEMS ENGINEER. Must have broad sensor and ' or communications experience coupled with implementation of real ime computer- controlled systems. I
E-13)
t

Your dream job.

SYSTEMS ENGINEER. Systems work background required in
the areas of digital hardware and RF/analog hardware. ( E-14)
DESIGN ENGINEER- RECEIVERS. Must have experience in RF
microwave techniques, with design experience in UHF/VHF
and microwave receivers and or receiver components. ( E-15)
BROADCAST TRANSMITTER DESIGN ENGINEER. Required is
direct design experience in AM/FM broadcast transmitters
and related broadcasting systems equipment. ( E-16)
SENIOR ADVANCED CONCEPTS ENGINEER. Your experience
must include background in mission and systems threat
analysis, with emphasis on new techniques and components
in passive surveillance, signal processing, and related EW
technology. ( E-17)
In these positions you'll enjoy attractive, competitive
salaries.., many worthwhile benefits ( including a dental
plan)... totally professional working conditions ... and
definite career growth potential.
To apply, please send your resume, complete with salary history and the number of the position you're applying for, to: Mr.
Peter Hasse, American Electronic Laboratories, Inc., PO Box
552, Lansdale, Pa. 19446. We're an equal opportunity employer.

AMERICAN ELECTRONIC
LABORATORIES, INC.

We hope you're happy in your current position,
but there's always that ideal job you'd prefer if
you knew about it.
That's why

it

makes sense

to

have your

resume on file in the Electronics Manpower
Register, a computerized data bank containing
the

qualifications

of

career- conscious

ELECTRONICS readers just like yourself.
You'll benefit from nation-wide exposure to
industry firms privileged to search the system,
and since the computer never forgets, if you
match up with their job requirements you'll be
brought together in confidence.
To take advantage of this free service, mail
your resume to the address below.

ELECTRONICS MANPOWER REGISTER
Post Office Box 900/New York, N.Y. 10020

ALL THE ABOVE POSITIONS REQUIRE U.S. CITIZENSHIP
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RF

ENGINEERING
OPPORTUNITIES
Successful commercial electronics growth Company, located
in lovely suburban Maryland,
has career opportunities for 2
MANAGERS and several RADIO
FREQUENCY ENGINEERING
SPECIALISTS.
For the past 2 decades, our organization has promoted several
innovative and financially successful product lines— now we
are adding new emphasis to our
RF organization.

MANAGER,
RF DESIGN
ENGINEERING
Position calls for strong, creative involvement in the design
of marine band synthesized HF
exciters, RF receivers, and remote control of exciters— also
products utilizing FSK Demodulation techniques.
Successful applicant will have
management opportunities to
select and direct ateam involved
in our expanding, currently
proven line of communications
products.

PRODUCT
MANAGER,
RF PRODUCTS
Experienced Product Line Manager familiar with RF radio systems, needed to direct product
management organization. Responsibilities include development and implementation of
business plans, new product
proposals, and marketing support.

RF ENGINEERING
SPECIALISTS
Excellent opportunities for experienced BS/MSEEs for design
of State- of- the- Art Product development. Experience in synthesizers, exciters and receivers
desired.
Please submit relevant experience by letter or resume to
arrange for personal interview.
Our organization is expanding
and these openings will be filled
shortly! Confidentiality assured.
Reply to Personnel Manager.
Dept. T, P.O. Box 2351, Sunnyvale, CA 94087.

I

Engineers

The Boeing Company in Seattle, Washington has immediate
requirements for experienced engineers in a variety of important assignments on awide range of products as follows:
ELECTRICAL/ELECTRONICS ENGINEERS for:
• Analog and Digital Circuits
• Antennas and Radomes
• Electronic Countermeasures
• Electrical Power Systems Design
• Electronic Packaging
• Electromagnetic Compatability
• Flight Control Systems
• Guidance and Navigational Systems
• Ground Support Equipment
• Instrumemation Subsystems
• Micro Electronics
• Radar Systems Analysis
LOGISTIC SYSTEMS ENGINEERS for
• Maintenance/Maintainability
• Spares
• Systems Safety
• Reliability
• Technical Publications
SOFTWARE & COMPUTING SYSTEMS ENGINEERS for:
• Computers and Displays— Design and Development
• Microprocessor Software/Firmware Design and
Development
• Real- Time Operational Software Development
• Signal Processing Software Development
• Software/Computing Systems Design Analysis
• Software & Computer Testing and Evaluation
• Support Software Design and Development
SYSTEMS ENGINEERS for:
• Configuration Management
• Product Systems
• Systems Analysis
• System Configuration Development
TEST ENGINEERS for:
• Electrical/Electronic Parts
• Electrical/Electronic Testing
• Flight/Mission/Systems Testing
• Test Program Requirements and Planning
• Wiring and Connector Display
MANUFACTIJ RING TEST ENGINEERS for:
• Analog and Digital Circuit Analysis
• Automatic Test Development
• Custom Hybrid Microcircuit Assembly and Test
• Photo-Voliaic Cell Process and Test Procedure
Development
• Test Equipment and Component Design
Candidates must have U.S. citizenship and an appropriate
BS degree or higher. Attractive salary, fringe benefits and moving allowances will be offered qualified candidates. And living is
apleasure in the unspoiled Northwest with its many recreational
and sports activities and relaxed life-styles.
Look into these outstanding opportunities.
Send your detailed résumé now to The Boeing Company,
P.O. Box 3707-LDU, Seattle, WA 98124.
An equal opportunity employer.

49'01
EIAKU

Getting people together
Electronics/May 12, 1977
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SOUTHEASTERN
OPPORTUNITIES
Fox- Morris Associates, a leader in
professional engineering placement,
presents a partial listing of lucrative
career opportunities currently available with our prestige client cos.

PRINTER
E
NGINEERS

Sr. Project Engr —LA
$25,000
Sr. Inst. Engr — N.C. $28,000
Process Control Engr — GA $22,000
Product Design Engr — Miss $ 18,000
Project Engr — Tenn $ 20,000
lnst Supv — Houston $22,000
Power Dist Engr — S.C. $22,000
Mfg Engr-Alabama $20,000
Inst Engr — Atlanta Computer $ 18,000
Design Éngr — GA
$ 16,000
Power Dist Engr — GA $ 17,000
Electronics Engr — Atlanta $ 18,000
An employment costs paid by client
cos. No applications se contracts regd.
Reply in conf. to N. Schauer, Mgr,
Technical Placement, by resume
including present salary.

Computer Peripherals, Inc., the joint venture company of
Control Data Corp., NCR Corp. and ICL Ltd. is involved in a
major expansion program. We have immediate openings
in the following areas:

MICROPROCESS ENGINEER
Candidate will have responsibility for hardware/software
design and implementation of Microprocessor techniques
to peripheral computer controller devices. Applicants for
this position must demonstrate experience in:
• Design and implementation of microprocessor controllers
• TTL Logic Designs on peripheral equipment
• Intel 8080 Microprocessor family or equivalent

cr)Nst IJANTs

Al

Electrical Engineering Technology—
Upper division E.C.P.D. accredited
Bachelor of Technology Program
seeks visiting professor to replace
faculty member on atwo year leave
of absence. M.S. Degree in Electrical
Engineering required with teaching
and industrial experience desirable.
Position available Fall 1977. 10
month contract. Send resume and
references to Prof. J. Adams, Department of Electrical Engineering
Technology. Rochester Institute of
Technology. One Lomb Memorial
Drive. Rochester. New York 14623.
RIT is an Affirmative Action/Equal
Opportunity Employer.

Outstanding growth opportunities exist in creative line
printer development group for imaginative and creative
project leader. Experience should include vibration, stress,
structural, dynamic and thermal analysis of electromechanical equipment. Responsibilities will also include
product definition and generation of product specification.
Supervisory experience with engineers and technicians
essential.

Electrical Engineering Technology
faculty position — Assistant/Associate professor, depending upon
qualifications. beginning in September 1977, hopefully to be filled
by August 1. Applicants must have a
Master's degree. preferably in the
area
of
electrical/electronic
engineering. P.E. or E.I.T. qualifications are highly desired. Three to five
years of relevant work experience is
necessary. Teaching experience is
desired. Applicants should have
competencies in electrical systems,
digital logic, rotating machines. circuit design, energy converters and
electrical distribution. Send resume
and references to Dr. D. F. Hackett.
Chairman. Technology Division,
Georgia Southern College. Box 8044.
Statesboro, GA 30458. Affirmative
action/equal opportunity employer.

We offer competitive salaries and benefits and outstanding growth potential. Please send resume and salary requirements to: Mr. Bob Brown.
COMPUTER PERIPHERALS, INC.
1480 N. Rochester Road, Box E-16
Rochester, Michigan 48063
1-313-651-8810
ti
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MECHANICAL PROJECT ENGINEER
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We

prefer

Experience will include knowledge of microprocessor
technology, power supplies, power drive circuitry.
Experience directing efforts of other engineers plus
technicians is essential. Experience should include budgeting, scheduling of tasks and writing of proposals and
specifications.
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INTERVIEWS IN

mail your resume to

1977:

POSITION WANTED

Microprocessor Hardware & Software Engineers
Computer Design Engineers & Programmers
Radar & Communication Engineers
Mechanical Design & Packaging Engineers
ElectroOptics & Laser Systems Engineers
Components & Quality Engineers

Engineering technician with 10 years
nands-on experience in analog.
digital, rf, prototype design or
assembly and troubleshooting. Mark
Worley 1710 Arizona Flint, MI 48506
3131785-2602.

•

We will be conducting interviews in all areas of the country where there are concentra
fions of technical talent. Our clients are willing to come to you. To meet with them and
us, send your resume, including present salary and geographic preferences to:

OVERSEAS JOBS GUIDE

Search Director

Our Cliems are Equal Opportunist- Emploi-ers

218

address

below.

We'll do the rest.

Regional Consultants. Inc. is anationwide technical search firm representing abroad
base of clients serving the Electronics field.

REGIONAL CONSULTANTS, INC.
213 W. 9th Street • Cincinnati, Ohio, 45202
513) 579-1513

the

ELECTRONICS
MANPOWER
REGISTER
Post Office Box 900

Job Hunting Guide + Directory of
600 Firms. Details on lob sources,
resumes. taxes. US$6.00 + 50¢
P&H ( US & Canada). To foreign addresses — add $ 1.50 P&H. Friar
Books. Dept. EL. 8965 EArdendale,
San Gabriel, CA 91775.

New

York,

N.Y.

10020
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Two unique reasons
why Hughes can offer you
atruly rewarding career
in systems analysis
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product development. The shaping
of basic concepts is only the
beginning of your contribution as
a Hughes systems analysis engineer. It also includes systems and
subsystems optimization, and
responsiblify for technical
integrity of the system
through prototype
design and development,
production
design and testing,
and operational
phases. You monitor
each stage of the program, evaluating all pertinent technical infcrmation and suggestions
for refinement or possible modification. Your strong involvement
from start to finish, and the
responsioility you have for a
successful outcome, provide the
kind of incentives that inspire a
man's best efforts.
t wo

on enlightenment -among technical managers. From immediate
supervis on to the policy forming
level, Hughes managers are
aware, vigorous and technically
oriented A high percentage hold
advanced degrees in science and
engineering— an achievement
encouraged and respected at
Hughes. Many
present technical
managers began
their careers just a
few years ago as Fellows in the Howard
Bea
•111111
Hughes Masters

and Doctoral Fellowship
programs. The resulting
climate of rationality
assures that your
work and professional growth will
be recognized and
rewarded.
These policies have contributed measurably to
the Hughes position of leadership
in the aerospace systems industry.
The company has grown rapidly
from 2,000 employees in 1950 to
over 35,000 in 1977. And this
growth is continuing.
Hughes systems analysis is
not limited to current programs.
Much is directed toward the
conception and development oi
advanced systems in electrooptics fire- control radar, lasers,

ei
-4.441k
elle"

-Accent

------------

space sensors, and computer
systems.
If you are agraduate of an
accredited engineering univers.ty,
are a U.S. citizen, and have
acquired some applicable technical experience, we would like
to acquaint you with some of our
hundreds of openings.
For immediate consideration please airmail your
resume to:
Professional Employment
Hughes Aerospace Group
11940 W. Jeffersor Blvd.
Culver City, California 90230

HUGHES
HUGHES

AIRCRAFT

AEROSPACE

COMPANY

GROUPS

An eaual opportunity M/F HC employer.

WE PROMISE YOU A REPLY WITHIN ONE WEEK
Electronics/May 12, 1977
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Announcing the first major
advance in magnetic shielding
in 50 years.

The time is right for arevolutionary
concept in magnetic shielding.
Increased sales of electronic equipment, atrend toward miniaturization,
and intensified regulatory considerations have put increased emphasis on
electromagnetic compatibility.
Consequently, electronics manuMETSHIELD Fabric
facturers need cost-effective magnetic
the first magnetic shielding product made from
shielding not plagued by fabrication
METGLASa alloys. METSHIELD fabric cim be handled
problems and use limitations associa- and shaped without performance degradation
ted with conventional nickel alloys.
Now you have such ashielding. It's METSHIELD'"' magnetic shielding
fabric— awholly new flexible product made from Allied Chemical's METGLAS*
amorphous meta: alloys.
Because of its exceptional strength and flexibility, METSHIELD fabric retains
its full shielding effectiveness during fabrication and use.
This reliability of performance—plus the ease with which METSHIELD fabric
can be handled and shaped— promises you asignificant reduction in the overall
cost of shielding.
You can use METSHIELD fabric for avariety of applications, including
cathode ray, photomultiplier,
Send me information on METGLAS alloys and
vidicon, and image tubes.
METSHIELD n' fabric
To find out how METSHIELD
Name/Title
fabric can help solve your shielding problems, phone John Dismukes Company
at 201-455-4031 or Jack Thorp at
City/State/Zip
201-455-3306. Or send in the
Mail to Metglas Products, Allied Chemical Corporation
7Vreeland Road, Florham Park, NI 07932
coupon.
Allied.
Chemical

Metglas Products
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Circle 221 on reader service card

221

RF & MICROWAVE
SOURCES INFRA- RED, LF,
UHF and VHF

•

RADAR SYSTEMS: 150 MHZ to
35 GHZ

Osborne & Associates

154

Syntronic Inetruments, Inc.

158

Pearson Electronics

182

Tally Corporation

165

Perkin Elmer

179

Teac Corporation

59

•

Philips Elcoma

MOUNTS: Nike Hercules, Nike

•

Philips Industries

Ajax, SCR 584. Capacity 50 lbs.
to 10,000 lbs. Light Airborne

•

Philips TMI

19E

Philips TMI

211

AUTOTRACK ANTENNA

to Sage Systems
RADAR INDICATORS:
PRI-RHI-A/B/C/Scopes

Piezo Technology

PULSE MODULATORS: 25KW
to 10 Megawatts
HIGH VOLTAGE POWER

•

12E,2E.3E •

46,47

76

Plessey Semiconductors

191

Polaroid Corporation

163

Powermate

190

Power Transistor Company

195

•

•

•

VIO Techmashexport

15E

Technipower, Division of Benrus

212

Tecnetics

172

Tektronix

22.23.35

Teledyne Relays

17

Teletype

193

Telonic Altair

140

Teradyne, Inc.

66

SUPPLIES: Up to 20KV 2A
MICROWAVE TUBES: TWT,
Klystron, BWO, Carcinotron,
Magnetron Every crequeric y

•

T- K Enterprises

224

173

MICROWAVE COMPONENTS

•

Precision Monolithic* Inc.

15

•

TRW

SONAR SYSTEM'S

•

Projects Unlimited

71

•

TRW Power Semiconductors

Pro- Log

30

SEND FOR FREE 24 PAGE
CATALOG ON YOUR LETTERHEAD

RADIO RESEARCH
INSTRUMENT CO. INC.

Radio Research Instrument Corporation

•

2 LAKE AVE. EXT., DANBURY, CT. 08610

RCA Electro Optics & Devices

RCA Solid State

222

51

R D Products, Inc.

IMMIA FINE LINE
PRINTING
50-70P

Rental Electronics

54

Reticon Corporation

79

•

T. L. Robinson Company, Inc.

•

Rohde a Schwarz

•

Salota GmbH a Co. KG

206

Sangamo Data Recorder Division

178

Schlumberger Dept. Instruments

54

Lines & Spaces
by screen printing technique
•

Scientific Atlanta, Optima Div.

Ca.lear4e A'reacteceCtiOet

200

TRW RF Semiconductors

161

28,29

Ultra- Violet Product*, Inc.

188

United Detector Technology

197

United Systems Corp., Sub. Monsanto

7,9

203-792-6666
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,CAPACITORS

•

Unitrode Corp., Semiconductors

•

Centralab

230

1E.2 1E-24E

n

•

USCC

71

143

153,155

Varo Semiconductor

198

Vector Electronics

200

Viking Industries

123

Wabash Electronics

51

Wakefield Engrg.

170

Watkins- Johnson Company

168

Wavetek San Diego Inc.

15

Wilhelm Westermann

16

144

•

S. E. Laboratories Ltd.

•

Sfernice

•

Shell International Chemical

j

Siemens Computes

37

•

Siemens A G Karlsruhe

7E

•

Siemens AG Munich

52

4E,37
Wiltron Co.

208

136,137

Classified and employment advertising
F J Eberle Manager 212-997-2557

III

Low cost

•
Ill Mass

production
Silicona

Applications
1. Plasma display panel
2. Thermal printer head

44,45

•

Sime Brondi SRL

130

•

Simpson Electric

73

•

Sonimag

17E

Statek Corp.

225

Superior Electric

213

American Electronic Lab. Inc.
Atomic Personnel, Inc.
Boeing Company
Computer Peripherals
Fox- Morrie
Gould Oceans
Hughes Aircraft
PH B Consultants
Regional Consultants
United Technologies
Wescom

216
214
217
216,218
218
214
215,219
214
218
215
214

3. Multi layer HIC etc.

7 —

=

=

corp.

25-1, Minami-cho 6-chome, Fuchu,
Tokyo, 183 Japan Tel. 0423-68-3341

Circle 222 on reader service card

•

For more information of complete product line see
advertisement in the latest Electronics Buyers Guide
• Advertisers in Electronics International

4Advertisers In

Electronics domestic edition
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FREQUENCY DIFFERENCE
MULTIPLIER,
FREQUENCY STANDARD

4101/4110
FREQUENCY
METROLOGY

FREQUENCY DIFFERENCE MULTIPLIER 4110
This instrument is designed for rapid measurement of the relative frequency difference between two stable sources, one taken
as the reference frequency and the other as the frequency to be measured. The technical solution adopted by Adret uses an
original process, directly derived from the frequency synthesis technique employed in Frequency Synthesizers.
This instrument multiplies afrequency difference by 10,000 in less than 0.2 sand measures arelative difference with 10-1 2
resolution in less than 10 s.
The measurement of the relative difference is provided simultaneously in three forms :
•Digital display with 3digits and sign
•BCD output
•Analog output
FREQUENCY STANDARD .
4101
call f reference frequencies that atomic standards alone can provide.
Many problems associated with frequency metrology
Some Long Wave transmitters being driven by atomic standards, Adret has developped asynthesized receiver able
to pick up any transmitter in the 15-kHz to 200-kHz band. The received frequency is used to phase-lock acrystal
oscillator with 5.10 -1 0 stability, which permits to get rid of propagation hazards, broadcasting interruptions /
and excessive phase variations.
The 1-MHz, 5-MHz and 10- MHz standard fr
eq
uencies delivered by the instrument are therefore endowed

,

j

with the long-term stability of the transmit ter atomic standard and with the spectral purity
j
of acrystal oscillator.
/
/

,
7

/

so let ADRET guide you to the //' .-.eo<s
right instrument:
circle our number on the reader service card, return /
the coupon or write us on your letterhead. We'll rush you our new 1977 catalog. /
It gives you a lot of practical tips about frequency measurements as well as the
details on our hardware
,
/
Circle 223 on reader service card
e
/
,
1630 Manheirn Pike ,
Lancasie,
Pennsylvania 176C1,
Telephmue ( 717) 569-7059.

/
/
/
/
/
/
/

,
,

/

//..
X

/

.
,.e-/

/

/ 7:.$>

e <,
eg; .e.‘

Use Quick-Wedge to
install abus, connect a
motor, mount ap.c.
board, cinch up a
connector

Advertising sales manager: Paul W. Reis,

1221 Avenue of the Americas. New York, N.Y. 10020
[212] 997-4371
Atlanta, Ga. 30309: Glen N. Dougherty
100 Colony Square, 1175 Peachtree S1.. N.E.
[404] 892-2868
Boston, Mass. 02118: Frank Mitchell
607 Boylston St.
(617) 262-1160
Chicago, III. 80811
645 North Michigan Avenue
Robert W. Bartlett ( 312) 751-3739
Robert M. Denmead [ 312] 751-3738
Cleveland, Ohio 44113: William J. Boyle
1716] 586-5040

They do all that ordinary
screwdrivers do, PLUS they
hold and start the screw

17

sizes

Screw- holding

Unconditionally guaranteed.
BUY A SET TODAY
See your dealer or write to:

Kedman Company, P.O. Box 25667,
Lake City, Utah 84125

Salt

°Copyright 1977

&

QUICIRUEDGE
screwdrivers

Circle 224 on reader service card

LOWPASS
FILTERS
Fast Rolloff
No Insertion Loss
0.001 Hz to 50 KHz
Low Noise

FIXED FREQUENCY
RESISTIVE TUNEABLE
PROGRAMMABLE
F OI manufactures
all types of Filters
Sinewave Oscillators and
Communications Products

Frequency Devices Inc.
25 Locust Street
Haverhill, Mass. 01830
(617) 374-0761/TWX 710-347-0314
224

HIGH EFFICIENCY
CONVERTERS

Advertising Sales Staff

Circle 268 on reader service card

Dallas, Texas 75201: John J. Uphues
2001 Bryant Tower, Suite 1070
[214] 742-1747
Denver, Colo. 80203: Harry B. Doyle, Jr.
123 Speer Blvd. *400
(303) 837-1010
Detroit, Michigan 41202: Robert W. Bartlett
1400 Fisher Bldg.
[313] 873-7410
Houston, Texas 77002 John J. Uphues
601 Jefferson Street, Dresser Tower
[713] 659-8381
Los Angeles, Calif. 90010: Robert J. Rielly
Bradley K. Jones, 3200 Wilshire Blvd., South Tower
[2131487-1160
Minneapolis, Minn. 55435: Robert M. Denmead
4015 W. 65th St.
13121 751-3738
New York, N.Y. 10020
1221 Avenue of the Americas
Michael J. Stoller [ 2121 997-3616
Matthew T. Reseska 12121 997-3617
Philadelphia, Pa. 19102: Matthew T. Reseska
Three Parkway
[212] 997-3617
Pittsburgh, Pa. 15222: Matthew T. Reseska
4Gateway Center
[212] 997-3617
Rochester, N.Y. 14534: William J. Boyle
1175 Pittsford- Victor Rd., Pittsford, N.Y.
[716] 586-5040
San Francisco, Calif. 94111: Don Farris
Robert J. Rielly, 425 Battery Street,
[4151 362-4600
Paris: Alain Offergeld
17 RueGeorges Bizet, 75116 Paris, France
Tel: 720-73-01
Geneva: Alain Offergeld
1rue du Temple. Geneva, Switzerland
Tel: 32-35-63
United Kingdom 8: Scandinavia: Robert Ghey
34 Dover Street, London WI
Tel 01-493-1451
Scandinavia: Andrew Karnig and Assoc.
Kungsholmsgatan 10
112 27 Stockholm, Sweden
Tel: 08 51 68 70 Telex: 179 51
Milan: Luigi Rancati
1via Baracchini. Italy
Phone 86-90-656
Brussels: Alain Offergeld
23 Chaussee de Wavre
Brussels 1040, Belgium
Tel: 13-73-95
Frankfurt/Main: Fritz Krusebecker
Liebigstrasse 27c, Germany
Phone 72 01 81
Tokyo: Tatsumi Katagiri. McGraw-Hill
Publications Overseas Corporation,
Kasumigaseki Building 2-5, 3-chome,
Kasumigaseki, Chiyoda-Ku. Tokyo. Japan
[581] 9811

Business Department
Thomas M. Egan
Production Manager [ 212] 997-3140

Gayla Black

Production Manager [ 212] 997-2044

Carol Gallagher

Input/output voltages: 12. 24, 32, 48, 60, 72
& 120 volts
• Output power ranges: 150-500 watts
• High efficiency — 80% typical
• Fully regulated output voltages
• Output current limiting protection
• DC isolation between input/output / chassis
• Proven performance & reliability
• Custom voltages & current models available

FOR YOUR DC- DC CONVERTER
REQUIREMENTS CONTACT
GLENPYRE ELECTRONICS
In Canada:
1551 Columbia Street,
North Vancouver, B.C., Canada V7J 1A3
Phone: ( 604) 980-6041 • Telex: 04-352520
In

DEALER INQUIRIES INV1TED

Circle 269 on reader service card

PROFESSIONAL
DISCOUNTS
HEWLETT h PACKARD

HP- 21
HP- 22
HP- 25
HP- 25C

$64.00
1-00.00
116.00
160.00

HF2/
I1F 80
111. 67
HP 97
hP 91

4140.00
236.00
395.00
664.95
295.00

FREE AMP& power pad, with perenese or le 21.
22 - 25 25C 27 dWet peke, May 31

Texas Instruments

electronic calculate,
1
.
1-30
1600
1650
SR-40
Bus Anst
5100

S20.00
.
24.95
28.50
31.00
31.00
44.95

3H-51-11
,
3A-52
PC- 100
TI- 5050M
5040- PD
Money Mgr.

S52.00
79.95
184.95
154.95
88.00
108.00
20.00

All Libraries Avaslable
S322.00 Ask for II Digital Watches!

Also SCM, Olivetti. National Semiconductor Casio. Canon.
Curves APF. Sharp. Craig Sanes Recold-A-Call and more
All al weal prices'

Dorothy Carter

Production Manager Domestic
[212] 997-2908

Frances Vellone

FA1RC 1-411_1=1

Reader Service Manager
[212] 997-6057

Pr

Go , $14995
2uuû ore' e , u,r,OSr195

WE WILL BEAT OR MEET ANY COMPETITORS' PRICE W HE HAS
MERCHANDISE ON HAND.,
by TIC r-ye, waraMy by
manufaclwers All fouls SlioPPKI iv uremil iactory cartons wdh actesones
accofcop to manutachtref5 specdcah0,,s In Calif canr0131370-0795 or
ORDERS ONLY CALI i800r 4210367 cher Man CAI BantrAmedcard
Master Charge accepted on most sales. Send morny order Pers ok 2wks
ro clear in CA add 6% sales tax Add 5350 min Cuomo merges U.: only.
$7130 for SR- 52, PC- 100. HP- 67. -97 Canada min sheen charges- 5650
WE SHIP UPS AIR Send mall orders to frEPT ELE.

Electronics Buyers' Guide
H.T. Howland, General Manager
[212] 997-6642

Regina Hera, Directory Manager
[2121 997-2544
Gayle Black, Production Manager
[212] 997-2044
Frances Valle», Reader Service Manager
[212] 997-6057

Classified and Employment

,
'

H- P

PC.100/SR-52
Combo Sales

Production Manager International
[212] 997-2045

the U.S.A.:

Glenayre Electronics Inc.
3631 Interlake Avenue North
Seattle, Washington 98103
Phone: ( 206) 633-'500

tkeerpres

Advertising

Frank Eberle, Manager
1212] 997-2557
1
4
/%
1

Irabl1 Hawhortie Bk d Lawndare Ca ' 111260
121:11 370 5795 (
800) 421 -0367

Circle 270 on reader service card

WIRE WRAPPING TOOL
For AWG 30, . 025" ( 0,63mm) sq. post,
"MODIFIED" wrap, positive indexing,
anti-overwrapping device

Circle 225 on reader service card

The
low down on
low leakage.
CMOS Crystal Oscillators
in low profile TO-5•
Frequency range is 10 kHz
to 300 kHz ( divided outputs to
1kHz, low as one cycle per
month available). Low milliamp
current consumption. Accuracy ± 0.01%. Shock 1000 g.
Hybrid thick and thin
film chip and wire design is
rugged and ideally suited
for portable equipment. Details
in Gold Book & EEM.
STATEK

CORPORATION

"".111111111111111.11111""--

512 N. Main
Orange.
California 92658

Nichicon Aluminum Electrolytic
Low-Leakage Capacitors meet the most
stringent low- leakage specificatiQns.
Yet, they cost up to 50% less than
comparable tantalum or film- type
capacitors. Why pay more when you can
get the same performance
characteristics for less?

Free Catalog.
To receive complete catalog information
and engineering samples. write to us on
your company letterhead.

The pulse of the industry.
'
I.

iuclucon
NICHICON (AMERICA) CORPORATION
6435 N. Proesel Ave. • Chicago, IL 60645 • (312) 679-6530
Division of N:CHICON CAPACITOR LTD., Kyoto, Japan

Telephone: ( 714) 639-7810
TELEX 67-8394

Circle 91 on reader service card

Circle 90 on reader service card
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The Electronics Book Series offers you:
APPLYING
MICROPROCESSORS
mime?,
rtryiTly
rtmtm
tilt,mg?
ttrntitt
t!ttntm
Itmt

MiCRopkcxessoas
rmileff

IfeRWITF

MIMI?
YMITRTIt
MTMIT
11,11Wfff

nnittnt
MIMI

Bectiorics
Book Soles

ciMICS

OF

COMMUNICCITIONS
dala
dara
data
dara
dara
dala
dala
Bectronics
Book Ser tes
dara

New hardware,
software and
appficatic
pectionics
Series

1
MICROPROCESSORS
This book cuts
through the confusion, presenting
the design and
application potential
of this exciting
technology in a
manner that will
appeal to the design
engineer who needs
to know how to use
microprocessors as
well as the system
analyst who must
assess the tradeoffs
between microprocessors and
other techniques to
accomplish his
system goals.

2

APPLYING
MICROPROCESSORS
This new book
completes the
engineer's transition
from the old methods
of electronic design
to the new world
of microprocessor
engineering. The
book contains the
up-to-date and
ready-to- use
information that
every designer needs
to know about the
new technology.

LARGE SCALE
INTEGRATION

4

BASICS OF DATA
COMMUNICATIONS

"Large Scale
Chances are you are
Integration" deals
going to be apart of
with the entire
the data communirange of design
cations market.
applications main
There's no better
memory systems,
place to start than
peripheral memories, getting acopy of
memory controllers,
"Basics of Data
on-line industrial
Communications"—
controllers, data
a316- page compilaacquisition boards,
tion of essential
communication
articles which have
systems, calculators, appeared in Data
watches, etc.
Communications
magazine.

Use form below to order your copy. Prices on 10 copies or more, available upon request.

Electronics Book Series
1221 Avenue of the Americas, New York, New York 10020

1Li

Send me

2E Send
3Ili

me

Send me

4E Send

me

copies of " Microprocessors" at $ 8.95 per copy.
copies of " Applying Microprocessors" at $9.95 per copy.
copies of " LSI" at $9.95 per copy.
copies of " Basics of Data Communications" at $ 12.50 per copy.

Li Full payment must accompany my order.
Imust be fully satisfied or you will refund full payment if the books are returned
after ten-day trial examination.
Name

Title

Company
Address
City
Signature

Country

The big 32K ROM
Newest discovery in ROM Country
Sure it cuts your parts count and saves money —
but that's only the beginning of what the big ROM
offers.
Just check these seven other important advantages the EA 3200 brings the system builder:
It keeps pace with the fastest µPs on the market.
Guaranteed access is asizzling 350 ns.
It interfaces directly with popular µPs like the
8080, 6800, and Z-80.
It cuts power requirements an heat generation.
Typical power per bit is 1.6 microwatts on standby
and only 15 microwatts operating.
It can upgrade systems started with other popular PROMs and ROMs — because it's pin compatible
with parts like the EA 2708 PROM and EA 8308/
8316 ROM.
It can be shipped in prototype quantities, loaded
with your program, only four weeks after data verification.

It's in stock right now already programmed as
an interpreter that converts BASIC language to
machine language for the 8080. We can ship you
some tomorrow.
And it's made by the specialists in ROMs and
PROMs, Electronic Arrays. We deliver over abillion
bits every month in 19 different models.
Just contact us in ROM
COUNTRY: Electronic Arrays,
550 E. Middlefield Road, Mountain
View, California 94043. Phone
us on our toll-free WATS line
(800) 227-9962 or our regular line
(415) 964-4321.

ROM
COUNTRY

electronic

arrays, loc.

Circle 901 on reader service card

Type 9CdS
photoconductive material
offers highest stability!
Stability at high temperatures and less light memory than any other CdS
material are the chief
characteristics of Clairex's
Type 9CdS. It also offers

• 1.0\N IEPAPER M

improved linearity and
broader spectral response.
Clairex photocells with
Type 9material are available in TO-5, TO-8 and
TO - 18 packages. If yod

have photocell stability
problems, try Type 9
material.
Clairex® is the industry's specialist in "light"
problems. Tell us your

problem; we'll develop
the solution. Call ( 914)
664-6602 or write Clairex,
MO South Third Avenue,
Mount Vernon, New York
10550.
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